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FOREWORD 

Trade in services, at present, plays an important role in the socio-economic development, of 

any country, and has also been acting as a catalyst for inclusive and sustainable development 

of a country. Services sector, nowadays, is contributing the largest share to the world Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP), around 70 percent of it. Although the share of services sector in 

international trade is lower than that of goods, the services embodied in the goods export-

import have great contribution and is acting as the lifeline for transportation of goods 

worldwide. Internationally traded services, however, contribute around 20 percent to the global 

balance of payments only, the value addition is around 40 percent, if we consider services 

embedded in the export and import of goods.   

World exports of services are dominated by some key sectors, such as transportation, travel 

and other business services etc. Though developed countries are the largest supplier of all 

services traded globally, the developing countries are also growing rapidly and becoming 

important suppliers of construction services, travel and transportation, and computer and 

information services. According to the World Trade Statistical Review 2016 (WTO, 2016), 

global exports of commercial services stood at $4.68 trillion in 2015, and developing countries 

accounted for 26 per cent of the total trade in commercial services. 

Initially, the economy of Bangladesh was dominated by the agriculture sector, but over the last 

few decades, services sector became the largest contributor to Bangladesh’s GDP. In FY 2016-

17, services sector contributed 56.53 percent to the country’s GDP, which was only 39 percent 

in FY 1976-77. The internationally- traded services in Bangladesh, till now, are much smaller 

compared to her merchandise trade. The export of services from Bangladesh, however, has 

been growing over the years. In 2012, services export from Bangladesh was US$ 2.8 billion, 

accounting for about 5 percent of the GDP and 10 per cent of the total export earnings. In FY 

2015-16, the export of services reached at US$3.14 billion, and the country has set a target of 

US$ 3.5 billion export for the same in FY 2017-18.  

The sectors dominating in the exports of services from Bangladesh include transportation 

services, Information Technology Enabled Services (ITES), communication services, business 

services etc. Though Bangladesh is a small player in the global services trade, the country has 

immense opportunity to expand and diversify its services exports through operationalising the 

LDCs services Waiver of the WTO. Bangladesh needs to critically examine the services waiver 

schedules submitted by the developed and developing countries. She would also require to 

identify proper strategies to enter those markets in a remarkable way with diversified services. 

To transform the potentials into realities, the country has to enhance its services exports. 

Identification of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the services sectors 

Bangladesh currently possesses or grapples with is a must. The country would have to develop 

a specific roadmap to address the challenges the services sector is currently facing, and will 

also have to formulate a time- bound action plan for increasing foreign exchange earnings 

through exporting more services.  

From that perspective, I strongly believe that this study, quite exhaustive and probably one of 

the very few, if not the only of its kind, has truly identified the export potentials of the services 

from Bangladesh, through covering the whole gamut of the country’s internationally- traded 

services, such as, analysis of export potential, assessment of the regulatory framework, 

assessment of export capacity, analysis of opportunities in international and regional markets, 
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intra-regional potential of services trade agreements and, finally, an analysis of the potential of 

the WTO LDC services waiver. It also developed a comprehensive roadmap to facilitate the 

services export of Bangladesh, including a detailed guideline for linking potential exportable 

services with identified market opportunities. This study was conducted through extensive and 

in-depth analysis of both primary and secondary data collected from different relevant 

stakeholders and sources. The methodology and findings of this study has convinced me that 

it will strongly contribute to effectively tap the export potential of its selected services sector. 

It must, however, be placed on record, as the readers will easily find out, that the study had to 

be kept limited to only four sectors, viz., Tourism and Travel- related Services, Transport 

Services, Business Services and Human health Services. These have been taken up in 

consideration of Bangladesh’s relative ease of entering those markets, on the one hand, and to 

keep the study a little handy rather than making it voluminous, on the other hand we have 

however, at chapter 5 of the study provided a limit of amount (four) services, study of which 

may also be taken up early, These are a) Export of less- skilled and semi-skilled human 

resources, b) Construction services, c) Accounting, auditing, book- keeping and tax-collecting 

Services, and d) Architectural, engineering Services. These are also under the LDC Services 

Waiver system provided by the developed and the developing countries. 

I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations and gratitude to the WTO Cell, Ministry of 

Commerce, and the Enhanced Integrated Framework (EIF), WTO, for taking up this issue to 

conduct a Study on “Export Potentials of Trade in Services in Bangladesh: Identifying the 

Opportunities and Challenges” under the project for ‘Strengthening Institutional Capacity and 

Human Resources Development for Trade Promotion Project’ and entrust the Bangladesh 

Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI) with the responsibility.  

I would like to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to the Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Directorate General of Nursing and Midwifery, The Bangladesh Nursing and 

Midwifery Council (BNMC), Bangladesh Nursing Association, The Bangladesh Midwifery 

Society (BMS), Dhaka Nursing College, College of Nursing, Mohakhali, Grameen Caledonian 

College of Nursing, JPGSPH, BRAC University, Square College of Nursing, CRP, Bangladesh 

Physiotherapy Association, Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training (BMET), 

Bangladesh Overseas Employment and Services Limited, Probashi Kallayan Bank, and 

Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council for their valuable support to identify the opportunities 

for Nursing, physiotherapeutic and childbirth- related services export from Bangladesh.  

I would also like to thank Bangladesh Railway, Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, Roads 

and Highways Department, Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh, Bangladesh Biman, Port 

Authority, Bangladesh Freight Forwarders Association (BAFFA), Unique Maritime Limited, 

SG Logistics (Pvt) Ltd, Active Logistics Ltd, and Authentic Freight system for their expert 

opinion and comments to identify the export potential of Freight transportation services of 

Rail, Road, Air, coastal and Transoceanic Water sector of Bangladesh.  

It is a great pleasure for me to express my heartiest thanks to Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation, 

Bangladesh Tourism Board, Ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism, Tour Operators’ 

Association of Bangladesh (TOAB), Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA), Association of 

Tour Operators of Bangladesh (ATAB), Bangladesh International Hotel Association (BIHA), 

Department of Tourism and Hospitality Management, University of Dhaka, and some Foreign 

Tourists for their cooperation and support to find out the challenges and potentials of the 
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Tourism And Travel- Related Services and their valuable suggestions to increase their export 

share in the global market.   

My heartiest congratulations and thanks to the Bangladesh Association of Software and 

Information Services (BASIS), Bangladesh Computer Council (BCC), Internet Service 

Providers Association of Bangladesh (ISPAB), Bangladesh Association of Call Centres & 

Outsourcing (BACCO), Bangladesh Hi-Tech Park Authority, ICT Division- Government of 

Bangladesh, Amber IT Ltd, and some Freelancers for their expert opinions and comments, 

which have definitely helped us identify the potentials and ways to address the challenges to 

increase the export of Computer and Related Services of Bangladesh. We are deeply grateful 

to all the relevant stakeholders and officials for their valuable support provided to us, since the 

beginning of the study. It has been enriched by their expert opinions, comments and 

suggestions from time to time.    

 I would also like to express our deep sense of gratitude to the Honourable Commerce Minister, 

Mr. Tofail Ahmed, M.P., and the Secretary, Mr. Shubhashish Bose, for their encouragement, 

guidance and unstinted support throughout the entire period the study took to be completed. 

The study is the outcome of extensive desk researches along with the detailed and extensive 

consultations with the relevant stakeholders of four selected Services sector of Bangladesh. I 

owe a debt of gratitude to the individuals who, on various occasions, have contributed to the 

study by giving us time for interviews and shared their valuable experiences with us, which 

definitely have enriched the findings of the study. On completion of the study, it was presented 

before the representatives of the relevant stakeholders. They provided invaluable suggestions 

relating to different aspects of the study. We have incorporated them all in this final version 

with a sincere note of thanks to all of them. They greatly helped improve the quality of this 

final version. I would like, especially, to put on record my deep appreciation of the research 

team of the BFTI, for their untiring efforts to complete the study. Without their hard work, the 

study would not have been what it is now.   

Finally, I, on behalf of the BFTI, would like to express my sincere gratitude to Mr. Munir 

Chowdhury, Director-General, WTO Cell, Mr. Md. Hafizur Rahman, Joint Secretary and 

Director, WTO Cell, and other officials of the WTO Cell, Ministry of Commerce, and all other 

officials of the Ministry of Commerce, for entrusting BFTI with this very important 

assignment. 

 

 

Dhaka, July, 2018. 

   (Ali Ahmed) 

                                                                                                                           Chief Executive Officer 
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Executive Summary 

 

International trade has been increasing day by day for a number of reasons, such as progressive 

integration of the global economy, rules-based multilateral trading system, enhanced 

connectivity, advanced communications system, easier access to information through internet, 

and so on. Increased trade has been playing a significant role in promoting sustainable 

development and supporting inclusive economic growth of a country. Not only the trade in 

goods, but also that in services is on the increase. As trade in services continues to grow at a 

rate faster than that in goods, it is now getting priority over trade in the latter throughout the 

world. Services are used intensively in the production of all kinds of goods, accounting for 

around 10-20 percent, sometimes even more, of the production costs in both manufacturing 

and agriculture (Sauvé, 2006)1.The service sector, over the years, has been playing a significant 

role in economic activities, and rendering its supportive, often very essential, part for the 

manufacturing and agriculture sector, globally. Services activities have also created 

opportunities for exporting them. This, at present, accounts for 70 per cent of the world Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP), and around 20 per cent of world trade. World exports of services are 

dominated by some key sectors, such as transportation, travel and other business services. 

Although developed countries are the largest players in global services trade, developing and 

least developed countries are coming up and becoming suppliers for import of construction 

services, travel and transportation, computer and information services, etc. In 2015, global 

exports of commercial services stood at $4.68 trillion, and developing countries supplied 26% 

of this (WTO, 2016).  

The Significance of Services Trade for Bangladesh’s Economy is Generally Little 

Understood 

Although the volume of globally-traded services is increasing, the export from the services 

sector from Bangladesh remains low compared to the trade in manufacturing and agricultural 

goods. The share of services sector in Bangladesh’s GDP, however, has been increasing over 

time. In FY 1976-77, the share of services sector in the country’s GDP was 39%. Over a period 

of four decades, services sector’s share in GDP stands at 56.53%. In 2010, services sector 

provided, approximately, 40% of the total employment opportunities in Bangladesh. As the 

employment opportunities in agricultural sector have a declining trend, the services sector 

provided ‘the initial cushion to absorb the surplus labour released from agriculture’ (GoB, 

2015).  

 

Export of services was US$2.8 billion in 2012, which accounted for about 5 per cent of the 

GDP and 10 per cent of the total exports (UNCTAD, 2016a). In FY 2015-16, Bangladesh 

fetched about US$3.14 billion by exporting services2.  

 

International trade in services takes place under the rules formulated by the GATS, concluded 

in 1995, during the establishment of the WTO. There are four modes of services trade while 

trade in goods takes place only in one mode. Trade liberalisation under the GATS, however, is 

                                                           
1 The figure is 20-25 percent for ready-made garments in some countries (United Nations, 2005).  
2Statistics from the Export Promotion Bureau, Ministry of Commerce, Government of Bangladesh. 
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very limited. Each WTO member was allowed, during the conclusion of the GATS, to choose 

individually and independently the sectors and modes for market liberalisation. Accordingly, 

WTO members scheduled the sectors and modes in their national schedules of commitments. 

Members were also allowed to put various limitations, such as horizontal limitations, sectoral 

& modal limitations relating to market access and national treatments. In addition, domestic 

regulations of the countries are also not very trade-friendly or trade-facilitating. All these issues 

made the GATS regime very restrictive and less developed compared to the GATT regime for 

trade in goods.  

 

Considering all these issues, the GATS itself contains a provision to make the service trading 

system more open and rules-based through successive rounds of negotiations. Accordingly, 

services negotiations started in 2000, later merged with the Doha Round, launched in 2001. 

Since the Doha Round is yet to be concluded, the GATS regime remains as it was in 1995.   

 

The LDC Services Waiver, however, was adopted in the eighth WTO Ministerial Conference 

held in 2011 with a view to providing preferential market access to LDCs in services trade. 

The LDC Services Waiver has actually waived the preference-giving countries from MFN 

obligations in providing preferential market access to LDCs. Though the Waiver was adopted 

in 2011, various countries started declaring their preferential schemes in 2015 and so far, 24 

countries have declared their schemes. Again, till today, no LDC has been able to make use of 

any of the schemes. It is so due partly to the absence of meaningful preferences in the schemes 

and partly to the lack of adequate capacity of the LDCs.  

 

This study seeks to critically analyse the preferential schemes and make some 

recommendations that may be used by the relevant stakeholders for making use of the 

preferences.  

 

Sectoral Analysis  

This study seeks to throw a special focus on diversification of service exports along with their 

expansion through identification of potentials and opportunities in various internationally-

traded services (ITS) from Bangladesh. To achieve this objective, the study explored the 

potential strengths of various key service sectors having higher export potentials, and 

subsequently identified four service sectors, namely (i) Tourism and Travel-Related 

Services, (ii) Transport Services (Freight Transportation services of Rail, Road, Air and 

Maritime sectors), (iii) Business Services (Computer and Related Services), and (iv) 

Human Health Services (Nursing, Midwifery and Physiotherapeutic Services).  

Tourism and Travel-Related Sector  

Bangladesh is known as a land of natural beauty with a great bio-diversity. It is home to two 

of the world’s natural wonders (the Sundarbans, the largest mangrove forest in the world, and 

Cox’s Bazar with the largest unbroken sea beach in the world) and other historically-important 

archaeological sites, including two UNESCO World Heritage sites, namely Shaat Gombuz 

Mosque and Paharpur Buddhist Temple. Bangladesh also has scenic hilly areas in Rangamati, 

Khagrachori, Bandarbans, Chittagong and Sylhet regions.  
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Total contribution of tourism and travel sector to the GDP of Bangladesh was BDT 840.2 

billion in 2016 (4.3 percent of the GDP) and is expected to grow by 7.2 percent raising the total 

amount to BDT 900.7 billion (4.3 percent of the GDP) in 2017. It is forecast to rise by 7.1 

percent per annum raising the total amount to BDT 1,783.0 billion by 2027 (4.7 percent of the 

GDP) (WTTC, 2017b) 

Among many other sectors, Tourism has a huge but unrealised potential. It could become one 

of the major export earning service sectors of Bangladesh if its potentials could be properly 

realised. Tourism sector is closely interconnected with many other service sectors, and has the 

capacity, by its very nature, to generate positive effects on various areas of socio-economic 

development of the country. In addition, cultural diversity and the inherent welcoming nature 

of Bangladeshi people have created a favourable environment to attract foreign tourists and 

augment foreign exchange earnings.  

To expand the tourism sector country-wide, the government of Bangladesh has designed 

several policies, like the Mid-Term Budgetary Framework (MTBF) under the umbrella of the 

7th FYP. In addition, the government also declared tourism as an industry, and the year-2016 

as the “Tourism Year” with several fiscal and monetary incentives for the development of this 

sector. Tourism is also considered as a special development service sector under the Export 

Policy 2015-2018.  

Exclusive tourist zones, especially for international tourists, have to be built in major tourist 

destinations like Cox’s Bazar, Kuakata, Saint Martin etc. The zones must be equipped with 

facilities and recreational services of international standard. Strategies are necessary to develop 

sustainable tourism, eco-tourism, adventure tourism etc. The hilly areas of Bandarban, 

Khagrachori etc. can be developed as adventure tourism destinations. Adequate and quality 

roads and highways need to be built. Narrow roads should be widened ensuring security of 

tourists. End-point connectivity should be given utmost priority.  

Lack of access to authentic information availability to foreign tourists about the tourism sector 

of Bangladesh is considered a major impediment to flourishing the Tourism sector in the 

country. Development of an integrated online portal with descriptions of all the tourist 

destinations along with online booking facilities is a must. Information and support centres 

with the facilities of money exchange, hotel booking and tour packages must be set up. 

Establishment of internationally-accredited training and education centres to ensure the 

uninterrupted supply of skilled tourism professionals, including Tour guides, is necessary for 

the expansion of tourism sector in Bangladesh. Effective implementation of the National 

Tourism Policy is required for sustainable development of the sector. Strong coordination 

mechanism between concerned government agencies and private sector is also necessary for 

effective implementation of the Tourism Policy. Above all, appropriate initiatives need to be 

taken for developing country branding and enhancing country image. 

Freight Transportation services of Rail, Road, Air and Maritime Sectors 

Though the service sector contributes the largest share to GDP, the export share of the sector 

is low, only 10 per cent of the total exports (UNCTAD, 2016a). However, services are the 
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important intermediary products for our export of goods. In Bangladesh, over one-third of the 

all services produced are used either by industry (26 per cent) or agriculture (9 per cent).  

Transport sector is working as the life-line of the economy as transport services are used by 

both industry and agriculture sectors for transportation of goods for domestic as well as for 

export-import purposes. In addition, the sector itself contributes an important share in total 

export of services from Bangladesh. In FY 2014-15, export earnings from the transport sector 

was about US$ 461 million. The transport system of Bangladesh consists of roads, railways, 

two seaports, maritime shipping, and civil aviation, catering to both domestic and international 

traffic. 

End-point connectivity along with an improved infrastructure is the pre-condition for achieving 

sustainable development of a country. Considering the fact, the 7th FYP (2016-2021) recognises 

the importance of modern transportation and communication system for achieving the overall 

targeted GDP growth rate of 8 percent per annum by 2021. The 7th FYP has also set up the 

goal to increase the market-share of railway freight transportation from 4 percent to 15 percent 

and increase the container transportation between Dhaka and Chittagong from 10 percent to 15 

percent through railways.  

Road Transport Services of Freight: 

Broader road connectivity resulting in reduced lead time as well as door-to-door delivery 

facilities has popularised the Road transportation of freight during the last couple of decades. 

Now a days, Road transportation has become the backbone of the country’s transportation 

system by carrying over 70 percent of passenger and 60 percent of freight traffic. 

Infrastructure of high quality is the pre-condition for the economic development of a country. 

End-point connectivity with remote areas leads to smoother communication and increased 

economic activity in those regions. The government of Bangladesh has taken several initiatives 

to facilitate the road transportation system. It has already taken initiatives for implementation 

of several mega projects to increase the road connectivity. The mega projects include 

construction of Padma Multipurpose Bridge, construction of 4-lane roads covering important 

highways, namely Dhaka-Sylhet, Dhaka-Mymenshing, Khulna-Mongla Roads, and 

Chittagong-Cox’s Bazar Highways etc. The recent signing of financial and other necessary 

agreements for Dhaka-Mawa Highway, Padma-Bhanga rail-crossing and the on-going Paira-

Patuakhali Highway, ultimately connecting Barisal and beyond to Dhaka are important steps 

in the right direction. Elenga- Rangpur Highway is another noteworthy project.   

Initiatives for faster implementation and formation of a strong monitoring mechanism is needed 

for establishment of regional corridors, such as Asian Highway (AH), SAARC Highway 

Corridor, SASEC Road Corridor, BIMSTEC Road Corridor, and BCIM Route. This will 

increase the regional road connectivity and hence reduce the transit time and transportation 

cost. To capture this potential, concrete steps from the Government along with the private 

sector are required and emphasis should be given to expanding the national freight 

transportation fleet, reducing transit time, making cargo handling cost- and time-effective and 

ensuring high quality of services. Incentives, such as easy and simplified access to finance, 

simplified regulations and procedures, better enforcement of regulations and reduction in 

import duty on transport vehicles, should be provided. In addition, allowing foreign companies 

to operate freight transportation services will increase the competition and ensure efficiency in 
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the freight transportation in Bangladesh. Moreover, Bangladesh needs to explore and utilise 

opportunities created by the GATS regime, including the LDC Services Waiver.  

 

Freight Transportation by Rail: 

Bangladesh Railway (BR) has remained the single most important state-owned transport 

agency in the country. In 2014, the BR carried a total of 65 million passengers and around 2.52 

million tons of freight, and earned BDT 8,001.80 million as operating revenue.  

In both the categories of ‘freight carried’ and ‘Ton-kilometer’, there has been a consistent 

decline during the period from FY 2010 to FY 2015. For example, it declined from 770,064 

ton-km in FY 2010 to 589,260 ton-km in FY 2015, reflecting a 24 percent decline in the 

category of ‘Ton-kilometer’. The BR’s share in the country’s transport has fallen from 30 

percent to 7 percent over the last 30 years. Poor management, low investment, lack of 

maintenance of infrastructure, lower speed and poor quality of services are some of the major 

reasons behind losing the railway freight market shares. Partial privatisation of the BR, such 

as Ticket booking and sales services, outsourcing stations management and railway hospitals 

will reduce the operational losses and bring efficiency in the sector.  

In order to improve the situation, substantial investment in infrastructure, equipment and 

technical modernisation in the railway sector will be required. Faster Construction of new ICD 

in Dhirasram, Gazipur, as already approved by the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, 

will increase the number of container movements by rail in the key Dhaka-Chittagong transport 

corridor with regionally competitive transport costs.  

Development of a long-term strategic plan is a must to develop and strengthen the international 

railway transport networks with neighboring countries, namely Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar and 

North-east regions of India. This will ultimately increase the regional transportation of freights 

by Bangladesh Railways and increase the earning of foreign currencies.    

Bangladesh needs to examine carefully the provisions of the GATS as well as the LDC Services 

Waiver in order to export railway related services in various modes and also to attract FDI in 

the sector, particularly in developing infrastructure.    

 

Freight Transportation by Air: 

Freight transportation by Air in Bangladesh has been increasing quite rapidly over the years, 

and has the potential to expand even more. Biman Bangladesh Airlines, known as Bangladesh 

Biman, is the single Bangladeshi agency operating cargo services using its passenger aircrafts 

to carry freight to various export destinations. At present, Bangladesh Biman is carrying the 

freight through passenger aircraft as currently Biman Bangladesh has no dedicated cargo 

carriers to carry freights. In addition, Bismillah Airlines, the single private airline in 

Bangladesh, operates international freight services from Bangladesh. There are, of course, 

other international cargo carriers from Dhaka. But they do not merit consideration under the 

present study.  

In 2012, the export volume through the air freight was 160,398 metric tons. After a period of 

four years, the export volume increased to 214,562 metric tons, with a growth rate of about 
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33.7%. The upward trend in export-import in Bangladesh, in recent years, means higher 

demand for the air freight services.  

The ground cargo handling at Hazarat Shahjalal International Airport (HSIA), operated by the 

Biman Bangladesh, is facing serious scarcity of cargo loading-unloading equipment (pallets, 

containers, and trolleys etc). Partnership with private organisations will definitely improve 

handling efficiency. Theft, corruption and limited space availability in the cargo villages are 

impeding the transportation of air freight in HSIA. Joint investment from public and private 

sectors could solve these issues. Private airlines, both of local and international origin, should 

also be given preferences for ground handling. Ensuring security will increase competition in 

Airfreight transportation, which would ultimately lead to the efficiency of this sector. It is 

widely rumoured, and often reported in the media, that a vested interest group is holding it 

hostage for years earning all the bad names for the premiere international airport of the country. 

The govt. we think, is stronger than any group, and should act without any further loss of time 

to rectify the situation.  

Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight 

Geographically, Bangladesh enjoys a unique situation, blessed with the Bay of Bengal, having 

three sea ports, Chittagong, Mongla and Payra (under-construction), which are considered as 

the lifelines of the country’s ocean freight. Chittagong seaport is the largest port that handles 

more than 92 percent of the country’s total maritime exports and imports. Mongla is the second 

largest seaport, handling about 40% of the total food grains and fertiliser imports.  

In 2012, total containerised export of ocean freights through Chittagong and Mongla port was 

431,035 (TEUs). In 2016, the volume of export through ocean freights registered about 37.75% 

growth and stood at 593,723 TEUs.  

Although the volume of export through ocean freight shows an upward trend in recent years, 

the operational delays due to inefficiencies in the sea ports, especially in the Chittagong port, 

increased the cost of doing business and thus reduced the competitiveness of Bangladesh’s 

exported goods. Vessels, especially container laden, need to wait at outer anchorage for longer 

periods than usual, due to severe port congestion and lack of berthing space. Moreover, 

Chittagong Port lacks necessary equipment, such as enough number of gantry cranes and 

container handling equipments. The port is now running with a capacity of only 30-40 percent 

of the needed equipment. 

To increase the ground handling efficiency in both Chittagong and Mongla port, Port 

authorities and the Ministry of Shipping should take prompt initiatives to purchase the 

necessary equipments, such as cranes, forklift trucks, industrial tractors, heavy and light 

trailers, and build container jetties etc.  

The new under-construction port of Paira, though categorised as a fast-track project, should be 

made operational as urgently as possible. It should be connected by railways to the under-

construction Bhanga junction so as to connect Dhaka, ultimately, over the Padma Bridge.   

As can only be expected, tonnage of cargo, handled at our sea-ports, has substantially 

increased.  But how far has the export of our shipping services? Providing soft loans to private 

entrepreneurs to construct/purchase ocean-going vessels, along with adding to the existing fleet 
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of the nationalised shipping corporation can ensure at least a part of our due share of export of 

the ocean freight services.  

 

Computer and Related Services 

Computer and related services sector is the most potential sector for diversifying export of 

services due to its rapidly expanding nature in terms of domestic and international demand, 

export volume and employment generation. The domestic market for the overall ICT services 

in Bangladesh is estimated to be about US$ 250 million, excluding the telecommunications 

sector. Export of software and IT-enabled products and services was estimated at about US$ 

100 million in 2013 (UNCTAD, 2016b). In FY 2015-16, export of software and IT-enabled 

products and services was US$ 152 million. If we take into consideration informal or 

unrecorded transactions, the actual amount would be much higher. However, Bangladesh’s 

share of these services in global supply chain is still very low. The government has also set a 

target to increase ICT exports to US$ 5 billion by 2021, and to make Bangladesh an ICT Export 

centre. 

As the sector has a huge global demand and also has the ability to support many other sectors, 

the government has given significant importance for the development of the sector in different 

national policies. The software and ITES sector is considered as one of the Highest Priority 

Sectors in the Export Policy 2015-18. The 7th FYP also emphasises the development of the ICT 

sector.  

To cater to the worldwide demand, the national education curricula should be developed or 

updated in line with the global technological changes. Mutual recognition of certificates by the 

internationally-renowned institutes will enhance the acceptability of the certificates and 

increase the export of ICT-enabled services from Bangladesh. Development of Hi-tech Parks 

through ensuring quality-infrastructure and utility services will attract more domestic and 

Foreign Direct Investment and hence increase the export earnings from this sector. Proper 

support and incentive mechanism is required in this regard. Development of Content Delivery 

Network (CDN) will not only save foreign currencies by reducing imports, but will also 

increase the foreign currency earnings through export. Reformation of polices for Bangladeshi 

television channels to provide OTT and IPTV services internationally will definitely enhance 

the IT services export. Development of training institutions and internationally-accepted 

training curriculums will increase the export of professionals under the Mode 4 of the GATS. 

In addition, policies need to be designed to bring those professionals back in the country in 

order to utilise their knowledge and expertise in the local industry.  

Human Health Services (Nursing, Midwifery and Physiotherapeutic Services). 

Healthcare services related to child-birth, nursing and physiotherapeutics are growing sectors 

all over the world. Expansion of healthcare services, an ever-growing number of ageing people, 

shortage of supply of physicians and nurses and a surge in chronic diseases are the main reasons 

behind the increased demand of nurses and midwives, globally. There is a huge demand for 

qualified nurses and midwives in Europe, the Middle East, North America (including the 

United States), Australia, Japan, etc. These countries, amongst themselves, require 1.5 million 

new nurses. Bangladesh can grab this opportunity by exporting trained and skilled healthcare 

workers, especially nurses and midwives. It is possible for Bangladesh to earn US$ 7 billion 
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foreign remittances per year by sending skilled nurses and midwives to those countries 

(UNCTAD, 2016b). 

To make use of this opportunity, the Government of Bangladesh has taken initiatives to create 

skilled healthcare providers to meet global demand and earn more foreign currencies. In 

addition, such initiatives will also play a significant role to meet the domestic demands and 

thus to provide better access to healthcare services of the country. The government will increase 

the number of nursing education institutes, and introduce specialised nursing education and 

post-graduate nursing education in different universities (National Health Policy 2011). 

A comprehensive study of the curricula of our nursing and midwifery institutes side by side 

with those in importing countries reveal that we face too many obstacles to export our service 

providers abroad from this sector. If it goes on like this, we may not be able to reap the benefits 

of our demographic dividend.  

The recent services waiver under the auspices of the WTO to export nurses and midwives and 

other health-workers does not seem to open any window for Bangladesh as it now stands. In 

order to qualify to go abroad for providing healthcare services, the very basic requirement is 

communicative skill along with educational qualifications. Our educational curricula 

unfortunately, are very often not standard, compared to those in the countries needing these 

services. Communicative skill of Bangladeshi service providers is lagging behind. Fluency in 

English is a must, but some other countries like to hire workers having knowledge of the 

national language of these countries. Forgetting the extreme Norwegian case of the hopefuls 

requiring to know Norwegian language, knowledge of English is a must in order to qualify to 

go abroad to work in the field. Our Nursing, diploma, degree, or even post-graduate degree 

holders, we are afraid, will not, in most cases, qualify in this test. And our curricula is nowhere 

near those in the countries willing to import these services.  

The government, if willing to take advantage of those opportunity as an LDC and beyond must 

improve and mordenise our Nursing and midwifery Curricula and somehow make the 

graduates coming out of those institutions communicate in English.  

Education is the key, and updating the curricula and making the educational system at par with 

the global standard and global demand should be the main strategy to increase the export of 

healthcare professionals, viz., nurses, physiotherapists and midwives. For physiotherapists, 

institutes outside Dhaka may be established. Necessary actions should be taken by both the 

Government and the private sectors for international recognition of Bangladeshi diplomas and 

skills in healthcare services. This initiative will increase the demand for Bangladeshi health 

care professionals in the global market and would increase the export earnings. Arrangement 

of foundation trainings, including that in language, behaviour and communicative skills should 

become mandatory before going abroad to provide those services.  

The government, along with the private sector, must take necessary initiatives to establish 

online test and examination facilities with examination centres in Bangladesh in joint 

collaboration with the affiliated international institutions. This initiatives will create 

opportunity for healthcare professionals to apply for jobs and test their skills online from 

Bangladesh with lower costs and lesser time. Redesign of required policies for nurses, 

midwives and physiotherapists sector will enhance the export earnings of these sectors. In 
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addition, development of migration and rehabilitation policy will ensure the security of 

migrated professionals from those sectors and encourage them to work in foreign markets and 

earn more foreign currencies for the country.  

Conclusion 

The services sector has been contributing the major share to the GDP of Bangladesh. This 

sector has also been contributing valuable inputs to manufacturing and other production 

activities. Trade in services, especially export, however, still remains very low compared to the 

sector’s potential. There are many sectors in Bangladesh with potential for exporting their 

goods and services to other countries or for joining the global value chain. But the potentials 

could not, so far, be realised due to a number of reasons. First, trade in services is not as simple 

as that in goods. In case of goods, trade takes place only through one mode, i.e., goods flow 

from one country to another. Trade in services, on the other hand, takes place through four 

modes of supply. Secondly, the multilateral service trading system created by the GATS is 

quite restrictive with the schedule of commitments of WTO members that contain various 

limitations and restrictions. In addition, domestic regulations and other rules relating to services 

also act as impediments to trade. Finally, capacity constraints of our services sectors resulting 

from various factors, including the absence of appropriate policy, quality of services and 

service providers, etc. are acting as major barriers to exports in most of the sectors.  

However, if adequate capacity is developed through necessary measures ranging from 

awareness-building to production of quality services, export of various services from 

Bangladesh may be increased significantly. This study has made some recommendations and 

mark out a way forward for the sectors included in the study. 

We also need to put our efforts for achieving better market access through WTO negotiations 

as well as regional arrangements along with adopting appropriate domestic measures. The LDC 

Services Waiver has created some preferential market access facilities for Bangladesh and 

other LDCs. This study has also analysed, among others, preferential schemes so far declared 

under the LDC Services Waiver. 

Expansion of services exports can contribute greatly to our efforts towards achieving various 

development goals set both nationally and internationally. It will also generate huge 

employment opportunities, considered essential for the large population of the country.                
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Services Sector in Bangladesh 

 

1.1 Global Services Trade Scenario 

Trade in services plays a dominant role in promoting sustainable development supporting 

inclusive economic growth of a country. It has become an increasingly visible feature of global 

trade discussions as trade in services continues to grow at a rate faster than that in goods. 

Services accounts for 70 per cent of world Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Again, though 

services accounts for around 20 per cent of world trade in balance of payment terms, in valued 

added terms that takes into consideration services embodied in exported goods, it accounts for 

40 per cent of world trade (Lanz & Maurer, 2015).  

Advances in information and telecommunication technologies (ICTs) have expanded the scope 

of cross-border trade in services. However, services are also increasingly being conducted 

through other means. For example, as Mattoo & Stern (2008) notes, many countries have 

tended to be more liberal than before in allowing foreign investment in their key infrastructure 

services, which include energy, telecommunications, and transport. Again, the frequency of 

people traveling abroad ‘to consume tourism, education, and medical services, and to supply 

services ranging from construction to software development’ are also growing remarkably. It 

is to be noted that gathering accurate data on the growth of services often becomes difficult 

due to the fact that cross-border transactions are not the only mechanism through which 

international supply of services is represented. As Lanz & Maurer (2015) notes, services are 

also traded through the movement of labour and capital, which also contributes to the GDP of 

the domestic country. 

To achieve greater transparency by ensuring fair and equitable treatment for all, members of 

the World Trade Organization (WTO) adopted a rulebook – the General Agreement on Trade 

in Services (GATS) – in 1995 during the establishment of the WTO. It is applicable for the 164 

countries and customs territories that are members of the WTO. Taking into consideration of 

numerous services transactions not occurring through crossing the border, the GATS widens 

the gamut incorporating four modes of supply, namely cross-border supply, consumption 

abroad, commercial presence and presence of a natural person3. These modes cover 

horizontally a wide range of services activities, such as transport of goods and people, financial 

intermediation, communications, distribution, hotels and restaurants, education, health care, 

construction, accounting, and so forth.  

However, trade liberalisation under the GATS is very limited. Each WTO member was 

allowed, during the conclusion of the GATS, to choose individually and independently the 

sectors and modes for market liberalisation. Accordingly, WTO members scheduled the sectors 

and modes in their national schedules of commitments. Members were also allowed to put 

various limitations, such as horizontal limitations, sectoral & modal limitations relating to 

market access and national treatments. In addition, domestic regulations of the countries are 

                                                           
3 For a general and fuller understanding on four modes of supply of services covered under the WTO General 

Agreement on Trade in Services, please see Mattoo & Stern (2008). 
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also not very trade-friendly or trade-facilitating. All these issues made the GATS regime very 

restrictive and less developed compared to the GATT regime for trade in goods. Considering 

all these issues, the GATS itself contains a provision to make the service trading system more 

open and rules-based through successive rounds of negotiations. Accordingly, services 

negotiations started in 2000, later merged with the Doha Round, launched in 2001. Since the 

Doha Round is yet to be concluded, the GATS regime remains as it was in 1995.   

World exports of services are dominated by some key sectors, such as transportation, travel 

and other business services. Though developed countries account for the larger portion of the 

export share in all services sectors, developing countries are fast becoming important suppliers 

of construction services, travel and transportation, computer and information services. 

According to the World Trade Statistical Review 2016 (WTO, 2016), global exports of 

commercial services stood at $4.68 trillion in 2015, and developing countries accounted for 26 

per cent of total trade in commercial services. 

As Figure 1.1 reveals, trade in services has grown faster than in goods over the past decade, 

making services the fastest growing sector of the global economy. Compared to developed 

countries, developing countries have witnessed a faster growth rate, as their share in world 

services exports increased from 14 per cent during 1985–89 to nearly 20 per cent during 1998–

2002 (Mattoo & Stern, 2008). 

Figure 1.1: Trends of Global Export of Goods and Services 

 
Source: (Mattoo & Stern, 2008) 

 

1.2 Services Sector in Bangladesh 

The services sector increasingly plays a dominant role in Bangladesh’s GDP. While the share 

of the services sector in the GDP was 39 per cent in the fiscal year (FY) 1976-77, it rose to 

48.77 per cent in FY 2000-01, and then it grew at an average compound rate of 7 per cent 

during FY 2000-01 to FY 2009-10 (Azad, 1999; UNCTAD, 2016a). The contribution rose even 

further in recent years, which stood at 56.53 percent in FY 2016-17.  
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Among the sectors within the broad services area, it was found that wholesale and retail trade 

was the largest component of services in FY 2012-13 comprising 14.05 per cent of GDP and 

23 per cent of the services sector GDP (UNCTAD, 2016a). This is followed by transport, 

storage and communication (10.80 per cent of GDP), construction services (9.37 per cent of 

GDP), real estate, renting and business activities (6.73 per cent of GDP), and community, social 

and personal services (6.56 per cent of GDP). Examining the performance of the sectors in FY 

2014-15 in terms of their contribution in the GDP, it is found that among the sectors, the 

contribution of the wholesale and retail trade sector (14.12 per cent) was the highest (Unnayan 

Onneshan, 2016). Other well performing sectors were transport, storage and communication 

(11.44 per cent), community, social and personal services (9.53 per cent), real estate, renting 

and business activities (6.83 per cent), public administration and defense (3.42 per cent), 

financial intermediations (3.41 per cent), education (2.28 per cent), health and social works 

(1.84 per cent), and hotel and restaurants (0.75 per cent). 

In 2010, the services sector provided approximately 40 per cent of total employment in 

Bangladesh. With the gradual reduction in agricultural activity compared to the other two 

(industry and services) in the GDP, the services sector provided ‘the initial cushion to absorb 

the surplus labour released from agriculture’ (GoB, 2015). The employment share of services 

rose from 25 percent in FY 1974-75 to 34 per cent in FY 1990-91, and has continued to grow 

faster than total employment since then. It was projected in the 6th Five Year Plan (FYP) of 

Bangladesh that the number of people working in the services sector in the country will grow 

from 27 million in 2013 to 30 million in 2015 (UNCTAD, 2016a). 

 

1.3 Significance of Internationally Traded Services (ITS) in Bangladesh 

Even though Bangladesh’s it is much smaller compared to its merchandise exports, exports of 

services, including construction services and government commercial services, is growing, and 

likewise its contribution in the country’s international trade is also growing. Services exports 

were US$2.8 billion in 2012, which accounted for about 5 per cent in the GDP and 10 per cent 

in total exports (UNCTAD, 2016a). In FY 2015-16, Bangladesh fetched about US$3.14 billion 

by exporting services4. 

The above statistics of services exports does not include remittances, and therefore does not 

reflect the true growth in the country’s participation in international services trade. When 

exports of services are considered at the horizontal level, labor/worker exports and remittances 

received through the repatriation of income of non-resident Bangladeshis assume a 

significance. Remittances inflow grew at an average rate of around 13 per cent between FY 

1990-91 and FY 2015-16, reaching an impressive figure of US$14.93 billion in FY 2015-165. 

Again, exports of services are in many cases inherently included in other export sectors. In 

Bangladesh, the sectors like agriculture and industry require various services, e.g. wholesale, 

retail trading and land transport services. Most of the air, water and railway transport services, 

                                                           
4Statistics from the Export Promotion Bureau, Ministry of Commerce, Government of Bangladesh. 
5 Statistics from Bangladesh Bank. 
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as high as 43 per cent of professional services, and 20 per cent of banking services are used by 

the agriculture and industry sectors as inputs (UNCTAD, 2016a). 

The sectors that dominate in the exports of services from Bangladesh include transportation 

services, Information Technology Enabled Services (ITES), communication services, business 

services etc. There are ample opportunities for Bangladesh to expand and diversify its services 

exports base through operationalizing the LDC (Least Developed Country) Services Waiver of 

the WTO6. Bangladesh would have to critically examine the service waiver schedules 

submitted by the developed and developing countries. It would also require to identify adequate 

strategies to enter into those markets vigorously with diversified services. The country’s export 

diversification strategy, as outlined in the 7th FYP (GoB, 2015), also emphasises 

diversification in services export. 

Bangladesh does focus on goods export diversification through its trade policies, but 

diversifying only exports of goods would not bring much success. Even though the contribution 

of the service sector to the overall economy is the largest, the government needs to utilise it in 

international trade. 

This Study addresses all relevant issues related to the development of exports of internationally 

traded services (ITS) from Bangladesh. To achieve that objective, the Study explores potential 

strengths of ITS exports from Bangladesh with a view to identifying a number of key sectors 

that have high export potential. Accordingly, it has chosen the following services sectors7: 

i. Tourism and Travel Related Services. Within this sector, the Study concentrates on 

the following sub-sectors: (1) Hotels and restaurants (incl. catering); (2) Travel 

agencies and tour operators services; and (3) Tourist guides services. 

ii. Transport Services – Maritime Services – Maritime, Rail, Road and Air. Within 

this sector, the Study concentrates on the following sub-sectors: (1) Freight 

transportation by Air; (2) Railway transport services of Freight; (3) Road transport 

services of freight; (4) Inland water transport services of freight; and (5) Coastal and 

transoceanic water transport services of freight. 

iii. Business-Services- Computer and Related Services. Within this sector, the Study 

concentrates on the following sub-sectors: (1) Software Consultancy Services; (2) Data 

Processing Services; and (3) Database Services’. 

iv. Human health services. Within this sector, the Study focuses on childbirth and related 

services, nursing services, and physiotherapeutic services; 

Having outlined the four major areas of ITS in Bangladesh that the Study will examine, an 

attempt is made here to provide justifications for their selection in the study. 

 

                                                           
6 The Service Waiver decision was taken at the WTO Ministerial at Bali in 2013 and also in the Nairobi 

Ministerial in 2015 in order to provide preferential market access to the LDCs at the developed countries. 
7 A detailed outline of selected sectors, sub-sectors and their explanatory notes are attached as Annex-1. 
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1.3.1 Tourism and Travel Related Services  

 Within the sector ‘Tourism and Travel Related Services’, the Study concentrates on three sub-

sectors, such as - (a) Hotels and restaurants (including catering), (b) Travel agencies and tour 

operators services, and (c) Tourist guides services. 

According to the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), tourism and travel is recognised 

as one of the largest industries in the world. In many developing countries, it has emerged as a 

major income generating industry. The importance of the tourism industry has become evident 

over the last decade as more than US$ 3.4 trillion in gross output is generated through the sector 

that currently employs more than 200 million people around the globe. More than US$ 693 

billion is invested per annum in new facilities and equipment related to tourism. Again, the 

tourism industry has also emerged as a major revenue earning sector, as it provides large 

amount of direct and indirect taxes to governments. The rapid growth of the industry is due to 

a number of factors, which include faster economic growth, rise in disposable income and 

leisure, lesser travel restrictions, tourist promotion and destination branding, and realisation by 

host governments of the importance of tourism. According to the WTTC (2017a), one in each 

ten employment is made by the tourism sector, as the sector’s contribution to the global GDP 

was 10.2 percent in 2016. In 2012, almost 1.8 percent of the labour force was employed in the 

tourism sector, and it is predicted that by 2023, about 4.2 percent of the labour force will be 

employed by the sector8. 

Bangladesh is a naturally-blessed country with a huge bio-diversity and two of the world’s 

natural wonders, namely the Sundarbans (the largest mangrove forest in the world) and Cox’s 

Bazar (the longest unbroken sea beach in the world). There is also the Kuakata beach with its 

scenic beauty and the unique location that allows tourists to see both sunrise and sunset. In 

addition, the country has various important archeological sites, including two UNESCO World 

Heritage sites, namely Shaat Gombuz Mosque and Paharpur Buddhist Temple. Bangladesh has 

scenic hilly areas in Rangamati, Khagrachori, Bandarbans, Chittagong and Sylhet. There are 

also many other unexplored new spots that may become important for tourism. Also, 

Bangladesh has cultural diversity and a welcoming nature. Due to all these, the country has a 

huge potential to attract foreign tourists and augment foreign exchange earnings.  

While tourism can be a promising sector in terms of diversifying our exports, it may also have 

multiple effects on the socio-economic arena in Bangladesh through its positive contribution 

on economic growth and development. Tourism can play a vital role in achieving three of the 

SDG goals. For example, it can provide sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, 

full and productive employment and decent work for all (Goal 8). It may also ensure sustainable 

consumption and production patterns (Goal 12) and contribute a lot to conserve and sustainably 

use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development (Goal 14)9.  

                                                           
8 “The Daily Prothom Alo”, 19th April, 2017 [Ali Imam Majumder, “Parjatan Khat, Bangladesh Jekhane onek 

Pichiye”]. 

 

 
9 “Tourism and the SDGs”, UNWTO, http://icr.unwto.org/content/tourism-and-sdgs. 

http://icr.unwto.org/content/tourism-and-sdgs
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Although the tourism sector in Bangladesh experienced some growth during the last decade, it 

was rather slow. As the country has advantages in terms of scenic beauty, eco-system, water 

bodies and archeological sites, the government has designed different policies to improve this 

sector under the umbrella of the 7th FYP, the Mid-Term Budgetary Framework (MTBF). The 

government also declared tourism as an industry and declared 2016 as the “Tourism Year”. 

Tourism is also considered as a special development service sector under the Export Policy 

2015-2018. But these are not enough. Considering the huge potential in its tourism sector in 

terms of promoting exports, earning foreign exchange, enhancing foreign investment and 

generating employment, the government must take strategic and realistic targets and implement 

those effectively to promote tourism in order to export this service under mode 2 of supplying 

services.  

Taking into consideration the immense potential of the tourism sector in Bangladesh, this Study 

has included it as one of the four major areas, and attempted to identify the opportunities and 

challenges in developing the sector for both domestic and foreign tourists in order to boost our 

economy and enhance services exports. 

 

1.3.2 Freight Transportation Services 

Within the sector ‘Transport Services – Maritime Services – Maritime, Rail, Road and Air’, 

the Study concentrates on four sub-sectors that relate to freight transportation services, such as 

(a) Freight Transportation by Air, (b) Railway transport services of freight, (c) Road transport 

services of freight, (d) Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight. 

According to Services Policy Review of Bangladesh, vol. I, even though services account for 

49 percent of GDP (period 2012–2013), 40 percent of employment and 81 percent of FDI 

inflows, it accounts for only 10 per cent of total exports (UNCTAD, 2016a). However, services 

are important intermediary products for our goods exports. In Bangladesh, over one third of all 

services produced are used either by industry (26 per cent) or agriculture (9 per cent). This is 

also true in the case of transport services, as most of the air, water and railway transport services 

is actually used by agriculture and industry as inputs to their respective production. However, 

exports from the transport sector as a whole constitute an important component of our overall 

services exports. For example, export earnings from the transport sector was about US$ 461 

million in FY 2014-2015 (GoB, 2015).  

Under the 7th Five Year Plan (FYP) of Bangladesh, the projection for the railway transportation 

is that its market share will increase from 4 percent to 15 percent in freight transport, from 10 

percent to 15 percent in container transport between Dhaka and the Chittagong Port, and from 

4 percent to 10 percent in passenger transport (GoB, 2015). Priority has also been given on the 

improvement of the multimodal transport network with a significant increase in the share of 

rail and waterways traffic. 

Considering the development of infrastructure, particularly transport and communications, as 

a precondition for achieving sustained and accelerated growth, the 7th FYP recognizes the 

importance of modern transportation and communication for achieving the targeted overall 
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GDP growth rate of 8 percent by the end of the Plan period. In addition, the 7th FYP gives a 

special focus on increasing the growth of non-labour export services specifically in ICT and, 

international transport and tourism. From that perspective, the Study has considered that 

examining the transport sector and thereby identifying the opportunities and challenges in 

exporting transport services from Bangladesh will contribute towards achieving the 

government’s goal of attaining an ambitious growth target.  

 

The transport system of Bangladesh consists of roads, railways, inland waterways, two 

seaports, maritime shipping, and civil aviation, catering to both domestic and international 

traffic. The country has about 271,000 kilometers (km) of roads, including about 21,000 km of 

major roads, 2,835 km of railways, 3,800 km of all-season waterways (which increases to 6,000 

km during the monsoon). Again, it has the two sea ports of Mongla and Chittagong, three 

international airports of Dhaka, Chittagong, and Sylhet, and eight domestic airports. Among 

the different modes of transport, road transportation has emerged as the dominant mode, 

carrying over 70 percent of passengers and 60 percent of freight traffic.    

 

1.3.3  Computer and Related Services  

Within the sector ‘Business Services – Computer and Related Services’, the Study concentrates 

on four sub-sectors, such as - (a) IT design and development services for networks and systems, 

(b) Data processing services, (c) Telephone call centre services, and (d) other telephone-based 

support services. 

The main reason behind the selection of this sector is its rapidly expanding nature in terms of 

domestic and international demand, export volume and employment generation. The domestic 

market for the overall ICT services in Bangladesh is estimated to be about US$ 250 million, 

excluding the telecommunications sector. Exports of software and IT-enabled products and 

services was estimated at about US$ 100 million in 2013 (UNCTAD, 2016b). Main services 

under the ICT services sector are software services, business process outsourcing- data entry, 

e-commerce, e-governance, geographical information systems content, graphics and 

processing etc. Considering the demographic dividend of the country and the growing interest 

among young graduates and professionals in this sector, it pertains an immense potential. While 

the number of people working in different firms within the ICT services sector may still not be 

very high, there is a mushroom growth in freelance professionals as people from both rural and 

urban areas with some knowledge on computer have been engaging themselves in many forms 

of freelancing through internet, thanks to the improved internet penetration throughout the 

country. 

Moreover, the government is trying to digitize the country and therefore emphasizing 

automation. Many government services, procurement systems, and business procedures were 

automated creating scopes for work for IT/ ITES professional and demand of their services. 

From business start-up to shopping, everything is now being automated requiring continuous 

supply of different software and related services. It has also increased the demand for call centre 

and other internet-based services. The global market is also increasing rapidly, which is evident 
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from the country’s growing exports. Bangladesh exported around US$ 152 in the FY 2015-16. 

However, the actual amount may stand as high as US$ 700 million if illegal transaction 

channels are considered. However, Bangladesh’s exports share in the world ICT market is still 

low. As revealed in Figure 1.2, Bangladesh currently exports IT related services to around 30 

countries, such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Denmark, 

Netherlands, etc. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Export Destinations for Exports of Software and ITES from Bangladesh 

 
          Source: Bangladesh Association of Software & Information Services (BASIS), 2013 

Due to its huge potential of emerging as a leading sector in Bangladesh, and for its ability to 

create positive externalities in many other sectors, the government has given significant 

importance to this sector in its major policies. The software and ITES sector is considered as 

one of the Highest Priority Sectors in the Export Policy 2015-18. The 7th FYP emphasises the 

development of the ICT sector. The government has also set a target of expanding ICT exports 

to US$ 5 billion by 2021 and making Bangladesh an ICT Export Centre. Due to government 

strategies and policies, the sector is growing rapidly. Development of the ICT sector can 

expedite the process of achieving various goals of SDGs through digital transformation. Again, 

some of the sub-sectors under the Computer and Related Services sector has been given 

preferences in many preferential schedules of commitment under the LDC Services Waiver of 

the WTO, such as those of Australia, Hong Kong, India, and Chile, etc. However, achieving 

the ambitious target requires more from the government. That’s why the Study has chosen this 

ICT services sector with a view to identifying challenges in the sector and developing specific 

action plan to overcome such challenges and meet the set export target.  

 

1.3.4 Human health services 
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Within the sector ‘Human Health Services’, the Study concentrates on three sub-sectors, such 

as - (a) midwifery services, (b) nursing services, and (c) physiotherapeutic services. 

Being one of the most populous countries in the world, Bangladesh grapples with its healthcare 

system which is mainly in the public sector. With the existing scarcity of doctors and nurses, it 

is difficult for its government to provide adequate number of doctors and nurses to cater to the 

healthcare needs of its population. According to Bangladesh Economic Review, 2016, there are 

35,608 nurses in the health sector, of which 18,292 are in the public service, 1,100 are abroad 

and 14,000 are working in different private hospitals in the country (GoB, 2016). However, the 

government is committed to create skilled healthcare providers to meet the domestic demand 

and thus to provide better access to healthcare. As per the National Health Policy 2011, the 

government will increase the number of nursing education institutes, and introduce specialized 

nursing education and post-graduate nursing education in different universities (GoB, 2012). 

In addition to the traditional nursing education, the government is promoting the midwifery 

education programme. Further, the private sector has made investment in midwifery education. 

Currently, there are 18,282 registered midwives (holding one-year diploma) and 660 (holding 

three-year diploma) registered under the Bangladesh Nursing and Midwifery Council.  

Healthcare services related to child-birth, nursing and physiotherapeutic is a growing sector all 

over the world. Again, the role of nurses, midwives and other health workers is vital in 

achieving the third Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) that relates to health at local and 

global levels. Some of the important factors behind the rising demand for nurses in developed 

countries are the physical expansion of hospitals, an ageing population, a surge in chronic 

diseases, shortage of physicians in primary care, use of nurses as case managers in disease 

management companies, and the staffing of new retail and worksite clinics with nurses. For 

example, developed countries in the west will require a large number of healthcare providers 

for their ageing population (RMMRU, 2009). For better income and career advancement, there 

is a trend among nurses and midwives either to leave the profession or to migrate to different 

countries (mainly from Eastern to Western European countries)10.  

Again, in those countries, enrollment in nursing education has dropped significantly. For 

example, in Switzerland, the number of nursing graduates dropped by 36 percent between 1991 

and 1998. By 2020, the United States will face a shortfall of 193,000 nursing professionals11. 

The number of annual graduates in nursing in Poland dropped from over 10,000 ten years ago 

to about 3,000 currently12. Ireland has turned itself from a nurse exporting country to an 

importing one. 

Changes in the global labour market in the healthcare sector have meant an increase in the 

global demand for skilled and educated people. There is a huge global demand for qualified 

nurses and midwives in Europe, the Middle East, North America (including the United States), 

Australia, Japan, etc. These countries alone require 1.5 million new nurses. Bangladesh can 

                                                           
10 World Health Organisation- Europe http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/Health-systems/nursing-and-

midwifery/data-and-statistics  
11 Nursing Supply and Demand through2020 

https://cew.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/Nursing-Supply-Final.pdf  
12 Institutional and Regulatory Reforms for training of Nurses for Overseas Employment, Policy Brief 5 

http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/Health-systems/nursing-and-midwifery/data-and-statistics
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/Health-systems/nursing-and-midwifery/data-and-statistics
https://cew.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/Nursing-Supply-Final.pdf
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grab this opportunity by exporting trained and skilled healthcare workers, especially nurses and 

midwives. It is possible for Bangladesh to earn $7 billion in foreign remittances per year by 

sending skilled nurses and midwives to those countries (UNCTAD, 2016b). From that 

perspective, the Study has considered that examining the human health services, with a 

particular focus on nursing, midwifery and physiotherapeutic services, and thereby identifying 

the opportunities and challenges in exporting such human health services, it will be able to 

assist the government in effectively tapping the opportunity that the current global situation 

offers in this area. 

 

1.4 Literature Review 

In recent years, there has been a growing attention among the entrepreneurs as well as the 

government policy makers to identify ways to boost exports of services. This emanated from 

the country’s focus on export diversification especially due to the country’s extreme 

concentration on a single product (readymade garments) that accounts for more than 81% of 

Bangladesh’s goods trade. There is no debate that the general focus of such efforts has been on 

both product diversification that involves efforts from a particular country to diversify its 

export base by incorporating new products into its export basket, and market diversification 

that involves efforts from a particular country to diversify its sources of exports by gaining 

market access to new countries (Samen, 2010). But it is also true that the government has made 

efforts and given a special focus on enhancement of services exports from the perspective of 

export diversification. For example, both the previous 6th FYP and the current 7th FYP 

emphasise enhancing exports of both labor and non-labour services. The main objectives under 

the 7th FYP for the services sector are (GoB, 2015): 

 Increase the average labour productivity of services 

 Increase the share of modern services in total services GDP 

 Increase the growth of non-labour export services focused specifically on ICT, 

international transport and tourism 

 Harness the catalytic role of tourism as a growth driver 

 Maintain the growth of overseas employment 

 Improve quality and safety of services. 

In addition to drawing increased attention from the government and its policy planners, the 

services sector has also been emphasized as an important field of research. In an effort to 

diversify our exports base and to identify ways to enhance exports of services, the study of 

internationally traded services that have good export potential has assumed importance in 

recent years among researchers, academia, think tanks and national and international 

development organisations. Interests in the ITS (Abdin, 2016; Azad, 1999: CUTS 

International, 2008; Islam et al., 2012; Raihan & Ahmed, 2008; UNCTAD, 2016a; UNCTAD, 

2016b) have a somewhat general focus on various services sectors and issues, ranging from 

assessing the contribution of services in the Bangladesh economy, comparing its contribution 

with that of industry and agriculture, chronicling the growth of the sector in Bangladesh, 
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discussing challenges faced by various sectors of services, highlighting trade liberalization and 

domestic regulation in some services sectors, etc.  

Of them, only a handful (Raihan & Ahmed, 2008; UNCTAD, 2016b) was able to provide an 

in-depth and exclusive focus on the services sector. They offer a deeper analysis of the services 

sector in the country and the challenges it faces both in achieving domestic growth and 

enhancing exports. Considering their export and domestic potential and the need to identify 

strategies for relevant trade negotiations, including the WTO LDC Services Waiver, the 

UNCTAD (2016b) study selected a number of services sectors, such as ICT and ICT-related, 

Tourism, Accounting and auditing, Architecture and engineering and Nursing and midwifery. 

Similarly, Raihan & Rahman (2008) explains issues related to trade liberalization and domestic 

regulation in some selected services sectors, and analyses domestic preparedness for further 

liberalization in the country’s services sectors. However, being mere desk-based studies, these 

researches somewhat lacked the rigours of an investigative research and were unable to offer 

an informative insight of the views and perspectives of relevant stakeholders, including the 

policy makers, services suppliers, exporters and other entrepreneurs.  

Let us now turn our attention to the sectors selected for this Study, such as Business Services 

– Professional Services, Transport Services – Maritime Services – Maritime, Rail, Road and 

Air, Tourism and Travel Related Services, and Business-Services- Computer and Related 

Services. An attempt will be made to present a critical analysis of the existing literature in all 

these four areas, such as tourism, ICT, nursing and transport services. 

There has been a number of research (Ferdaush & Faisal, 2014; Honeck & Akhtar, 2014; 

Parveen, 2013; Rahman, 2009; Roy & Roy, 2015; Suman, 2014; Zahra, 2013) in the area of 

tourism. Almost all of these works basically offer a schematic view of the current position of 

tourism industry and its contribution to economic development, and examine limitations and 

challenges of the industry. They also provide evaluations of the existing potential and 

development of the industry as a whole. Some of these studies also offer location-specific 

evaluation of tourism potential and development {Suman (2014) on the Sundarbans, Zahra 

(2013) on Coxes Bazar, and Ferdaush & Faisal (2014) on Birishiri at Netrokona}. The research 

works also provide policy advice and recommendations for the government and other 

stakeholders.  

Among the literature on tourism, Rahman (2009) and Honeck & Akhtar (2014) provide a fuller 

understanding of the tourism sector. For example, Rahman (2009) examines the development 

of tourism in Bangladesh, and identifies a number of problems that hinder development of the 

tourism industry. These include - the gap between expectation and experience regarding the 

current performance by tourism stakeholders, inadequate promotional measures, lack of 

destination image building, absence of measures enhancing tourist satisfaction, and safety and 

security issues for tourists. It attempts to suggest effective strategies for tourism and to 

recommend policy interventions to overcome challenges resulting from so far unplanned 

tourism development. Honeck & Akhtar (2014) attempts to critically test the assertion that pro-

poor "green" tourism is one of the best development options for Bangladesh, and does so by 

comparing tourism to the available alternatives with regard to government priorities like export 
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diversification, employment generation and the "green economy". It concludes that “greater 

efforts to develop green tourism would be highly beneficial for facilitating rural development, 

environmental and cultural protection, gender equality, and export diversification in services”. 

Research (Håndværksrådet, 2006; Norbhu et al., 2009; Raihan & Cheong, 2013) in the area of 

information technology (IT), as in the case of the literature in tourism, provides an overview 

of the IT and ITES industry, including its current position, main players 

(suppliers/entrepreneurs), the governmental role in its promotion, the regulatory framework, 

etc. Raihan and Cheong (2013) explores the impact and potential of the rise of IT-related 

services exports from Bangladesh, its linkages with employment and policies, and actions 

required from the policy planners and others to realize that potential. Using both qualitative 

and quantitative methods, it outlines the policy measures that are required for the enhancement 

of productivity and the competitiveness of IT enterprises. It also recommends the undertaking 

of complementary policies such as skills training, amendment of different laws to facilitate 

online payment systems, education sector reforms, etc. Norbhu et al. (2009) is originated as a 

study under a project that aimed at assisting Bangladesh in becoming a viable player in the IT/ 

ITES industry by 2014, and to that end, it identifies strategies, programs and investments. It 

also attempts to provide a very ambitious (!) road map that could help achieve yearly IT/ITES 

export revenues of USD $500 million by 2014, and generate over 30,000 direct, high value 

jobs in the IT/ITES industry. Håndværksrådet (2006) provides an overview of the IT/ ITES 

industry in Bangladesh and the regulatory framework that governs the growth of the sector. It 

also provides a SWOT analysis to identify key strengths, opportunities, weakness and 

challenges in the sector. 

Compared to tourism and IT sectors, there has been very little research (Bhuiya et al., 2015; 

Choudhury, 2015; Siddiqui & Appiah, 2008) in the area of nursing and midwifery. Of them, 

Bhuiya et al. (2015) explores the challenges in expanding quality education programs for the 

nurses and midwives. Narrating the experience faced in establishing the nursing education at 

the BRAC University and challenges encountered in getting faculty and students for the 

programme amidst the absence of a full time midwifery professional and established career for 

them Bangladesh, the paper describes the approach that the BRAC University has taken and 

the ways adopted to tackle them. Choudhury (2015) explores the ways for increasing the 

utilization of midwives in Bangladesh and the role that it would play in reducing the national 

maternal mortality ratio. Siddiqui & Appiah (2008) is the most useful of the three in terms of 

offering a better understanding of the nursing subsector in Bangladesh. It attempts to identify 

ways for creating a competitive edge for Bangladeshi nurses in both local and international 

markets, and to identify the opportunities for enhancing the quality of nurses. It also analyses 

migration policy of the government, domestic and international demand for nurses and the 

nursing education, and highlights experiences from other countries (e.g. Ghana and 

Philippines) in developing the nursing education and migration. 

Research (Rahmatullah, 2009; World Bank, 2009) that concerns the selected subsectors within 

the transport services sector in Bangladesh are only a handful. Of them, World Bank (2009) 

provides an overview of the main characteristics of the transport sector in Bangladesh and the 
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challenges faced by the sector in moving forward. It underscores the need to develop and 

implement policies and infrastructure investments in the transport system to help sustain 

economic growth momentum, and to improve access of the rural and urban poor to jobs and 

essential services. It also recommends opening up mutually beneficial transit opportunities with 

neighboring countries. Rahmatullah (2009) attempts to analyse the impact of non-cooperation 

in transport within the context of regional connectivity in South Asia. It also makes an 

assessment of the unique geographical location of Bangladesh having two landlocked 

countries, such as Nepal and Bhutan and one semi-landlocked territory, North East India at the 

hinterland, and the opportunities this situation provides to Bangladesh. Finally, it attempts to 

identify a few strategic routes which could be pursued to provide transport connectivity among 

the countries of North East Sub-region of South Asia, and highlight the possible benefits that 

Bangladesh and the other neighboring countries could derive from the regional transport 

connectivity when established. 

The above review of existing research on the selected services sectors in Bangladesh reveals 

that these do not adequately cover the whole gamut of the country’s internationally traded 

services ranging from the analysis of export potential, the critical assessment of the regulatory 

framework, the assessment of export capacity in terms of opportunities, constraints and 

challenges, the analysis of intra-regional potential of services trade agreements, and a clear cut 

and elaborative roadmap and action plan for realizing the export potential of those sectors. 

While Honeck & Akhtar (2014) and Raihan & Cheong (2013) touch upon the trade aspect, 

their focus on exports of services is rather narrow, and highlights only one or two subsets of 

issues discussed above. We may, therefore, conclude that the existing literature is unable to 

offer any comprehensive understanding of the wide ranging issues, either as a whole or as a 

single subset, that affect the growth of internationally traded services in Bangladesh and the 

development of their exports at the moment. 

The review of existing literature also revealed that there has been a lack of initiative to examine 

the export potential of Bangladesh’s services, especially the ITS, and the development of 

exports of those ITS. The present study will remove this lacunae by attempting to analyse the 

export potential of the ITS in Bangladesh, by covering the whole gamut of the country’s 

internationally traded services, such as analysis of export potential, assessment of the 

regulatory framework, assessment of export capacity, analysis of opportunities in international 

and regional markets, and analysis of intra-regional potential of services trade agreements. The 

study will develop a comprehensive roadmap for ITS export development of Bangladesh, 

including a detailed guideline for linking up potential exportable services with identified 

market opportunities. As the Study will be rigorous, in-depth and analytical, it will no doubt 

contribute in enabling the country to effectively tap the export potential of its selected services 

sector.  

Again, the Study will be able to offer a single repository of a plethora of information for all 

concerned having an interest in any of the issues associated with the export of selected sectors 

of services from Bangladesh. In that way, it will undoubtedly be able to make a significant 

contribution to the existing literature. 
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1.5 Approach and Methodology 

The Study focuses on conducting an in-depth analysis of the export potential of the ITS from 

Bangladesh by identifying the opportunities and challenges associated with their growth in 

exports. It attempts to do so by analysing the current export potential of the selected ITS in 

Bangladesh and investigating the ways for development of exports of those services. It also 

attempts to suggest prospective policy interventions that would enable the country to 

effectively tap its export potential in the selected services sector through developing a road 

map and action plan. For this purpose, the Study will use data, obtained through both primary 

and secondary sources.  

The research project/ Study will address all relevant issues related to the development of 

exports of ITS from Bangladesh. To achieve that objective, the project will require to explore 

the potential strengths of ITS exports from Bangladesh with a view to identifying a number of 

key sectors that have high export potential. For data collection, it will select the following key 

service sectors, namely – (i) Business Services – Professional Services (with a focus on nursing 

and midwifery), (ii) Transport Services – Maritime Services – Maritime, Rail, Road and Air, 

(iii) Tourism and Travel Related Services, and (iv) Business Services- Computer and Related 

Services. 

In order to carry out the task properly, the research Study will be conducted on the following 

lines, namely - 

(i) Stakeholder consultation:  

The Study will mainly focus on collecting primary data from the four identified services sector. 

To that end, it will conduct interviews with key stakeholders using a Structured Questionnaire, 

attached as Annex-2, designed for the purpose. The stakeholders in this case were sector 

associations, service providers and exporters, policy makers etc.  

A total of 40 individuals were interviewed for the study. For each selected sector, 10 persons 

from different group of stakeholders were interviewed with structured questionnaire.  

A Key Informant Interview (KII) approach will also be used to identify the possible challenges 

for Bangladesh from international policy changes, LDC Waiver decision, country capacity and 

capability, and competitive environment from the perspective of services suppliers or 

exporters, and to identify potential strategies to cope with such situations from the national 

policy level.  

(ii) Desk review:  

The Study will conduct extensive desk review of existing research, information and literature 

relating to the ITS in Bangladesh in general, and the four selected services sectors, in particular, 

in order to collect secondary data for the purpose of analysing export potential of the selected 

ITS. These relate to a review of (a) the existing literature on national policy frameworks and 

key government regulations either affecting or supporting the selected services sectors, and (b) 

the existing literature on services export capacity, including opportunities, constraints and 

challenges faced by the selected sectors.  
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The desk review will also involve an investigation of intra-regional potential of services trade 

agreements for the selected sectors. To develop a roadmap for enhancing ITS export from 

Bangladesh, prevailing guidelines and policies on the service sector of Bangladesh will be 

analysed. 

 

(iii) Case study approach: 

The Study will also use the case study approach for specific services supplier/ exporter surveys. 

Accordingly, it has collected four Case Studies/success stories: (a) the success story of an ITES 

supplier, (b) the success story of a nursing institute, (c) the success story of a transport provider, 

and (d) a case study of a five star hotel. 

(iv) Focus Group Discussion: 

To ensure an in-depth analysis and research in the areas selected, the Study will also conduct 

one or more focus group discussions (FGDs) of all the major stakeholders involved in four 

selected services sectors, and the research groups and think tanks. Inputs generated from the 

FGDs will be very much useful for the Study in collecting relevant information, verifying and 

obtaining in-depth details of information collected with other tools, and supplementing data 

received through the above three means (viz., stakeholder consultation, desk review and case 

studies). 

(v) Data analysis and report writing: 

In this phase, the Study will synthesise all the data and information received through 

stakeholder consultation, focus group discussion, case studies and desk review. The process 

will include (a) an analyses of data, obtained through both primary and secondary sources, on 

the export potential of selected service sectors, namely i. Business Services – Professional 

Services, ii. Transport Services – Maritime Services – Maritime, Rail, Road and Air, iii. 

Tourism and Travel Related Services, and iv. Business-Services- Computer and Related 

Services, (b) an assessment of ITS exports capacity, including opportunities, constraints and 

challenges, relating to these four selected sectors using both primary and secondary data, (c) 

identification of intra-regional potential for ITS exports from Bangladesh through an analysis 

of regional trade agreements, and (d) preparation of a draft road map and action plan for 

enhanced ITS exports from Bangladesh. 

The draft findings of the study will have to be finalised through a validation workshop. 

Therefore, a workshop with key stakeholders would be organised where the draft findings will 

be presented and validated. After completion of the workshop, the final report along with key 

policy recommendations and suggestions would be submitted to the Ministry of Commerce.    

The final product of the Study is a comprehensive report that will serve as a guide for the 

relevant stakeholders (including the suppliers/ exporters) and government policy makers by 

identifying the export potential (including the potential export markets) for the selected 

services, as well as by highlighting the appropriate strategies to enhance exports of those 
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services. We strongly hope that the study report will also contribute to enhancing export 

competitiveness of ITS from Bangladesh. 
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Chapter 2: Analysing the Export Potential of Service Sectors in Bangladesh 

 

This chapter sets the stage for the analytical presentation of the findings of the Study by 

highlighting, first, the present status of the selected four service sectors, and then providing an 

analysis of key regulations related to those sectors including a presentation of limitations or 

discrepancies, if any, of those regulations. The next two chapters (Chapters 3 and 4) will 

conclude the presentation of the findings, with Chapter 3 assessing the capacity of the four 

sectors through the SWOT analysis, and Chapter 4 attempting an examination of the export 

potential of Bangladesh from intra-regional agreements on services.  

2.1 Overview of the Present Status of Selected Services Sectors 

This section provides an overview of the present status of the selected four services sectors, 

namely Tourism and travel related services (sub-section 2.1.1), Freight transportation services 

(sub-section 2.1.2), Computer and related services (sub-section 2.1.3), and human health 

services (sub-section 2.1.4). While presenting the current situation in terms of the growth of 

these four services sector, Section 2.1 also presents the current exports scenario and the growth 

potential in each of these four areas of services.  

 

2.1.1 Tourism and Travel Related Services: 

As outlined in the introductory chapter (see sub-section 1.3.1), the tourism sector is one of the 

most potential services sectors in Bangladesh, which is capable of not only directly generating 

precious foreign exchange through exports, but also indirectly impacting the overall 

employment, investment and the GDP as a whole. 

The sector has witnessed some growth during the recent years. Growth in the number of arrivals 

of tourists dropped during the 2001-2010 period compared to that of 1991-2000. Between 1995 

and 2010, growth in arrivals was 6.8 percent, which was less than the growth in departures 

(14.8 percent) during the time. In 2015, a total of 125,000 international tourists visited 

Bangladesh. It is expected that, subject to political stability, the country will see a good number 

of visitors by 2018. The sector employs 11.38 lac people and accounted for 2.4 percent of the 

country’s GDP13.  

The foreign exchange earning scenario from the sector in recent years is illustrated in Table 

2.1. It shows that in 2016, Bangladesh earned US$ 163.21 million from the tourism sector 

compared to US$ 145.74 million in 2015, reflecting an increase of 11.99 percent. The earning 

was recorded at US$ 158.09 million in 2014 compared to US$ 121.45 million in 2013. In 2012 

Bangladesh received US$ 100.75 million in foreign currency from inflow of tourism. It is 

observed that while the earning decreased by 7.81 percent in 2015, it exhibited a positive trend 

in other years (e.g. 2013, 2014 and 2016) indicating an encouraging sign for the sector.  

                                                           
13 The Daily Star, April 10, 2017 [Mohammad Al-Masum Molla, “Tourists Sidestep Bangladesh”] 
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Table 2.1: Foreign Exchange Earnings from Tourism and other Travels (Incoming 

Visitors) 

                                                                                                                              (Value in million US$) 

Month 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

January 10.87 12.65 13.21 14.98 16.43 30.28 

February 12.26 13.71 15.29 11.91 12.63 28.3 

March 8.56 9.29 14.11 11.3 12.38 35.09 

April 8.47 7.84 12.41 11.86 10.69 22.87 

May 7.53 7.21 12.38 9.98 11.91 23.44 

June 5.91 8.31 11.61 10.48 8.88  

July 7.73 7.74 10.83 11.59 9.14  

August 6.88 7.58 11.57 11.64 10.51  

September 8.16 10.41 14.22 11.62 10.32  

October 7.85 13.67 13 10.89 19.24  

November 6.77 10.59 13.65 11.82 16.92  

December 9.76 12.45 15.81 17.67 24.16  

Total 100.75 121.45 158.09 145.74 163.21 139.98 

Growth (%)  20.55% 30.17% -7.81% 11.99%  

Source: Calculations based on data collected from Bangladesh Bank & Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation 

(BPC) 

Analysts stress that Bangladesh has the prospect of earning at least US$ 500 million annually 

from this sector14, as the growing international tourist arrivals will lead to the rise in foreign 

exchange earnings. Table 2.2 present the country-wise statistics of tourist arrivals in 

Bangladesh. It shows that even though the number of visiting foreign tourists declined in 2010 

compared to 2009, it has continued to rise in the following years, as it grew from 86,549 in 

2010 to 124,943 in 2012. Among the arrivals in 2013, India, Japan, China, England, South 

Korea, Nepal, Australia, Canada, Germany and Italy were the top ten countries from where 

tourists arrived in Bangladesh. 

Table 2.2: Country-wise Foreign Tourist Arrivals 

Country 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

(First Eight Months) 

India 46631 42366 69876 78119 19777 

Australia 1922 1249 1323 1395 603 

Canada 1132 1151 1256 1203 565 

France 771 891 927 911 426 

Germany 1038 986 1149 1158 538 

Greece 85 41 50 54 21 

Italy 812 915 922 921 528 

Japan 4046 4862 5478 5773 2582 

Netherland 727 616 735 752 415 

                                                           
14 The News Today, March 25, 2017 [Earnings from tourism sector up by 12pc] 
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New Zealand 234 173 162 223 95 

Norway 327 251 248 227 116 

Sweden 645 532 657 686 287 

Switzerland 310 336 328 344 138 

Thailand 535 557 675 644 256 

England 4650 4127 3931 3232 1471 

Russia 115 134 140 195 95 

Ghana 11 13 17 4 5 

Hong Kong 120 198 56 17 4 

Indonesia 286 240 363 279 167 

Iran 119 154 217 210 97 

Iraq 12 7 17 31 23 

Afghanistan 66 81 44 67 16 

Bahrain 67 54 70 69 36 

Brazil 60 60 53 56 34 

Belgium 308 318 324 333 218 

China 1972 2320 3221 3785 2356 

Austria 156 126 110 138 70 

Jordan 23 39 60 57 26 

Kenya 46 86 91 81 22 

South Korea 1699 1941 1739 1823 1125 

Malaysia 1235 1317 1163 1027 475 

Singapore …. 731 838 811 …. 

South Africa 168 254 259 152 …. 

Spain 291 304 326 328 167 

Sri Lanka 577 629 779 783 345 

Nepal 1480 2012 2149 2290 833 

Saudi Arab 464 440 511 456 194 

Others 16715 16041 16139 16309 6218 

Total 89355 86549 116403 124943 40405 

Growth (%) …. -3.14 34.49 7.34  

Source: Based on data from the BPC. 

According to the WTTC, the total contribution of tourism and travel to the GDP in 

Bangladesh (including the wider effects from investment, supply chain and induced income 

impact) was BDT 840.2 billion in 2016 (4.3 percent of the GDP) and is expected to grow by 

7.2 percent to BDT 900.7 billion (4.3 percent of the GDP) in 2017. It is forecast to rise by 

7.1 percent per annum to BDT 1,783.0 billion by 2027 (4.7 percent of the GDP) (WTTC, 

2017b). However, the direct contribution of tourism and travel to the GDP in 2016 was BDT 

421.4 billion (2.2 percent of the GDP), which is forecast to rise by 6.2 percent to BDT 447.6 

billion in 2017. This includes the economic activity generated by industries, such as hotels, 

travel agents, airlines and other passenger transportation services (excluding commuter 

services). It also reflects activities by restaurant and leisure industries directly supported by 

tourists. Such direct contribution is expected to grow by 6.1 percent per annum to BDT 806.6 

billion (2.1 percent of the GDP) by 2027 (Ibid). Figure 2.1 below shows the contribution of 

tourism and travel to the GDP in Bangladesh. 
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Figure 2.1: Contribution of Travel and Tourism to Bangladesh’s GDP 

 

 

Source: WTTC (2017b) 

 

 

From the perspective of job creation, we find that the total contribution of tourism and travel 

to employment (including wider effects from investment, supply chain and induced income 

impact) was 2,187,000 jobs in 2016 (3.8 percent of total employment).  It is forecast to rise by 

2.7 percent in 2017 to 2,247,000 jobs (3.8 percent of total employment), and by 2027, the sector 

is forecast to support 2,695,000 jobs (3.8 percent of total employment), an increase of 1.8 

percent per annum over the period (WTTC, 2017b). However, in terms of direct contribution, 

we find that travel and tourism generated 1,057,000 jobs directly in 2016 (1.8 percent of total 

employment), which is forecast to grow by 1.8 percent in 2017 to 1,076,000 (1.8 percent of 

total employment). This includes employment by hotels, travel agents, airlines and other 

passenger transportation services (excluding commuter services). It also includes activities by 

restaurant and leisure industries directly supported by tourists. By 2027, the sector will account 

for 1,138,000 jobs directly, with an increase of 0.6 percent per annum over the next ten years 

(Ibid). Figure 2.2 shows contribution of the sector to employment. 
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Figure 2.2: Contribution of Travel and Tourism to Bangladesh’s Employment 

 

Source: WTTC (2017b) 

The travel and tourism sector attracted capital investment to the tune of BDT 72.5 billion in 

2016, and is expected to rise by 13.9 percent in 2017, and then by 9.3 percent per annum over 

the next ten years to BDT 201.8 billion in 2027. The sector’s share in total national investment 

will rise from 1.3 percent in 2017 to 1.8 percent in 2027. It is true that the tourism industry in 

the country did not grow at a pace it should have, however, formulation of effective strategies 

and adoption of adequate steps from the government aimed at developing the sector will enable 

the sector to boost its performance.  

2.1.2 Freight Transportation Services 

The current situation with respect to Bangladesh’s performance in the area of freight 

transportation services will be analysed here in terms of four sub-sectors: (a) freight 

transportation by air, (b) railway transport services of freight, (c) road transport services of 

freight, and (d) coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight. 

 

(I) Freight Transportation by Air: 

Biman Bangladesh Airlines, also known as Bangladesh Biman, operates cargo services using 

the cargo holds of its passenger aircrafts to carry freight to international destinations. The 

Bangladesh Biman authority has established a Cargo Village at the Hazrat Shahjalal 

International Airport (HSIA) where the export cargo is packaged and labelled before being 

loaded onto the aircraft.  
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Table 2.3:  Volume of Exports & Imports through Air 

Year  Export ( Metric Ton) Import ( Metric Ton) 

2012 160,398 77,572 

2013 205,793 79,123 

2014 162,227 92,170 

2015 200,560 90,137 

2016 214,562 75,351 

Source: Bangladesh Freight Forwarders Association (BAFFA) 

Table 2.3 above shows the volume of exports and imports through the air freight. In 2012, the 

export volume through the air freight was 160,398 metric ton and the import volume was 

77,572 metric ton. After a period of four years, the export volume increased to 214,562 metric 

ton, but the import volume decreased to 75,351 metric ton in 2016. It is also evident from Table 

2.3 that while the export volume rose consistently over the years, the import volume showed 

an erratic pattern, rising in 2013, 2014 and 2015, and then declining in 2016. 

Table 2.4 below highlights the top airline carriers in terms of export and import through the air 

freight. While Qatar Airways holds the top position as carriers of export cargo, it is followed 

by Saudi Arabian Airlines, Emirates Airlines, Hong Kong Airline, etc. On the other hand, Hong 

Kong Airlines holds the top position as carriers of import cargo, and is followed by China 

Cargo, Malaysian Airlines, Thai Airlines and Bangladesh Biman. 

Table 2.4: Top Carriers In terms of Exports & Imports 

Serial No. Top Carriers for Export Top Carriers for Import 

1.  Qatar Airways  Hong Kong Airlines 

2.  Saudi Arabian Airlines  China Cargo 

3.  Emirates Airlines  Malaysian Airlines 

4.  Hong Kong Airline  Thai Airlines 

5.  Etihad Airlines  Bangladesh Biman 

6.  Singapore Airlines  

7.  Thai Airways  

8.  Cathy Pacific  

9.  Malaysia  Airlines  

10.  Turkish Airways  

Source: BAFFA 

(II) Freight Transportation by Rail: 

Bangladesh Railway (BR) has remained the single largest state-owned transport agency in the 

country since its birth in 1971. The BR covers a length of 2,877.10 kilometer (KM) route with 

3,976.08 km track in 44 different districts in the country, and operates a total of 339 domestic 

trains and 2 international trains (namely, Maitree Express: Dhaka-Kolkata, and Bandhan 

Express: Khulna-Kolkata) for transportation of passengers and freight. The BR also operates 

at 458 stations in total, classified as East and West Zones, across the country. The BR lines 

consist of both Meter Gauge (with an width of 1,000 mm) and Broad gauge (with an width of 
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1,676 mm). However, since 2001, it has also introduced the Dual Gauge system, which is 

basically a mix of both meter and broad gauges. In 2014, the BR carried a total of 65 million 

passengers and around 2.52 million tons of freight, and earned BDT 8,001.80 million as 

operating revenue. The BR operates with 284 locomotives of which 187 are for Meter Gauge 

and 97 for Broad Gauge. The number of passenger coaches is 1,489, of which 1,165 are for 

Meter Gauge and 234 for Broad Gauge, and the number of container wagon is 9,701, of which 

6,764 are for Meter Gauge and 2,937 for Broad Gauge.  

According to BR statistics, the country had 2,877 km of railway track in FY 2015, of which 

only 2,765 km were in usable condition. Performance of the railways sector in both passenger 

and freight transportation categories, which is measured by “Passenger- kilometers” and “Ton-

kilometers” respectively is shown in Table 2.5 below. In both the categories of ‘freight carried’ 

and ‘Ton-kilometer’, there has been a consistent decline during the period of FY 2010 – FY 

2015. For example, it declined from 770,064 ton-km in FY 2010 to 589,260 ton-km in FY 

2015, reflecting a 24 percent decline in the category of ‘Ton-kilometer’. On the other hand, in 

both categories of ‘Passenger number’ and ‘Passenger-kilometer’, there has been a gradual 

increase during the same period.  

Table 2.5: Railway Freight and Passenger Carriage 

Fiscal Year Kilometer Freight 

Carried 

(’000 Tons) 

Ton-KM 

(’000) 

Passenger 

number(’000) 

Passenger 

KM 

FY2010  2,835  2,714  770,064  65,627  7,305,000 

FY2011  2,791  2,558  692,640  63,536  8,051,920 

FY2012  2,877  2,192  582,107  66,139  8,787,234 

FY2013  2,877  2,304  611,489  65,022  8,638,829 

FY2014  2,877  2,192  677,359  64,958  8,134,696 

FY2015  2,877  2,138  589,260  67,342  9,091,170 

Source: Ministry of Railways 

It is evident from the above Table that while the BR is gaining in passenger traffic, it is losing 

its ground in freight traffic. In fact, the railways sector has been losing its freight market share 

for many years for a variety reasons that include poor management, low investment, lack of 

maintenance of infrastructure, and poor quality of services to customers. The BR’s share in the 

country’s transport has fallen from 30 percent to 7 percent over the last 30 years. Its volume of 

freight traffic was about 49 million tons in 1970, which came down to about 32 million tons in 

2005, reflecting a decline by about 35 percent.  

In order to improve the situation, substantial investment in infrastructure, equipment and 

technical modernization in the railway sector will be required. The likelihood of non-

availability of such investment in railways will mean that more costly investments would be 

required in the road sector to add the required capacity. From that perspective, the Ministry of 

Railways has adopted the railway expansion and modernization programme during the Seventh 

FYP that will substantially strengthen the performance of the railway15. As part of the above 

strategy, the construction and reconstruction of 441 km railway lines is already underway. In 

                                                           
15 Core objectives and targets under the 7th FYP for the railways sector, and the major modernisation and 

expansion projects undertaken by the BR will be detailed in Section 2.2 (see sub-section 2.2.2.3). 
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order to make railway communication between Dhaka and Chittagong more efficient, the 

government has taken initiatives to upgrade the Dhaka-Chittagong railway corridor into double 

lines. In addition, the government has already completed construction of the 2nd Bhairab and 

the 2nd Titas Railway Bridge, and opened those for railway traffic. The government has taken 

up a plan to revamp the Dhaka-Sylhet railway communication. Taking into consideration the 

prospect of growing trade activities with Tripura and Karimganj the BR is currently conducting 

a survey to assess the feasibility of establishing a container terminal either at Shayestagonj or 

Srimangal. The government also intends to construct in phases the Dhaka-Mongla and 

Chittagong-Cox’s Bazar rail lines. Further, in view of the coal import requirements for the 

future coal-fired mega power stations, rail capacities will be strengthened to allow the transfer 

of coal from the under-construction port at Matarbari to coal-fired power stations. 

(III) Road Transport Services of Freight:  

Road transportation in Bangladesh, both for passengers and freight, has expanded greatly 

during the last couple of decades, with its increasing popularity due to provision of door-to-

door facilities with broader connectivity, and taking less time in services completion than other 

modes. The expansion is due to the growth of loading capacity of the vehicle and to an 

adaptation of vehicle to freight (e.g. perishables, fuel, construction materials, etc.). Road 

transportation has become the backbone of the country’s transportation system by carrying over 

70 percent of passenger and 60 percent of freight traffic. The main route for the freight 

transportation for exports from, and imports into, Bangladesh is the Dhaka-Chittagong 

highway. Almost 90 percent of export freight are transported to the Chittagong port through 

this highway. Again, major manufacturing industries of Bangladesh are located besides this 

highway. 

Bangladesh has a total of 17,516.89 km paved road and 660.81 km unpaved road.  Table 2.6 

shows total roads in Bangladesh in terms of national highways, regional highways, and 

district/feeder roads. Contribution of the road transportation subsector in the GDP in FY 2015-

16 was 7.21 percent with a growth rate of 6.55 percent. During the last seven years (2009-

2015), the Department of Roads and Highways implemented 172 projects and undertook 

another 182 projects that are currently ongoing. A total 1,781.42 km new highways were 

constructed and 4,104.75 km highways were widened during that period. In the meantime, 651 

new bridges and 2,815 culverts were constructed or reconstructed. The government has 

upgraded a total of 368.62 km national highways into 4-lanes or more. Again, to connect the 

Chittagong port with the Dhaka-Chittagong highway, a 1,420 meter long Chittagong port 

connecting flyover was constructed.  
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Table 2.6: Total Roads in Bangladesh 

Year National 

Highway (km) 

Regional 

Highway (km) 

Feeder Road/ 

District Road (km) 

Total (km) 

2007  3570  4323  13678  21571 

2008  3570  4323 13678  21571 

2009  3477  4165  13248  20890 

2010  3478  4222  13248  20948 

2011  3492  4268  13280  21040 

2012  3538  4276  13458  21272 

2013  3570  4323  13678  21571 

2014  3544  4278  13659  21481 

2015  3813  4247  13242  21302 

2016  3813  4247  13242  21302 

Source: Bangladesh Economic Review 

To increase the regional connectivity with Nepal and Bhutan from Chittagong and Mongla 

ports through India, the 53.10 km Panchagarh-Tetulia-Banglabandha national highway 

(including the Tetulia bypass) and  the 26.30 km Boda-Debiganj regional highway (including 

the Boda Bypass) were constructed. Further, to promote trade with Nepal and India and ease 

freight transportation from Banglabandha, Birol, Burimari and Shonahat land ports to 

Chittagong and Mongla ports via Rangpur and Dhaka, a 8.24 km long domestic highway and 

a 8 km long bypass highway were  upgraded into 4-lanes. 

Commensurate with the growth in road connectivity is the rise in the number of vehicles. 

Statistics from Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA) indicates a substantial increase 

in the registration of passenger and freight vehicles between 2010 and 2016 (up to September). 

The total number of motor vehicles increased from 1,498,244 to 2,750,333 during this period. 

The number of cargo vans and covered vans increased from 3,522 and 5,658 to 6,679 and 

19,325 respectively. The number of trucks increased from 82,871 to 119,255 and the number 

of pick-ups increased from 32,240 to 84,896. This reflects a positive trend in freight 

transportation through the road. 

As the competitiveness and growth of the transport sector is gradually improving, to cope with 

the growing demand for the use of roads, the government is sincere in allocating significant 

resources through the ADP towards this sector. The transport sector strategy under the 6th FYP 

was formulated for achieving an overall target of 7.5 percent annual GDP growth in the 

transport sector to help achieve the Plan’s desired average growth target. With an aim to lessen 

the implementation gaps of the 6th FYP, the current 7th FYP’s transport infrastructure strategy 

has also been designed. Important priorities under the strategy are as follows: 

 Addressing the new strategic considerations regarding the Government’s commitment 

to promote regional connectivity and support for the Trans-Asian Highway Project; 

 Addressing the anticipated Chittagong port capacity constraints owing to growing 

income and international trade;  

 Reforming the PPP strategy with a view to achieving stronger progress with this under 

the Seventh Plan; and 

 Focusing on timely completion of transformational infrastructure investment.  
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While the Government has already identified some high priority projects16 and initiated their 

implementation, following priorities are also considered as transformational investments for 

taking Bangladesh to a higher growth trajectory:  

 Development of a balanced 3R (Rail, River & Road) based multimodal transport 

infrastructure system.  

 Timely completion of critical transport links (roads, bridges, railways and river 

waterways) related to regional and multi-regional connectivity. 

 Giving priority to regional transport connectivity. 

 Improving transport safety standards to reduce incidence of accidents by implementing 

safety audit periodically.  

 Giving utmost attention to make road infrastructure durable with a view to reducing 

maintenance frequency and thereby recurring cost of roadways. In this regard experts 

recommend adoption of the following strategic measures:  

 Controlled land use-planning policy integrating with the drainage infrastructure for the 

road adjacent areas.  

 Concrete pavement in place of traditional bituminous pavement, which is inherently 

water sensitive, and strict axle load control policy to reduce road damages caused by 

overloading.  

 Develop middle-income country matching quality infrastructures with high-speed 

mobility facilities. Target should be 80-110 kilometer per hour (kmph) for a few 

important highway corridors, which now operates merely at 25-35 kmph.  

The government has on-going and upcoming projects under its Roads and Highways 

Department that focus on establishment of regional connectivity corridors. The country has 

five such corridors, namely Asian Highway (AH), SAARC Highway Corridor, SASEC (South 

Asian Sub-Regional Economic Cooperation) Road Corridor, BIMSTEC Road Corridor, and 

BCIM (Bangladesh, China, India and Myanmar) Route. Following projects related to sub 

regional connectivity are now ready for investments: 

1. Improvement of Dhaka (Katchpur)-Sylhet Road to a 4-Lane Highway: Aim is to upgrade 

the existing Dhaka (Katchpur)-Sylhet road into to a 4- lane Highway with the provision of 

slow moving vehicular traffic (SMVT) lane on both sides. 

2. Improvement of Hatikamrul-Rangpur Road (N-5) to a 4 Lane Highway: Aim is to establish 

sub-regional connectivity with India, Nepal and Bhutan. The road would provide 

accessibility to land ports, sea ports, export processing zones (EPZs) and economic zones. 

3. Improvement of Rangpur-Teesta-Burimari Road to 4 Lane Highway (138 km): Aim is to 

establish sub-regional connectivity with India, Nepal and Bhutan. The Burimari border 

between Bangladesh and India has the potential to generate significantly increased traffic 

volume within the region as Nepal and Bhutan could use these borders. 

                                                           
1616 Detailed discussions of the road transport plans under the 7th FYP will be made in Section 2.2 (please see 

sub-section 2.2.2.1) 
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4.  Improvement of Sylhet-Tamabil Road to a 4-Lane Highway: Aim is to upgrade the existing 

Sylhet-Tamabil road into a 4-lane highway with the provision of SMVT lane on both sides. 

It is an important part of Asian Highway (AH1 and AH2), BIMSTEC Corridor (Corridor 

3) and SAARC Highway Corridor (SHC 5). 

5. Improvement of Faridpur (Bhanga)-Barisal-Kuakata Road to a 4-Lane Highway: Aim is to 

upgrade the existing Faridpur (Bhanga)-Barisal-Kuakata road into a 4-lane highway, as it 

is an important link from the deep sea port at Paira and the Kuakata tourism zone to AH 1 

(Benapole-Jessore-Narail-Kalna-Bhatiapara-Bhanga) and  Padma Multipurpose Bridge. 

6. Improvement of Daulatdia-Magure-Jhenaidah-Jessore-Khulna Road (212 km): Aim is to 

upgrade the existing Daulatdia-Magure-Jhenaidah-Jessore-Khulna Road to a 4-lane 

highway, as it is an important link from the Mongla port to AH 1 and Padma Multipurpose 

Bridge. 

7. Improvement of Chittagong-Cox’s Bazar-Teknaf Road (225 km): Aim is to upgrade the 

existing Chittagong-Cox’s Bazar-TeknafRoad into a 4-lane highway, as it is an important 

link from the Chittagong port to Myanmar. 

8. Improvement of Comilla-Brahmmanbaria and Darkhar- Akhuara (98 km): Aim is to 

upgrade the existing Comilla-Brahmmanbaria and Darkhar-Akhuara into a 4-lane highway, 

as it is an important link from the Akhaura port to the Chittagong port and other parts of 

the country. 

9. Improvement of Hatikamrul-Rajshahi-Sonamasjid Road (194 km): Aim is to upgrade the 

existing Hatikamrul-Rajshahi-Sonamasjid Road into a 4-lane highway, as it is an important 

link from the Sonamasjid Land Port to other parts of the country. 

10. Improvement of Khulna-Mongla Road (37 km): Aim is to upgrade the existing Khulna-

Mongla Road into a 4-lane highway, as it is an important link from the Mongla Port to AH 

1 and Padma Multipurpose Bridge. 

 (IV) Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight: 

Bangladesh is blessed geographically with its entire southern part open to the Bay of Bengal, 

consisting of two seaports at Chittagong and Mongla, which are considered lifelines for the 

country’s ocean freight. Of them, the Chittagong seaport is the largest port that handles more 

than 92 percent of the country’s total maritime exports and imports. Here, 188 meter long ships 

can move through 300 meter width and 9.2 meter deep navigable water. The port started its 

operations at the current location in 1887, and had full-fledged operation since 1910 having 4 

jetties with the capacity to handle 0.5 million tons of cargoes annually (Source: CPA). In FY 

2011-12, the Chittagong Port handled 41 million metric tons of cargo including 1.34 million 

TEUs containerized cargos (cf Sarker & Rahman, 2018). According to data from the 

Chittagong Port Authority (CPA), the Port has 33 jetties and moorings for ocean going vessels 

and 20 for inland coasters and vessels. Moreover, it has 4,067 TEUs container holding capacity, 

1,36,954 square meter yard area, 8,182 square meter container freight stations, 350 railway 

wagons for container transportation and 1097 meter railway terminal (Source: CPA). Main 
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exports through the Chittagong port are readymade garments (RMG), tea, jute products, skins, 

molasses, frozen fish, shrimps, fertilizer, etc., and main imports are food grains, cement, 

petroleum, sugar, salt, fertilizer, general cargo, iron materials and chemicals (Ibid).  

On the other hand, the Mongla Port began its operations at the current place in 1954. Situated 

on the bank of the Passur river, the port provides navigational facility to ships of 200 meter 

length and 7 meter width (cf Sarker & Rahman, 2018). The port has 11 jetties, 7 shades for 

loading and unloading of goods, and 8 warehouses. It uses 12 swinging moorings or floating 

berthing places in deeper sections in the river (ibid). It is capable of handling and operating 33 

ships, and can facilitate 38 vessels to enter or exit within the mooring areas with 6.5 million 

metric tons of goods. About 40 percent of national imports of food grains and fertilizers are 

handled through this port (Ibid).   

Table 2.7 below shows the annual handling of containerized exports through ocean freight or 

through the Chittagong and Mongla seaports. The total volume of containerized exports in 2012 

through ocean freight (both the Chittagong Port and the Mongla Port) was 431,035 Twenty-

Foot Equivalent Units (TEUs). Of them, the volume of exports of RMG products was 301,035 

TEUs. The total export volume in 2016 through ocean freight increased to 593,723 TEUs. 

Therefore, the growth in the volume of containerized exports through ocean freight between 

2012 and 2016 was about 37.75 percent. The Chittagong Port stands out to be the country’s 

largest sea port handling the bulk of such exports. As Table 2.7 shows, in 2012, the volume of 

containerized exports through the Chittagong Port was 416,420 TUEs, which rose to 572,487 

TUEs in 2016, reflecting a 37.45 percent increase. On the other hand, the volume of such 

exports through the Mongla Port was much less and was growing only at a constant rate. 

Table 2.7: Annual Handling of Containerized Exports thru Seaports (Ocean Freight) 

Year Volume of Exports thru 

Chittagong Port (TEUs) 

Volume of Exports 

thru 

Mongla Port (TEUs) 

Total 

(TEUs) 

Volume of RMG 

Exports thru Ocean 

Freight  (TEUs) 

2012 416,420 14,595 431,015 301,035 

2013 458,211 21,879 480,090 344,378 

2014 502,026 21,060 523,086 371,863 

2015 521,891 21,101 542,992 399,579 

2016 572,487 21,236 593,723 433,827 

Source: BAFFA 

Table 2.8 below shows the annual handling of containerized imports through ocean freight. 

The total volume of containerized imports in 2012 through ocean freight (through both the 

Chittagong and the Mongla Ports) was 675,705 TUEs, but rose significantly within the next 

four years, as in 2016 it stood at 1,178,414 TEUs. The growth from 2012 to 2016 was about 

74.40 percent. As in the case of exports, the bulk of the handling of containerized imports was 

through the Chittagong Port. For example, the volume of containerized imports through the 

Chittagong port in 2012 was 660,245 TEUs, which rose to 1,157,697 TEUs in 2016 reflecting 

a growth of about 75.35 percent. Similar to the case of exports, the volume of containerized 

imports through the Mongla Port was much less, but reflected growth at a consistent rate. 
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Table 2.8: Annual Handling of Containerized Imports thru Seaports (Ocean Freight) 

Year Volume of Import thru 

Chittagong Port (TEUs) 

Volume of Imports thru 

Mongla Port (TEUs) 

Total (TEUs) 

2012 660,245 15,460 675,705 

2013 703,599 21,994 725,593 

2014 833,561 21,947 855,508 

2015 985,829 21,036 1,006,865 

2016 1,157,697 20,717 1,178,414 

Source: BAFFA 

Table 2.9 below presents the statistics of annual handling of bulk cargoes through the 

Chittagong Port and through transshipment to and from the inland container depots (ICDs) 

using the Chittagong Port. As we see from the Table, in FY 2010-11, the total volume of bulk 

cargoes handled by the Chittagong Port was 44,894,520 metric tons, of which the volume of 

import cargoes was 39,914,145 MT and that of export cargoes was 4,980,375 MT. The total 

volume of bulk cargoes in 2014-15 increased to 54,781,392 MT, of which the volume of 

imports was 48,941,406 and that of exports was 5,839,986 MT. As evident from Table 2.10, 

bulk cargoes transshipped to and from the ICDs using the Chittagong Port has shown a similar 

growth 

Table 2.9: Handling of Bulk Cargoes through Chittagong Port (CP) , ICDs  and Mongla 

port 

Year Imports 

thru CP 

(MT)  

Exports 

thru CP 

(MT)  

Total  

Volume thru 

CP (MT)  

Inland 

Transship-

ment  (MT)  

Transship-

ment to ICD 

(MT)  

Total  

Handling  

(MT)  

a  b  c  d  e  (c+d+e)  

2010-11  39,914,145 4,980,37 5 44,894,52 0 4,772,786 532,053 50,199,35 9 

2011-12  36,184,935 4,716,37 4 40,901,30 9 6,548,490 572,141 48,021,94 0 

2012-13  38,312,028 5,059,64 0 43,371,66 8 6,087,947 457,559 49,917,17 4 

2013-14  41,960,170 5,338,37 7 47,298,54 7 5,833,786 445,218 53,577,551 

2014-15  48,941,406 5,839,98 6 54,781,39 2 6,469,673 474,800 61,725,865 

Source: CPA  

Table 2.10 Handling of Bulk Cargoes through Mongla port: 
Year Discharging 

container 

(BOX) 

Shipment 

container 

( BOX ) 

Total 

container 

(BOX) 

Discharging  

Cargo 

(M.Ton) 

Shipment 

Cargo 

( M.Ton ) 

Total Cargo  

(M.Ton) 

2010-2011 9748 9579 19327 73351 138079 211430 

2011-2012 11588 10866 22454 123604 128023 251627 

2012-2013 15482 15452 30934 190616 174041 364657 

2013-2014 14875 14266 29141 195736 141344 337080 

2014-2015 13188 13415 26603 191552 100830 292382 

2015-2016 12614 12983 25597 186587 86171 272758 

2016-2017 9146 8094 17240 138984 85534 224518 

Source: Mongla port Authority (Traffic department) 
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Table 2.10 through Table 2.13 below highlight the capacity of the Chittagong Port to deal with 

the growing volume of import and export trade in Bangladesh:  

Table 2.11: General Cargo Handling Equipment at Chittagong Port 

Equipment  Lifting Capacity  Quantity  

Mobile Crane  10-50 MT  45  

Forklift Truck  10-20 MT        6  

Forklift Truck  3-5 MT  96  

Industrial Tractor  25 MT  11  

Heavy Trailer  20-25 MT        5  

Light Trailer  6 MT  30  

Share Crane  2-3 MT  19  

Source: CPA (2015-16 data) 

Table 2.12: Container Handling Facilities at Chittagong Port 
Facilities  Quantity/Measurement  

Holding Capacity (GCB+CCT+NCT+NCY)  36,357 TEUs  

Yards  20  

Container Freight Stations at GCB (05 Nos.)  45,064 square meters  

Container Storage yard at GCB  282,239 square meters  

CFS at CCT  13,671 square meters  

Container Storage yard at CCT  150,000 square meters  

Container Storage yard at NCT  225,000 square meters  

Container Storage yard at NCY  63,000 square meters  

Railway Container Siding  550 meters  

Reefer Points  900 (415 volts) points  

Standby Generator -8 MW (2*4)  8 MW (2*4)  

Water Reservoir  140,000 gallons  

Fire Brigade  1 unit  

Source: CPA (2015-16 data) 

Table 2.13: Container Handling Equipment at Chittagong Port 
Equipment Lifting Capacity Quantity 

Quay Gantry Crane 40 MT 4 

Mobile Harbor Crane 84 MT 2 

Rubber Tyred Gantry Crane 40 MT 19 

Straddle Carrier (02 High) 40 MT 2 

Straddle Carrier (04 High) 40 MT 36 

Reach Stacker (RS) 45 MT 11 

Forklift Truck 25-42 MT 5 

Forklift Truck (Spreader) 7-16 MT 19 

Reach Stacker 7 MT 6 

Container Mover 50 MT 5 

Terminal Tractor 50 MT 43 

Terminal Trailer 50 MT 55 

Source: CPA (2015-16 data) 
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Table 2.14: Jetties at Chittagong Port 

(1) L.J.  

No. 1   

Permanent cement concrete jetty with a 122 meter jetty at Sadarghat River Port 

for coasters and inland vessels up to 70 meters length (dry cargo).  

(2) L.J.  

No. 2   

Pontoon and shore connections (at New Mooring) for coasters and inland vessels up 

to 76 meters (dry cargo).  

(3) L.J.  

No. 3   

Pontoon and shore connections (Jamuna) for inland tankers and vessels up to 76 

meters (POL in bulk).  

(4) L.J.  

No. 4   

Pontoon and shore connections (Meghna) for inland tankers and vessels up to 75 

meters (POL in bulk).  

(5) L.J.  

No. 5   

Pontoon and shore connections (ITT) for inland tankers and vessels up to 75 meters 

(edible oil in bulk).  

(6) L.J.  

No. 6  

Cement concrete jetty (PADMA) for inland tankers and vessels up to 70 meters (POL 

in bulk).  

Source: CPA (2015-16 data) 

Analysis of data in Tables 2.10 through 2.13 offers a glimpse of the capacity constraint and 

lack of efficiency at the Chittagong Port. As identified in a study (IBI, 2017), vessels, especially 

container laden, need to wait at outer anchorage for longer periods than usual, due to severe 

port congestion and lack of berth space. Time taken for an import-cargo/ container laden vessel 

to get berth at Chittagong Port from the outer anchorage are as shown in Table 2.14 below. 

Table 2.15: Time Taken to Get Berthing at Chittagong Port 
 Type of Berthing Activity for Vessels at Chittagong Port Time Taken 

1 From outer anchorage to General Cargo Berth (GCB) 3-4 days 

2 From outer anchorage to Chittagong Container Terminal (CCT) 5-7 days 

3 From outer anchorage to New Mooring Container Terminal (NCT) 7-10 days 

Source: IBI (2017) 

The delay in getting berth and unloading goods results in increased costs of doing business. 

During the past few years, the cargo and container handling at the Chittagong Port grew by 16 

percent to 17 percent, however no new jetties were constructed during the last nine years (Ibid). 

This is one of the main reasons for the said congestion. Moreover, Chittagong Port lacks 

necessary equipment such as gantry cranes and container handling equipment. The port is now 

running with a capacity of only 30-40 percent of the needed equipment (Daily Bonik Barta, 24 

October 2017, p. 2). 

2.1.3 Computer and Related Services 

Among all the services sector in Bangladesh, the IT/ITES sector has received the most attention 

from the government. Its importance as a potential export sector has also been grasped well by 

the private sector. The sector has observed significant growth in the country over the past few 

years. 

As highlighted in Figure 2.3, the ICT sector consists of two categories, namely IT and ITES. IT 

services include application services, such as systems integration, IT infrastructure and 

consulting and engineering services including hardware and software testing and development. 

On the other hand, the ITES category include call centers and business process management, 

such as HR and supply chain functions (Horizontal Process Outsourcing), and banking, 

manufacturing, telecom, pharmaceutical (Vertical Process Outsourcing). In addition, there is 
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Knowledge Process Outsourcing (business research, animation, data analytics, other 

specialized processes). A new area has been added to the ITES category, which includes 

automation services, such as automation in business process and tasks. Bangladesh has been 

performing quite well in both IT and ITES services ranging from software and application 

development, BPO services etc. Services like voice services, data processing, etc. comprise 17 

percent of the country’s entire ITES services. 

 

Figure 2.3: The ICT Sector & Its Categories 

 
Source: Choudhury (2017) 

Currently, there are over about 1500 registered software and ITES (IT Enabled Service) 

companies (Choudhury, 2017), and around a few hundred of unregistered small and home-

based software and IT firms in operation in Bangladesh that conduct business locally and 

internationally. Number of internet service providers in the country is around 180.  

Following the implementation of the ICT Policy 2009, Bangladesh has witnessed growth in 

exports of ICT services. For example, in 2012, Bangladesh earned $2.68 billion through exports 

of services comprising 10 per cent of the country’s total exports (both goods and services). Of 

the total services exports, exports in ICT services was 26.53 per cent, which was slightly higher 

in 2011 at around 37.73 per cent (Source: World Bank World Development Indicators 

database)17. However, exports of software and ITES constituted only about 3.8 per cent of all 

                                                           
17 Estimates of ICT services exports include communications and computer-related services (telecommunications and postal 

and courier services) and information services (computer data and news-related services transactions). 
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ICT services exports and 0.5 per cent of total exports (both goods and services) in 2013. Table 

2.16 below presents the trend in exports of software and ITES, and shows that growth in this 

sector was the highest (14.55 percent) in FY 2015-16, as the sector fetched about US$ 151.83 

million, which in the previous year (FY 2014-15) was US$ 132.55 million. 

 

 

Table 2.16: Trend in Exports of Software and ITES 
                                                                                  (Value in Million US$) 

Year Value Growth (%) 

2006-07 26.08 -3.44 

2007-08 24.09 -4.83 

2008-09 32.91 32.59 

2009-10 35.36 7.44 

2010-11 45.31 27.25 

2011-12 70.81 56.28 

2012-13 101.63 43.53 

2013-14 125.54 23.53 

2014-15 132.55 5.58 

2015-16 151.83 14.55 

Source: BASIS 

Table 2.17 below highlights total exports of software and ITES services under the different 

sub-sectors, such as computer software, computer data processing, and computer consultancy 

services. For example, of the total exports of US$ 125.54 million in FY 2013-14, exports of 

computer software was US$ 69.41 million, exports of computer data processing was US$ 47.56 

million, and exports of computer consultancy services was US$ 8.57 million respectively. 

Table 2.17 also reflects that Bangladesh has exhibited an excellent growth rate in all the sub-

sectors under the ICT sector.  

Table 2.17: Breakdown of Total Exports of IT/ITES Services 

(Value in Million US$) 

 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 

Computer Services 35.35 45.31 70.33 101.63 125.54 

Growth  28.16% 55.23% 44.50% 23.53% 

1.Export of Computer Software  25.66 31.38 43.51 63.24 69.41 

2. Computer Data Processing 6.54 8.1 21.97 32.89 47.56 

3. Computer Consultancy Services 3.15 5.12 4.85 5.50 8.57 

Source: Bangladesh Bank 

The exports statistics presented above may not reflect the actual scenario. It is often reported 

that the actual volume of exports could be as high as US$ 400 million, if we could get accurate 

information on exports of services through freelance outsourcing. Income through freelance 

outsourcing mostly avoid proper legal channel due to absence of on-line payment system. Good 

news in this regard is that the PayPal, an international payment gateway, has recently been 

allowed to roll out its services in Bangladesh, and it started its operations in the country from 

October 19th, 2017. The launch of PayPal in Bangladesh is expected to create another milestone 
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for the IT/ITES sector of Bangladesh through increasing earnings from the freelance 

outsourcing sub-sector through the official channel. 

Due to a huge advancement in technology, enthusiasm among the mass people for using 

technology has also increased. Mobile technology plays a major role in this regard. In 2009, 

the number of mobile phone users was 5.24 crore. This number is increasing yearly by a rate 

of 21 percent, and became 12.59 crore in 2015 (see Figure 2.4). Moreover, the number of 

internet users at present in Bangladesh is 4.74 crore18. This has also contributed in increasing 

the number of internet users, as there are more than 67 million internet users in the country  in 

early 2017. (Source: Bangladesh Telecom Regulatory Commission: 

http://www.btrc.gov.bd/content/internet-subscribers-bangladesh-february-2017). 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Growth in mobile phone subscriptions 

 

Growth in mobile subscribers and internet users has contributed to the huge growth in mobile 

and internet-based exchange of information services. Digital centres have been established in 

5,275 unions, wards and municipalities in Bangladesh. This implies that the mass people in 

remote areas are now able to get exam results and information related to university/ college 

admission, jobs, payment of utility bills, communication through email, birth/ death 

registration, mobile banking, etc. The government’s plan is to convert about 8,500 post offices 

throughout the country into ‘Digital Centres’. 

The main strength for Bangladesh especially in the ICT and ITES sector is its pool of young 

professionals with a keen interest in the sector. However, if we only consider formal 

employment, its contribution in the creation of overall employment in the country is not yet 

significant as compared to that of traditional mainstream industries. Around 30,000 IT 

professionals are formally engaged in the sector, but this excludes the number of freelancers 

working in this sector, which, if included, will make the figure much higher (BASIS, 2013). 

Freelance outsourcing has proved to be a flourishing sub sector in increasing exports from the 

ICT sector. Freelancers work through online market places, such as Freelancer, Odesk, etc., 

                                                           
18 Draft ICT Policy Bangladesh 2015. 

http://www.btrc.gov.bd/content/internet-subscribers-bangladesh-february-2017
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and the volume of such work has been rapidly increasing over the last few years. While there 

is official figure for the number of freelancers in Bangladesh, it is estimated to be around 5.5 

lac. According to VoA19, there were 650,000 registered Bangladeshi freelancers under a single 

market place named Upwork (came into existence after the merger of Elance and Odesk) in 

2014, and they earned around US$ 21 million in 2013. The number would be much higher if 

other market places and online sites are considered. Again, there are about 10,000 freelance 

programmers in Bangladesh, working from home for different global companies, with total 

earnings of around $15 million per year.  

Gartner, a renowned IT consultancy firm, has included Bangladesh among the top 30 

outsourcing countries. Besides, Bangladesh has moved up by 16 positions from 130th to 114th 

in the Network Readiness Index (Source: ICT Policy Bangladesh 2015). Again, Bangladesh 

has emerged as the 7th largest outsourcing destination in the world, as Bangladeshi freelancers 

are hired by employers from countries like Australia, Canada, Singapore, the United Kingdom 

and the United States. In that regard, our freelancers in the country compete with those from 

India, Pakistan and some Eastern European countries. Although freelancing services are 

individually small in value, when aggregated they turn out to represent a significant amount. 

The government of Bangladesh has undertaken a number of steps to develop this emerging 

sub-sector under the ICT sector. For example, trainings are being provided to increase the 

number of freelancers and outsourcing professionals. Since 2014, a BDT 180.40 crore project 

under the ICT Division named the ‘Learning and Earning Development Project’ (LEDP) has 

been working to create quality freelancers. The LEDP has turned out to be the most successful 

project under the ICT Division, as it has created 11,920 graduates, of which 5,680 have earned 

US$ 430,474 from freelancing20.  

Education in ICT related academic disciplines has also gained importance in recent years. 

There are more than 70 universities and 200 polytechnic and technical institutes providing 

computer/ IT/ ITES related education. However, the number of graduates or skilled 

professionals in this sector is still inadequate to meet the ever-increasing demand and achieve 

the target the country has set for the sector. 

This Study believes that to achieve the export target of US$ 5 billion in the ICT services sector 

by 2021, specific and structured actions and initiatives are required from both the government 

and the private sector. The government has already announced incentives for investment in this 

sector.  Again, for rapid development of the sector, the government has planned to establish 28 

High-tech parks across the country. Main objective behind the initiative is to boost the ICT 

industry and facilitate software development, freelancing, outsourcing and call centers, etc. Of 

them, the Janata Tower Software Technology Park in Dhaka and the Sheikh Hasina Software 

Technology Park in Jessore have already begun operations, of which the latter in Jessore is 

likely to provide jobs to 5000 people living in the division of Khulna21. The park also provides 

data backup and storage facilities for storing important national data. The government has 

                                                           
19 https://www.voanews.com/a/it-freelancing-grows-in-bangladesh/3264214.html  
20 http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/spotlight/the-young-and-the-tech-savvy-1443226  
21 https://bdnews24.com/bangladesh/2017/12/10/sheikh-hasina-software-technology-park-launched  

https://www.voanews.com/a/it-freelancing-grows-in-bangladesh/3264214.html
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/spotlight/the-young-and-the-tech-savvy-1443226
https://bdnews24.com/bangladesh/2017/12/10/sheikh-hasina-software-technology-park-launched
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already given allotment to 39 companies to start their operation in the park. Other proposed 

and on-going Hi-Tech parks of the government include Sylhet Electronic City Project, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Hi-Tech Park in Rajshahi, etc. The Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib 

High-Tech Park in Rajshahi alone is estimated to create around 14,000 jobs. Around 10 lac 

people is expected to get jobs at the Bangabandhu High Tech City, Gazipur in next ten years.  

Developers of the high tech parks have been given duty free import facility by the National 

Board of Revenue, and enjoy a number of other tax waivers and incentives for their investments 

in this sector. These initiatives are expected to improve FDI in this sector, create greater 

opportunities, and increase exports by the sector. 

2.1.4 Human Health Services: 

Economic progress of a country is closely linked with the performance of its health sector. 

Each country needs to have an adequate and sustainable source of health professionals, 

including doctors and nurses, trained within the context of current and future issues in patient 

safety and quality of care. Currently, there are 35,608 nurses in the health sector of Bangladesh, 

of which 18,292 are in public service, 1,100 abroad and 14,000 in different private hospitals 

(GoB, 2016). Again, there are 18,282 registered midwives (holding one year diploma) and 660 

(holding three-year diploma) under the Bangladesh Nursing and Midwifery Council. 

According to Bangladesh Health Facility Survey 2014, Bangladesh has approximately 60,000 

doctors and there is a deficit of almost 140,000 nurses. 

As a matter of fact, there is a worldwide shortage in nurses, midwives and physiotherapists. In 

2013, the International Council of Nurses Workforce Forum predicted that most of the 

developed and industrialised countries would face an acute shortage in nurses, midwives and 

physiotherapists due to increased demand for healthcare. Developed countries already face 

challenges in recruiting and retaining skilled healthcare providers. Several factors, such as the 

physical expansion of hospitals, an aging population and the surge of chronic diseases, etc. 

attribute to such rising demand in developed countries. For example, it is estimated that by 

2050, one in every 11 person will be over the age of 80 in the developed world, and therefore 

those countries will require a huge number of health care providers for their aging population.  

In 2015, IBIS World, a global leader in Industry Market Research, predicted that between 2016 

and 2021, the physical therapy industry would grow by 2.5 percent annually in Australia. In 

the US, the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected that the industry 

will grow by 39 percent by 2020. Yet at the 2015 Congress of the World Confederation for 

Physical Therapy, there was a warning that the demand for physiotherapists outstrips its supply, 

both in wealthy countries, such as Canada, and in developing countries. Again, there is a huge 

demand for Indian and Pilipino nurses worldwide, due to some of their notable traits, such as 

hardworking, cordial, good in communication skills, etc. If Bangladesh can tap this huge 

market by catering to their needs and priorities, the country will be able to seize a chunk of the 

market by supplying qualified healthcare providers, which in turn will contribute to increasing 

exports from the sector. 
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Table 2.18 below highlights the availability of nurses and midwives in various countries in 

different years. On the other hand, Table 2.19 below highlights the estimates of need-based 

shortages of health workers between 2013 and 2030 in the countries below the SDG index 

threshold by region. 

 

Table 2.18: Nursing and Midwifery Personnel in Different Countries 

Country Year Nursing and Midwifery 

Personnel 

United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland 

2015 5,45,954 

1997 7,09,209 

Afghanistan 2001 4,752 

2007 13,430 

2014 11,399 

Australia 2001 1,87,837 

2009 2,01,300 

2013 2,87,244 

Canada 2001 3,10,604 

2009 3,50,547 

2013 3,34,711 

India 2001 12,70,299 

2009 17,02,555 

2013 26,21,981 

Japan 2002 11,60,032 

2008 13,23,459 

2012 13,72,738 

United Arab Emirates 2002 12,854 

2008 24,131 

2014 27,812 

Source: World Health Organisation 

Table 2.19: Estimated Shortages of Health Workers by Region22  (In millions)                                           

 2013 2030  

Region Physicians Nurses/ 

Midwives 

Other 

Cadres 

Total Physicians Nurses/ 

Midwives 

Other 

Cadres 

Total % 

Change 

Africa 0.9 1.8 1.5 4.2 1.1 2.8 2.2 6.1 45% 

Americas 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.6 -17% 

Eastern 

Mediterranean 

0.2 0.9 0.6 1.7 0.2 1.2 0.3 1.7 -1% 

Europe 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -33% 

South-East 

Asia 

1.3 3.2 2.5 6.9 1.0 1.9 1.9 4.7 -32% 

Western Pacific 0.1 2.6 1.1 3.7 0.0 1.2 0.1 1.4 -64% 

Grand Total 2.6 9.0 5.9 17.4 2.3 7.6 4.6 14.5 -17% 

 

                                                           
22Global strategy on human resources for health: Workforce 2030,   

http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/250368/1/9789241511131-eng.pdf?ua=1  

http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/250368/1/9789241511131-eng.pdf?ua=1
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Remittance received through the overseas employment of Bangladeshi workers is one of the 

principal elements in the country’s economy, as it fetches foreign exchange worth about US$ 

15 billion annually. Presently about 5 million Bangladeshi workers are employed in foreign 

countries, which include 31 percent skilled, 14 percent semi-skilled, 2 percent professional and 

52 percent low skilled workers (GoB, 2015). While the demand of skilled professional 

personnel is increasing with the advancement of technology, there exists a considerable 

mismatch between the capacity of our labour force and the quality required in the overseas 

markets despite the government’s initiatives aimed at skills development. 

As part of its policy to diversify the country’s exports base, the government approached the 

UNCTAD secretariat to assess the country’s services sector with a particular focus on five sub-

sectors that included the nursing, midwifery and physiotherapeutic sub sector.  

However, as reported in UNCTAD (2016a), specific trade data for professional services are 

not available in Bangladesh, not to mention disaggregated trade data for health-professional 

services. Thus, the economic statistics of health and social work activities are normally used 

as a proxy indicator. On the export side, there is a gap between registered nurses/midwives 

(26,899) and those available in Bangladesh (15,023), which indicates that a large number of 

Bangladeshi nurses may be working abroad, mostly in the Middle East (Ibid). On the import 

side, a large number of Bangladeshi patients are receiving medical treatment at foreign 

hospitals, notably in neighbouring countries such as India, Singapore and Thailand. Again, it 

is also true that health and social work activities account for a small proportion of Bangladesh’s 

economic output and employment. For example, its share to the GDP remained a little over 2 

percent on average between 2002 and 2011, as reflected in Figure 2.5 below. 

Figure 2.5: Contribution of Health and Social Work Activities to GDP 

 
                                                        Source: UNCTAD (2016a) 

The National Health Policy 2011 identified Bangladesh as one of the 57 countries in the world 

that suffer from a severe shortage in health workers. Qualified health personnel, like 

physicians, dentists, nurses and technologists, are insufficient in number, particularly in hard-

to-reach rural areas. According to a WHO estimates, Bangladesh has a shortage of more than 
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60,000 doctors, 280,000 nurses and 483,000 technologists. There are currently 2,000 

physiotheparists working in private chambers, non-government organisations, hospitals and 

sports teams23. As shown in Table 2.20, it also fares poorly in comparison to countries in South 

Asia in terms of distribution of health workers across population. 

 

Table 2.20: Doctors/Nurses/Dentists per 10,000 Population 

Country Medical Professionals 

Bangladesh 6.02 

Pakistan 14.6 

Sri Lanka 23.7 

India 25.5 
       Source: WHO Global Health Workforce Statistics, 2014 Update (http://www.who.int/hrh/statistics/hwfstats/) 

 

Aiming to realise the vision of achieving Universal Health Coverage, one of the visions under 

the Vision 2021 of the Government of Bangladesh, the government has set certain objectives 

and targets in the Health Nutrition and Population (HNP) sector. An import target under this is 

to enhance national capacity for pre-service education (nursing, paramedics, and midwifery), 

provide in-service training and better management of human resources. Furthermore, to address 

service delivery issues, the 7th FYP also takes into account the deficiencies in governance and 

management of the health sector. Issues related to inadequacies in the health workforce, 

finance, surveillance, drugs and equipment, information and research will be addressed under 

the 7th FYP. Such issues provide the following details about health workforce: 

 Develop a national health workforce strategy; and 

 Implement a human resource action plan to ensure adequate number of personnel with 

appropriate skill mix, deployment with terms and conditions, retention, career progression, 

job satisfaction, etc. 

As the adequate number of well-educated nurses, midwives and physiotherapists is the key to 

ensuring a quality health service, the government is committed to set higher standards for 

education related to human health services. To that end, it needs to address local as well as 

global demand for nurses, midwives and physiotherapists.  

However, the country faces different challenges in ensuring quality education in the area of 

nursing, midwifery and physiotherapeutic studies. In the area of nursing education, currently 

there are two forms of pre-service education; one is Diploma in Nursing and another is B.Sc in 

Nursing. In addition to pre-service education, there is a scope for in-service (post-basic) 

education. It takes 3 years to complete the Diploma in Nursing and 4 years for the B.Sc. in 

Nursing. In the area of midwifery education, though Bangladesh has the Diploma in Midwifery 

that takes 3 years to complete and the B.Sc. in Nursing that forces students to take 1 year special 

midwifery courses, it does not have any specialized B.Sc. degree in Midwifery. To build 

capacity of nurses as managers, administers and teachers, there is an option for in-service (post-

                                                           
23 Interviewees noted that there are no sanctioned posts of physiotherapists in government institutions, and that 

there is no regulatory body to deal with their interests. 

http://www.who.int/hrh/statistics/hwfstats/
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basic) education programme. Specialised education on Coronary Care Unit, Intensive Care 

Unit and Cardiac Nursing is also available.  

In order to introduce the Master of Science in Nursing degree, the government, in cooperation 

with Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA), established the National Institute of 

Advanced Nursing Education and Research under the Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical 

University. The academic year starts from July in each year. The applicant must have passed 

both SSC and HSC examinations having a science background with biology, and have 

cumulative GPA (both SSC and HSC) of 6.0 but not less 2.5 GPA in either SSC or HSC. The 

candidate must apply within three years after passing HSC examination. Most of the students 

who passes SSC and HSC in Bengali medium face difficulties with materials in. Interviewees 

of the Study noted that nursing courses are not as comprehensive and specialized as Western 

nursing courses. 

The curriculum, however, for nursing education in Bangladesh has been prepared by the 

Bangladesh Nursing Council (BNC) with support from the Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, World Health Organization (WHO) and the Directorate of Nursing Services. It is 

considered to be of global standard by the experts interviewed (Mahmud, 2016). The number 

of public and private institutions in Bangladesh offering education in nursing and midwifery, 

and their capacity is shown in Table 2.21. 

Table 2.21: Affiliated Educational Institutions & Seat Capacity 

SL Courses Duration Public Private Total  

NI/NC Seat NI/NC Seat Seat 

1 Diploma in Nursing 

Science & Midwifery 

3 Years 43 2580 140 7035 9615 

2 Diploma in Midwifery 3 Years 38 975 16 560 1535 

3 B.Sc. in Nursing (Basic) 4 Years 14 1035 45 2185 3220 

4 B.Sc. in Nursing/ Public 

Health Nursing (Post 

Basic) 

2 Years 4 400 37 1475 1875 

6 Specialisation Course 1 year 0 0 4 80 80 

7 Junior Midwifery 18 Months 0 0 13 360 13 

Source: Mahmud (2016). 

Facilities available in nursing education vary from institute to institute. There are institutions 

that offer state of the art facilities in classrooms, libraries, laboratories, IT and even residential 

hostels, while others operate with make-shift arrangements. The total cost in Bangladesh for 

B.Sc. in nursing is BDT 50,000 at government nursing colleges. The total cost for a Diploma 

in Midwifery is BDT 7,000 (Source: Reference from Dhaka Nursing College). At private 

nursing colleges, cost of education varies from college to college. For example, at the Square 

Nursing College, the total cost is BDT 80,000. At Grameen Caledonian College of Nursing, 

BDT 5,25,000 (inclusive of tuition and accommodation cost) is charged for the B.Sc. in 

Nursing degree, and BDT 3,70,000 (inclusive of tuition and accommodation cost) is charged 

for the Diploma in Nursing (3 years) degree, BDT 2, 25,000 is charged for the Diploma in 

Nursing (2 years) degree (known as the epost basic course). 
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Bangladesh also provides education in physiotherapy. In Bangladesh, there are three levels- 

graduate (Master of Physiotherapy-MPT), undergraduate (Bachelor of Physiotherapy-BPT) 

and diploma for education in physiotherapy24. The B.Sc. in Physiotherapy is a 4 years course. 

Students will also have to complete 1 year compulsory internship. The Master in Physiotherapy 

is a 2 years course. Applicant must have passed the S.S.C. and H.S.C or the examination of 

equal status in science group with biology, physics and chemistry without any grace mark or 

improvement and have to secure the grade point 7 (seven), and s(he) must have a minimum 

grade point 3 (three) separately. The total cost for the entire course of Bangladesh Health 

Professional (BHPI: known as CRP) is BDT 292,200. 

 

2.2 Regulations – Prevalent Regulations for Selected Services Sector 

Having outlined the present status of the selected four services sectors, namely Tourism and 

travel related services (sub-section 2.1.1), Freight transportation services (sub-section 2.1.2), 

Computer and related services (sub-section 2.1.3), and human health services (sub-section 

2.1.4), this section critically analyses the key regulations that govern those services sectors, 

and outlines the shortcomings, if any, in the government efforts towards improving or 

modernizing and expanding these sectors.  

2.2.1 Tourism and Travel Related Services:  

Examining existing regulations that relate to the tourism and travel related services, the Study 

found that to develop and promote the tourism sector the government has several policies and 

regulations, namely the Bangladesh Tourism Board Act 2010, the National Tourism Policy 

1992, the National Tourism Policy 2010, and the Mid-Term Budgetary Framework (MTBF). 

All these policies and regulations have been published. 

The Bangladesh Tourism Board Act 2010 was formulated to regulate and expand the tourism 

industry, and offers the legal framework for rules and regulations related to tourism. The Act 

facilitated the establishment of the Bangladesh Tourism Board (BTB) that currently works as 

the facilitator of tourism in Bangladesh. It deals with issues, such as tourism development, 

infrastructure improvements, human resource development, communication expansion, 

marketing, and regulatory and legal oversight of private agencies and non-government 

organisations (NGOs) operating in the tourism sector. It is also responsible for devising plans 

for the development of tourism industry and creating general awareness for the development, 

protection and exploration of the tourism sector. The BTB is also responsible for creating a 

tourist friendly environment in Bangladesh and developing proper branding of the country both 

nationally and internationally. Human resources involved in the tourism sector must be 

properly trained in the tourism training institutions. The Act also emphasises the following: 

ensuring the provision of standard quality services to make the tourists satisfied, involving 

women and physically challenged people in the sector, promoting research related to the 

tourism industry, supporting small industries in the sector, and arranging international fairs to 

showcase and brand Bangladesh. 

                                                           
24 http://nucleusboyz.blogspot.com/2015/01/bsc-in-physiotherapy-study-for-medical.html 

http://nucleusboyz.blogspot.com/2015/01/bsc-in-physiotherapy-study-for-medical.html
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The National Tourism Policy 1992 was framed to generate interests among people to invest in 

the tourism sector. Its other focuses were on conservation, protection, development and 

maintenance of tourism resources. The policy addresses the ways to overcome poverty by 

generating employment in the tourism sector and to set a positive image of the country in the 

world. Other goals of the policy were to open up a recognised sector for private capital 

investment, and make arrangements for entertainment and recreational facilities. 

The latest National Tourism Policy 2010 was formulated to use the tourism resources 

efficiently, and to ensure the development of tourism and human resources engaged. Other 

objectives are to generate employment, ensure socio-economic development by engaging both 

local and national governments, and conserve ecology and environmental balance. The policy 

emphasizes developing a multi-dimensional tourism industry, identifying and developing 

tourist attracting spots, forming Private Public Partnerships (PPP) to improve the tourism 

sector, ensuring connectivity to tourist spots, safeguarding the archeological and heritage sites, 

and simplifying the arrival process for tourists. To diversify tourist attractions, the 2010 Policy 

advocates the introduction of adventure tourism, trekking, hiking, surfing, kayaking, sports 

tourism, religious tourism, heath and healing tourism etc. In addition, the policy focuses on 

specific development issues, such as developing the coastal areas and natural tourism, building 

the Coxsbazar Teknaf Marine drive (already completed), developing sustainable eco-tourism 

in Sundarbans by generating eco-friendly recreational facilities in and outside forest areas, 

conservation of forest and hilly areas of Tamabil, Jaflong, Madhabkundu, Lauachara, 

Shitakundu, Haor areas, Birishiri, etc. 

Respondents from the Tour Operators Association of Bangladesh (TOAB) feels that the 

National Tourism Policy 1992 has never been made effective. They also mentioned that the 

more recent National Tourism Policy 2010 is mostly on paper and is yet to be implemented in 

its true spirit. For instance, although it is espoused in the said policy that the local government 

and foreign missions will be engaged in tourism development, they have not yet been involved, 

which, according to respondents, is a major impediment for the development of the tourism 

sector.  

The MTBF devised for the Ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism (MoCAT) outlines the 

budgetary framework for the tourism sector. MoCAT is the central government agency to deal 

with the tourism sector. Its mission is to contribute to national growth through ensuring secure 

aviation transportation, and development of the country’s airlines and tourism industries. It 

monitors, supervises and ensures implementation of government strategies and interventions 

in the sector and abidance to tourism laws and policies. The implementing agencies under the 

MoCAT are the BPC and the BTB. The MTBF mandates MoCAT to spend resources in 

formulating, updating and implementing laws related to tourism. It also recommends research 

and development (R&D) and human resource development in the sector. Establishing, directing 

and controlling associated/service-oriented organisations for the overall development of the 

tourism industry is another mandate of its MTBF. 

Among other government regulations, the Export Policy 2015-2018 considers tourism as a 

special development service sector. Similarly, the Vision 2021 of the government emphasises 

taking required steps to make Bangladesh an ecologically attractive place and to promote 

environment-friendly tourism. The Vision 2021 also emphasises developing Bangladesh as an 
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exotic tourist destination in Asia and increase tourism’s contribution to the GDP from 0.70 

percent to 2 per cent by 2015 and then to 5 per cent by 2021. 

The tourism related strategy under the 7th FYP involves two wide-ranging elements: (a) 

expansion of fixed infrastructure to support an extended and safe aviation system in 

Bangladesh, and (b) expansion and renovation of tourist industry facilities comprising of visa 

and currency exchange facilities, hotels, restaurants, tourist resorts and inland transportation. 

The targets set under the 7th FYP during the time period of 2014-2020 envisages a rise in tourist 

arrivals from 460 million in 2014 to 860 million in 2020. The income receipt from tourists in 

2020 is predicted to be BDT 18 billion from BDT 10 billion in 2014. Investment in tourism is 

supposed to be BDT 345 billion in 2020. Growth in tourist arrivals is predicted to be 76 percent 

during the period of 2014-2020, with an annual growth rate of 15.2 percent. Growth rate of 

income receipts is 243 percent during the period of 2014-2020, with an annual growth rate of 

48.7 percent. Even though these targets under the 7th FYP seem ambitious but the growth rate 

is perhaps attainable as the target base for the tourism sector is still miniscule. 

Bangladesh Civil Aviation Authority under the MoCAT has undertaken a number of projects 

to develop tourism and facilitate tourist arrivals. These include- upgrading and modernizing 

the HSIA, development of the Cox’s Bazar Airport, infrastructural development of existing 

airports and construction of a new international airport.  

Again, the BPC has undertaken various initiatives to that regard. For example, it is currently 

involving local government institutions in tourism activities, creating infrastructure and 

improving management of the tourism industry through PPP arrangements. It is also identifying 

potential tourist spots scattered throughout the country, modernizing and expanding existing 

ones, conducting tourism related training courses, and establishing four more training centers. 

Other activities of the BPC include- procurement of water vessels and tourist coaches for 

package tours, preparation of documentary films on Bangladesh Tourism, and publicising 

tourism events.  

On the other hand, the BTB activities include- participating in tourism fairs organised at home 

and abroad and arranging related programmes, preparation of Short Term, Mid-Term and 

Long-Term Tourism Master Plan for the country for guiding development activities of tourism, 

doing Visit Bangladesh Campaign for the development and promotion of tourism and 

conducting capacity building activities in the tourism sector. The BTB has been developing 

ecotourism and community based tourism to attain sustainable growth of tourism. It has 

recently trained 700 hospitality personnel from several divisions of the country.  

A report of Bangladesh Sangbad Sangstha states that the Bangladesh Economic Zones 

Authority (BEZA) is currently developing Jaliardwip, an island in Teknaf of 291 acres of land, 

as an international standard tourism park as part of its master plan to develop 100 special 

economic zones across the country. This park will have all the facilities that a world-class 

tourism park offers to tourists. Facilities will include a five-star hotel, a hanging bridge, a 9.5-

kilometre cable car network, a floating jetty, a children's park, an eco-cottage, an oceanarium, 

and water-restaurants. The park is expected to create jobs for around 20,000 people. There is a 
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plan to invest around BDT 25 billion for the overall development of this park25. The 

Department of Environment has provided environmental clearance for the development of the 

park. UNICONSULT26 in its study said that around 2,50,000 tourists will visit Cox's Bazar in 

the years 2018-20 and at least 30 percent of them will visit Naf Tourism Park27.  

Modernisation of the Cox's Bazar Airport, improvement of its capacity, and upgradation of 

safety and security system in all the airports have started. The preliminary work for 

construction of an international airport (named the Bangabandhu Airport) near Dhaka has 

started, and the feasibility study to identify the place of the Airport is currently ongoing28.  

The positive steps taken by the government demonstrate its commitment to improve the tourism 

sector. The private sector has also come forward and invested in the sector. For example, the 

Orion Group has already been selected to develop an international standard tourism village on 

130-acre land in Cox’s Bazar through a public-private partnership. A five star hotel, golf 

course, water theme park and other amusement facilities would be built there29. Locals and 

political quarters, however, complained that the land for building the village was being 

acquired at a nominal price. 

It is worth mentioning that in order for all these government policies and plans, discussed 

above, to succeed, the government must constantly update and upgrade laws and regulations 

that commensurate with the emerging needs and priorities in the tourism sector. In addition, 

the government may consider a number of policy prescriptions, highlighted below: 

 In order to identify new spots a database must be formed and the spots should be detailed 

in government’s land record.  

 Assistance from local government should be taken regularly to ensure effective 

development of tourist spots. 

 Inspections should be conducted on a regular basis to ensure that no unnecessary 

infrastructures are built in archeological and heritage areas.  

 In order to attract foreign investment, the rate of interest for tourism related investment 

needs to be lowered. Different incentives, such as tax rebate, cash incentives, tax holiday 

and other supports may be provided to investors in the tourism sector.  

 Private sector must be provided with necessary support to run package tours.  

 A one stop service is needed to provide domestic and foreign investors with the 

information they require before deciding on investment in tourism.  

 Multi-lingual tour operators and guides are needed to give tourists an enjoyable 

experience. Tourist guides from the locality may be given a priority to ensure a satisfying 

experience for the tourists.  

 Future research and development of tourism sector should be planned.  

                                                           
25 The Financial Express, 25 July 2017 [“Naf Tourism Park to host tourists next year”]  
26 the Germany-based consultancy firm, UNICONSULT carried out the feasibility study and Environmental 

Impact Assessment and Socio-economic Impact Assessment 
27 http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/07/25/78042/Naf-Tourism-Park-to-host-tourists-next-yr 
28 The Daily Samakal, June 02, 2016 [http://www.samakal.net/2016/06/02/6195] 
29 The Daily Star, January 21, 2017 [“Tourism village not on locals’ mind”] 

http://www.samakal.net/2016/06/02/6195
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 Roads, railways and airports needs to be facilitated more to make the tourist destinations 

more comfortable to travel. The HSIA must be developed as a modern hub for air 

transportation, and effective transit facilities to tourists. 

 A “Tourist Village” needs to be built near international airports where foreign investments 

will be given preferences.  

 Tourism attraction Master plan needs to be formulated. Bangladesh Missions abroad must 

take adequate measure to brand Bangladesh Tourism.  

 To maintain international standards in hotel services, more tourism training institutes 

should be established. Again, more Quality Tourism Service, ATM services and Tourism 

Satellite Account should be introduced. 

2.2.2 Freight Transportation Services 

The Study highlights and analyses, in this subsection, the key regulations related to the four 

sub-sectors under the freight transportation services, namely transportation by air, 

transportation by rail, road transport services, and maritime transportation services. 

2.2.2.1 Key Regulations related to Roads Transport Services 

Examining the key regulations related to road transport services, we find that the government 

has formulated a number of policies that focus on developing and expanding roads, highways 

and bridges networks in the country. These include the 7th FYP, Road Master Plan 2009, 

National Land Transport Policy 2004, Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Policy (IMTP) 2013, 

Strategic Transport Plan (STP) 2005, and the Revised Strategic Transport Plan (RSTP) 2015. 

The Road Transport and Highways Division under the Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges 

(MoRTB) has a vision to build sustainable, safe and quality road infrastructure and integrated 

modern mass transport system for achieving the desired socio-economic development in the 

country. To increase the share of the road transport sector (mechanized and non-mechanized)  

to the country’s GDP, the 7th FYP 2016-2020 outlines a number of physical targets for the 

sector during the plan period, as shown in Table 2.22. Among the physical targets, the 

government accords the highest priority to the completion of the Padma Bridge project by 2018 

(the project is now running in full-swing). Other important physical target priorities under the 

7th FYP are- the construction of a multi-lane tunnel underneath the Karnaphuli River, 

conversion of important national highways into four lanes, and construction of a road-rail 

tunnel under the river Jamuna.  
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Table 2.22: Physical Targets for the Road Transport Sector under 7th FYP 

Physical Activities 7th FYP Targets (FY2016-FY2020) 

Construction of 4 lane roads 300 km 

Construction of roads other than 4 lane 340 km 

Improvement/ Rehabilitation of roads 2,500 km 

Construction of Flyover/Overpass 7,000 meter 

Construction of bridges/culverts 14,800 meter 

Reconstruction of bridges/culverts 6,800 meter 

Source: MoRTB 

In addition to physical targets for expansion of the road network, the 7th FYP has an important 

objective of developing well-maintained, cost effective, durable and safer quality road network. 

This would be achieved by – (a) Improving road safety situation in the country by achieving 

50 per cent reduction in road traffic accident fatalities by 2020 in line with the UN Decade of 

Action for Road Safety; (b) Gradually developing the existing interrupted highways to 

uninterrupted major roads by adopting two-tiered access controlled layout configuration for 

segregating mobility and accessibility functions of highways; (c) Achieving arterial roadway 

configuration by reducing carriageway side-frictions and conflicting usages of highway, 

restricting roadside land use development; (d) Developing coastal embankment/polder 

infrastructures as “climate resilient” to save all sorts of assets within the protection area, instead 

of raising the height of road network in coastal districts against the rise in sea level; (e) 

Implementation of road damage monitoring system with enforcement of penalties for violation. 

In the area of urban transport in the Dhaka city, during the 7th FYP period, the government has 

undertaken the task to implement the MRT Line-6 project from Uttara to Motijheel (the project 

is now running in full-swing), and to facilitate this, the Metro Rail Act 2015 was enacted in 

February 2015. The government has also began the task to construct the 46.73 km Dhaka 

Elevated Expressway from HSIA to Kutubkhali of Dhaka-Chittagong highway under PPP (it 

is now running in full-swing). It has also undertaken the task to construct the 42 km long 

Dhaka-Ashulia Elevated Expressway from HSIA to Chandra under a government-to-

government contract with China. It plans to conduct the feasibility study of Dhaka East-West 

Expressway, and to construct a Fly Over from Shantinagar to Zhilmil. 

The Road Master Plan 2009 is framed as the guiding document for investment in the road 

sector over the next twenty years. The main objectives of the Plan are- to set out a 

comprehensive investment programme that will protect the value of existing road and bridge 

assets of the Roads and Highways Department (RHD), improve the connectivity of the road 

network, enhance and develop the strategic road network to meet economic and traffic growth 

targets, improve the Zila Road networks to enhance connectivity to the country’s growth 

centres, improve road safety and reduce road accidents, provide environmental and social 

protection, and outline the institutional improvements required for RHD.  

The National Land Transport Policy 2004 is formulated to establish a transport system that is 

safe, cheap, modern, technology-dependent, and environment-friendly. The main policy 
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objectives under the Policy are- (a) establishing a safe and dependable transport system by 

making appropriate laws and ensuring accountability; (b) removal of unnecessary control and 

formulation of laws and regulations conducive to the protection of interests of passengers and 

customers; (c) maintaining the right to regulate fares to protect the interests of the common 

man; (d) determining the respective roles of the government and the private sector in relation 

to the transport sector; (e)  maintaining an economic and environmental balance in the  wake 

of accelerated investment in the sector; (f) ensuring effective utilisation of government funds; 

(g) reducing transport cost of goods for export while maintaining road safety; (h) controlling 

the growth of traffic to commensurate with the economic demand of the country; (i) 

formulation of a transport system for the Dhaka city that will have a modern traffic system with 

provisions for high capacity vehicles, fly-overs, elevated expressways, etc.; (j) introducing an 

integrated transport system throughout the country that will integrate rail, bus, taxi and water 

services and terminals; and (k) introducing alternative transport systems so that clients may 

choose the appropriate system according to their needs. 

The Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Policy 2013 is framed to make the country's multimodal 

transport system more cost-effective, safe and efficient. It aims to address all modes of 

transport in an integrated way so that future investment can take account of the best mode in 

each case to meet overall government objectives. Addressing issues that involves road, rail and 

inland waterways etc., the primary objective of the IMTP is to emphasise the role that different 

modes of transport network must play in the development of the overall transport network. The 

sub-sectoral policies under the IMTP that relate to road transport30 include- (a) improved road 

maintenance, making it the first priority; (b) road users paying more for the service that they 

get, especially when road maintenance is improved; (c) making the best use of existing roads 

by investing in traffic management measures and in minor improvements; (d) promote 

carefully targeted capacity improvements to address existing congestion on the network, where 

they support the integrated transport policy; (e) full social and environmental appraisals of road 

projects with sustainable action plans to mitigate adverse effects of road building; (f) reform 

of road ownership and responsibilities for roads through new legislation, and to confer on road 

agencies powers to prevent encroachment onto roads; (g) ear-marking road projects for private 

sector participation; and (h) strict enforcement of axle-load restrictions. 

The policy performance targets for roads under the IMTP are: 

 Increase the proportion of National Highways in “good-to-fair” condition to 90% over 

the next 3 years; 

 Remove all the maintenance backlog in next 5 years; 

 Earmark 10% investment projects for private sector participation over the next 5 years; 

and 

 Use of Social and Environmental guidelines be made mandatory for all roads and 

bridges projects in the next 2 years. 

                                                           
30 The sub-sectoral policies under the IMTP that relate to air, rail and maritime transport will be highlighted in 

appropriate sub-sections. 
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The Strategic Transport Plan 2005 formulated by the government with assistance from World 

Bank laid out a 20-year transport plan for the greater Dhaka area, and its transport strategy 

underscored a balance between public transport and private mode of transport and anticipated 

future demand forecast. The plan is divided into four periods, each spanning for 5 years, 

beginning in 2005 and concluding in 2024. The STP suggested a number of important transport 

components, such as Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system, the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system, 

a Circular Waterway for Dhaka, strategic road links, Elevated Expressways, and new arterial 

roads. The STP recommended 3 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lines and 3 Metro Rail (MRT) lines. 

The STP recommended 3 Elevated Expressways that include- (a) Gulistan-Jatrabari Flyover, 

which has already been constructed, and has been in operation since 2013; (b) The Elevated 

Expressway, which was originally planned as a 20 km elevated expressway from Gulistan to 

Mohakhali (phase 1) and from Mohakhali to the North (phase 2), but instead the Dhaka 

Elevated Expressway from Airport to Kutubkhali was adopted which is currently running in 

full-swing, and expected to be completed by 2020; (c) Mogh Bazar-Mouchak Flyover, which 

has already been constructed, and has been in operation since 2016. 

The Revised Strategic Transport Plan 2015 was formulated with assistance from Japan 

International Cooperation Agency (JICA) in 2015. It recommended construction of 2 BRT lines 

and 5 MRT lines. Of them, the MRT-6 line (Uttara to Motijheel) project and the BRT 3 Phase 

1 (Gazipur to Airport) are now running in full swing, and expected to be concluded by 2020. 

The RSTP also proposes water transport, expressways, bus service improvement, railway 

improvement and traffic management projects. The RSTP proposed three ring roads. The 

alignment of the inner ring road is along the Balu River and the Buriganga River and located 

inside current urban area. The alignment of the middle ring road shares with the Dhaka Bypass 

Road. And the alignment of the outer ring road is newly proposed alignment and along the 

boundary of RAJUK area. 

In order for all these government policies and plans, discussed above, to succeed, the 

government may consider a number of policy prescriptions, highlighted below: 

 Like other successful metropolitan mega cities of the world, the Dhaka city needs a 

strong unitary metropolitan authority that will deal with all transport infrastructural 

development and maintenance, traffic enforcement, public transport operation, public 

utilities etc. 

 The government should adhere to mass transit oriented land use and transport 

development policies, where the main focus needs to be on the development of signal 

free road network and public transport infrastructures (viz. dedicated bus lanes, 

passenger transfer facilities, bus bays, turnaround facilities, stopover terminals etc.). 

 The government may consider adopting a well-orchestrated decentralization policy, 

which may start with the gradual shifting of RMG industries from the core areas. 

 Emphasis should be placed on efficient traffic management to ease congestion. 
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2.2.2.2 Key Regulations related to Air Transport Services 

Examining the key regulations related to air transport services, we find that the government 

has formulated a number of policies and plans that focus on civil aviation through improving 

and expanding domestic and international air services. These include the 7th FYP, and 

Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Policy (IMTP) 2013, etc. 

The Ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism (MoCAT) has adopted a phased implementation 

plan under the 7th FYP for adding air service infrastructure support. As development of an 

efficient gateway airport with seamless transfer and access facilities is one of the important 

prerequisites to ensure FDI friendly climate, planned investment is necessary to upgrade airport 

services and to improve terminal accessibility by establishing multi-modal transfer facilities by 

integrating HSIA with the nearby Airport Railway Station and the on-going BRT-3 and Dhaka 

Elevated Expressway projects. The government also intends to upgrade the airport at Cox’s 

Bazar to an international level to promote tourism. The government has also undertaken, under 

the 7th FYP, the Programme for Development of Airport Infrastructure, whose goal is to 

enhance/ strengthen operational facilities of existing airports and development of new airports. 

The main targets under the Programme are highlighted below (GoB, 2015): 

 Expansion of operational and passenger facilities at the HSIA in Dhaka; 

 Development of the Cox’s Bazar Airport into an international airport for operation of 

wide-bodied aircrafts; 

 Enhancement of cargo aircraft parking facilities at the Shah Amanat International 

Airport (SAIA) at Chittagong; 

 Strengthen the existing runway at the SAIA; 

 Strengthen the existing runway at Osmani International Airport (OIA) at Sylhet; 

 Construction of a new airport at the southern region of the country (currently planned 

at Bagherhat District); 

 Improvement of quick communication system between the riverine and costal belt of 

the southern zone of the country and the capital city especially during the time of natural 

disasters; and 

 Detailed feasibility study for the construction of the proposed Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujib International Airport (BSMIA). 

The activities planned by the MoCAT in this respect are highlighted below: 

 Supply, installation and commissioning of a Multi-Mode Surveillance System at the 

HSIA under PPP; 

 Construction of a 3rd terminal building and other infrastructure at the HSIA; 

 Extension of the runway at the HSIA; 

 Development of the Saidpur Airport; 

 Extension of apron towards the north of existing cargo apron at the HSIA; 

 Construction of a cargo village (Phase-II) at the HSIA; 
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 Construction of a parking bay and two hangers for the Bangladesh Biman and private 

airlines at the HSIA; 

 Construction of Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh (CAAB) Headquarters 

Complex; 

 Development of the Cox’s Bazar Airport (Phase-I); 

 Construction of terminal building, cargo village, apron and allied infrastructure at the 

Cox’s Bazar Airport; 

 Airport Safety and Security System Improvement in Bangladesh; 

 Construction of cargo apron in front of the cargo terminal building at the SAIA; 

 Asphalt concrete overlay over the existing runway at the SAIA and at the OIA;  

 Construction of the Khanjahan Ali Airport at Bagherhat; 

 Development of the Barisal Airport; and  

 Feasibility Study for the BSMIA. 

The Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Policy (IMTP) 2013 as part of its emphasis on all modes 

of transportation also focuses on policies related to air transport. The sub-sectoral policies 

under the IMTP that relate to air transport include- (a) improve cargo handling at the HSIA and 

the SAIA through the creation of cargo villages with streamlined procedures to assist export 

competitiveness particularly aimed at perishable goods; (b) improve access to airports by all 

modes of transport; (c) improve immigration services at international airports through the 

recruitment and training of staff dedicated to the task and the introduction of improved IT 

systems; (d) foster the operation of more international flights at Chittagong and Sylhet, subject 

to relevant agreements on commerce and trade between Bangladesh and respective countries; 

(e) greater private sector participation in the operation of air flights on both international and 

domestic routes; and (f) greater private sector participation in the activities of the CAAB. 

2.2.2.3 Key Regulations related to Railway Transport Services: 

Examining the key regulations related to railway transport services, we find that the 

government has formulated a number of policies and plans that focus on the railway 

transportation sector. These include the 7th FYP, Railway Master Plan 2013, and Integrated 

Multi-Modal Transport Policy (IMTP) 2013, etc. 

The Ministry of Railways has adopted various railway sector expansion and modernisation 

programs during the 7th FYP duration, which when implemented will substantially strengthen 

the performance of the railway sector. Core objectives and specific targets for the railway sector 

for the 7th FYP are summarized in Table 2.23 below. Strategic considerations that influenced 

the adoption of such programs include- (a) shortening the Dhaka-Chittagong railway distance 

through the construction of Dhaka-Laksham elevated cord line to remove undesirable 

bottlenecks and operational problems; (b) constructing dual lines (double tracking) along major 

railway corridors, such as Dhaka-Chittagong, Dhaka-Sylhet, Dhaka-Khulna, and Dhaka-

Parbatipur to address the biggest capacity constraint found on single line sections; (c) 

strengthening South Asian regional and trans-Asian railway connectivity; and (d) augmenting 
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rolling stock and developing dedicated high speed freight corridor to improve and expedite the 

movement of freight and containers; (e) giving priority to connect large EPZs/EZs and ICDs, 

and thereby developing container transport friendly railway infrastructures. 

Table 2.23: Railway Sector Expansion and Modernisation Programs 

Actions Specific Targets 

Expansion of railway network to expand rail operations Undertake construction of 856 km of new rail 

tracks 

Double tracking of important sections and gauge 

unification to overcome operational bottlenecks 

Undertake dual gauge double tracking of 

1,110 km 

Rehabilitate/ upgrade existing rails for improved speed and 

safety 

Undertake rehabilitation of 725 km of 

existing rail tracks 

Construction of railway bridges and other infrastructure 

for operational improvement 

Undertake construction of rail bridges, 

improvement of level crossing gates and 

improvement of other infrastructure 

Procure new locomotives to improve service quality Purchase 100 new locomotives, 1 locomotive 

simulator and 4 relief cranes. 

Procure new coaches for passenger comfort Purchase 1,120 passenger coaches and 

rehabilitate 624 coaches 

Upgrade railway workshops and maintenance Procure modern maintenance equipment 

Improve rail speed and safety Upgrade rail signal for 81 stations 

Improve rail efficiency Strengthen railway management 

Improve railway finances Eliminate operational deficit through price 

increases and operational efficiency gains 

Source: Ministry of Railways 

The major projects planned during the 7th FYP by Bangladesh Railway include- (a) 

construction of a single line dual gauge railway track from Dohazari to Cox’s Bazar via Ramu 

and Ramu to Gundhum near the Myanmar border (implementation has just begun); (b) 

construction of Padma Bridge rail link project (Dhaka-Mawa-Bhanga- Jessore) 

(implementation is due to start); (c) construction of double track standard gauge railway line 

from Dhaka to Chittagong via Comilla/Laksam (expressway); (d) construction of double line 

(dual gauge) railway track between Joydebpur-Iswardi sections; (e) construction of 

Bangabandhu Railway Bridge (2nd) over the River Jamuna; (f) construction of railway line 

from Khulna to Mongla Port (the project is now running in full swing); and (g) construction of 

dual gauge double rail line and conversion of existing rail line into dual gauge between Akhaura 

and Laksam (the project is running in full swing). Again, while the government has already 

completed construction of 2nd Bhairab and 2nd Titas rail bridges, construction of the Rupsha 

rail bridge is fast progressing. 

The 20 year Railway Master Plan 2013 outlines the development of railway expansion and 

modernisation activities, and includes 235 development projects in four phases. The Plan is 

expected to guide the overall development of Bangladesh Railway in the foreseeable future. It 

highlights the vision of Bangladesh Railway that intends to play an important and dominant 

role in an integrated transport system for the country by emphasising its strength vis-à-vis road 
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transport in long distance travel and carriage of goods. Key areas where railway will seek to 

achieve the vision include- (a) transport of containers (currently restricted to the Chittagong-

Dhaka corridor), and (b) bulk freight movements (focusing on commodities where railway is 

competitive). Under the Railway Master Plan 2013, the Bangladesh Railway plans to introduce 

the following major corridors: 

 Corridor 1: Dhaka-Chittagong-Cox’s Bazar-Deep Sea Port Corridor. 

 Corridor 2: Chilahati-Ishurdi-Khulna-Mongla. 

 Corridor 3: Dhaka-Bangabandhu Bridge-Darsana/Benapole. 

 Corridor 4A: Dhaka- Bangabandhu Bridge-Rajshahi-Rohanpur. 

 Corridor 4B: Dhaka- Bangabandhu Bridge-Ishurdi-Parbatipur-Chilahati/Birol. 

 Corridor 5: Dhaka-Sylhet/Shahbazpur Corridor. 

 Corridor 6: Dhaka-Bangabandhu Bridge-Sirajganj/Roypur-BograLalmonirhat-

Burimari. 

 Corridor 7A: Dhaka-Mawa-Jajira-Bhanga-Jessore-Khulna-Mongla. 

 Corridor 7B: Dhaka-Mawa-Jajira- Bhanga-Jessore-Benapole. 

 Corridor 7C: Dhaka-Mawa-Jajira-Bhanga-Barisal.  

 Corridor 7D: Dhaka-Mawa-Jajira-Bhanga-Kashiani-Gopalgonj-Tungipara. 

 Corridor 8A: Dhaka-Mymensingh-Jamalpur-Tarakandi-Bangabandhu Bridge  

 Corridor 8B: Dhaka-Bhairab Bazar-Mymensingh 

 Corridor 9A: Dhaka-Mawa-Jajira-Rajbari-Moukuri (Mizanpur)-Bara Durgapur (Khas 

Char)-Pabna-Ishurdi. 

 Corridor 9B: Dhaka-Paturia-Douladia-Moukuri (Mizanpur)-Bara Durgapur (Khas 

Char)-Pabna-Ishurdi. 

The Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Policy (IMTP) 2013 as part of its emphasis on all modes 

of transportation also focuses on policies related to railway transport. The IMTP emphasises 

that the railway will be able to reduce dependence on roads by attracting current and future 

roads users to rail through adoption of a number of measures, such as- (a) improved inter-city 

service quality, timetabling and capacity; (b) increasing container movement efficiency and 

capacity; (c) establishing more rail-based inland container depots; (d) taking a lead in providing 

multi-modal door-to-door services in close cooperation with operators from other modes; (e) 

developing multimodal corridors between major economic centers which give priority to 

freight; (f) establishing technical harmonization and interoperability between various logistics 

and systems, including regional traffic, particularly for rail-based container movement; (g) 

establishing regional links, including those of Trans-Asian Railway, to facilitate trade in goods 

and services; (h) corporatising Bangladesh Railway to bring in efficiency and modern business 

practices; and (i) encouraging BR to divest itself of non-operational land holdings. The Plan 

envisages that its implementation will allow inter-city railway passengers to grow by 30 percent 

over the next 5 years, and share of container traffic to double over the next 8 years. 

The policies and plans formulated and adopted by the government as highlighted above have 

great potentials for Bangladesh Railway in terms of playing a central role in enhancing trade 

in goods and services through rail transport. 
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2.2.2.4 Key Regulations related to Coastal and Transoceanic Transport Services: 

Examining the key regulations related to coastal and transoceanic transport services, we find 

that the government has formulated a number of policies and plans that focus on the maritime 

transportation sector. These include the 7th FYP, and Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Policy 

(IMTP) 2013, etc. 

The Ministry of Shipping is responsible for the development and modernisation of the coastal 

and transoceanic transport services. In order to increase efficiency of its sea ports in line with 

international best practice, the Ministry of Shipping has undertaken programs to be 

implemented during the 7th FYP period with a special emphasis on the Chittagong Port. Under 

the 7th FYP, priority would be given to the following activities at the Chittagong Port:  

 Reducing port induced semi-trailer truck traffic by developing wider intermodal rail 

and river connectivity; 

 Enhancing already saturated container storage port yard facilities by upgrading the 

general cargo berthing facility at Karnaphuli into a modern gateway terminal; 

 Maintaining and improving the navigability of the channel through capital dredging and 

regular maintenance dredging; 

 Increasing container handling capacity through expansion of terminal/ yard facilities, 

acquisition of modern container handling equipment and procurement of harbour crafts 

and vessels to ensure improved operating system; 

 Encouraging setting up ICDs/ CFSs at all potential cargo distribution center across the 

country to reduce the pressure at the port; and 

 Involving the private sector in port management and port development infrastructure 

on build own operate/ build own transfer/ PPP model.  

This does not mean that the government neglects other ports or is averse to the development of 

new ports. Instead, the government plans to take all necessary steps to encourage a greater use 

of the currently underutilized Mongla Port by enhancing its facility and modernizing its 

operations. In addition, there is also plan under the 7th FYP to construct new ports and deep sea 

ports. The plan to construct a deep seaport in Sonadia at Cox’s Bazar is yet to materialise due 

to a lack of interested investors. In the meantime, the government has decided to construct the 

Paira sea port in Patuakhali. The Payra Port Authority Act 2013 was enacted to facilitate the 

establishment of the said port. As a supplement to the government’s energy policy, the 

development of port facilities for the import of coal is now given priority in order to support 

coal-fired power generation. The 1200 megawatt Matarbari Ultra Super Critical Coalfired 

Power Plant project funded by JICA contains the important component of Deep Sea Port for 

the coal import. JICA is also examining the possibility to set up a large coal transhipment 

terminal at the Matarbari port to cater to the demand of nearly 3,500 megawatt of power 

generation by 2020. The Matarbari deep sea port and the associated transhipment terminal will 

be critically linked to the government’s energy policy, and will undoubtedly have the highest 

priority during the Seventh FYP. 
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The Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Policy (IMTP) 2013 as part of its emphasis on all modes 

of transportation also focuses on policies related to coastal and transoceanic transport. It 

recognises ports and shipping as vital links to the multi-modal logistics chain, and underscores 

the need to improve the capacity and operational efficiency of ports to maintain 

competitiveness. The IMTP emphasises an integrated shipping policy which has following 

goals, inter alia: 

 Identify key infrastructure improvements that need to be made over the next five, ten 

and twenty years; 

 Move towards modern working methods and use of new technologies that will increase 

employment prospects, and improve skill and wage levels; 

 Increase the capacity of the Chittagong Port, including consideration of a deep-sea port, 

and ensure that new berths are fully connected by rail and inland water transport; 

 Foster the growth of ports as gateways for the smooth movement of goods to and  from 

neighbouring countries; 

 Introduce new legislation covering the documentary requirements and obligations for 

multi-modal transport operation, including insurance provisions needed to cover all 

risks; 

 Improve the regulatory control of shipping using Bangladesh ports and waters; 

 Foster the shrimp and fish export industry through improvements of port operations at 

Mongla; 

 Better utilise the potential of the Mongla Port through inland water transport and rail 

connections for general cargo and containers; and 

 Utilise local and foreign expertise and investment to increase port capacity and 

efficiency. 

The IMTP envisages that its implementation will lead to the decrease of the container dwell 

time at the Chittagong Port to 10 days, and enable the government to the ship turn round time 

at Chittagong at an average of 2.5 days. 

The Study found that the CPA has undertaken many initiatives to address issues related to 

inadequate infrastructure constraints. It has taken up the task of constructing new jetties. Two 

terminals, one in Patenga and the other in Laldia, are being built to enhance the capacity of the 

Chittagong Port. The CPA has also completed necessary formalities and sent a tender 

evaluation report to the Ministry of Shipping to build a 220 meter long “Service jetty” upstream 

of the port jetty-1, at an estimated cost of BDT 88.34 crore (to be funded from the CPA’s own 

fund) (IBI, 2017). This will improve the operations, efficiency of the Chittagong port.  

Again, in order to increase the capacity of the port, the CPA has procured 171 handling 

equipment of different types during the last three years. The CPA also entered into a contract 

with Shanghai Zhenhua Heavy Industry Co., Ltd. to buy six gantry cranes for BDT 344.92 

crore for the New Mooring Container Terminal (IBI, 2017). The CPA has also taken necessary 
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steps to procure more gantry cranes, mobile cranes, forklift trucks, variable reach trucks, 

straddle carriers and mobile harbor cranes etc. for the port (Ibid).  

2.2.3 Computer and Related Services 

Examining existing regulations that relate to computer and related services, the Study found 

that the current government plans, as part of its election pledge, to create a Digital Bangladesh 

through its Vision 2021, and plans to use the digital technology as the driving force of 

development to tackle challenges in different socio-economic sectors. To that end, the 

government has several policies and regulations, namely the National ICT Policy 2009 which 

was later upgraded as National ICT Policy 2015, the 6th FYP and the 7th FYP. 

The National ICT Policy is built on a vision to expand and diversify the use of ICTs to establish 

a Digital Bangladesh, and to achieve 10 broad objectives through access to ICT. These broad 

objectives include ensuring Social Equity, achieving higher Productivity, ensuring Integrity 

by achieving transparency, accountability, responsiveness and higher efficiency in the delivery 

of citizen-services, expanding the quality of Education and Research, ensuring rapid 

Employment Generation by enlarging the pool of world class ICT professionals to utilise the 

local and overseas employment opportunities, Strengthening Exports by ensuring a 

developed manufacturing industry of software, ITES and IT to meet domestic and global 

demands, ensuring quality Healthcare innovative application of ICTs, ensuring Universal 

Access by providing connectivity to all as a public service obligation (PSO), Environment, 

Climate and Disaster Management through enhancing creation and adoption of environment-

friendly green technologies and providing Supports to ICTs developing appropriate 

infrastructure. 

Chapter 12 of the 7th FYP reviews the development of the ICT sector in Bangladesh with 

special emphasis on its performance during the previous 6th FYP. It examines both strengths 

and challenges for the future, and suggests required reforms to those objectives and targets 

under the 6th FYP. Under both 6th and 7th FYP. Digital Bangladesh was considered an integral 

part of Vision 2021 with four key priorities, such as developing human resources ready for the 

21st century, connecting citizens in ways most meaningful to them, taking services to citizens’ 

doorsteps, and making the private sector and market more productive and competitive through 

the use of digital technology. Following the 6th FYP, Bangladesh made important progress in 

utilising technology to bring in substantial transformations in all the four areas. It registered 

most significant progress in bringing government services to the doorsteps of citizens. Citizen-

centric e-initiatives and services have occurred due to both vertical (with government ministries 

and agencies) and horizontal (i.e. with citizens) policy advocacy and development 

interventions. These include multimedia classroom and teacher-led education content 

development in public schools, mobile phone based health service from Upazila Health 

Complex, agricultural and other livelihood information and services (e-Tathyakosh) online 

through grassroots outlets. 

Complementing the ICT related plans and programs under the National ICT Policy and the 

FYP, there are also a number of other regulations and policies that facilitated the growth of the 

ICT sector. These include- Right to Information Act 2009, the Perspective Plan 2011-2020, the 
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ICT Act (Amendment) 2013 (amended), the Strategic Priorities of Digital Bangladesh, the 

Cyber Security Policy 2010, the Information Security Policy Guideline 2014, the Rural 

Connectivity Policy Guideline 2010, the Broadband Policy, the Mobile Keypad 

Standardization Policy, the Guidelines for Utility Bill Payment, the e-Krishi Policy, the 

National e-Governance Architecture, the Mobile Banking Policy Guideline, the National 

Telecom Policy 2010, the Guidelines on Mobile Financial Services for the Bank, Proactive 

Information Disclosure Guidelines 2014, the Hi-Tech Park Authority Act 2010, the ICT 

Fellowship and Donation Policy, etc. 

As part of government policy, there has been a huge decline in the monthly price of 1 Mbps 

bandwidth by 92 percent between 2008 and 2014. This in turn caused an increase in the 

bandwidth utilisation rate from 7-8 percent in FY 2008-09 to about 65 percent in FY 2013-14. 

The scenario is highlighted in Figure 2.6 below. 

Figure 2.6: Reduction in Bandwidth Price & Increease in Utilisation 

 

Figure 2.7 below reflects how the downward change in the bandwidth price and the 

corresponding upward change in the bandwidth utilisation have resulted in the increase in 

internet usage, which is reflected by the increase in the number of internet users in Bangladesh. 

The use of internet and technology based activities within the government has also increased. 

Again, the government is currently implementing a plan to bring all government authorities 

under a single ICT network under the Acces to Information (A2I) project to make government 

administration more transparent and dynamic. 
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Figure 2.7: Growth in internet users between 2008 and 2014 

 

Source: ICT Policy, 2015 

Usage of ICT in e-transactions, e-commerce and e-procurement has been made possible 

through the ICT Act 2006 and the upgraded ICT Act 2013. The provision of digital signature 

has been introduced by appointing the Controller of Certifying Authorities (CCA). The CCA 

has given license to the Bangladesh Computer Council as the Certifying Authority for issuing 

digital certificates to government organizations. Again, the Right to Information Act 2009 has 

become effective, which made government information easily available. Further, Bangladesh 

Bank has launched the National Payments Switch (NPS) on 27 December, 2012 to facilitate 

interbank electronic transactions. Commercial banks having or being connected to an 

ATM/POS/e-Payment Switch are now able to send inter-bank or inter switch payment 

instructions to the NPS for clearing and settlement purpose. The NPS acts as an electronic 

clearing settlement system and helps manage electronic payments through cards and payment 

gateways irrespective of their ownership. Bangladesh has also implemented the “Banking 

Application Software”, which enabled the government to pay salaries to its employees through 

electronic fund transfer. Again, the Hi-Tech Park Authority Act 2010 enabled the establishment 

of the Bangladesh Hi-Tech Park Authority for creation and management of hi-tech parks across 

the country. Bangladesh’s first university based incubator is being established at the campus 

of Chittagong University of Engineering and Technology. This incubator will help to bridge 

the gap between ICT industries and academia and will foster meaningful research, innovation 

and job creation. 

In order to address the supply side constraints associated with the exports from the ICT sector, 

the government created the ICT Business Promotion Council (IBPC) under the Ministry of 

Commerce. The IBPC supports the BASIS, the Bangladesh Computer Samity and the 

Bangladesh Association of Call Centers and Outsourcing in areas such as ICT related training, 

capacity building, publication of software and IT service catalogue, and holding national and 

international fairs. In response to the high potential of ICT in micro, small and medium 

enterprises (MSMEs), the SME Foundation under the Ministry of Industries has undertaken a 

project to study the growth potential of software companies and constraints.  

The ICT Division of the government oversees the development of the sector. It regularly 

organizes annual fairs, exhibitions, targeted workshops, and seminars to promote the ICT 
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sector. A budget of more than BDT 95 million were allocated over 2013-2015 to develop and 

promote the model of high value ICT research, innovations in the country. Following the 

inclusion of ICT infrastructure projects in the Investment Promotion and Financing Facility 

(IPFF), a US$20 million fund has been approved for a private telecommunication transmission 

network operator that will expand fibre optics backbone infrastructure throughout the country. 

The 6th FYP promised to make ICT education mandatory at the secondary level by 2013 and 

establishing computer labs at the primary level by 2021. The first target has already been met 

and progress has been observed with regard to meeting the second target. In addition to 

implementing e-book conversion of 325 textbooks, the government has introduced an 

electronic teaching programme for students and introduced ICT courses for grades VI-XII. 

Further, the Bangladesh National Library Modernization Project is working in areas, such as 

digital library infrastructure, collecting materials for full-text digitisation, permanent store, 

creating digital data storage, online data transfer, automatic binding and conservation measures 

to scientific and research. 

2.2.4 Human Health Services 

Examining existing regulations that relate to human health services, the Study found that the 

government has several policies and regulations for especially childbirth and related services, 

nursing services and physiotherapeutic services, namely the National Education Policy 2010, 

the National Health Policy 2011, the Overseas Employment and Migrants Act 2013, and the 

7th FYP. All these regulations have been published. 

The National Education Policy 2010 covers, inter alia, the medical, nursing and health 

education. Under this, aims and objectives for health education and medical services are as 

follows: 

• To ensure necessary medical facilities and a healthy population of the country by 

producing competent doctors, nurses, specialists, consultants of high standard, dentists, 

health assistants and workers, health technicians and health manpower; 

• The government will build capable manpower to ensure the primary healthcare for all; 

• To motivate and train healthcare providers, specialists and general doctors, dentists, 

nurses, health assistants and workers and health technicians to work as sensitive and 

conscientious human beings; 

• To extend medical education in the forms of training, research and modern technology 

for specialists, general doctors, dentists, health assistants and technicians, nurses and 

health workers and conduct medical research to invent or discover new indigenous 

methods for healing diseases. 

Strategies under the National Education Policy 2010 that relate to nursing and physiotherapy 

include- (a) extension of opportunities for quality nursing education and training to meet the 

increasing demand at home and abroad; (b) taking necessary steps to introduce B.Sc. and M.Sc. 

courses in nursing (this has already been implemented); (c) attaching nursing training centers 

to hospital management; (d) establishing academic institutions for physio-therapy, clinical 
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psychology, physical medicine and psychiatry; (e) taking steps for necessary training in electro-

medical and bio-medical engineering, biophysics, medical information science and physio-

therapy in view of the increasing demand of health services; and (f) forming a medical 

accreditation council with efficient personnel with the appropriate powers to evaluate and 

certify such institutes. One important lacunae of the Policy that the Study observed is that it 

does not cover the midwifery education, and there is no proper guideline for upgradation of 

nursing and physiotherapy education and standard required for export. 

The National Health Policy 2011 was formulated to achieve the following aims and objectives 

in relation to nursing, midwifery and physiotherapeutic services:   

 Undertaking programmes for reducing child and maternal mortality rate within the next 

5 years to an acceptable level; 

 Adoption of  satisfactory measures for ensuring improved maternal and child health at 

the union level, and install facilities for safe and hygienic child delivery in each village; 

 Improvement of overall reproductive health resources and services 

 Ensuring the presence of full-time doctors, nurses and other officers/staff, providing 

and maintaining necessary equipment and supplies at each of the upazilla health 

complexes and Union Health and Family Welfare Centers. 

Strategies under the National Health Policy 2011 that relate to nursing, midwives and 

physiotherapists include- (a) restructuring the Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council and the 

Bangladesh Nursing Council (BNC) to strengthen their supervision of medical practitioners 

registration, their quality of skills, and related ethical issues; (b) providing regular training 

courses through a National Training Institute (to be established) to medical practitioners, 

teachers, nurses, paramedics and other staff at all levels in both public and private sector; (c) 

avoiding duplication of activities from different projects, programmes and activities. For 

effective and sustainable co-ordination in relation to implementation of the objectives, it 

advocates the creation of a policy-planning cell under the Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare.  

The Overseas Employment and Migrants Act 2013 aims to promote opportunities for overseas 

employment, establish a safe and fair system of migration, and ensure rights and welfare of 

migrant workers and members of their families. The Act recognises all citizens migrating from 

Bangladesh, including domestic workers, as workers, and guarantees their basic labour rights. 

Rights of migrant workers under the Act include- (a) right to get information on the migration 

process, employment contract or the terms and conditions of the overseas work; (b) right to get 

legal aid in the case of fraudulence in the name of migration; (c) right to return home, which 

enables a migrant worker to return home with necessary assistance from the government in 

Bangladesh; (d) financial and other welfare programs, for the purposes of which the 

government may, if necessary, undertake measures to launch, and make more accessible, bank 

loans, tax-exemptions, saving schemes, investment opportunities and other facilities. 

The 7th FYP consider as one of its main objectives the promotion of labour migration in line 

with the Overseas Employment and Migrants’ Act 2013 discussed above. The goal is to raise 
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the share of overseas employment of skilled labour from the current 35 percent to 50 percent 

by 2030. Achievement of the target will require robust market analyses and consistent skills 

development strategies. A salient step in this regard is the consolidation of the National Skills 

Development Council (NSDC) Database, including data on migrant workers, and of labour 

market information systems to assess the demand for different categories of workers in 

overseas markets. Key strategies during the 7th FYP period in the health services sector include- 

(a) developing a national health workforce strategy; and (b) implementing an HR action plan 

to ensure adequate number of personnel with appropriate skills mix, deployment with terms 

and conditions, retention, career progression, job satisfaction, etc. 

The Study found that even though the Bureau of Manpower Employment and Training (BMET) 

already has a well-operating statistical procedures in place, it is yet to undertake concrete steps 

and innovations to achieve connectivity with the overall NSDC database. Further, the capacity 

of the Wage Earners Welfare Board to support the needs of migrant workers need to be 

enhanced, and its transparency need to be improved through ensuring multi-stakeholder 

participation within the Board. 

The Study considers the existing regulations in the area of human health services sector are 

inadequate to address the issues related to the particular sub-sectors of nursing, midwifery and 

physiotherapeutic services. The expansion of these sectors, let alone the issue of exports, will 

require concrete policy measures on the part of the government that would encourage the 

expansion of such services.  

This is also true in the case of three other sectors chosen for the Study, namely the tourism and 

related services, transport related freight services, and ICT and ITES services. A deeper 

examination on the basis of SWOT analysis on these issues will be made in the following 

Chapter 3.  
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Chapter 3: Assessing the Export Capacity of Selected Sectors: Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. 

 

After highlighting the present status of the selected four services sectors, and providing a 

critical analysis of key regulations related to those sectors, this chapter (Chapter 3) assesses the 

capacity of the four sectors through the SWOT analysis. It provides a detailed analysis of 

strengths and weaknesses of the selected services sectors in exporting the services, and also 

provides a comprehensive account and analysis of opportunities and threats or challenges the 

sectors face.  While section 3.1 contains the SWOT of tourism and travel related services, the 

same for freight transportation services, computer and related services and human health 

services are highlighted in section 3.2, section 3.3, and section 3.4 respectively. 

3.1 Tourism and Travel Related Services 

The SWOT analysis for tourism and travel related services in this section covers the following 

sub-sectors: (a) hotels and restaurants (incl. catering), (b) travel agencies and tour operators’ 

services, and (c) tourist guides services.  These sub-sectors were identified as per the WTO 

services sectoral classification list (WTO, 1991) that provides a comprehensive listing of 

services sectors and sub-sectors covered under the GATS. 

3.1.1 Strengths of Tourism and Travel Related Services 

The Study finds enormous strengths for exports in tourism services in Bangladesh, which is a 

country of natural beauty with rivers, coasts and beaches, archaeological sites, religious places, 

hills, forests, waterfalls, tea gardens, etc. If planned properly and maintained well, these natural 

sites and beauties will attract a lot of tourists from overseas. This in turn will create immense 

opportunities for jobs, and generate huge amount of revenue. By creating a positive image of 

Bangladesh in the global arena, tourism can also promote foreign investment and business 

enterprises in the country. 

In terms of strengths for the tourists, we find that Bangladesh houses two of the world’s seven 

natural wonders, namely Cox’s Bazar and the Sundarbans. The country has bountiful resources 

to offer to both local and inbound tourists with its scenic beauty, ethnic diversity, unique 

cuisine, rich heritage and historical sites, and profound religious harmony. These are the 

strengths for the country’s tourism industry to export tourism services. Cox’s Bazar is the 

longest unbroken sandy sea beach in the world. This 125 kilometer long beach can be 

segmented and used for different recreation facilities: para-gliding, boating, surfing, beach 

carnivals, bonfire, etc.31. A tourism expert interviewed under the Study mentioned that Cox’s 

Bazar should be viewed as a domestic tourism product rather than an international tourism 

product, the reason being that there are many beautiful long sea beaches like Cox’s Bazar in 

many other countries. For example, Spain and Italy have the world’s 10 best sea beaches. One 

tourism entrepreneur observed that off-shore islands, such as the Saint Martin Island and 

                                                           
31 Mr. Taufiq Rahman, Director, TOAB (Tour Operators Association of Bangladesh interviewed on 19 May 

2017). 
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Sonadia Island, which are rare in other countries, should be promoted as international tourism 

product through creation of necessary facilities and development of infrastructure32. The 

Sundarbans is considered the largest mangrove forest in the world, and has therefore immense 

tourist potential, and houses the world famous Royal Bengal Tiger. 

Bangladesh has two of the world’s heritage sites, namely the Paharpur Buddhist Temple and 

the Shaat Gombuj Mosque. Again, it has vast hilly areas in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT), 

such as Rangamati, Khagrachori and Bandarban, which possess an extraordinary scenic beauty 

and have adventurous features.  Other places in the southern part of the country, such as 

Kuakata, Monpura, Nizhum islands and Shondip, can play an important role promoting 

adventure tourism. While the scenic beauty attracts almost all types of tourists, adventure 

tourists are most attracted to places with adventurous features. It is worth mentioning that 

adventure tourism has recently experienced an unprecedented growth throughout the globe, as 

even our neighbours like Nepal and Maldives earns a huge amount of revenue from such 

tourism. Bangladesh may consider exploiting the huge potential of adventure tourism, and 

accordingly make arrangements for mountaineering, rafting, rippling, paragliding, parachuting, 

hiking and trekking33.  

Furthermore, Bangladesh offers tourists trekking in the CHT, which could be considered a 

strength for our tourism. The country also possesses a wide range of bio-diversity that are 

viewed as natural gifts and provide the Bangladesh tourism sector with a considerable 

opportunity to flourish. Bangladesh also can boast of its hotels and guest services of global 

standards. Recently, Radisson Blu Dhaka Water Garden and The Westin Dhaka have been 

awarded 2017 TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence. This Certificate of Excellence highly 

reconfirms the excellence of Bangladeshi hotels in service. Such awards are given based on 

great feedback (strong praise and ratings) from hotel guests34. Such standing of Bangladeshi 

hotels manifests the strengths the country has in exporting its tourism service.  

The Indian sub-continent, which also includes present Bangladesh, has a remarkable historic 

background starting from the Dutch to the British era. Hence, Bangladesh has many 

archaeological attractions. For example, Wari-Bateshwar, Vasu Vihara, Somapura 

Mahavihara, Sitakot Vihara, Pundranagar, Pandit Vihara, Mainamati, Mosque city of Bagerhat, 

Bikrampur Vihara, Choto Khatra, Gokul Medh, Jagaddala Mahavihara, Tetulia Jami Mosque, 

Bhitagarh, and Kantaji Temple in Dinajpur are some of the places in the country that are of 

great archeological interest to travelers. These sites can be very attractive to tourists interested 

in knowing ancient history and culture. Furthermore, spectacular monuments and mausoleums 

of liberation war and language movement of the country, the war cemeteries of the World War 

II period, the Hardinge Bridge, etc., may also be very attractive to them. 

                                                           
32 Mr. Masud Hossain, Managing Director, Bengal Tours Limited in a telephone interview on January 22, 2017 

33 The Dhaka Tribune, August 3, 2016 [“Menon for bolstering adventure tourism in Bangladesh”].   
34 Westin Dhaka Earns 2017 TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence, July 4, 2017 
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Different fairs and festivals, both religious and social, are held in Bangladesh. Fairs and 

festivals that are particularly attractive to tourists include- Pahela Boishak, Independence Day, 

National Martyr’s Day, the International Mother Language Day, Eid-ul-Fitr, Eid-ul Azha, 

Durga Puja, and Buddha Purnima. These fairs and festivals, coupled with the welcoming and 

cordial nature of the Bangladeshi people, can bring more tourists in Bangladesh. 

People in Bangladesh offer hospitality to tourists with a smiling face irrespective of creed, 

caste, race and sex. Bangladeshis can also provide hospitality even with their anchor sheet35, 

which is a rarity in other countries of the world. They even shed their tears in emotion when 

their guests say good-bye. As one tourism expert aptly said, Bangladesh’s number one tourism 

product is its people who are hospitable, liberal towards foreigners, and are smiling most of 

the time36. Liberal behaviour of the local people towards tourists/ foreigners is another strength 

for the tourism sector in Bangladesh.  

Again, the recent expansion of low-cost air travel has also emerged as a strength for the tourism 

sector, as it has radically transformed the sector as a whole.  

3.1.2 Weaknesses of Tourism and Travel Related Services 

The WTTC (2017b) highlighted the total contribution of travel and tourism to the GDP, 

employment and investment, which is shown in Table 3.1 below. Three indicators/ variables 

have been used in the table for the comparison. In terms of the direct contribution of tourism 

to GDP, Bangladesh’s position was at 173 in 2016 compared to that of Thailand at 35 and 

Malaysia at 59. Furthermore, in 2016, the contribution of travel and tourism to employment, 

including jobs indirectly supported by this industry, was 3.8 percent of Bangladesh’s total 

employment. By 2025, tourism is forecast to support 2,492,000 jobs (3.6 percent of total 

employment) in Bangladesh37. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
35 The Daily Sun, October 11, 2016 [“Visit Bangladesh Year-2016: A Campaign for attracting a million 

tourists”]. 
36 They can smile even under stresses and natural disasters. (Discussion with Managing Director, Bengal Tours 

Limited, January 22, 2017).  
37 The Daily Star, Aug 05, 2016 [“Enlivening the Tourism Industry in Bangladesh”] 
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Table 3.1: Cross Country Comparison of Performance of the Tourism Sector: 

Indicators  World South 

Asia 

Bangladesh Malaysia Thailand India China 

Total 

Contribution 

to GDP 

2016 (US$ bn)   10.6 40.4 82.5 208.9 1000.7 

2016 % share 10.2 8.9 4.3 13.7 20.6 9.6 9.0 

(Rank)   (173) (59) (35) (97) (106) 

2017 Growth (%)   7.2 4.2 9.4 6.7 7.1 

Total 

Contribution 

to 

Employment 

2016 % share 9.6 8.3 3.8 12.0 15.1 9.3 9.0 

(Rank)   (174) (68) (50) (94) (100) 

2017 Growth (%)   2.7 1.8 6.9 1.8 1.7 

Capital 

Investment 

2016 (US$ bn)   0.9 5.0 7.0 34.0 137.6 

2016 % share 4.4 5.4 1.2 6.5 7.1 5.7 2.9 

(Rank)   (179) (79) (74) (85) (146) 

2017 Growth (%)   13.9 8.2 10.3 4.5 7.4 

   Source: Calculations based on WTTC (2017b) 

Despite immense prospects for development in the tourism sector, the country has not been 

able to reap much benefits from the sector due to following weaknesses:  

 Lack of basic and tourism infrastructure; this includes the lack of improved 

communications infrastructure (such as rail and road) and severe traffic; 

 Poor accommodation lacking international standards and facilities; 

 Lack of skills of tour operators and tourist guides (such as the lack of proficiency in 

English); 

 Lack of modern recreational facilities; 

 Lack of necessary safety and security for tourists; 

 Poor condition in terms of the country’s ICT readiness, health and hygiene, and air 

transport infrastructure in global ranking (for example, Bangladesh’s current ranking 

in ICT readiness is 116, in air transport infrastructure is 113, and in health and hygiene 

along with natural resources is 107 and with business environment and international 

openness is 104); 

 Higher charges in hotels;  

 Overexploitation of tourism products (e.g. arrival of thousands of tourists damages 

the Saint Martin Island and the Sundarbans); and 

 Lack of understanding about different tourism products, their suitability (i.e. for 

whom they are attractive – for example, the tourism product of ‘the Sundarbans’ 

cannot be promoted to the Brazilians who have ‘the Amazon’ product) and the steps 

needed for their improvement. 

The aforesaid factors are also responsible for the disappointing ranking of Bangladesh in Table 

3.1 above. Besides, there are also lack of effort to preserve our cultural heritage sites and 
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absence of long-term plans to support the tourism sector38. It is to be noted that Bangladesh 

could not improve its ranking due mainly to, political instability and security and terrorist attack 

in Gulshan in July 2016. 

Challenges associated with the areas of weaknesses identified above must be addressed by the 

government in order to capture the benefit arising from the growth potential, the immense 

strength and the huge opportunities the sector have . An analysis of how the area-wise 

challenges can be overcome is in order.  

(i) Addressing challenges of basic and tourism infrastructure  

Although adequate road, land and air connectivity is a must to facilitate tourism, the 

Bangladesh tourism sector faces its main challenge due to the connectivity and infrastructural 

difficulties. It lags far behind others in its transport infrastructure to connect tourist spots and 

places of scenic beauty and historical significance.  

Again, there is a lack of end point connectivity where the tourist spots are located, and where 

the transport facilities and roads are not up to the mark. For this, tourists lose their eagerness 

towards visiting these spots. Often the end point roads are narrower and uneven and transports 

are not fit to have a comfortable, safe and seamless journey. These unsafe roads and unfit 

transports can even cause accidents. As such, tourists do not want to visit such places. 

Temporary shutdown of roads and collapse of bridges also affect connectivity. According to 

many respondents of the Study, road communication was suspended due to heavy rain in hilly 

areas that often causes landslides. This also affects tourists in hill tracts areas very badly. 

Tourists buy a package that includes either Rangamati or Bandarban while they come to visit 

Cox’s Bazar. But during the rainy season in 2017, many travelers cancelled their trip. 

One of the reasons for lack of adequate roads, highways and connecting roads is inadequate 

investment. As shown in Table 3.1 above, the position of Bangladesh is worst in terms of 

capital investment, which is 179 compared to that Thailand (74) and Malaysia (79). Worst 

position in capital investment indicates poor performance in other indicators. To develop the 

tourism sector and turn it into a revenue generating one, Bangladesh needs to have a good 

physical infrastructure offering modern transport and communication facilities. 

To promote tourist spots in Bangladesh, the government can also encourage the mechanism of 

local community engagement and awareness. If local people are made aware of nearby tourist 

spots and are properly engaged in their development, such spots will become more attractive 

to tourists. Local community engagement includes development of local shops, tourist friendly 

accommodation, adequate restaurant facilities, better amusement facilities, welcoming attitude 

and a helpful mindset, etc. These also help the economic wellbeing of the local community. 

(ii) Addressing challenges of poor accommodation 

Interview findings reveal that rules and regulations on hotels and restaurants are strictly 

followed when issuing a licence to a particular hotel. In the case of five-star hotel, there are 

many different standards across the world while some of those are maintained by authorities 

                                                           
38 The Daily Star, April 13, 2017 [The great potential of tourism] 
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and some by hoteliers’ associations. As explained by Hussain (2017b), the Hotel and 

Restaurant Cell under the MoRTB is responsible for issuing and monitoring the hotel ratings, 

and according to government rules, a hotel must meet high standards in 34 different criteria in 

order to get a five-star rating. These include, among others, at least 100 hotel rooms, swimming 

pool, gym, 100 to 200 car parking, currency exchange facility, WiFi and wired internet 

connection, rent-a-car services, on-call doctor and first aid, 24-hour security, multiple banquet 

and conference halls, and restaurants. There are thirteen 5-star hotels, four 4-star hotels and 

seventeen 3-star hotels in the country. However, as observed by Hussain (2017b), allegations 

are afoot that there are many local hotels that do not meet necessary standards but have obtained 

star ratings. Further, the Hotel and Restaurant Cell has manpower constraints which implies 

that there are no enough experts to assess the hotels according to the criteria. It is reported that 

if judged properly, only two to three hotels would fulfill the criteria of a five-star hotel and the 

rest are just of three-star level. The capacity constraints at the Cell also implies that local hotels 

are not properly regulated. Respondents of this Study also observed that there is an acute lack 

of quality restaurants in major tourist destinations in Bangladesh. 

Further, some older hotels need renovation to keep up, as is done in the case of Hotel 

InterContinental (previously Dhaka Sheraton) that is expected to resume commercial operation 

in mid-2018, after completing the renovation and refurbishment of rooms and structures. It is 

also found that the hotel buildings and other facilities were not up to the mark.  

Well-known international hotel chains, such as Marriot, Hilton and InterContinental, maintain 

same standards all over the world, but are yet to begin their operations in Bangladesh. There 

are, however, a few good hotels, such as Radission Blu, Pan Pacific Sonargaon, Le Meridian, 

Westin, but these are limited in numbers and set up only recently. As a result, tourists get 

confused about the quality hotel services in the country. Again there is a lack of availability of 

accommodation facilities at the end point. Due to this poor hotel standards and unavailability 

of quality services tourists are not interested to visit Bangladesh. 

(iii) Addressing challenges of skills gap among tour operators and guides 

The lack of skills among tour operators and tourist guides is a formidable challenge for the 

tourism sector in Bangladesh. Most of the travel guides and tour operators lack language skills 

and are not proficient in major foreign languages (English, Japanese, French, Spanish, etc.), 

and therefore cannot interact with foreign tourists properly. Again, they often do not have 

sufficient knowledge of history, heritage and culture of important tourist sites and historic 

places, and therefore cannot adequately satisfy the queries of tourists.  

However, some improvements have taken place in recent years, as a number of institutes, 

including the National Hotel and Tourism Training Institute, have started providing tourism 

related training. To enhance the capacity of the tourism sector through producing better 

educated tour operators and guides, the government must consider increasing the number of 

such institutes. 
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(iv) Addressing challenges of modern recreational facilities 

Bangladesh is still a less attractive destination to tourists who do not want to visit a country 

just for sightseeing, and also look for recreational facilities. Recreational industries are yet to 

grow in tourist centers within the country39. Because of lack of entertainment opportunities, 

the number of foreign tourists has not been seen any significant increase. In that regard, Nepal, 

Malaysia, Maldives, Sri Lanka and Bangkok are well advanced in attracting tourists, as they 

offer many entertainment facilities, such as casinos and nightclubs.  

Again, Bangladeshi sea beaches currently offers nothing but beach and water. The beaches, 

including other tourist spots, do not have adequate recreation facilities, such as boating, para-

gliding, bungee jumping, surfing, cable-cars, etc. Further, beach carnivals, bonfire, bar-b-que 

facilities, and nightlife activities are also not much available at tourist spots. These make our 

spots less attractive to foreign tourists. 

To attract foreigners and make the tourism sector a vibrant industry, the government needs to 

ensure modern recreational facilities. There should be all kinds of entertainment facilities 

including night clubs, casinos, bars, pubs etc. and considering religious sensitivity, these areas 

can be made exclusive for foreigners. Further, there should be arrangements for all sea-level 

marine games40. 

(v) Addressing challenges of higher hotel charges 

Respondents observed that hotel fares are very high in Bangladesh compared to that in 

Malaysia, Thailand, etc., mainly due to the existence of high rates of tariffs/ taxes on hotels 

and their supplies. The total tax incidence of applicable rates of taxes on the import of wine 

and liqueur is 596.59 percent (HS Heading 22.04), which includes 25 percent customs duty, 

350 percent supplementary duty, 15 percent value added tax, 5 percent advance income tax, 3 

percent regulatory duty and 4 percent advance trade VAT. Imports of other hotel supplies also 

require to pay a high amount of tariffs (as mentioned by the interviewees).  

Again, costs of transporting tourists is also high in Bangladesh, partly due to the existence of 

high tariffs on the import of tourist transport vehicles, which is often as high as 400 to 500 

percent in the case of import of luxury microbuses. Besides, high import tariffs on foods items, 

most of which need to be imported to maintain international standards, makes hotel business 

more expensive. For example, total tax incidence on the import of mineral waters is 238 percent 

and that on chocolates is 600 percent (findings from interviews). All these add to the costs of 

doing hotel business, and hotel charges rise accordingly. 

This makes the tourists’ stay in Bangladesh more expensive as a result of which they lose 

interest in visiting Bangladesh, and place their preference instead to tourist friendly countries, 

such as India, Thailand, the Maldives, Nepal, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, etc.  

                                                           
39 Daily Prothom Alo, April 29, 2017 [“Inadequate entertainment, foreign tourists are not growing”] 
40 Daily Prothom Alo, June 07, 2017 [“Income in tourism sector decreased”] 
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Hotel charge is, therefore, a matter of concern for the development of the tourism sector in 

Bangladesh. The government should lower import duty on hotel items to promote tourism by 

making Bangladesh a competitive tourist destination. 

(vi) Addressing challenges of ensuring safety and security 

Inadequate tourist police is also a weakness. For instance, there are only 180 tourist police in 

Cox’s Bazar, which is extremely insufficient considering the fact that tens of thousands of 

tourists visit Cox’s Bazar in peak seasons, and that during long holidays (such as Eid-ul-Fitr or 

Eid-ul-Azha) about 200,000 tourists arrive in Cox’s Bazar. Again, many of them also go to 

Himchari, Inani , Teknaf and the Saint Martin Island. In addition, there is a 25-km long marine 

drive. The security of numerous tourists cannot be maintained with only 180 tourist police. 

(vii) Addressing challenges in tourist transport and traveler clearance 

Respondents considered the lack of adequate number of luxurious tourist coaches as a major 

weakness or challenge for our tourism industry. Comfortable coaches for tourists are not 

available in most destinations. Again, though coaches are more or less good up to the main 

cities, transports heading towards final tourist spots are not up to the standard. Huge duty on 

imported luxurious cars, discussed earlier, is a factor behind non-availability of luxurious and 

comfortable car facilities (e.g. BMW, LIMO, Mercedes Benz, etc.) for tourists. As the absence 

of better coach service makes the journey to the spots tiresome, Bangladesh stands at the bottom 

end of the tourists list of preferences to visit.  

Further, as respondents observed, domestic airports are not available in all the tourist spots, 

and where they are available, services they offer are not up to the mark. Domestic aircrafts 

flying to those destinations often cannot maintain scheduled timing, which further compounds 

the matter.  

Air travelers, including tourists, at Bangladeshi airports most often have to wait more than an 

hour to collect their luggage from the baggage carousel. At times, this waiting period extends 

to 2 or 3 of 4 hours. This is a very long waiting period compared with only 15-20 minutes 

waiting time at the quickest airports41. The long baggage waiting time is a discouraging factor 

for tourists. In order to boost tourism, the country needs to improve the baggage processing 

and clearance system. The service staff should be prompt and cordial42. The government’s 

decision to build a new international airport in Dhaka with a grand view and all modern 

facilities is a step in the right direction.  

Respondents also considered the absence of tourist refund scheme (TRS)43 at Bangladeshi 

airports as a major problem. Such schemes are available in other countries, such as in 

Singapore, Australia and Malaysia, etc. The government may consider introducing the system 

in Bangladesh also. 

                                                           
41 Air travelers coming into the United Kingdom picked up their suitcases quickest at the Manchester Airport 

with an waiting time of only 16 minutes 15 seconds. 
42 The Daily Star, April 17, 2017 [“Why have we failed to promote tourism?”]  
43 TRS is for tourists who wish to claim a refund of the GST (Goods and Services Tax) or VAT paid on their 

purchases during the visit in a country.  
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(viii) Addressing challenges of informational gaps 

The lack of online information related to tourism and the absence of adequate helpdesks is a 

major challenge for Bangladesh. It is compounded especially by the absence of information 

centers and helpdesks at Bangladesh airports. In fact, there is no proper help desk with quality 

human resources that can provide incoming tourists with proper guidance. 

In developed countries, tourists get  automatic guidance through the symbol “  ” with regard 

to information about banks, hotels, restaurants, rest rooms, exchange, taxi cab services, police, 

ambulance, etc. Pamphlets and brochures are also available in restaurants, motels, and hotels. 

But that type of symbol and associated services are not seen anywhere in Bangladesh44. 

Similarly, the absence of tourist friendly maps is another weaknesses of the government 

strategy of attracting inbound tourists in the country. Furthermore, there are only few places 

for tourists with access to sea water along the 120-km long Cox’s Bazar sea beach. (Daily 

Prothom Alo, December 17, 2017, p.10). 

Again, Bangladesh lacks adequate infrastructural facility and resources in major cities to host 

big conferences. To cater to the growing demand for the meetings, incentives, conferencing, 

exhibitions (MICE) venues in the world, the government need to build a MICE city, where all 

modern facilities should be available. By establishing such designated big venues, the 

government and other stakeholders should work together to tap the potential that MICE 

nowadays offers (Hussain, 2017a).  

(ix) Addressing challenges in marketing and branding tourism 

Respondents raised questions on the lack of publicity of the current tourism branding strategy 

of Bangladesh and also on the effectiveness of marketing activities to attract tourists. Although 

a tourism branding campaign called ‘Beautiful Bangladesh’ has been developed, it does 

not wholly reflect the tourist attractions of the country. Branding usually comes from the 

strength of the product. In the branding of “Beautiful Bangladesh” the strengths of Bangladesh 

(such as the Cox’s Bazar Beach, the Royal Bengal Tiger and similar tourism products) have 

not been adequately reflected. Moreover, the name “Beautiful Bangladesh” has not been 

proper; even the reasons behind calling it “Beautiful Bangladesh” are not clear. According to 

stakeholders from the tourism sector, it should have been branded as “Smiling Bangladesh” or 

“Surprising Bangladesh”. Again, using the BTB, the government should revisit its tourism 

branding and marketing strategies so that more tourists become attracted to choosing 

Bangladesh as a destination. 

Among other challenges that the government must address include –  

(a) The weakness in implementing policies and regulations related to tourism. This was 

highlighted in Chapter 2. 

                                                           
44 For instance, there is no ‘I’-board in our apartment building to indicate the location of generator, driver’s 

place, key/ letter boards, water pumps and emergency numbers.  
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(b) The lack of research and development in the tourism sector. In Bangladesh, there is no 

planning-based study on tourism on issues, such as why tourists do not come to 

Bangladesh, what they want, tourist trends, market segments and diversification and 

vulnerability of tourism products45. Again, due to lack of research, we do not get necessary 

information on tourists, such as age group, nationality, religion, etc., which are important 

for designing our tour products according to the demands and needs of foreign tourists. 

(c) The lack of competitiveness of the tourism sector of Bangladesh. Among 136 countries, 

Bangladesh was ranked 125th in the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index Ranking 

published by the World Economic Forum for the year 2017. Our neighboring countries in 

South Asia have done better, as India ranked 40th, Sri Lanka 64th, Bhutan 78th, Nepal 103rd 

and Pakistan 124th (Mollah, 2017). Again, as per the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness 

Report for the year 2017, Bangladesh was ranked 74th, 74th and 89th in terms of ground and 

port infrastructure, cultural resources and business travel, and price competitiveness 

respectively. The worst ranking for Bangladesh, according to the report, was the tourist 

service infrastructure where it ranked at 133 out of 136 countries. 

3.1.3 Opportunities of Tourism and Travel Related Services 

There are various opportunities for the exports of tourism services from Bangladesh. The 

growing use of Bangladesh as a new destination for MICE with facilities for international 

tourists and businessmen offers immense opportunity. Insiders in the tourism industry are of 

the view that Bangladesh has the capacity to host more MICE events by tapping its enormous 

tourism potential and by improving its status as a spot for visitors, particularly business 

travelers. In addition to MICE facilities at hotels in Dhaka, Chittagong and Cox’s Bazar, there 

are a large number of resorts with meeting and convention facilities in different parts of the 

country, including Sylhet (Hussain, 2017a). Further, easy access to tribal people and less 

expensive access to islands are also positive factors to attract many foreigners to Bangladesh. 

Hosting of global events, such as concerts, world cup cricket, South Asian games, etc. creates 

opportunities for tourism in Bangladesh. 

Another major opportunity to promote tourism personnel for global employment is the 

affiliation of Bangladeshi hotels’ hospitality training institutes to international organisations. 

For example, the Regency Hospitality Training Institute (RHTI) qualifies as an approved 

hospitality training provider by international bodies like the International Labour Organisation, 

Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Islamic Development Bank. It is already enlisted to be 

an approved training provider through the Skills for Employment Investment Programme 

                                                           
45 Daily Prothom Alo, June 07, 2017 [“Income in tourism sector decreased”] 
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(SEIP) project funded by the ADB through the 

Ministry of Finance. The requirement for 

trained manpower at the moment for tourism 

and hospitality professionals at home is more 

than 15,000. The RHTI aims at converting high 

school dropouts to hospitality workers in order 

to place them in the hotel industries 

domestically as well as globally. Courses 

offered by the RHTI include Hotel 

Management, Diploma in Professional cookery 

and Front office and accommodation 

operations, and Higher Diploma and 

Certificates programmes in Professional 

cookery and Front office and accommodation 

operations, which are endorsed by international 

professional body for managers in the 

hospitality and tourism industry such as by the 

Institute of Hospitality, UK, and City & Guilds, 

UK. Such endorsement by global bodies 

indicates that programmes offered in 

Bangladesh are of international benchmark.  

The provision of hospitality services in Dhaka 

by international hotel chains also comes as an 

opportunity for attracting tourist in Bangladesh. 

For instance, Le Méridien owned by Dhaka-

based Best Holdings and managed by the 

Starwood Hotels & Resort Worldwide opened 

its services in November 2015 in Dhaka. It has 

already become the hotel of choice for business 

travelers, thanks to its location, which is close 

to the HSIA and the diplomatic enclave of 

Gulshan and Banani. Most of the global 

companies have their offices in these two 

places. Commencement of business by Le 

Méridien has emerged as an opportunity to 

promote hospitality business and tourism in 

Bangladesh. 

There are other opportunities for tourism 

services export. For example, inbound tourists 

may be attracted through development of 

various types of tourism such as community-based tourism, eco-tourism, religious tourism, 

textile tourism etc. Communities need to be educated (how they can become a tourism product, 

Bangladesh on the Global Ocean Cruise Map 

Despite all the negative tourism image and lack of 

recreational facilities in Bangladesh there are success 

stories too. The private sector is coming forward, 

taking the initiatives and playing a vital role in 

promoting this sector. Entrepreneurs in tourism 

industry feels the need to inject some creative juices 

into Bangladesh’s tourism. They often try to spice up 

the tourists’ experiences by arranging remarkable 

tour experiences for the tourists. 

A local Tour Operator, Journey Plus took all the 

initiative to include Bangladesh on the Global Ocean 

Cruise map. For this, they worked continuously for 

three years with Silver sea authority and different 

concerned government departments to make it 

happen1.  

Now, Bangladesh is on the world’s cruise map which 

would develop positive image of Bangladesh in 

tourism sector. Through this initiative, sea tourism 

prospect will inspire international companies which 

carries more revenues for Bangladesh.  

The Journey Plus initiated the visit of the USA-based 

international luxury cruise ship "Silver Discoverer" to 

Bangladesh. On 22-24 February, 2017 & again on 1-

3 March, 2017, Silver sea cruise (American based 

cruise company) has sent their ‘Silver Discoverer’ 

cruise ship to Bangladesh territory. This is the first 

time in the history of Bangladesh that a passenger 

cruise ship touches Bangladesh soil with 162 foreign 

tourists from 17 different countries without any 

unpleasant incident1. Amongst the 162 tourists, the 

highest 66 visitors were from the USA. Visitors from 

the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada and many 

European countries were in the trips. It has proved 

that Bangladesh is safe and a better place for tourists 

which ushered the new era of sea tourism in the 

country.  

The first trip of Silver Discoverer generated about 

Taka 35 lakh worth of revenue for Bangladesh 

Government. The cruise ships “Silver Expeditions” 

anchored in Maheshkhali island of Cox’s Bazar 

district and Sundarbans. The visit of Silver 

Discoverer shows the signs of a new trend to flourish 

and nurse the sector1.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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why a tourist will come to see them, etc.) to strengthen community-based tourism. With regard 

to textile tourism, it is learnt that it had been here in Bangladesh since long before; for example, 

the Persians used to come to Bengal hundreds of years ago to see how Muslins and Jamdanis 

were made. Bangladesh has a good opportunity to promote textile tourism where inbound 

tourists may be attracted to see the production techniques of our Jamdani, Rajshahi silk, Tangail 

saree, Lungi of Sirajgong, and NakshiKantha. Tourists may also be attracted to see Jacquard 

design, which was used in making sarees and is now almost extinct and only left in Tangail46.  

3.1.4 Threats of Tourism and Travel Related Services 

There are however few threats to exports of tourism services. These threats include security of 

tourists, Rohingya crisis, and conservative religious and social arrangements.  

An example of tourist security breach was the incident in Cox’s Bazar in the morning of 

December 15, 2017, when a tourist was stabbed to death by muggers. A muggers' gang stabbed 

him when the victim was going to the sea beach from his hotel with his cousin47. Again, 

unstable political situation that often prevails in the country creates a bad image abroad, which 

may be considered the biggest threat for development of tourism industry overseas. Fear of 

abduction, especially in hilly districts (Bandarban, Rangamati, Khagrachari) of tourists is 

another threat for tourism.  

Tourists want security in tourist places. Negative image, such as the terrorist attacks, is another 

cause of stagnancy in tourism sector of Bangladesh. A handful instances of terrorist attacks 

have tainted the reputation of Bangladesh as a tourist-friendly country. The Holy Artisan attack 

at Gulshan that led to the killing of 29 persons, in particular, has adversely affected the image 

of the country as a safe zone. Tourism took a blow due to this. During the July-October period 

of 2016, the number of guests at posh hotels, such as Pan Pacific Sonargaon Hotel, Westin 

Hotel, Radisson Water Garden Hotel, Hotel Amari, Lake Shore Hotel, Hotel Sarina and La 

Meridian Hotel decreased alarmingly. Because of the Gulshan tragedy, business leaders, CEOs 

of multinational companies, leaders of donor agencies and NGOs have either cancelled their 

bookings or delayed their trips to Bangladesh48. Although the government and its law enforcing 

agencies took quick actions to repair the image of the country, the confidence building among 

tourists to select Bangladesh as a possible destination will take time. This negative image needs 

to be replaced by the positive branding in order to overcome the situation. The government will 

have to work relentlessly on the issue. 

The influx of a huge number of Rohingya refugees during the last six months, more than 

700,000 by now, in Bangladesh has deteriorated the law and order and traffic situation and the 

overall tourism environment in tourist areas of greater Chittagong and Cox’s Bazar. 

Accordingly to reports in September 2017, tourists are frustrated and embarrassed on the way 

to the beach of Cox's Bazar, as Rohingya refugees are spreading out at the sea beach area. 

According to sources, they run for relief whenever they see any tourist bus.  The traders fear 

                                                           
46 Interview with the Managing Director of Bengal Tours Ltd.  

47 The Daily Observer, December 15, 2017 [Tourist stabbed dead in Cox's Bazar”]  

48 The News Today, March 25, 2017 [“Earnings from tourism sector up by 12pc”] 
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the loss in the upcoming tourism season as foreign tourists were cancelling their travels this 

year. The Rohingya issue was one of the root causes of the issue49. However, by now (as of 

February 2018) the situation in Cox’s Bazar has improved due to strong measures taken by the 

government to relocate the refugees in areas away from the tourist city of Cox’s Bazar.    

Again, as respondents commented, the opposition by the fundamentalist forces to the growth 

of amusement and recreation facilities, such as dance bars, casinos and alcohols, and the 

improper maintenance of tourist spots are some other threats to the development of the tourism 

industry.  

3.1.5: SWOT Analysis of Tourism and Travel Related Services 

For the purpose of synthesizing the results of the SWOT analysis made in this section (Section 

3.1), table 3.2 below summarises the discussions made above in sub-sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3 

and 3.1.4.  

 

 

Table 3.2: The SWOT Analysis of the Tourism Sector 

Strengths:  

 Bangladesh is the land of natural biodiversity.   

 Home of two of the world’s natural seven 

wonders, namely Cox’s Bazar (the longest sea 

beach of the world) and Sundarbans (the 

largest mangrove forest in the world).  

 Sandy beaches, such as Cox’s Bazar and 

Kuakata with scenic beauty.  

 Non-traditional and swamp destinations, such 

as Bichanakandi, Ratargul etc.  

 Rich cultural heritage and harmony- 

archaeological sites 

 Pool of easily trainable labour at a 

competitive price.   

 Cordial and welcoming nature of local 

people.  

 

Weaknesses:  

 Non-availability of suitable infrastructure, 

including domestic and international 

transportation. 

 Lack of end point connectivity and inadequate 

road infrastructure.  

 Lack of online Information and helpdesks. 

 Dearth of skilled tour operators & guides. 

 Higher hotel charges. 

 Lack of recreational facilities. 

 Weakness in implementing tourism 

regulations and policies.  

 Lack of effective marketing and branding for 

tourism. 

 Lack of sufficient investment in the tourism 

sector. 

 Lack of “ ”. 

 Long waiting time for luggage. 

 

                                                           
49 Uncomfortable for Cox's Bazar tourists, September 20, 2017 

[https://www.corporatesangbad.com/newsid/94911] 

https://www.corporatesangbad.com/newsid/94911
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Opportunities:  

 Bangladesh- a new destination for MICE with 

facilities for international tourists and 

businessmen. 

 In Bangladesh it is easy to implement eco-

tourism, riverine tourism, and spiritual 

tourism as people can have easy access to 

such tourism here.  

 Development of regional cooperation in 

tourism setup with the expansion of regional 

economy and regional trade and investment 

cooperation.  

 Arrangements of global events like Concerts, 

World Cup Cricket, South Asian Games, etc.  

 Bangladesh has strong linguistic, cultural and 

ethnic connections with India, Pakistan and 

England.  

Threats:  

 Negative image of Bangladesh in the world 

media (terrorist attacks and killing of 

foreigners).  

  Safety and security concern. 

 Harassment by a section of the police and 

brokers in airports.  

 Threat from fundamentalist forces in 

establishing recreational facilities, such as 

dance bars, casinos and alcohols. 

 Improper maintenance of tourist spots, and 

illegal fishing and hunting in forest areas are 

reducing the biodiversity of those areas.  

 Shortage of food and mainly beverage 

facilities and lack of adequate amusement 

facilities in tourist spots.   

 The Rohingya crisis. 

 

3.2 Freight Transportation Services  

The SWOT analysis for freight transportation services in this section covers the following sub-

sectors: (a) freight transportation by air, (b) railway transport services of freight, (c) road 

transport services of freight, and (d) coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight.  

These sub-sectors were identified as per the WTO services sectoral classification list (WTO, 

1991). 

3.2.1 Railway Transport Services of Freight  

This sub-section presents the SWOT analysis of the sub-sector of ‘railway transport services 

of freight’ under the sector of ‘freight transportation services. 

3.2.1.1 Strengths of Railway Transport Services of Freight 

Being a country with land scarcity, Bangladesh depends on the BR as the most suitable and 

cost effective means of transport for bulk carriage of freight and passengers. Environment 

pollution by rails is less than that by other transports, as consumption of fuel is only 10 percent 

of other modes of transport. The rate of accident/ casualty is also negligible in comparison to 

other transport modes. Transportation costs of freight and cargoes are also lower than any other 

mode of land transport (IMF, 2013).  

Another strength of the railway service is its countrywide rail network. There are 489 rail 

stations among the country including one block hut, thirteen train halts and four goods booking 
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points50. Through its countrywide railway network, the BR has provisions of freight and cargo 

services for carrying essential export import items through railways. For example, the BR has 

special flat wagons to transport containers from the Chittagong Port to the Kamalapur ICD and 

vice versa. 

Again, as highlighted in Chapter-2, in the Railway Master Plan, railway has been branded as a 

strategically important sector by the government. 

3.2.1.2 Weaknesses of Railway Transport Services of Freight 

The railway service suffers from a number of weaknesses, which are highlighted below:  

(1) The lack of sufficient rail networks to connect the entire country is a major weakness for 

rail service in Bangladesh. Currently, rail network does not exist in many districts, such as the 

entire Barisal region. Again, the Mongla port is yet to be connected with railway, though a 

project to that end is ongoing.  

(2) Shortage of rail engines is another weakness of the BR. For example, engine shortage in 

Rohanpur causes significant delay in carrying of Indian wagons from Rohanpur. Due to non-

availability of BR engines (power) at the right time in Rohanpur, Indian rack cannot be 

rebooked and carried to destinations. As such rack carrying imported goods have to wait at 

Rohanpur. Importers get 12- hours’ time charge free. After the first 12 hours, they will have to 

pay a detention charge51 of BDT 3,780/- per hour (i.e. BDT 90,000 per day) for each hour of 

stay of rack in Rohanpur, Chapainawabgonj. Bangladesh Railway has to pay part of the 

detention charge to the Indian Railway depending on delay/ extended stay of Indian wagons in 

Bangladesh52. 

(3) Poor condition of the workshops under the BR is another weakness. The BR has its own 

workshops for maintenance of its rolling stocks, and undertakes different types of works 

relating to rolling stocks in its various workshops. However, these workshops are not 

maintained properly. In fact, these had not been maintained or overhauled over the past few 

years.  

(4) Speed restrictions is also a weakness. Due to gradients, slow orders, passenger stations, 

built up areas, track configuration and maintenance level, it is quite usual to indicate speed 

restrictions. The lack of rehabilitation and regular maintenance cause derailments, mostly in 

the case of goods trains. This is another reason for speed restrictions to avoid derailments and 

provide acceptable riding quality for traffic being carried. Speed restrictions are also imposed 

in the case of poor rail track condition resulting from shortage of ballast cushion, density and 

unserviceable sleeper, lack of Permanent way (P-way) fittings, and bridge conditions. The BR 

has two broader groups of speed restriction:  11-50 kph and 51 kph <.  Secondary source of 

data reveals that that the existing sectional speed is 11-50 km for only 30 percent of the railway 

                                                           
50 https://www.coursehero.com/file/p1vqg0dp/10-SWOT-ANALYSIS-Strength-Establishing-the-rail-

transportation-system/ 
51 Detention charge applies if imported rack cannot be rebooked with the BR within 12 hours from the time of 

their arrival at Rohanpur Railway station. Customs clearance (i.e. payment of duties and release order) has to be 

completed before rebooking of rack with BR by importers (or their agents).  
52 A respondent from Rohanpur, Chapainawabganj. 
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network indicating that 70 percent of the network has a speed limit of above 50 kph. In the case 

of Bangladesh, about 47 percent of the rail-line network has speed restrictions of less than 

50kph. Compared to this, the speed restriction on China’s railways are in the range of 94 kph 

(Beijing-Guangzhou), 112 kph (Shanghai-Nanjing), and 98 kph (Beijing-Qinhuangdao), and 

the World Bank’s recommended desirable speed is in the range of 60 to 100 kph53. The 

aforesaid speed restrictions is thus a major weakness for Bangladesh Railway, as lower speed 

limits result in higher lead time to exports and imports.  

(5) Another major weakness of the BR is its inherited railways with backdated infrastructure. 

The BR has recently undertaken a number of megaprojects to improve its infrastructure, which 

are highlighted in Chapter 2. 

Other weaknesses of the railway transport services of freight include- (a) mixed gauge systems 

creating constraints in the railway transportation system, (b) lack of dedicated rail line for 

freight transportation, and (c) slow implementation of modernisation projects.  

3.2.1.3 Opportunities of Railway Transport Services of Freight 

Over the last three decades, the BR has received relatively insufficient portion of funds through 

the annual development programs, whereas the road sector (including bridge) received the 

lion’s share of the distribution in the transportation sector. As a result, the railway became 

sidelined. As a matter of fact, the paved road linkage expanded from 3,000 km in 1971 to over 

50,000 km to-day. The road sector now carries more than 85 percent of passengers and around 

80 percent of freight traffic, compared to 4 percent of both passengers and cargo by railway54. 

Such neglect is not justified, especially considering the fact that railway can provide a high 

capacity, efficient and environmentally sound transport system.   

The opportunities of the BR in relation to railway transport services of freight are outlined 

below: 

I. Strategically an important sector 

As outlined in Chapter 2, the government has given emphasis for a modern and developed 

transport system to facilitate smooth passenger movement and cargo transport in the 7th FYP, 

Vision 2021 and other policies. Under the 7th FYP, it has fixed a target to increase the BR’s 

market share from 4 percent to 15 percent in freight transport, and from 10 percent to 15 percent 

in container transport between Dhaka and the Chittagong Port55. The massive growth of 

container handling through the Chittagong Port has already created immense opportunities for 

                                                           
53http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e

2ef3/3.%20Analysis%20of%20Problems.pdf (Analysis of problems)  
54http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e

2ef3/4.%20Opportunites%20for%20%20BR.pdf  
55 South Asia Subregional Economic Cooperation Chittagong -Cox’s Bazar Railway Project, Phase 1 (RRP 

BAN 46452-00 (https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46452-002-ssa.pdf accessed on 8 Jan, 

2017)  

http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e2ef3/3.%20Analysis%20of%20Problems.pdf
http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e2ef3/3.%20Analysis%20of%20Problems.pdf
http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e2ef3/4.%20Opportunites%20for%20%20BR.pdf
http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e2ef3/4.%20Opportunites%20for%20%20BR.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46452-002-ssa.pdf
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railway. For instance, the Chittagong Port handled 23,46,909 TEUs of containers in 2016, up 

from 20,24,207 TEUs in 2015, posting 15.9 percent annual growth in container handling56. 

II. Suitable to carry bulk items 

For its ability to provide improved handling and competitive tariffs, railway has immense 

opportunity to carry petroleum, food grains, fertilizers and stones/ sands, etc. 

III. Construction of the Padma Multipurpose Bridge with railway track 

The construction of the Padma Multipurpose Bridge, which began in December 2015, is now 

more than halfway towards completion, and is expected to be operational by the end of 2018. 

The government had undertaken the rail link project (with the Padma Bridge) to revolutionize 

communication in the south-western districts. The two-level steel truss-bridge will carry a four-

lane highway on the upper level and a single track railway on a lower level. Currently, the 

southern region of Bangladesh does not have adequate rail networks. Once the bridge becomes 

operational, it will widen new horizon of communication and transportation base, especially 

with the south-western part of the country. It will connect the Mongla Port, the second largest 

port of the country, and Khulna industrial zone with the rest of the country. This will lead to a 

cost effective transportation and shipment of freight with lessened lead time. The bridge will 

also connect to the Asian Highway and trans-Asian railway thereby easing freight transport57. 

This rail will add a new dimension to the link with Kolkata as well58.  

 

IV. The Railway Master Plan  

The Ministry of Railway has formulated a 20-year Railway Master Plan, under which BDT 

2,33,946 crore will be spent for implementation of 235 projects59. It has fixed a target to expand 

the length of railway network to 3076.5 km by 2017, 3273.5 by 2018 and to 3733.3 km by 

2020. 

V. Construction of new ICDs 

The capacity of Kamalapur ICD is not adequate enough to cater to the increasing share of 

container cargoes transported by the BR. Further expansion of Kamalapur ICD is also difficult 

due to heavy built up of the surrounding area. In addition to capacity limitations, handling of 

containers in and out of Kamalapur ICD is also not possible due to day time prohibition on 

movement of commercial vehicles (truck, container lorry, pick-up, etc.). Considering the 

                                                           
56 The Daily Star, September 6, 2017 [“Container Handling: Ranking of Chittagong port 5-notch up”] 

 
57 http://www.thedailystar.net/round-tables/padma-bridge-new-lifeline-development-203326 
58 http://www.thedailystar.net/supplements/25th-anniversary-special-part-5/padma-bridge-bonding-old-terrain-

and-forging-regional 

59 Some of the important projects include construction and reconstruction of Dohazari-Cox’s Bazar-Gundum, 

Kalukhali-Bhatiapara-Gopalganj-Tungipara, Pachuria-Faridpur-Bhannga, Ishwardi-Pabna-Dhalarchar and 

Khulna-Mongla new rail lines. The government will also construct, among others, a rail bridge on the northern 

side of the Bangabandhu Bridge on the Jumna River, construct 3rd and 4th dual-gauge lines in the Dhaka-Tongi, 

and construct a parallel dual-gauge line along the existing meter-gauge line of Dhaka-Narayanganj section (20-yr 

master plan for railway development, The Independent, 5 June 2015.) 
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capacity constraints and other problems, the government has planned to establish another full-

fledged ICD with constant access to container handling and transportation at Dhirasram 

attached to the Dhaka eastern by-pass road. The feasibility study for Dhirasram ICD found that 

the capacity of the Kamalapur ICD is expected to be saturated by the end of 2025. Therefore, 

the Railway Master Plan has proposed feasibility study for a few more ICDs in the Dhaka area, 

as well as in the western region of Bangladesh. 

VI. Potential to be a transport hub or interchange 

In view of its geographical location, Bangladesh has the potential to become a ‘transport hub’ 

to serve the region comprising Nepal, Bhutan and North-East India. Public transport hubs 

include train stations, rapid transit stations, bus stops, tram stop, airports and ferry slips etc. 

Bangladesh can take the opportunity to provide transport services to the sub-region as a ‘trade 

in services’ and as a potentially important source of foreign currency earnings. In order to 

promote Bangladesh as a transport hub, fast modernisation and expansion of railway service is 

required. Private sector should be more encouraged to invest. Through effective bargaining and 

negotiation, the BR can seize this opportunity immediately by opening its corridors for Indian 

traffic. 

VII.  Connectivity with India 

The BR is connected to Indian rail network through a number of railway corridors, such as: 

Benapole, Darsana, Rohanpur and Chilahati, Birol, Burimari, Mogolhat and Shahbazpur. 

However, only three broad gauge rail corridors are active now, such as Benapole, Darsana and 

Rohanpur. The main route from Dhaka-Kolkata uses the Darsana-Gede crossing point. Loaded 

Indian wagons enter Bangladesh and are pulled a short distance to transhipment points inside 

the country by Bangladeshi locomotives. Benapole is an alternative entry point for trains from 

Kolkata. This route was reopened in 2001 and currently caters to only one to two trains per 

week. Rohanpur is the third Bangladesh crossing point that is fully operational.  

It is to be noted that Bangladesh bound goods train coming from India (Singabad station in 

Indian side) stops at Rohanpur railway station. From there, Bangladesh railway carry the 

wagons to different parts in Bangladesh. The BR lacks necessary engine (this railway engine 

is known as “Power”) to carry the Indian wagons (42 wagons constitute a rack) to different 

destinations within Bangladesh (Mr. Hashibul Hasan, Asst Station Master, Rohanpur, Aug 22, 

2017). Inadequacies of railway engine in the BR adversely affects the movement of goods 

between India and Bangladesh.  

In order to facilitate movement of transshipped goods from India through Bangladesh, both 

governments have taken initiative to construct new railway lines. For example, the construction 

of a new15 km railway line to establish a rail link between Akhaura, Brahmanbaria in 

Bangladesh and Agartala, Tripura in India is underway to help cut transit time and costs for 

shippers. The new rail connectivity will facilitate trade between Bangladesh and the landlocked 

Indian north-east states of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, 

Nagaland, and Tripura by connecting the two countries. Once the construction of railway is 

completed and railway service goes in operation, it would facilitate the transportation of both 

freight and passengers between the two countries. As Bangladesh has a good market of 
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agricultural products to these seven-sister states of North-east India, the rail connectivity will 

facilitate carrying Bangladeshi goods at a lower cost and shorter period of time. 

The construction of a deep sea port at Matarbari, a large project under the active consideration 

of the Bangladesh government, will serve as the ‘Hub Port’ for the sub-region (mainly for 

Bangladesh, India and China). The port is well positioned to meet the import and export 

requirement of the states in North-east India.  

VIII. Connectivity with Bhutan and Nepal 

Rail traffic between Bangladesh with Bhutan and Nepal must cross through India. For Nepal,  

trains originating on broad gauge can use the route of Rohanpur. For Bhutan, to get a direct 

broad gauge connection, the route via Chilahati/ Haldibari could be opened. There is a Protocol 

between Nepal and Bangladesh for the movement of transit traffic by rail to Nepal. Again, a 

Memorandum of Understanding was signed by Bangladesh and India in September 2011 to 

facilitate overland transit traffic between Bangladesh and Nepal. There is a potential to export 

rail services for the freight of Nepal and Bhutan if the proposed Chilahati/ Haldibari route is 

made operational60 or the aforesaid MOU is properly implemented.  

IX. Connectivity to Myanmar (Trans-Asian railway)  

Currently, Bangladesh does not have any railway connectivity with Myanmar. However, 

Bangladesh has taken a decision to get connected to the Trans-Asian railway by constructing a 

129 km rail track between Dohazari to Gundum near Myanmar border via Cox’s Bazar. 

Construction of this rail line will facilitate massive cross border trade of the country with 

Myanmar and China. The movement of bulk goods from China to Bangladesh and vice versa 

by rail should shorten lead times significantly and open up new areas of business such as 

tourism61. 

3.2.1.4 Threats of Railway Transport Services of Freight 

At present, the BR faces a number of key threats. Most of the railway network that Bangladesh 

inherited from undivided India is unsuitable for present traffic flow. The rail tracks, 

locomotives and rolling stocks are old and overused; as such the full capacity of the existing 

network are unused. This increases both the cost and lead time for railway freight 

transportation. Again, the BR suffers from major operational constraints including rail network 

shortage, mismatch of broad and meter gauge systems, shortage of rolling stocks, deplorable 

condition of rolling stocks, safety equipment and financial deficits (according to interview 

findings, 2018). Some of the major challenges in railways transportation are discussed below:  

I. Deplorable conditions of tracks, locomotives and rolling stocks  

Most of the BR’s tracks, locomotives and rolling stock are in poor condition. As the majority 

of locomotives are very old (with 47 percent of all locomotives are less than 15 years old), 

average freight train speed is only about 23 km/hour. This is very low compared to that in other 

                                                           
60 Similarly, Haldibari /Chilahati -Parbatipur-Hili-Ishwardi-Darshana-Khulna-Mongla Port may be 

operationalised 
61 The Daily Star, April 21, 2016 [Editorial, “Bangladesh-Myanmar rail connectivity”]  
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Asian countries (e.g. China’s cargo trains run at 120 km/hour62). Moreover, a significant 

proportion of the wagon fleets are characterised by plain bearings, rather primitive suspension, 

two axle rigid wheelbase, low payloads, etc.63. Furthermore, freight traffic is still handled 

manually in the traditional manner in Bangladesh, which is a major cause for higher time in 

transportation. Similarly, the condition of Bangladesh Railway's track is very unsatisfactory to 

have an efficient carriage of goods. This is caused mainly by inadequate investment, a shortage 

of ballast, unserviceable sleepers and worn out fittings. Mechanical maintenance is done only 

on Dhaka-Chittagong line with a single machine, which is pretty old. 

Delayed schedule has become a perpetual problem in rail communication. It  is worth 

mentioning that less than adequate performance of the BR is, mainly due to poor condition of 

tracks, locomotives and rolling stock, the low availability of rolling stocks (due to inadequate 

maintenance and aging of the stock), and poor implementation record of railway development 

projects. Moreover, rail accidents in the past occurred due mainly to twist faults, cyclic top 

faults, and buckles. The poor quality of tracks, locomotives and rolling stock thus remain a 

threat for safe, comfortable and efficient rail transportation. 

 

II. Poor Bridge Conditions 

Most of the railway bridges were built more than 100 years ago, and they are still in use. The 

permitted speed on most of the bridges is limited to 30-50 km/hour. For safe carrying of goods, 

the bridges need to be replaced or rehabilitated because of damage of abutment, pier, and girder, 

and crack and or corrosion of steel structures. In addition, some of the bridges need to be 

replaced because of double tracking programmes, e.g. in the Dhaka-Chittagong route. Table 

3.3 below shows poor state of selected railway bridges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
62 Indian Rail's just a snail - Rediff.com Business, July 16, 2009. 
63http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e2ef3/2.%20

Assessment%20%20of%20Current%20%20Situation.pdf  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjH792Dm-jYAhWHNY8KHedDDvUQFghdMAg&url=http%3A%2F%2Fbusiness.rediff.com%2Fspecial%2F2009%2Fjul%2F16%2Fspec-indian-rails-just-a-snail.htm&usg=AOvVaw1qYSZefVm7Txn1yT6DbUzI
http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e2ef3/2.%20Assessment%20%20of%20Current%20%20Situation.pdf
http://mor.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/mor.portal.gov.bd/page/9a1ba160_209b_4d94_9077_3befdc9e2ef3/2.%20Assessment%20%20of%20Current%20%20Situation.pdf
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Table 3.3: Condition of Selected Major Bridges: 

Name of Major 

Bridges 

Existing condition and actions to be taken 

 

Jamuna Multipurpose 

Bridge 

This bridge is 4.8 km long. Needs strengthening for higher axle load or 

construction of a new parallel railway bridge needed. 

King George-VI  

Bridge (Bhairab 

Bridge) 

It was opened to traffic in 1937. Its length is 914 m. Construction of a 

second bridge (Second Bhairab and Titas Railway bridges64) involving Tk 

959.20 crore has already been completed. 

Hardinge Bridge The bridge length is 1.8 km and opened to traffic in 1915. The bridge 

needs to be rehabilitated. 

Tista Bridge The 2100-feet railway bridge over Teesta River in Lalmonirhat Sadar was 

constructed in 1901. This time-expired railway-cum-road bridge has turned 

very risky and the wooden floorboards, set in 1978 will need rehabilitation. 

Kalurghat Bridge The bridge length is 239 m and it was constructed in 1930. It needs major 

rehabilitation. 

Kanchan Bridge The bridge is located at Dinajpur- Birol/Panchagarh railway line. It was 

damaged in 1971 war and needs to be rehabilitated. 

Titas Bridge The bridge length is 207m and was constructed in 1896. A second bridge 

needs to be built soon to provide for doubled track 

Lakhya Bridge The bridge (335 m length) constructed during the period 1910-1914 

needs to be doubled tracked 

Source: http://mor.portal.gov.bd/Problems.pdf  

III. Weight restrictions 

The Bangabandhu Multipurpose Bridge (BMB) over the Jamuan River was originally designed 

to accommodate a meter gauge railway track, but later broad gauge train operation was allowed 

with severe load restrictions, which actually prohibits the movement of fully loaded wagons 

across the bridge.65 Although most of BR broad gauge wagons can cross the bridge, Indian 

wagons cannot as they are heavier. Unless the problem of weight restriction on the BMB is 

addressed, Dhaka bound Indian cargo will require transshipment to BR wagons, or 

containerising. Containerised cargo can, however, move over the BMB on suitable BG flat 

wagons.  

Apart from load restriction, the BMB authority has put a very severe speed restriction for train 

operation over the BMB. The speed is now restricted to 20 km/hour  for passenger trains, and 

16 km/hour for freight trains as opposed to the original design speed of 40 km per hour /hour 

(Azad, 2011).  This has drastically reduced the line capacity. 

IV. Lack of gatekeepers at level crossings and lack of skilled and efficient personnel  

The BR is responsible for both railway infrastructure and train operation. The railway has been 

plagued with frequent accidents in the recent years, especially accidents at level crossings 

causing deaths and injuries as well as loss of properties. Lack of gatekeepers at level crossings 

and lack of skilled and efficient personnel are the main threats to effective and efficient railway 

service. It is revealed that the BR has 930 coaches for East Zone, of which 496 coaches are out 

                                                           
64 When the 984-metre-long Second Bhairab Railway Bridge and 218-metre-long Titas Railway Bridge will be 

opened, trains would run through Bhairab and Akhaura stations without crossing. 
65 dlca.logcluster.org/download/.../Bangladesh%20Road%20Assessment%20Additional (Bangladesh Road 

Assessment Additional Information-Logistics)  

http://mor.portal.gov.bd/Problems.pdf
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of economic life66. The quality, quantity and standard of maintenance of rolling stocks, namely, 

locomotives, wagons and coaches have to be improved to maintain schedule of trains. 

V. Railway infrastructure is import dependent 

The dependence on imports for all railway infrastructure (i.e. rail tracks, locomotives, rolling 

stocks) is a major challenge for the development of railway. Bangladesh is yet to manufacture 

any locomotives and rail tracks for its railway. Though, some progress has taken place to 

improve railway service, both the capacity and the institutional constraints should be addressed 

to utilise the full potential of the railway freight transportation in Bangladesh.  

A number of interviewees commented that there is a need to increase and upgrade the rail 

infrastructure in Bangladesh for seamless movement of goods and passengers. The railway 

modernisation challenge is a long-term challenge, and it will require considerable new 

investments in infrastructure and human skill development, pricing and institutional reforms. 

Renewed focus on modernisation of railways as well as improvement of time schedule will be 

necessary to achieve the long term goal of increased freight transportation. 

3.2.1.5 SWOT Analysis of Railway Transport Services of Freight 

For the purpose of synthesizing the results of the SWOT analysis of railway transport services 

of freight made in this sub-section (sub-section 3.2.1), table 3.4 below summarises the 

discussion.  

 

 

Table 3.4: The SWOT Analysis of Railway Transport Services of Freight: 

Strengths: 

 Railway is a bulk carrier of goods at 

reasonable fare 

 People view rail transport as a key factor in 

improving opportunities for business 

development  

 Safer than road transport.  

 

 

Weaknesses: 

 Rail network does not exist in all areas of the 

country. E.g. Mongla port is yet to be 

connected with railway.  

 Age old inherited railways with backdated 

infrastructure.  

 Mixed gauge systems creating problems in 

the railway transportation system 

 Shortage of rail engines 

 Speed restrictions , 

 Railway workshops had not been overhauled 

over the past years.  

 Lack of dedicated rail line for freight 

transportation and 

 Slow implementation of projects.  

                                                           
66 The Daily Sun, January 10, 2017 [“Bangladesh Railway to rehabilitate 100 more coaches for meter gauge 

line”] 
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Opportunities: 

 Strategically important sector (Emphasis 

given in the 7th FY Plan) 

 Construction of Padma Multipurpose Bridge: 

new horizon of connectivity with southern 

part of the country. 

 Potential to be a Transport Hub or interchange  

 Opportunity to carry goods of India, Nepal 

and Bhutan (Connectivity to India 

+Connectivity to with Bhutan and Nepal) 

 Connectivity to Myanmar (Trans-Asian 

railway) will open up new areas of business 

for us.  

 BBIN Motor Vehicle Agreement. 

Challenges/ Threats: 

 Poor state of Tracks, Locomotives and 

Rolling stocks. 

 Weight Restrictions. 

 Poor bridge conditions of railway bridges 

 Railway infrastructure (track, locomotives, 

rolling stock) is import dependent.  

 Lack of gatekeepers at level crossings and 

lack of skilled and efficient personnel 

Railway transport services of Freight. 

 

 

3.2.2 Road Transport Services of Freight  

This sub-section presents the SWOT analysis of the sub-sector of ‘road transportation services 

of freight’ under the sector of ‘freight transportation services. 

3.2.2.1 Strengths of Road Transport Services of Freight 

The road transportation of freight has certain strengths in Bangladesh, which include- (a) the 

strong policy regime for the development of the road transport sector; (b) active public and 

private sector participation in road transport services, (c) regional connectivity with South Asia, 

South East Asia and South West part of China; (d) availability of cheap labor, and (e) lack of 

tolled roads.  

Again, the unique geographic location of the country with two land-locked neighbors (Nepal 

and Bhutan), land-locked territories in North-east India and two fully operated sea ports 

(Chittagong and Mongla) as well as many land ports (Benapole, Bhomra, Hili, etc.) also create 

scope for road transports to carry import and export goods to and from these ports using road 

transports. The strong and steady growth rate for road transportation which was 8.2 percent for 

freight transport and 8.4 percent for passenger transport also offers a massive opportunity for 

the road transport sector. 

3.2.2.2. Weaknesses of Road Transport Services of Freight  

The poor condition of road infrastructure, bridges, etc. acts as a major weakness for the road 

transport sector. Historically, the poor condition of roads, cross drainage structures, especially 

major bridges, and lack of physical infrastructure at interchange restricted the penetration of 

large trucks and trailers in Bangladesh. This is now slowly changing with the infrastructure 

development of new bridges and wider roads. 
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Poor allocation for a huge transportation network is another weakness for the sector. Under the 

national budget of FY 2017-18, 12.5 percent of the total expenditure is allocated for transport 

and communication sector, which is not sufficient to maintain the already developed huge road 

and highways network. The transport system, in Bangladesh in general is very poorly 

maintained, mainly due to lack of funds. This causes quick destruction and frequent repairing 

of roads67. Insufficient funding thus affects the development of an efficient road transport 

sector.  

Other weaknesses of road transportation of goods include- (a) higher costs of freight due to 

long lead time; (b) Non-regulation by the government of the amount of rent for road transport 

of goods, which results in higher cost of transport; (c) lack of integrated transport policy for 

regional connectivity, (d) capacity constraints of cross-border infrastructure; (e) weak transport 

sector institutions; and (f) lack of coordination among relevant government agencies.  

3.2.2.3 Opportunities of Road Transport Services of Freight 

The opportunities of road transport services of freight are outlined below: 

(i) Regional connectivity with India and access to China and other countries 

Bangladesh’s cooperation with India is deepening at a faster pace than with others in South 

Asia.  This cooperation also expands to trade relations between the two countries. In June 2016, 

Bangladesh’s Ashuganj river port has been officially opened for transshipment. This facility 

allows India to carry goods at Ashugonj from Kolkata by water68, and then carry the same to 

Akhaura land port for onward carriage to Tripura and other states in North-eastern India. It will 

reduce the Indian cargo’s travel time from 25-30 days to 10-15 days. This will thus open up 

new business opportunity for Bangladesh road transports, and the country would be able to 

earn foreign exchange by exporting transport services beyond the border. In the process, 

Bangladesh could also greatly benefit from transit/ transshipment fees and in addition may 

expect huge Indian investment in the transport network development. 

A good road transport network can also increase Bangladesh’s’ export income from transport 

services through the carriage of goods to North-eastern Indian states and Nepal. Transport 

connectivity along with trade facilitation measures may spur regional trade and commerce by 

reducing cost of transportation and logistics. Increased trade and investment in the ‘seven-

sisters’ will create more demand for road transport, especially for Bangladeshi truckers.  

Further, the recent development initiative by China for developing its South West part69 

exclusively by Silk Route offers new opportunity for Bangladesh for modeling integrated 

transport network. Bangladesh is in a good position to serve the south-west part of China 

because of its landlocked position and far distance from developed eastern seaports. As a part 

                                                           

67 The Independent, October 14, 2017 [“Poorly constructed roads, substandard materials ‘pollute environment”] 

68 Currently, under the River Protocol, coastal vessels are operating India-Bangladesh-India through the 

Ashuganj port. 
69 China needs to develop its less developed 12 inland regions (mostly located in Western Part of China) 

compared with coastal china.  
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of the overland and maritime silk route initiative, the Chittagong Port can become an important 

junction for use as intermodal freight terminal and further transportation through India-Nepal-

Bhutan international corridor by using the rail, road and inland water facilities of Bangladesh 

(Saha, 2016). 

On balance, it can be said that to exploit the opportunities of exporting road transport services, 

the Roads Transport and Highway Division needs to achieve a well-maintained, cost effective, 

adequate and safe road network. Its major focus should be to develop, maintain, and manage 

strategic road corridors, linking rural areas with national and district roads, improve Dhaka-

Chittagong highway to at least 8 lanes, other national highways and corridors to 4 or 6 lanes, 

construct bridges, tunnels, overpasses, and flyovers in order to reduce congestion as well as 

accidents. 

(ii) Construction of the Padma Multipurpose Bridge 

By facilitating transportation of goods across the river, the Padma Bridge will particularly 

benefit the people of the southern part of the country by changing their lives and marking a 

new era in the country’s communication system. It will also facilitate regional trade and expand 

regional cooperation. Again, the Bridge will increase the mobility of Mongla Port, as traders from 

different parts of the country will be encouraged to export and import goods through the Mongla 

port. Even for Bhutan, East Nepal and South-eastern provinces of India, Mongla will be able to 

play important role. Benefits of roads and railways across the Padma River would mainly stem 

from various ways, such as decreased vehicle operating cost and increased time savings.  

(iii) Increased freight activity 

With the impending prospect of Bangladesh being graduated from an LDC to a developing 

country by 2024, freight motorisation and activity levels are set to increase rapidly until 2050 

due to increased economic activity. If the road freight intensity in Bangladesh does not change 

significantly, freight activity could increase from 32 billion ton-km to 470 billion ton-km 

(Mourshed, 2015), i.e. from 200 ton-km per capita in 2010 to 2000 ton-km per capita. In order 

to facilitate this activity, the number of trucks on road could increase 14-fold in the next 40 

years, which translates to an annual growth of 7 percent. The Bangladesh Road Master Plan 

suggests that trucks could grow at an annual rate of 5.1 percent to 6.87 percent from 2005 to 

2025 (Road and Highways Department, Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 2009). 

(iv) Bangladesh as a Regional Transport Hub 

Bangladesh could emerge as a transport hub for the sub-region comprising Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, Nepal, India if it opens up its transport system to provide regional connectivity. 

Transport connectivity with India only will not create a win-win situation for others, such as 

Nepal and Bhutan. Bangladesh needs to include China and Myanmar in the framework of 

regional connectivity to reap maximum benefits. A positive attitude towards the immense 

potential benefits of regional connectivity will bring the countries together. Such coordinated 

efforts coupled with a substantial investment would result in improved regional transport 

connectivity. The transit/ connectivity among South Asian countries should be conceived 

within the framework of regional economic integration, where all natural and environmental 

resources, facilities and opportunities should be exploited for the benefit of all countries in the 

region/ sub-region. 
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(v) Advantage from BBIN: 

Bangladesh's exporters continue to incur higher costs compared to her competitors due to 

higher transport costs, higher lead time, delays owing to lengthy clearance processes and 

various non-tariff barriers. Seamless connectivity could help countries such as Bangladesh, 

Bhutan and Nepal to reduce time and costs for transportation, and thereby enable them to 

benefit from smooth movement of vehicles for transport of goods. The operationalisation of 

the Motor Vehicle Agreement signed by Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal (BBIN) may act 

as the gateway for further integration with China and Southeast Asian countries. 

3.2.2.4 Threats of Road Transport Services of Freight 

Policies for transport development in Bangladesh are inward looking and are undertaken within 

the context of a low level of overall national development. Till date, the development and 

maintenance of transport infrastructure is the responsibility of the public sector. Some of the 

major challenges in road transportation are discussed below:  

I. Poor standard of road transport services 

As discussed in the previous sub-section, the transport sector in Bangladesh is characterised by 

a low level of investment. It works in a physical environment with high levels of risk, and 

socio-political setting of extreme poverty and frequent man-made disruptions. The general 

quality of services in road transport has been poor70. Some of the frequent problems in freight 

transport include- narrow, busy and congested roads, traffic jam, plying of non-roadworthy 

vehicles, bumpy roads with lot of potholes, and poorly maintained roads with inadequate lights, 

poor road markings and lack of parking restrictions on roads. In this connection, a readymade 

garment owner said, “The roads are narrow, busy and congested. If I miss the shipment, the 

order gets cancelled and I have to bear the cost71. These problems are further complicated by 

vested interests from both within and outside the transport sector and the socio-political 

environment of the country. 

II. Insecure roads and reckless driving 

Injury and death rates from road accidents in Bangladesh are among the highest in the world. 

According to police statistics, road traffic crashes cause 4,000 deaths annually, but the 

unofficial figures are much higher. Even using official figures, road accident fatalities in 

Bangladesh would be about four times that of India (57 deaths per 10,000 motorized vehicles 

in Bangladesh versus 13 in India). Reckless driving by non-trained drivers, plying of non-

roadworthy vehicles, poor traffic directions and poor road conditions are mainly responsible 

for the huge number of accident and death. 

III. Plying of different types of vehicles on the same road 

Although prohibited to run on highways, locally made three-wheelers Nosimon and Karimon 

are ubiquitous in the highways. Running together of low speed vehicles and the fast ones on 

                                                           
70 http://ari.buet.ac.bd/Personal%20Websites/Sohel/Sohel%20Mahmud%20Web%20page/Publication_%2  
71 The World Bank report titled “Bangladesh: Improving Transport Lifelines”, October 14, 2016, accessed at  

http://www.worldbank.org/en/results/2016/10/07/improving-bangladeshs-transport-lifelines. 

http://ari.buet.ac.bd/Personal%20Websites/Sohel/Sohel%20Mahmud%20Web%20page/Publication_%252
http://www.worldbank.org/en/results/2016/10/07/improving-bangladeshs-transport-lifelines
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the same road often results in crashes that claim many lives every year. Indeed, this is one of 

the main causes for crashes in highways. 

IV. Lack of integration in the transport system 

Bangladesh has not been able to develop an integrated transport system. Although rail and 

water transport is generally more efficient than road transport because of their higher energy 

efficiency and better labour productivity, this fact by itself cannot ensure greater use of these 

modes. In most of the cases rail and water transport cannot provide door-to-door services. 

Moreover railway networks are not integrated with road and inland water transport systems. 

The absence of an integrated transport system adversely impacts on economic competitiveness 

and hinders intra-regional trade. Similarly, Bangladesh lack an integrated regional transport 

system, This is because all countries in South Asia have developed their transport system 

focusing only on the national context, with little consideration to cross-border issues of 

compatibility, uniformity of standards in infrastructure and equipment design. The lack of both 

domestic and regional integrated transport system is a challenge for intra-regional trade and 

export of transport services. 

V. Use of poor construction materials and obsolete construction practice:  

The use of poor/ substandard construction materials in constructing roads and highways, lack 

of proper maintenance as well as inadequate amount of material are major threats to improved 

and sustainable transport system in Bangladesh. According to Professor Ainun Nishat72, most 

roads are being constructed with poor plans, low quality materials and obsolete construction 

practice like mixing bitumen openly on roads, causing environment pollution and shortening 

the lifespan thoroughfares. 

VI. Capacity Constraint and plying of overloaded vehicles 

A major challenge has been capacity constraint that delays the completion of many projects. 

Regarding maintenance, a major challenge is road damage due to vehicle overloading, floods 

and other calamities. The road freight industry in Bangladesh is experiencing low profitability 

due to inefficiencies brought about by issues such as overloading, poor technology penetration, 

among others. 

VII.  Lack of coordination 

Currently, three ministries and several agencies oversee transport sector policy and 

development. Despite government’s sincere intention, there still exists the problem of 

coordination among the activities of different ministries and departments. This hinders the 

development of a balanced and coordinated transport system. For example, in the case of road 

safety, no institutional framework has come up as yet with vital implementation, and that is 

why it has not been able to make any impact on the country’s high accident rate. A programme 

coordinated by a more dynamic and action-oriented multi-agency organisation is needed to 

make progress on road safety. 

In addition to the threats discussed above, others threats to smooth road transportation of goods 

include- (a) huge cost of maintenance and rehabilitation of infrastructure; (b) use of poor 

                                                           
72 As quoted to have been said, the Daily Independent, 14 October, 2017.  
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construction materials; and (c) high fuel prices that make fares and freight charges high and 

unaffordable.  

 

3.2.2.5 SWOT Analysis of Road Transportation Services of Freight 

For the purpose of synthesizing the results of the SWOT analysis of road transport services of 

freight made in this sub-section (sub-section 3.2.2), table 3.5 below summarises the discussion. 

Table 3.5: The SWOT Analysis for Road Transportation of Freight 

Strengths: 

 Strong policy regime for the development of 

the road transport sector.  

 Active public and private sector participation 

in road transport services. 

 Regional connectivity with South Asia, South 

East Asia and South West part of China. 

 Availability of cheap labor and lack of tolled 

roads.  

 Unique geographical location, with two land-

locked neighbors (Nepal & Bhutan) and 

landlocked territories (North-eastern India 

states). 

 Two major sea ports (Chittagong & Mongla), 

as well as land ports (Benapole, Bhomra, Hili 

etc.), creating scope for carrying import 

export goods using road transports.  

 Strong and steady growth rate for road 

transportation, 8.2 percent for freight 

transport and 8.4 percent for passenger 

transport.  

  Weaknesses: 

 Poor conditions of roads, bridges, lack of 

physical infrastructure at interchange points, 

narrow and single lane bridges on the Dhaka-

Chittagong highway, major corridor of 

export-import in Bangladesh.  

 Load restrictions on bridges. 

 Poor allocation for a huge transportation 

network  

 Higher cost of freight due to long lead time. 

 Freight transport is not regulated by 

government leading to higher cost of 

transport.  

 There is no integrated transport policy for 

regional connectivity.  

 Capacity constraints of cross-border 

infrastructure. 

 Weak transport sector institutions. 

 Lack of coordination among agencies. 

Opportunities: 

 Bangladesh as a Regional Transport Hub. 

 As a growing economy, freight motorization 

and activity levels are set to increase rapidly 

until 2050 under a business-as-usual scenario, 

creating opportunities to attract more FDI.  

 Transport connectivity with India- win-win 

situation for all countries involved i.e. Nepal 

and Bhutan.  

 Regional connectivity with China and 

Myanmar- large potential for freight 

transportation export across the region.  

Threats: 

 Poor standard of road transport services. 

 Security Issues in cross border shipments. 

 High fuel prices that make fares and freight 

charges high and unaffordable. 

 Huge cost of Maintenance and rehabilitation 

of infrastructure. 

 Insecure roads and reckless driving. 

 Use of poor construction materials and 

obsolete construction practice. 
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 Construction of the Padma Bridge would lead 

to the greater integration of regional markets 

within the Bangladeshi national economy to 

the seaports73.  

 BBIN Motor Vehicle Agreement offering 

seamless movement of goods, and reducing 

transport costs. 

3.2.3 Coastal and Transoceanic Water Transport Services of Freight 

This sub-section presents the SWOT analysis of the sub-sector of ‘coastal and transoceanic 

water transport services of freight’ under the sector of ‘freight transportation services. Coastal 

and transoceanic water transport services of freight means goods carried by bulk cargo vessels, 

container ships, tanker freight, etc. The SWOT of coastal and transoceanic services depend 

largely on the efficiency of the ports through which imported and exported goods are cleared. 

As the Chittagong Port handles more than 92 percent of the country’s export and import cargoes 

carried by water transport services, this SWOT analysis on coastal and transoceanic water 

transport services of freight has been primarily based on the SWOT of the Chittagong Port. 

 

3.2.3.1  Strengths of Coastal/ Transoceanic Water Transport Services of Freight 

The main strength of this mode of transport is that costs are much lower and highly competitive 

compared to all other modes. For example, tariffs on cargo borne by coastal and transoceanic 

water services are much lower than that of road. While BDT 1 per ton-km is charged in 

maritime and water transport, the same costs around BDT 4.5 in the road. Secondly, the 

Agreement on Coastal Shipping between India and Bangladesh, which was signed in 2015, 

enabled the movement of inter-trade cargo between Bangladesh and India without going 

through the transshipment ports of Singapore, Colombo, etc. Again, goods transported from 

the Indian ports to Chittagong could now be delivered to the north-eastern region of India 

through roads. With the operationalization of coastal shipping, the shipping times between 

India and Bangladesh went down from about a month to a week74.  

 

One specific strength of the Chittagong Port is that Government is working for better hinterland 

links by road, rail and waterways, Capital City Dhaka and other distant places. Another strength 

is the computerization and automation carried out by the CPA over the years as part of the 

plans to modernize the Chittagong Port. Therefore, the information and communication system 

is more developed at the port compared to other modes of trade handling services. Again, the 

Chittagong Port is located at a better position, as its distance from the common sea route is 

shorter than others. 

                                                           
73 Discussion with Mr. Belayet Hossain, Additional Secretary (Development), Ministry of Transport on 24 Jan 

2017  
74 http://www.riverline.com.bd/press_details?id=2 
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3.2.3.2 Weaknesses of Coastal/ Transoceanic Water Transport Services of Freight 

There are a number of weaknesses associated with the coastal and maritime transportation 

services of freight. The main weaknesses are highlighted below: 

I.  Low operational efficiency 

Operational efficiency, measured through turnaround time of ships, is very important for ocean 

freight. Despite the creation of additional facilities, technical advancement and administrative 

reforms at the Chittagong Port, the operational efficiency of the port is still far behind the 

international benchmark and ranking. The turnaround time for most ships at Chittagong Port is 

7-10 days against the normal turnaround time of two to three days. The lack of cargo handling 

equipment, cranes, jetties, shortage of required human resources, bureaucratic delay and poor 

level of digitalisation, etc., are some of the main reasons behind the operational inefficiency at 

the Chittagong Port. The situation is worse in the other sea port, the Mongla Port. Although it 

does not have a huge container traffic, due to technical and infrastructural limitations it has so 

far failed to reduce the turnaround time significantly.   

II. Infrastructural limitations at Seaports 

There has been a substantial increase in the volume of imports and exports through the 

Chittagong Port. For instance, the import and export volume was 39,914,145 metric ton and 

4,980,375 metric ton respectively in 2010-11, which increased to 48,941,406 metric ton and 

5,839,986 metric ton in 2014-1575. The existing port infrastructure, handling equipment 

(including cranes) port draft, jetties etc. are not adequate to meet the growing demand 

stemming from increased imports and exports. If the present rate of growth continues, it will 

be difficult for the Chittagong Port to serve the future demand with its present infrastructure. 

Moreover, the Chittagong Port can currently accommodate around 2,500 TEUs to 3,000 TEUs 

vessels to dock but modern vessels usually range from 5000 TEUs to 18000 TEUs. By 2013, 

ships with the capacity to carry more than 18,000 TEU became available76. The berthing 

problem is another limitation at the Chittagong Port. At present, mother vessels cannot enter 

into the port mainly due to low draft ranging from 8 to 9.5 metres in the Karnaphuli channel. 

A mother vessel of a higher draft is forced to anchor in the deep sea anchorage, and therefore, 

the CPA requires to carry out a time-consuming and costly transfer of cargoes from mother 

vessels into smaller ships. 

It is thus evident that Chittagong port needs to expand its berthing space and renovate its port 

infrastructure in order to ensure docking of modern vessels. Continuous capital dredging along 

with other infrastructural development is, therefore, a necessity for maintaining the present 

level of operation as well as coping with the future increased demand at the port.  

                                                           
75 Source: Cargo Handling Statistics, Chittagong Port Authority website  
76 Jean-Paul Rodrigue, Claude Comtois, Brian Slack. (2016) The Geography of Transport Systems,  
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Some of these problems also exists at the Mongla Port. The seaport still operates using outdated 

handling equipment bought in 1983 and having poor transportation infrastructure. It is 

imperative to replace existing old and less efficient machines and handling equipment by 

installing modern equipment. Again, severe and continuous siltation at the port channel also 

hampers the navigability of the Mongla Port.  This means that continuous dredging is necessary 

to keep the port effective and operational. The port could accommodate berthing of at least 8.5 

meter draught ships through ensuring regular dredging. 

III. Transportation System 

Poor transportation system between the Chittagong Port and other parts of the country is one 

of the great impediments towards efficient port management. Railway network between 

Chittagong and Dhaka city is severely underutilised due to poor maintenance, shortage of 

locomotives, inadequate manpower, and old rolling stock. In effect, most of its locomotives 

and freight carriers became dilapidated and old. Often the locomotives go out of order halfway 

through, resulting in sudden halt of train movement77. Moreover, rail traffic has been declining 

in both relative and absolute terms. Approximately 80 to 90 cargoes imported through the 

Chittagong Port are carried mainly through road transportation which is more costly than the 

rail transport. Furthermore, the maintenance of the Dhaka-Chittagong railway and highway and 

further branching out to the rest of the country is poor.  

The overall road transportation of the country is also poor. Road and railway connection of 

Chittagong with other cities and manufacturing places is inadequate, causing unintended delay 

in carrying export and import consignments. Due to delay in transportation, exporters who rely 

on imported goods or capital machineries have to incur additional cost. As one study observed, 

“for  Bangladeshi traders, the  exporting  of  a standard  container  of  goods costs US$ 450 as 

port charges out of a total of US$ 1025, while importers have to pay around US$  650  out  of  

a total  of  US$  1430” (cf Sarker & Rahman, 2018).  

For the Mongla Port, weak transportation network with its hinterland is a major hindrance 

towards its development. Currently, there is no railway communication between the Mongla 

Port and its hinterland, though the construction of Mongla-Khulna rail line is now on-going. 

Although there is waterway communication, it is slower than railway and road transportation. 

It is expected that after the construction of the Padma Bridge and the Mongla-Khulna rail line, 

in 2018 or beyond, the transportation system will be improved. 

 

IV. Lack of full automation at ports 

A strong Port Management Information System facilitates efficient port management in berth 

planning, resource management, status tracking and conflict identification, billing 

management, etc. In addition to increasing time efficiency, port digitalization is also associated 

                                                           
77 The Independent, November 30, 2015 [“Goods carrying by trains falls sharply”]  
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with the improvement of port’s governance. Digitisation of port activities reduces corruption 

and operational inefficiency. With the implementation of Container Terminal Management 

System (CTMS), some success (e.g. clients can now locate a container by using mobile or 

internet, and online submission of  Bill-of-Entry and Bill-of-Export through web based 

ASYCUDA World system is now possible) were achieved at Chittagong Port. Despite these 

tangible results, full automation of Bangladeshi ports has not been done so far. The provision 

of manual signatures is still mandatory at various stages of the business process in Chittagong 

and Mongla ports. 

V. Small trade network 

Success of a port mainly depends on its user base, as a large number of potential users with 

vast bulk of tradable products fosters the expansion of ports. However, respondents of this 

Study observed that the trade networks of Bangladeshi ports are very limited, and that only a 

negligible volume of international trade is actually transported through Bangladeshi ports. 

VI. Non-Competitiveness in Freight Service Industry:  

The number of ocean going Bangladeshi flag carrier ships for export& import have been 

reducing at the alarming rate.  During last three years this number has reduced from 63 to 38. 

In order to import ocean going Bulk and Container ships, Bangladeshi importers need to pay 

high duty like VAT 15%, ATV 5% and corporate tax 35%. That’s why importers are not 

importing required number of transoceanic ships and also not willing to replace the old 

fashioned and lower capacity ships.  As a result the foreign flag carrier ships have grasped 

larger share of freight business.   

According to NBR, In the FY 2016-17, total expenditure on freight charge was 770 crore USD 

which is about 64 thousand BDT. Bangladeshi flag carrier ships earned only 15 % of the total 

expenditure which is about 9 thousand crore. On the other hand foreign flag carrier ships earned 

85 % for total freight charge expenditure which is about 55 thousand crore BDT. 

 

Table 3.6 Present Ocean going Bangladeshi flag carrier ships  

Year Total number of 

operative ships 

Government owned ships Private owned ships 

2013-14 63 11 52 

2016-17 38 3 35 

  

Table 3.7 Current operative situation of Bangladeshi Ocean going flag carrier ships 

 Name of the organisation Total No of ships   Total No of operative ships 

Bangladesh Shipping Corporation 17 3 

HR Group 10 No 

Akij group 7 No 

Abul Khair group 5 No 

MJL 3 1 
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3.2.3.3 Opportunities of Coastal/Transoceanic Water Transport Services of Freight 

There are opportunities in Bangladesh to provide coastal and transoceanic water services of 

freight. We will only highlight the major opportunities here.  

I. Indigenous user base 

Bangladeshi ports have strong advantages regarding the user base. A strong endogenous port 

user community has been growing at a very commendable rate in Bangladesh. This increase in 

demand for coastal and transoceanic water transport service for freight is due to the meteoric 

rise in volume of trade. For instance, total export of goods was US$ 2.4 billion in 1993-94 

(1USD = 40 BDT) which increased to US$ 34.25 billion in 2015-16 (1 USD = 78 BDT). 

Similarly, total import of goods was US$ 4.16 billion in 1993-34 (1USD = 40 BDT) which 

increased to around US$ 41 billion in 2015-16. (1 USD = 78 BDT). It is very likely that the 

growth trend in commodity trade in Bangladesh will grow, and therefore, the growth of ports 

will be more robust in the future. This will enhance the business potential for coastal and 

transoceanic water transport services of freight.  

II. Sub-South Asian User Base 

Bangladesh is located at a geographically strategic location that is in close proximity to China 

India, Nepal and Bhutan. These countries have greater advantages of using Bangladeshi ports 

for their regional as well as international trades. Assam, a state of India, exports their tea to 

Europe using the Kolkata Port through the “Chicken neck” which takes 1400 km to reach the 

port. The distance could be cut by a half, if the export is made through the Chittagong Port (cf 

Sarker & Rahman, 2018). Southern border of Tripura State of India is about 275 km away from 

Chittagong port but goods from Agartala are required to travel 1645 km distance reaching the 

Kolkata Port through the “Chicken neck”. This distance could only be 208 km if there were 

any transit arrangement between Bangladesh and India. 

Similarly, the Mongla port has significant potential to transport Nepalese and Bhutanese goods. 

India allowed a transit between Nepal and Bangladesh across the “Chicken neck” and Bangla 

Bandha, for bilateral trade. Bangladesh has great opportunity to have transportation 

arrangements with India and Nepal in this regard. If Bangladesh can make transportation 

arrangement with India and Bhutan, Bhutan can use the Mongla Port for their international 

trade purpose. According to analysts (cf Sarker & Rahman, 2018), the merchandise trade in the 

BCIM region would increase by US$ 5.7 billion, US$ 4.1 billion and US$ 2.7 billion under 

full, moderate and partial tariff liberalization respectively. 

III. Construction of deep-sea port at Matarbari 

Bangladesh’s first deep-sea port will be built at Matarbari in Maheshkhali Upazila, which is 50 

kilometers away from the Chittagong port. The Matarbari port, at 18 meters (59 feet), would 

be deep enough to host the largest container vessels. Bangladesh’s existing ports in Chittagong 

and Mongla have poor drafts. Vessels have to wait for an incoming tide to berth and an outgoing 

one to leave.  Due to poor draft, bigger ships have to offload cargo in deep sea, which is then 
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carried by lighterage vessels to the ports. The longer turnaround can cost an extra $15,000 per 

day, making Chittagong several times costlier than ports in neighboring countries vessels78. 

Completion of the deep sea port at Matarbari will result in increased volume of trade as port 

handling expenditure will be reduced. This will, in turn, result in increasing the demand for 

coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight.  

IV. Master plan for the Payra deep-sea port  

The government has taken initiative to prepare the master plan and design of the Payra deep-

sea port.  Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology has already been engaged to 

prepare the master plan and design. There are 19 components of the project, of which 13 

components will be implemented under foreign direct investment, and the rest under the 

government-to-government deals with an estimated cost between $11 billion and $15 billion. 

Countries, such as China, the United Kingdom, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark and India, 

have shown their interests to invest. According to project officials, BDT 600 crore has so far 

been spent on various purposes for this mega project. According to the Ministry of Shipping 

budget allocation (FY 2017-18) for ongoing projects, the estimated budget for Payra deep-sea 

port is BDT 112,843 lakh for the infrastructural development. Also about BDT 40,000 lakh has 

been allocated to the annual development programme (FY 2017-18) for this project79. 

3.2.3.4 Threats of Coastal/ Transoceanic Water Transport Services of Freight 

There are also threats or challenges related to the subsector of coastal and transoceanic 

transport services of freight. Some of the challenges are highlighted here. For example, due to 

the capacity constraints of the Chittagong Port (the chronic shortage of handling equipment, 

quay cranes and other insufficient cargo handling equipment), ship owners may reduce their 

port calls to the port. They may even impose surcharges when there is congestion in the port. 

Indeed, ANL, an Australian shipping company, which is a part of the CMA CGM Group, has 

already imposed a Port Congestion Surcharge (PCS) of $150 per TEU for all imports into 

Chittagong following the heavy congestion at the Chittagong Port. This PCS came into effect 

from 20 July 201780.  

Secondly, the Kolkata Port in the neighboring country of India has some special facilities 

compared to the Chittagong Port, such as modern dry dock, most modern vessel traffic system, 

and good communication and information system. This is a threat to the competitive advantage 

of the port of Chittagong.  

Thirdly, as compared to the Kolkata Port, which caters to a vast hinterland that comprises 

almost half of Indian states (eastern and north-eastern region) and two neighboring countries, 

such as Nepal and Bhutan, the Chittagong Port does not currently have such a cargo back-up. 

However, the development of rail and road connectivity and transit discussed earlier in this 

                                                           
78 http://www.risingbd.com/english/Countrys-first-deep-sea-port-at-Matarbari/45550 Publish on: 2017-06-08   
79 http://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/master-plan-payra-deep-sea-port-the-cards-1464673 September 20, 2017   
80 Monira Munni (2017). The Financial Express, Dhaka 7 August 

http://www.risingbd.com/english/Countrys-first-deep-sea-port-at-Matarbari/45550
http://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/master-plan-payra-deep-sea-port-the-cards-1464673
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chapter will, if implemented as planned, somehow improve the situation for the Chittagong 

Port.  

3.2.3.5 SWOT Analysis of Coastal/ Transoceanic Water Transport Services of Freight 

For the purpose of synthesizing the results of the SWOT analysis of coastal and transoceanic 

transport services of freight made in this sub-section (sub-section 3.2.3), table 3.8 below 

summarises the discussion. 

 

Table 3.8: SWOT Analysis of Coastal and Transoceanic Transport Services of Freight: 

Strengths: 

 Tariffs for cargo borne by coastal and 

transoceanic water services is much lower 

than that by road. 

 The coastal shipping times between India and 

Bangladesh went down from about a month to 

a week after the operationalisaiton of the 

Agreement on Coastal Shipping. 

 The CPA has better hinterland links by road, 

rail and waterways, the capital city of Dhaka 

and other distant places. 

 Information and communication system are 

more developed at the Chittagong Port. 

 The Chittagong Port is located at a better 

position, i.e. shorter distance from the 

common sea route. 

  Weaknesses: 

 Paucity of required cargo handling and 

screening equipment resulting in long 

scanning queue for goods to be carried by 

waterways transportation. 

 Lack of staff and inefficiency of the 

workforce engaged in cargo handling. 

 Capacity of the Chittagong Port has become 

inadequate to handle the increased volume of 

trade. While the trade volume increases every 

year, the space inside port is not expanding. 

 Lost cargo, damage cargo, operational delay, 

etc. are perpetual issues at Chittagong. 

 Import sheds are not adequate to store cargo 

brought through water transportation 

services. 

 High duty on importing ocean going Bulk / 

container ships. 

 

Opportunities: 

 Geographically Bangladesh is in a better 

position due to the fact that India, Nepal and 

Bhutan have greater advantages of using 

Bangladeshi ports for their regional as well as 

international trade. 

 The Mongla Port has great potential to 

transport Nepalese and Bhutanese products 

using coastal and transoceanic water transport 

services. 

 Construction of deep-sea ports at Paira and 

Matarbari will create immense opportunities 

for transoceanic water transport services. 

Threats: 

 Due to the capacity constraints of the 

Chittagong Port, ship owners may reduce 

their port calls to the port, and may even 

impose PCS.  

 The Kolkata Port in India has some special 

facilities compared to the Chittagong Port, 

which erodes the competitive advantage of 

the Chittagong Port.  

 As compared to the Kolkata Port, which 

commands a vast hinterland, the Chittagong 

Port does not have such a cargo back-up at the 

moment. 
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3.2.4 Freight Transportation Services by Air 

This sub-section presents the SWOT analysis of the sub-sector of ‘freight transportation by air’ 

under the sector of ‘freight transportation services. 

3.2.4.1  Strengths of Freight Transportation Services by Air 

There are some strengths of freight transportation by air. As illustrated in Chapter 2, the volume 

of trade through the air freight has grown over the years. A visit to the HSIA revealed that there 

is a good demand for aircraft cargo spaces for carrying vegetables, perishables, agro-processed 

foods, frozen foods and live products (e.g. eel or kuche fish, crab, etc.). It is also found that 

Biman Bangladesh Airlines currently provides necessary spaces for exports of these products. 

Other airlines, such as Emirates, also often cater to the demand. 

Secondly, the government plans to make a huge operational investment in this area. For 

example, the Plant Quarantine Department under the Department of Agriculture Extension of 

the Ministry of Agriculture have undertaken steps to develop cool chain facility and improve 

the phytosanitary certifications procedures. 

3.2.4.2 Weaknesses of Freight Transportation Services by Air 

The main weaknesses of freight transportation by air are highlighted below: 

I. Operational inefficiency in cargo handling 

The cargo handling facility at the HSIA is extremely poor, and much needs to be done to 

improve it. It has been observed that if three or four scheduled flights and a cargo aircraft land 

at the same time at the HSIA, it becomes almost impossible for the existing airport personnel 

to handle them efficiently. There are only 45 trolleys, a handful of forklifts and just one high 

lifter whereas a number of them is needed to handle a B747 Jumbo alone.  

II. Space problem 

Exportable goods are still kept haphazardly outside at the open space at the HSIA due to space 

constraint. The Bangladesh Garments Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA) has 

constructed a new shed for readymade garment products. This has improved the situation to 

some extent. Although the 8,000 sq ft shed reduced the delivery time for imported samples of 

RMG significantly, just one shed is not enough for storing all goods as tons of RMG products 

are exported and imported through the airport. Such space problems in the export village 

hampers export of goods by air.  

 

III. Lack of skilled manpower for cargo handling 

Due to the shortage of ground handling staff in the cargo village and lack of skilled operators, 

the cargo handling situation at the HSIA is far from being satisfactory. Although Biman 

Bangladesh Airlines is solely responsible for ground handling, it does not have adequate and 

efficient workforce to handle cargo. Its ground handling activities are still largely manually 
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operated, and even though it needs to recruit 

300 staff, including cargo loaders, it so far 

could appoint only 40. 

IV. Theft in cargo village 

Theft and stealing of imported and exportable 

goods at the air freight unit of the HSIA is 

rampant, and constitutes a vexing problem. 

Exporters and importers have alleged many 

times that they were incurring huge financial 

losses due to incidents of theft in the cargo 

village area. One respondent from the 

pharmaceutical industry opined that stealing 

of costly raw materials of pharmaceuticals 

industry is the main problem they face at the 

airport. It has been observed that there are not 

enough guards in the cargo village to ensure 

security. 

V. Security issue at the airports 

Recently UK has withdrawn ban on direct 

cargo from Dhaka to London. The United 

Kingdom and Germany came up with direct 

cargo ban in March and June respectively in 

2016.The United Kingdom slapped the ban on 

March 8 after their experts found “serious 

security lapses and risks” in their inspections 

of the HSIA in November and December in 

2015. They found lapses in screening with x-

ray and Explosive Trace Detector machines. 

Among other lapses, they noticed, include 

visible lapses in supervision, and manpower 

and equipment crises. It is however 

encouraging that the security situation at the 

HSIA has improved to some extent as a British 

firm (Redline Aviation Security Ltd) has 

already trained more than half of the 552 

screeners and security personnel of the CAAB. 

VI. Increase in export time and cost  

The ban on direct cargo from Bangladesh to Germany, Australia and EU is still in place. As a 

result, cargo heading for these countries are re-screened in a third country. This has increased 

the cost of exports, and especially hurts the export of perishable goods as the re-screening is 

time-consuming. 

Bismillah Airlines Ltd. (BML) is the first private-sector 

international airlines of Bangladesh holding AOC/ATO 

Licenses to operate regular freight services, both 

domestically & internationally, as an international cargo 

carrier. BML started its journey in 1998 as cargo airline 

and is currently the largest one in Bangladesh. It is an 

enterprise within the Mollah Group of Industries. Since 

its establishment in 1974, Mollah group is working in 

various service sectors namely shipping, international 

trading e.g. counter trade, barter trade, 3rd country 

switching, STA, entry port etc. The main activities of 

Bismillah Airlines encompass- Schedule, non - schedule 

and chartered international flight for "Cargo Mail” 

troops, airport ground handling at Dhaka (DAC), 

Chittagong (CGP) and Shylet (ZYL) as an authorized 

Ground Handling service company etc. for cargo, ramp, 

catering, re-fueling, hotel booking, cargo loading and 

unloading, any aircraft service at the apron.  

A Strong linkage with internationally reputed freight 

forwarders, engineering & maintenance organisations, 

flight operations, aviation schools as well as the airline 

community has been developed with BML over the 

years. It has opened up first private flying school in 

Bangladesh as a Joint Venture inititive with USA. In the 

domestic cargo segment, BML has carried 4,000 tons 

each year on an average. In the international segment the 

total traffic volume of BML was 195,000 tons in 2010 

while it was 20,000 tons in 2002. BML aims at 

establishing full-fledged ground handling service at 

Dhaka, Cox's Bazar, Chittagong & Shylet by all western 

modern equipment including aircraft Tow Tractor, Main 

Deck Loader , GPU (ground power unit), ASU (Air 

starting unit),Dollys, Slave Dollys, Belter, Speed 

Loader, etc. Regular and charted basis routes of BML are 

mainly-Bangkok, Shanghai, Delhi, Dubai, Amsterdam, 

Toronto, London, Seoul etc. It also aims to start air 

service personal tourism, corporate jets and air 

ambulance. 

BISMILLAH AIRLINES LTD. 
(BML) 
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3.2.4.3 Opportunities of Freight Transportation Services by Air 

The major opportunities that exists in the freight transportation by air are only handful, and are 

highlighted here. The first of them is the availability of cargo space. In addition to providing 

passenger services, Biman Bangladesh Airlines also provide cargo services using the cargo 

hole of passenger aircrafts. However, there are also dedicated cargo flights. For example, few 

domestic private airlines (e.g. the Bismillah Airlines, which is the first private sector airlines 

in the country) have emerged. In addition a number of foreign airlines, namely Qatar Airways, 

Saudi Arabian Airlines, Emirates Airlines, Hong Kong Airlines and Etihad Airlines also carry 

export freight containers from Bangladesh. In addition to operating direct cargo flights, these 

foreign airlines also offer the unused luggage spaces in passenger aircrafts for the purpose.  

Another opportunity is the huge time saving for exports that either has a tight delivery schedule 

(such as RMG products, etc.) or concerns the maintenance of quality and freshness of products 

(such as vegetables and all perishable goods). It is to be noted, the market of freight 

transportation by air in Bangladesh is based on RMG, leather goods, medicine, and perishables 

items, and therefore, the saving in time could be a big advantage in such cases.  

Another opportunity is the existence of a huge market for air travel, which has around 3.5 

million passengers and 100,000 metric ton of cargo. Biman Bangladesh Airlines has huge 

opportunity to grab this market. The export of Bangladesh has increased over the years through 

air freight. According to the BAFFA, the export volume through the air freight rose from 

160,398 metric ton in 2012 to 214,562 metric ton in 2016. But the contribution of Biman 

Bangladesh Airlines was very minimal in cargo services. The major players in freight services 

are Qatar Airways, Saudi Arabian Airlines, Emirates Airlines, and Hong Kong Airlines, etc. 

 

3.2.4.4  Threats of Freight Transportation by Air 

There are a number of threats or challenges associated with the air freight services, which are 

highlighted below: 

I. Poor Performance by Biman 

For example, the poor performance of Biman Bangladesh Airlines, the government owned 

leader in the Bangladesh air freight market could be considered a major threat. Its poor 

performances are mainly due to the lack of quality services, shortage in skills and in cargo 

space, theft of goods from the cargo village, non-maintenance of time schedule, and lack of 

professional mindset. By making improvement in these areas, Biman can emerge as a major 

player in cargo handling services. 

II. Competition from mega carriers 

Another threat for freight transportation by air is the free entry of mega carriers like Saudia, 

Gulf, Emirates and Etihad, etc. Currently about 25 carriers are operating to and from 

Bangladesh. They usually offer better services and have good financial strength and experience 

in carrying cargo. On the other hand, Biman Bangladesh Airlines is grappled with very poor 

performance, as highlighted above.  
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III. Cargo Village at the HSIA is beset with problems:  

Biman Bangladesh Airlines has established the Cargo Village at the HSIA, where the cargo is 

packaged and labelled before being loaded onto its aircraft. While this is a very good initiative 

by Biman, there are however some operational problems that hinder exports through the HSIA. 

These problems associated with the cargo village include- lack of space, lack of skilled 

employees for cargo handling, rampant incidents of theft of imported goods, and the porous 

and lax security system. 

3.2.4.5 SWOT Analysis of Freight Transportation Services by Air 

For the purpose of synthesizing the results of the SWOT analysis of freight transportation by 

air made in this sub-section (sub-section 3.2.4), table 3.9 below summarises the discussion. 

 

 

Table 3.9: The SWOT Analysis of Freight Transportation Services by Air: 

Strengths: 

 There is a good demand for aircraft cargo 

spaces for carrying vegetables, perishables, 

agro-processed foods, frozen foods and live 

products (e.g. eel or kuche fish, crab, etc.) 

 While Biman provides necessary spaces for 

exports of these products, other airlines, such 

as Emirates, also cater to the demand. 

 Plant Quarantine Department under the 

Department of Agriculture Extension of the 

Ministry of Agriculture have undertaken steps 

to develop cool chain facility and improve the 

phytosanitary certifications procedures. 

  Weaknesses: 

 The cargo handling facility and operational 

efficiency at the HSIA is extremely poor, and 

much needs to be done to improve it. 

 Exportable goods are still kept haphazardly 

outside at the open space at the HSIA due to 

space constraints at import sheds. 

 Due to the shortage of ground handling staff 

in the cargo village and lack of skilled 

operators, the cargo handling situation at the 

HSIA is far from being satisfactory. 

 Theft and stealing of imported and exportable 

goods at the HSIA is rampant. 

 There is a lack of adequate cargo screening 

equipment and manpower. 

 Continued ban on direct cargo from 

Bangladesh to the Germany and Australia 

adds costs and time to exports, due to re-

screening in a third country of goods bound to 

those countries. 

Opportunities: 

 The availability of cargo space is a big 

opportunity. In addition to providing 

passenger services, Biman Bangladesh 

Airlines also provide cargo services using the 

cargo hole of passenger aircrafts. Other 

Threats: 

 The poor performance of Biman Bangladesh 

Airlines affect the efficient operation of 

freight activities at the HSIA. 

 The free entry of mega carriers like Saudia, 

Gulf, Emirates and Etihad, etc. threatens the 
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airlines alos provide similar services. There 

are also dedicated cargo flights. 

 The huge time saving for exports that either 

has a tight delivery schedule (such as RMG 

products, etc.) or concerns the maintenance of 

quality and freshness of products (such as 

vegetables and all perishable goods) is a 

major advantage.  

 There is a huge market for air travel, which 

has around 3.5 million passengers and 

100,000 metric ton of cargo. 

growth of domestic provision of air freight 

services.  

 Higher rent for freight transportation by air 

compared to freight transportation by sea/ 

water ways. 

 The Cargo Village at the HSIA is beset with 

numerous problems that include- lack of 

space, lack of skilled employees for cargo 

handling, rampant incidents of theft of 

imported goods, and the porous and lax 

security system. 

3.3 Computer and Related Services 

Over the last few decades, the world has witnessed a phenomenal growth in the ICT sector. 

Countries that made a major stride to take advantage of such growth have made unprecedented 

progress in this regard. Countries such as India, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Malaysia and the 

Philippines are some examples. Bangladesh has also taken initiative to develop its ICT sector 

and tap the enormous potential of the sector, both in terms of its impact in enhancing efficiency 

and effectiveness of different economic sectors domestically as well as export of ICT services. 

Bangladesh has declared the computer and related services sector as one of the thrust sectors. 

Furthermore, in order to achieve the middle-income status by 2021, the government has 

promised ICT access to all socio-economic and educational levels. 

Although Bangladesh has witnessed a significant growth in the ICT sector and ICT-related 

services (e.g. outsourcing, freelancing)81 during the last 10-12 years, and there remains 

significant strengths as well as opportunities to be an important ICT services producer, the 

development of the ICT sector in Bangladesh is beset with many weaknesses and threats/ 

challenges. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the sector are detailed 

below: 

3.3.1 Strengths of Computer and Related Services 

The availability of a large pool of young IT professionals, the English language skills of our 

graduates, the competitive wage or remuneration, the access to internet services at a low price,  

the importation of ICT equipment/ accessories at zero or low duty rate, the fast advancement 

in mobile and internet based exchange of information services, and the quick increase in the 

rate of utilization of bandwidth (from 7-8 percent in 2008-09 to about 65 percent in 2013-1482) 

in Bangladesh are some of the major strengths for the ICT sector in Bangladesh.  

Bangladesh got its second submarine cable in 2017 that added 1500 Gbps bandwidth to the 

existing 250 Gbps bandwidth, taking the total capacity of the country to 1750 Gbps. This could 

                                                           
81 The State Minister for ICT said export earnings from locally-made software and ICT-related services like 

outsourcing and freelancing hit $800 million in 2017 (The Daily Star, December 27, 2017) 
82 At the end of 2016, the consumption of internet bandwidth was about 380 gigabits per second. 
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be a great strength for the ICT sector if the full benefits of the heightened connectivity can be 

reaped.  

Further, the availability of a large number of freelancers, highlighted in Chapter 2, and policy 

supports from the government are other strengths for the sector. In the previous year (2017), 

the government allocated nearly BDT 13,000 crore for the ICT sector83.  

3.3.2 Weaknesses of Computer and Related Services 

The Study found that the dearth in the number of ICT professionals required in the sector, the 

lack of technical knowledge, the lack of proper training for the existing ICT professionals are 

some of the weaknesses of the ICT sector. Again, respondents also considered the high price 

for procuring internet bandwidth, the frequent power outage due to inadequate and erratic 

supply of electricity, the absence of necessary policy and guideline for internet service 

providers, the existence of policy bottlenecks for some services, such as IP TV and Domain 

Registration, and the problems in the government procurement system as weaknesses of the 

sector. 

Further, the difficult and limited access to venture capital, the lack of confidence among both 

domestic and international buyers of the quality and/ or durability of Bangladeshi ICT products, 

and the negative image of the country due to political uncertainty, terrorist attacks etc. can also 

be considered as weaknesses affecting the sector of ‘computer and related services’. 

3.3.3 Opportunities of Computer and Related Services 

The most promising opportunity for Bangladesh in the ICT sector is its fast progress over the 

past one and a half decade. Bangladeshi ICT firms are not only catering to local needs but also 

contributing to the services export of Bangladesh. A newspaper report84 suggests that ‘the 

export earnings from locally-made software and ICT-related services like outsourcing and 

freelancing hit $800 million in 2017.” It is worth mentioning that a number  of  Bangladeshi 

companies have emerged as  reputable global players and strenghtened their global footprint. 

For example, Datasoft Systems made its foray into the topical business of Internet of Things 

(IoT) and  won a contract to build 10,000 smart homes in Tokyo, Japan. It also signed an 

agreement with the Democratic Republic of Congo to install IoT-based toll management 

solution for its Matadi Bridge. Again, Dohatec New Media (another Bangladeshi software 

developer), got a contract to develop Bhutan’s electronic government procurement system. In 

a similar vein, Tiger IT opened a firm in Kathmandu to manufacture digital registration plates 

for the Himalayan kingdom (Islam, 2017). Many factors work towards the successful 

achievement of US$ 5 billion export target by 2021 and providing immense opportuities for 

the sector. The opportunities existent for the sector include: 

 

                                                           
83 The Daily Star, December 27, 2017, Dhaka, p. B3. 
84 The Daily Star, December 27, 2017, Dhaka, p. B3 
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I. The government’s mandate 

In the vision 2021 in making digital Bangladesh, the government has promised to use digital 

technology as the driving force of development to tackle challenges of different sectors, such 

as, poverty, justice, social equity, eductation, health, climate change, etc. It is trying to digitise 

its regular services, such as e-procurement system, digital business licensing, online 

transasction, e-TIN, e-BIN, and digital number plate of vehicles, which brings  many 

opportunities for this sector. The  government is also providing trainings for building skilled 

professionals in the sector. Microsoft, in conjunction with the a2i Programme,  has undertaken 

capacity building activities for women entrepreneurs in Union Digital Centres across the 

country. This provides opportunities to bring out and mainstream IT/ITES professionals from 

the rural areas in the ICT sector. 

 

II. Significant decline in Bandwidth price and increase in Bandwidth use 

A huge decline (by 92 percent) in the monthly price of 1 Mbps bandwidth from 2008 to 2014 

and the usage of huge amount of unused bandwidth stored for the country has resulted in the 

bandwidth utilisation rate to rise from 7-8 percent in 2008-09 to about 65 percent in 2013-14 

in Bangladesh. As highlighted in Chapter 2, this reduction in the bandwidth price and the 

resultant increase in the utilisation  rate of bandwidth  helped the ICT sector to have a meteoric 

growth. While this has also contributed in increasing the number of internet users (highlighted 

in Chapter 2), use of internet and technology based activities has also increased in public 

offices. Further, the government is currently implementing a project for bringing all the 

government authorities under a single network. This will help transform the public 

administration more transparent and dynamic. Again, imporved internet penetration provide 

the opportunity of inreasing the number of freelancers and outsourcing professionals in the 

coutnry.  

III. Chosen employment sector 

Young graduates are now being attracted to this sector due to its better employment quality. 

The sector on average provides a monthly compensation package of over BDT 15,000, and 

surely is one of the top graduate employment sectors in the country. Earnings sometimes are 

much higher in freelancing and outsoursing services.  

IV. World-wide demand 

The world witnesses a structural transformation towards digital era. Hence, the demand for 

software and other IT/ITES related to goods and services are increasing rapidly. The worldwide 

outsourcing market is estimated to be US$ 500 billion, in which India’s share is around US$ 

140 billion whereas Bangaldesh’s share is only  US$ 700 million (Helal & Rahman, 2016) that 

includes earnings from both legal and illegal channels. The world sofware market is also worth 

around US$ 3 trillion, and Bangladesh has the potential to have a good share in that as well. 
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V. Introduction of PayPal 

Introduction of PayPal in Bangaldesh in late 2017 would 

increase the opportunities of the sector by manifold. PayPal 

account holders from abroad can now send up to $10,000 to 

Bangladesh at a time using PayPal wallet85. From now and on, 

the ICT sector professionals and freelancers in the country 

will be able to facilitate a hassle free world-wide transaction 

and improve the inflow of earning through outsourcing. This 

would also decrease the illegal transaction mechanism for 

bringing money through outsourcing.  

 

VI. Development of high-tech parks 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the government has planned to 

establish 28 high-tech parks in the country. The developers of 

the high tech parks are awarded zero duty import facility by 

the NBR. Other tax incentives are also made available for 

develoment of high tech parks. These high tech parks, once 

established would act as a facilitor for the development of ICT 

sector. It is also expected that the incentives will bring FDI in 

the sector to benefit the sector through technology transfer.  

VII. LDC Services Waiver 

As an LDC, Bangladesh ICT sector stands to gain from the 

LDC Services Waiver, which will be discussed elaborately in 

Chapter 4. Bangladesh can take the opportunities of LDC 

Services Waiver if the preferential schemes so far declared by 

various countries are analysed properly, and capacity is 

developed to conform to the requirements of the destination 

countries.   

3.3.4 Threats of Computer and Related Services 

Based on observations from respondents, the Study found that 

there are a number of threats that may have a bearing on the 

growth of the ICT services sector. Some of them are 

highlighted below: 

I. Lack of quality education system 

In today’s globalised world, ensuring the quality of IT 

education of paramount importance. IT graduates from a 

country can undertake employment opportunities in another 

country through permanent or temporary relocation; they can 

                                                           
85 The Daily Star, October 20, 2017 [“PayPal Xoom launched in Bangladesh”] 

 

Business Process Outsourcing 

(BPO) - A Promising Sector in 

Bangladesh 

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), 

has emerged as a promising sector in 

the services sector of Bangladesh. In 

2017, the earnings from the BPO sector 

increased by 24 percent to about $210 

million indicating its fast expansion in 

the last few years. Firms in this sector 

are expected to reach to a target of $1 

billion soon. (Source: BACCO). At 

present, this sector involves 40,000 

people working in about 100 

companies, most of whom are young. 

This figure is expected to reach to 

100,000 by 2021. These figures show 

overwhelming progress in this sector 

compared to that of its initial value ($4 

million) earned in 2008.1 Companies 

like My Outsourcing Ltd and some 

other ones in Bangladesh are currently 

serving a number of top companies in 

the world. My Outsourcing Ltd is the 

first BPO company in Bangladesh to 

hire physically challenged and visually 

impaired people. There are about 300 

such people working in the BPO sector.  

 

Another company named Genex 

Infosys is providing BPO services to 

the sister concerns of Telenor in 

different countries, including 

Grameenphone in Bangladesh, Telenor 

Myanmar, Digi Telecommunications 

in Malaysia. International brands like 

Coca-Cola and Samsung take services 

from the Bangladeshi BPOs. This 

achievement can work as a positive 

force to promote Bangladesh as a BPO 

hub internationally. The substantial 

growth in this sector demands its 

inclusion as a course at the higher 

secondary level to bring in more skilled 

human resources.  
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also export their services abroad from their own country by ensuring provision of quality 

education to the IT graduates and maintaining the global standards. But due to the lack of 

quality assurance processes, the qualifications of the IT education obtained in Bangladesh are 

not readily recognised globally. Moreover, in Bangladesh about 30000 IT students are 

graduated every year but a large proportion of them remain unemployed due to inadequate 

quality of graduates and a gap between skills required by the industry and what the academic 

institutions produce. It is found that about 47 percent86 of the unemployed people are fresh 

graduates reflecting their inability to satisfy the industry. 

As the quality of the IT professionals is not up to the mark, Bangladesh has failed to provide 

IT/ITES services globally and even if some services are exported to foreign countries, the 

professionals providing the services are paid low remunerations.  As a result, with ‘low skills 

and low pay’ IT workforce, the country faces a challenge in its target of double digit annual 

GDP growth rate. 

II. Outdated national curriculum 

The national curriculum of Bangladesh is not updated, and it needs to be made more practical 

than theoretical. For example, knowing the history of computer is necessary, but it is more 

important to know how to use it, where and how to get skills necessary to use computer to 

ensure self-employment. In this regard the government can undertake steps to include more 

diversified dimensions in the curriculum like success stories of the freelancers in the children’s 

books so that the students can realise the significance of IT/ITES from the beginning of their 

student life. 

III. Employee turnover cost 

Another key challenge in Bangladesh is the high turnover of ICT professionals and associated 

costs especially in skilled sectors like software development. ICT professionals have high 

demand in a number of foreign countries. So ICT professionals and experts, in many cases, are 

found to have migrated or in the process of migration to the developed countries (USA, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand) from Bangladesh for higher education or getting better source of 

earnings. An estimate showed that up to 5% of the total employees are found to migrate each 

year87. This can be a constant threat for the development of this sector. 

IV.  Poor country branding 

One of the major problems that needs to be fixed is the lack of promotion of country image or 

branding. Though the slogan of ‘Digital Bangladesh’ has helped promote the country image in 

the IT sector to some extent, the overall image of the country has been damaged /endangered 

by problems, such as political instability, population growth, corruption, natural disasters, 

illiteracy, human rights violation etc. In recent years, poor law and order situation, 

                                                           
86 http://www.thedailystar.net/is-graduate-unemployment-rate-really-47-22302 
87 Problems and Prospects of IT and IT Enabled Services Outsourcing In Bangladesh, Bangladesh Tariff 

Commission 

http://btc.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/btc.portal.gov.bd/page/caec2e25_1692_4bbe_a9d8_79c3510eb5c

7/ITES_BTC.pdf 

 

http://btc.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/btc.portal.gov.bd/page/caec2e25_1692_4bbe_a9d8_79c3510eb5c7/ITES_BTC.pdf
http://btc.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/btc.portal.gov.bd/page/caec2e25_1692_4bbe_a9d8_79c3510eb5c7/ITES_BTC.pdf
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disappearance, Rana Plaza collapse and resultant deaths, and religious extremism have 

tarnished our image. To remove all the negative factors contributing to a tainted image of 

Bangladesh and to make it as a beautiful and prospective country, branding Bangladesh is 

highly recommended. A powerful country branding results to a better perception of the country. 

Countries, such a Malaysia, Egypt, Costa Rica, New Zealand, have undertaken active nation 

branding programmes despite having full-fledged institutions for investment, tourism, export 

and public diplomacy involved in reputation management, country products and services. 

Many countries have created active slogans and symbols to promote their country globally. 

Some of the nation branding programmes are highlighted in Table 3.10 below:  

 

Table 3.10: Nation Branding Programmes88 

Country Slogan of Nation Branding 

Bolivia  The Authentic still Exists 

Costa Rica  Peaceful Destination 

Dubai  The Jewel in the Desert 

Egypt  Destination Egypt 

Estonia  Positively Transforming 

Iceland  Iceland Naturally 

India Incredible India 

Malaysia  Truly Asia 

Singapore  Uniquely Singapore 

South Africa  Alive with Possibility 

Srilanka  The Pearl of the Indian Ocean 

Thailand  Thailand Amazing Thailand  
 

In 2008, Bangladesh launched its branding with the slogan of ‘Beautiful Bangladesh’. This did 

not add much value to the country image. Moreover, this slogan is neither much meaningful 

not owned and used by government ministries and departments. In India, the “Incredible India” 

slogan is used by all agencies of the government.  

V. Limited access to financial services and products 

As the IT/ ITES producing firms are producing products and services which are intangible 

(such as- accounting software, ERP, commerce site, etc.), commercial banks find it risky to 

finance IT/ ITES firms. As a result it is hard for them to get loans from banks. In a similar vein, 

new aspiring firms find it difficult to get loans and enter the industry. Moreover, as the firms 

cannot provide valuation or financial reporting process regarding software and technologies, 

bankers are further discouraged to provide loans. Most of the firms start or expand their 

business through own investments. Limited availability of capital restricted many firms to 

expand their business. Further, the Bangladesh government provides money under the Equity 

Entrepreneurship Fund to entrepreneurs entering the IT industry. A firm has to follow a very 

complicated process to attain money from this fund. Again, availability of venture capital is 

                                                           
88 http://oaji.net/articles/2014/800-1398831146.pdf 
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also difficult for IT entrepreneurs. Previously, the paid up capital was 15 crore but now it is 30 

crore.  

Moreover, as respondents observed, some rules within the Bangladesh Bank are burdensome 

for ICT sector exports. For example, Bangladesh Bank provides ‘Form C’ to be filled by the 

ICT services exporters for bringing in export earnings. Only activities of firms which are 

declared members of BASIS are recognised by Bangladesh Bank. Except a few firms, a 

majority of ICT firms from outside Dhaka are not the members of the BASIS, and therefore 

their activities are not recorded. Moreover, the process of bringing export proceeds of ICT 

services from abroad is cumbersome. Therefore, the freelancers, software exporters and other 

ITES exporters feel encouraged to use illegal transaction channels other than using formal 

ways.  

VI. Complex business related rules and regulations 

Getting certification in the IT industry also involves complex rules and regulations. Getting a 

business key license or permit requires Trade License, Certification of Incorporation, 

Memorandum of Association, VAT Registration Certificate, and Tax Identification Number 

from different departments of the government making it more complicated and time 

consuming. Moreover, for export purpose, Export registration certificate is required and 

formation of joint venture companies requires permission from the board of investment. 

Simplification of procedures is required in obtaining those certificates. Besides provision of 

license from the Government is limited. License should be provided to more players in the 

network providing business. At present, in papers there are five companies that are operating, 

but in reality only 2 are in real business creating a duopoly. 

 

VII. High cost of internet 

The high cost of internet has been another problem. Though the government has reduced the 

bandwidth price but at present, the price cut of bandwidth has not been passed onto the end-

users level completely. Moreover, the wholesale bandwidth price contributes to only less than 

10 per cent of user-level Internet price89. The customers are required to pay a high price for 

each gigabit of data used. One of the problems that acts as a missing link in this regard is the 

national backbone connecting landing stations to Internet services providers (ISPs). Problems 

are also observed in the access and cost of domestic transmission service. Although there is 

more than 55,000 km fibre optic cable lines in the country, most of the union parishads are still 

not connected with this vital network. Further, the high cost of domestic transmission networks 

affects the services of ISPs. ISPs outside Dhaka division pay a price that is higher than the 

wholesale bandwidth price to the transmission service providers for transporting data over the 

domestic network. To address this unjust situation, focus should be given to reduce price in the 

end- user level by increasing the access and reducing the cost of domestic transmission 

services. 

                                                           
89 http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/03/09/63875/Affordable-Internet-and-submarine-cable/print 
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VIII. Imposition of VAT and other taxes 

For the IT and related service sector, regulations related to income tax, corporate tax, VAT are 

often improper, and sometimes not very clear. The imposition of 4 percent VAT on e-

commerce in FY 2015-16 was considered an obstacle to the growth of e-commerce as well as 

other IT business. Moreover, IT business firms have to bear 15 percent tax for internet usage 

along with 55 percent corporate tax90. This makes them worse off. Further, tax policies are not 

coherent. For example, import of routers are duty free but spare parts of the same router attracts 

duty. Besides importing software on a compact disc is tax free but downloading the software 

involve a huge duty. Again, the government provides 80 percent VAT exemption on utility 

bills, but most of the organisations have rented offices and use electric meters owned not by 

them but by landlords, which implies that ultimately they cannot avail this facility. 

IX. Lack of Content Delivery Network and Triple Play Service 

Government should focus on developing a Content Delivery Network (CDN). At present 99 

percent of the bandwidth are international. Whereas, countries like Japan, Korea etc. have 

almost 99 percent of local bandwidth. If CDN is developed, providers like Whatsapp, android 

would come to Bangladesh. Now we are getting the contents of facebook, android, Whatsapp 

from Malaysia and Singapore. If local CDN is developed, costs would decline and expenditure 

of foreign currency would reduce. Moreover, triple play service should be activated which can 

provide broadband Internet access, audio and video services over a single broadband 

connection. At present, the government is not allowing the service. Moreover, Over-the-Top 

and IP TV platforms are not allowed in Bangladesh, even though with this service, Bangladeshi 

television contents could be accessed internationally. This service has huge potential in non-

resident Bangladeshis, and have an immense potential for earning foreign exchange. 

3.3.5 SWOT Analysis of Computer and Related Services 

For the purpose of synthesizing the results of the SWOT analysis made in this section (Section 

3.3), table 3.11 below summarises the discussion made above in sub-sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3 

and 3.3.4.  

Table 3.11: The SWOT Analysis of Computer and Related Services Sector 

Strengths:  

 Large pool of young IT professionals. 

 Competitive wage for labour. 

 Fast access to internet service and expansion 

of technology. 

 Fast development in mobile and internet 

based exchange of information services. 

 Gradual and fast increase in the bandwidth 

utilisation rate. 

 Availability of a large number of freelancers. 

 Policy support from the Government.  

Weaknesses:  

 Lack of proper training and technical 

knowledge. 

 High price of internet bandwidth.  

 Inadequate and erratic supply of electricity. 

 Absence of policy and guidelines for internet 

service providers. 

 Policy bottlenecks for some services (e.g. IP 

TV and Domain Registration). 

 Limited access to venture capital. 

                                                           
90 http://www.thedailystar.net/business/withdraw-all-taxes-e-commerce-fbcci-1240309 
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  Lack of confidence of both domestic and 

international buyers. 

 Negative country image. 

 Problem in the government procurement 

system for domestic professionals. 

Opportunities:  

 Huge domestic and international demand. 

 Establishment of Hi-Tech Parks. 

 Ongoing projects in increasing digitisation in 

both public and private sector. 

 Government’s initiative to create digital 

Bangladesh. 

 Availability of large pool of IT graduates. 

 Abundant IT professionals in the internet 

service sector. 

Threats:  

 Lack of quality education system. 

 Outdated national curriculum. 

 High employee turnover cost. 

 Poor country branding. 

 Imposition of VAT and other taxes. 

 Limited access to financial services and 

products. 

 High cost of internet  

 Lack of Content Delivery Network and Triple 

Play Service. 

 Complex business related rules and 

regulations. 

 Insensitivity towards intellectual property 

rights. 

 

3.4 Human Health Services 

The SWOT analysis for human health services in this section covers the following sub-sectors: 

(a) childbirth and related services, (b) nursing services, and (c) physiotherapeutic services.  

These sub-sectors were identified as per the WTO services sectoral classification list (WTO, 

1991) that provides a comprehensive listing of services sectors and sub-sectors covered under 

the GATS. 

3.4.1 Strengths and Opportunities of Human Health Services 

In the context of Bangladesh, there are various factors and opportunities that motivate the 

healthcare providers to work abroad. The main strength is that the huge population in 

Bangladesh, that enables Bangladesh to consider exporting professionals and non-professionals 

alike using the Mode 4 window of services trade under the GATS, including the exports of 

nurses midwives, and physiotherapists. Moreover, the demographic dividend that Bangladesh 

is having at the moment may be seen as both a strength and an opportunity to develop especially 

nurses and midwives.  

The main opportunities associated with the human health services related to nursing, midwifery 

and physiotherapeutic services are highlighted below: 
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I. Shortage of healthcare providers 

Nurses, midwives and physiotherapists are the primary caregivers, and in many circumstances 

the only few trained health care providers are available. At present, there is a worldwide 

shortage of nurses, midwives and physiotherapists. Among more than 800 different 

occupations listed by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, registered nurses are projected to have 

the second-highest job growth over the next ten years91. According to modelling by the UK 

Department of Health, any alteration of immigration law after Brexit, will create a shortage of 

up to 42,000 nurses by 2026 in the UK92. The United Arab Emirates is heavily dependent on 

overseas nurses, which imported about 40 percent of nurses from India, 30 percent from the 

Philippines, and the rest 30 percent from other Arab countries93. Aging population, epidemics, 

changing situation of the countries, war affected areas, climate change, etc., have created the 

demand for healthcare providers. 

Again, 358,000 women and 3.6 million newborn babies die every year due to largely 

preventable complications during pregnancy, childbirth and the postnatal period. In addition, 

every year, nearly three million babies are stillborn. Most of these deaths occur in low-income 

countries, and happen mainly because women– often poor and marginalised – have no access 

to functioning health facilities or to qualified health professionals, such as midwives and others 

with midwifery skills. For those areas, community-based midwives are needed. For example, 

in the Rohingya refugee centers in Bangladesh, UNFPA needs to appoint midwives. Similarly 

there are many remote areas, at home and abroad, where doctors and nurses are not adequately 

available during critical times.   

According to a research conducted by the Royal College of Midwives, an ageing midwifery 

workforce has created a vacuum in midwifery profession, and the workload of midwifery 

profession also compel the existing midwives to switch their professions94. Physiotherapy 

mainly deals with disabilities like physical injuries, physical disorder, bodily malfunction, 

movement dysfunction or multiple types of disability. In countries like Australia, New Zealand, 

Canada, Malawi etc. the demand for qualified physiotherapists is growing rapidly because of 

the growth in the older population. 

II. Better employment opportunities 

The shortage of healthcare providers is not the sole determining factor for migration. There are 

several other factors that push healthcare providers to migrate and work in foreign countries. 

The availability of jobs, recognition, career growth, better work environment, higher salaries, 

higher living standards, opportunities for advance education, residency permission etc. attract 

the nurses, midwives and physiotherapists from Bangladesh. 

                                                           
91 http://blog.indeed.com/2016/05/12/nurses-day-nursing-shortage/ 
92 The Nursing in Practice-the Brexit effect (Source: https://www.nursinginpractice.com/article/brexit-effect)  
93 Shortage of nurses hits health sector (Source: 

http://www.khaleejtimes.com/article/20080608/ARTICLE/306089933/1002 ) 
94 the Royal College Midwives -New survey shows midwifery shortage could get worse (Source: 

https://www.rcm.org.uk/news-views-and-analysis/news/new-survey-shows-midwifery-shortage-could-get-worse 

) 

http://blog.indeed.com/2016/05/12/nurses-day-nursing-shortage/
https://www.nursinginpractice.com/article/brexit-effect
http://www.khaleejtimes.com/article/20080608/ARTICLE/306089933/1002
https://www.rcm.org.uk/news-views-and-analysis/news/new-survey-shows-midwifery-shortage-could-get-worse
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In the UK, nurses can earn £ 21,909 to £ 28,462 per annum (US$ 37,000 approx.), and in 

Canada average annual salary for a registered nurse is C$ 59,783(US$ 47000 approx.)95.  In 

Qatar, a senior midwife can earn  QAR 224,400 to QAR 283,500 (US$ 78,000 approx.) per 

annum that is tax free. They can avail allowances, family emergency leave, free furnished 

accommodation, transport facilities, free flights, etc.96. Starting annual salary for qualified 

physiotherapists in the UK range from £ 21,909 to £ 28,462 (US$ 37000 apporx.). It can 

increase up to £ 35,225 (US$ 46,000 approx.)97, with experience and specialisation. In 

Bangladesh, at entry level physiotherapists get a monthly of BDT 22,000-23,000 (annual salary 

US$ 3,500 approx.). In some private hospitals, entry level monthly salary is BDT 50,000 (US$ 

7,500 approx. per annum). As per the national pay scale of Bangladesh, 2015, Senior Staff 

Nurse or midwife (10th grade) receives monthly salary ranging BDT 16000-38,640 with other 

benefits (US$ 5,730 approx. per annum). This clearly shows the motivating factors for nurses 

to go and work abroad. 

III. Support from the Bangladesh Government 

Bangladesh government has designated the Ministry of Overseas Employment and Welfare 

and related state-owned agencies such as the Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training 

(BMET), and Bangladesh Overseas Employment and Services Ltd. for overseas employment 

and welfare. Again, as discussed in Chapter 2, the Overseas Employment and Migrants Act 

2013 delineates the process, rights and governmental responsibility related to migrant workers. 

The government has also established Labour Wings in Bangladesh Missions abroad to ensure 

rights and well-being of expatriate workers. Moreover, healthcare providers can avail financial 

support from the Probashi Kallyan Bank (state-owned bank provide financial services to 

overseas Bangladeshis).  

IV. Changing situation of suppliers 

Countries and regions such as the US, the UK, the Middle East, Australia and New Zealand 

relies heavily on foreign healthcare workforce. However, the continuity of foreign sources may 

change. In the case of nursing, Ireland recently has experienced an economic upturn. Renowned 

as an exporter of nurses, it has now become an importer. It now competes with the United 

States in recruiting foreign nurses. The Philippines is known as the provider of the largest 

proportion of foreign nurses to the U.S. labor market. It is estimated that there are 

approximately more than 30,000 vacant nursing positions in the Philippines. The government 

may restrict the flow of the nurses from the country. These changing situation in the supplying 

countries will create opportunities for Bangladesh to train more qualified healthcare workforce 

to send abroad. India has already started the training their healthcare professionals according 

to global need and is now exporting a good number of nurses worldwide. 

 

                                                           
95GulfNews.com-  5 countries with highest salaries for expat nurses (Source: gulfnews.com/guides/.../5-

countries-with-highest-salaries-for-expat-nurses-1.1823649 ) 
96Nursing Agencies List (Source:http://www.nursing-agencies-list.com/clinical-nurse-specialist-senior-

midwives-midwifery-jobs-qatar.asp)  
97National Health Sevice, UK (Source: https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/physiotherapist) 

http://www.nursing-agencies-list.com/clinical-nurse-specialist-senior-midwives-midwifery-jobs-qatar.asp
http://www.nursing-agencies-list.com/clinical-nurse-specialist-senior-midwives-midwifery-jobs-qatar.asp
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/physiotherapist
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V. Foreign demand for Bangladeshi nurses, midwives and physiotherapists 

Data from interview respondents revealed that there is a huge demand for nurses and midwives 

in the Middle East countries (e.g. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman), UK, USA, Canada, Italy, 

Thailand, Singapore and so on. Unfortunately, there is no statistical data to show the exact 

demand of nurses or midwives required for those countries. Some of Bangladeshi nurses are 

working in Middle Eastern Countries, but the exact number is unknown. Table 3.12 below tries 

to provide some statistics of Bangladeshi healthcare workers going to the Middle-eastern 

countries. 

 

Table 3.12: Country-wise Overseas Employment of Nurses and Midwives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                     

Source: BMET 

 

There is also a demand for physiotherapists in the Middle Eastern countries (especially at war 

zones), UN peace-keeping missions, the UK, the USA, Australia, etc. According to Bangladesh 

Physiotherapists Association, a total number of two hundred physiotherapists are serving in 

different countries. Approximately, twelve are in the Middle East countries, fifty in the UK, 

fifteen in the USA, and forty in Canada. 

3.4.2 Weaknesses and Threats of Human Health Services 

There are a number of weaknesses/ challenges and threats from the perspective of export of 

human health services in relation to the three areas chosen for this Study, namely nursing, 

midwifery and physiotherapeutic services. The main weaknesses and threats are highlighted 

below: 

 

 

Year  Trade  Country  Total  

2012 Mid-wife  Libya 15 

2012 Nurse  Libya 57 

2012 Nurse  Oman  12 

2013 Nurse  Brunei Darussalam 1 

2013 Nurse  Jordan 1 

2013 Nurse  Sweden 1 

2014 Nurse  Bahrain  1 

2014 Nurse  Maldives 1 

2014 Nurse  Qater 3 

2014 Nurse (Male) Qater 2 

2015 Nurse  Qater 1 

2016 Nurse  Bahrain  1 

    Total= 96 
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I. Possible Shortage in Domestic Demand 

There is a shortage of healthcare providers within Bangladesh. According to Bangladesh Health 

Facility Survey 2014, Bangladesh has a deficit of almost 140,000 nurses98. According to the 

WHO, for a well-functioning healthcare system, the doctor-nurse ratio should be 1:3. But here, 

the situation is opposite. There are only 2,500 midwives across the country, where the number 

should be 22,000 to combat the shortage99. If Bangladesh focuses on export of healthcare 

providers, there is a possibility that it may create acute shortage within the country. 

II. Public awareness and social outlook/ social stigma 

According to the Center for Nursing Ethics in England, the status of nurses can only be defined 

and elevated once a society knows the value of nursing care100.  In Bangladesh, the prevailing 

cultural norms and social outlook hinder the prospect of healthcare-related occupations. They 

have to face a strong resistance from the society to accept the nursing or midwifery profession 

and work within the country. However, the situation is changing, more people are joining these 

professions. The nursing profession has gained the status of a second class government job. 

III. Lack of specialised nurses and physiotherapists 

Globally, there is a demand for different category of nurses and physiotherapists. General 

nurses, especially those holding a BSc degree, specialised nurses, critical nurses, etc. are in 

more demand. The educational system of Bangladesh, however, only produces general nurses.  

 

IV. Online testing facility and examination centres in Bangladesh 

For working in developed countries, nurses, midwives and physiotherapists from Bangladesh 

will have to sit for a professional test as per the requirement from recruiting countries. For 

example, nurses need to pass the Commission on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools 

(CGFNS)101 examination in order to meet one of the immigration requirements for obtaining 

an occupational visa to work there. It is a prerequisite in some states for licensure. In 

Bangladesh there is no such examination centre. The nearest exam centres are in India and 

Thailand. It is very much time consuming and costly for Bangladeshi nurses to appear at the 

tests in those countries.   

V. Communicative and behavioral skills 

In the field of healthcare, communication and behavioral skills play a vital role. Healthcare 

providers need to establish a strong relationships with patients and their families to provide 

them with comfort. Though the medium of education in nursing, midwifery and 

physiotherapists is English, healthcare providers still face difficulties in speaking in English. 

                                                           
98 Bangladesh Health Facility Survey 2014 (https://dhsprogram.com/pubs/pdf/SPA23/SPA23.pdf ) 
99 The financial Express Bangladesh- 70pc of caesarean births in Bangladesh 'unnecessary' 

(Source:http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/08/15/79842/70pc-of-caesarean-births-in-Bangladesh-

%27unnecessary%27 ) 
100 The Independent, Dhaka “The nursing services and the blessed society” (accessed at 
http://www.theindependentbd.com/home/printnews/45488 )    

101 The CGFNS Qualifying Examination is a test of the candidates' nursing knowledge and their understanding 

and use of English language. They will be awarded a CGFNS Certificate when they have passed both the 

nursing section and the English language section of the examination. 

https://dhsprogram.com/pubs/pdf/SPA23/SPA23.pdf
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/08/15/79842/70pc-of-caesarean-births-in-Bangladesh-%27unnecessary%27
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/08/15/79842/70pc-of-caesarean-births-in-Bangladesh-%27unnecessary%27
http://www.theindependentbd.com/home/printnews/45488
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Deficiency in communicative and behavioral skills is another main shortcoming in terms of 

getting recruitment abroad. Representatives for different organisations pointed out that the 

behavior of most of the nurses working abroad is not as professional as their fellow workers 

from India and the Philippines. On the other hand, it might be said that cultural, political and 

legal issues have more effect on Bangladeshi nurses. For example, while Bangladeshi nurses 

are adaptable and can work in all countries of the world, they are more comfortable working in 

the Middle East due to the matching of cultures. 

 

 

VI. Midwifery Education system 

As for midwives, Bangladesh does not have any B.Sc. Degree in midwifery programme, which 

can be attributed as the main hindrance for sending them to work abroad. Most of the developed 

countries want midwives who have completed their B.Sc. in Midwifery, but only few countries 

allow diploma holders to practice. 

VII. Lack of specialised trainers and modern facilities 

There is a shortage of trainers in the field of nursing, midwifery and physiotherapeautic 

education. For example, one-third of all sanctioned posts for nursing instructors in public 

nursing institutions are currently vacant. As a result, the teacher-student ratio remains at 1:57, 

though the standard ratio is 1:20102. Again, the facilities available in the institutions vary from 

institute to institute. Some of the institutions offer modern facilities in classrooms, libraries, 

laboratories, IT and residential hostels, and some operate with make-shift arrangements 

(Mahmud, 2016). 

 

VIII. Costly migration procedures 

There are various costs related to the process of immigration. These include the cost of passing 

professional examination, physical transfer, adaptation of different technology, culture, etc.  

This acts as a demotivating factor among the healthcare providers, such as nurses, midwives 

and physiotherapists in Bangladesh to work abroad103. 

IX. Lack of promotion by the foreign missions and lack of bilateral agreements 

At present, there is no bilateral agreement between the government of Bangladesh and other      

countries to export nurses, midwives and physiotherapists from the country. To export nurses,                      

midwives or physiotherapists abroad, Bangladesh Missions abroad can play an important role to 

publicise the skills and expertise of nurses, midwives and physiotherapists to the respective 

countries. 

X. Competition from other countries 

Worldwide shortage of qualified healthcare services providers create opportunities for other 

countries, such as India, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Ireland, to send their workforce. These 

                                                           
102Health workforce in Bangladesh (Source: http://opinion.bdnews24.com/2013/03/24/health-workforce-in-

bangladesh/ ) 
103 Opportunities, Challenges and Pathways for the International Placement of Nurses from Bangladesh (Source: 

www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jbm/papers/Vol18-issue10/Version-4/D1810042642.pdf ) 

http://opinion.bdnews24.com/2013/03/24/health-workforce-in-bangladesh/
http://opinion.bdnews24.com/2013/03/24/health-workforce-in-bangladesh/
http://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jbm/papers/Vol18-issue10/Version-4/D1810042642.pdf
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countries have huge experience in producing qualified nurses, midwives and physiotherapists 

according to global need, and promoting and sending them aborad. Bangladesh is very much new 

in this area, and therefore face strong competition from those countries. 

 

XI. Lack of Information 

This Study found that there is no comprehensive database for nurses, midwives or 

physiotherapists who are working abroad. Therefore our healthcare providers are unaware of job 

opportunities in foreign countries, the recruitment process, costs and facilities from the 

government. 

3.4.3 Requirements in Some Foreign Countries 

3.4.3.1 Requirements in the United Sates: 

 

US Immigration Law only allows foreign nurses to work in the United States who are classified 

as "registered nurses". Licensed vocational nurses, licensed practical nurses, nursing aids, etc., 

are not allowed to work in the US and there are no visa classifications available to them. In 

order to immigrate to the United States, the immigrant must be a registered nurse in the 

countries where they obtained their nursing education, must have passed the CGFNS or hold a 

full and unrestricted license to practice professional nursing in the state of intended 

employment104. 

 

Physiotherapy is considered a specialized job with a recurrent demand in the US health sector. 

US Department of Labor certifies the shortage of qualified and skilled Physical Therapists and 

thus the immigration policy favors’ foreign Physical Therapists. Physiotherapists require a 

valid license according to the norms laid down by licensing authorities for working in the US. 

Licensure thus allows physiotherapists to work in health centers and related fields without any 

legal hassles. Licensure procedure in the US varies from state to state. Rules and regulations 

of the licensing authority differ according to state-specific requirements. 

 

3.4.3.2 Requirement in the United Kingdom: 

 

The Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) regulates nurses and midwives in England, Wales, 

Scotland and Northern Ireland. Overseas trained nurses or midwives desiring to work in the 

UK must register with the NMC. Registration consists of three parts- (a) nurses; (b) midwives; 

and (c) specialist community public health nurses. The nurse’s part of the register is divided 

into four fields of practice, such as- (i) adult nursing; (ii) mental health nursing; (iii) learning 

disabilities nursing; and (d) children’s nursing. 

Once registered, they can work in the National Health Service (NHS) or private health services. 

To work as a nurse or midwife in the UK, applicants must meet immigration conditions. 

                                                           
104 https://www.litwinlaw.com/Articles/Are-You-a-Foreign-Nurse-Who-Would-Like-to-Work-in-the-United-

States.shtml 

 

https://www.litwinlaw.com/Articles/Are-You-a-Foreign-Nurse-Who-Would-Like-to-Work-in-the-United-States.shtml
https://www.litwinlaw.com/Articles/Are-You-a-Foreign-Nurse-Who-Would-Like-to-Work-in-the-United-States.shtml
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Immigration in the UK is handled by the UK Visas and Immigration. All nurses and midwives 

registered with the NMC are required to practice in accordance with the UK’s rules and 

standards including the Code: “Standards of conduct, performance and ethics for nurses and 

midwives”, and to renew their registration annually. 

 

In terms of language requirements, when nurses apply to register with the NMC, the NMC 

needs to be satisfied whether they have the necessary knowledge of English to communicate 

effectively. In terms of practice requirements, at the time of submitting the application, the 

applicant must have practised as a registered nurse or midwife for at least 12 months (full time 

or the part-time equivalent) after qualifying. This post-registration experience must be relevant 

to the field of practice the applicant is applying for. 

In terms of registration requirements, if applicants have worked as a nurse or midwife in more 

than one country or state, the NMC requires them to be registered with the licensing authority 

or registration body in all the countries/ states where they have worked. The NMC will also 

require verification from that authority regardless of the length of their employment. Finally in 

terms of education requirements, applicants must have successfully completed at least 10 years 

of school education before starting a post-secondary education in nursing or midwifery training 

programme, leading to registration in their home country as an entry-level registered nurse or 

midwife. 

To work as a physiotherapist in UK physiotherapist must also fulfil the following requirements- 

 They need to be registered with the Health and Care Professions Council; 

 They must be able to demonstrate their ability to speak and understand the English language 

to a required level; and  

 They need to have a visa to enter and work in the UK if they are not a British citizen or a 

national of a European Economic Area country. 

 

3.4.3.3 Requirements in New Zealand 

The demand for nurses and midwives is high in New Zealand. They fall into a special category. 

The New Zealand government has approved nursing as a long term skills shortage category.  

However, there are certain rules that need to be followed if someone want to work as a nurse 

of midwife in New Zealand, such as- 

 An offer of employment; 

 Registration with the New Zealand Nursing Council; 

 Police clearance and, in some cases, a medical and chest x-ray; 

 Practicing certificate from the New Zealand Nursing Council; 

 Working visa; and 

 Work permit on passport upon entry to the country. 
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For registering with the New Zealand Nursing Council, assessment is made on an individual 

basis. The applicant has to undertake a nursing or midwifery programme that is equivalent to 

the programme in New Zealand. They are required to meet the Competencies for Registration/ 

Enrolment. They have to submit evidence of five years’ experience in practicing as a nurse or 

midwife and ability to speak and write in the English language. CGNFS, IELTS, OET 

(Occupational English Test), or other competency programme are acceptable. Applicants who 

fail to meet the requirements for registration need to follow further instructions of the 

Department of Nursing within a New Zealand educational institution. 

3.4.3.4 Requirements in Singapore 

Foreign trained nurses/ midwives who wish to work in Singapore must be registered/ enrolled 

with the Singapore Nursing Board (SNB). They must have an offer of employment with a 

healthcare institution in Singapore before the SNB can consider their applications for 

registration/enrolment. The hospital/ institution offering them employment will apply for 

registration/enrolment on their behalf via online application. 

To be eligible for application, a nurse/ midwife must have nursing/ midwifery registration from 

the country where (s)he is trained as well as a current license to practice as a nurse or midwife. 

In addition, (s)he must show evidence that s(he) has completed a nursing programme, which is 

equivalent (as assessed by the SNB) to an accredited pre-registration/ pre-enrolment nursing 

programme in Singapore. 

3.4.3.5 Requirements in Canada 

According to the Canadian Alliance of Physiotherapy Regulators, to work as a physiotherapist 

in Canada, one must register with the regulatory body in the province or territory of work. The 

Canadian Alliance of Physiotherapy Regulators (the Alliance) is responsible for the evaluation 

of educational credentials and administration of examination for competency. They work on 

the behalf of most of the provincial and territorial regulators. There may be additional 

requirement by provincial and territorial regulator. The license for practicing physiotherapy 

given by the regulators upon the satisfaction of the information provided by the Alliance.  

For most regulators, physiotherapists willing to practice in Canada, before going there, they 

first need to complete The Alliance’s Educational Credentials and Qualifications Assessment 

with a fee of approximately US$1,035 without any additional fees. After that they have to seat 

for the Physiotherapy Competency Examination (PCE)105. This examination is administered 

by The Alliance in Canada and it costs about US$ 2,678106. 

 

 

                                                           
105 The PCE is a two part nationwide Canadian exam designed to test a candidate's competency and safety to 

work as a physiotherapist. 
106       The Canadian Alliance of Physiotherapy Regulators                                                                                                                     

(  Source: http://www.alliancept.org/ ) 

http://www.alliancept.org/
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3.4.4. SWOT Analysis of Human Health Services 

For the purpose of synthesizing the results of the SWOT analysis made in this section (Section 

3.4), table 3.13 below summarises the discussion made above in sub-sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2, and 

3.4.3.  

 

 

Table 3.13: The SWOT Analysis of Human Health Services Sector 

Strengths:  

 Large pool of exportable nurses, midwives 

and physiotherapists. 

 Dedicated government authority to support 

employment abroad. 

 Dedicated government financial institution to 

give financial assistance (Probashi Kallayn 

Bank). 

 Internationally accepted degrees of nurses and 

physiotherapists. 

 There are no regulatory barriers against 

international placement of Bangladeshi 

healthcare providers. 

 Preferential treatment opportunities for 

nurses, midwives and physiotherapists of 

Bangladesh under the LDC Services Waiver 

of the WTO.  

Weaknesses:  

 Lack of communicative and behavioral skills. 

 Scarcity of qualified teaching faculties.  

 Less opportunities for higher education. 

There is no BSc. in Midwifery, though it is a 

requirement in many recipient countries. 

 Lack of adequate quality infrastructure and 

modern equipment in educational institutes. 

 The stigma around nursing, midwifery and 

physiotherapy profession. 

 Bangladesh lacks specialised nurses, e.g. 

critical care nurses, diabetes nurses, health 

policy nurses, medical-surgical nurses, nurse 

anesthetists, nurse educators, etc. 

 Lack of co-operation among government 

agencies- Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare 

and Overseas Employment vs. Ministry of 

Health and Family Welfare. 

 Bangladesh don’t have any proper migration 

policy for nurses, midwives and 

physiotherapist. 

 No separate wing for healthcare providers in 

the Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment. 

 Insufficient and ineffective training related to 

migrations abroad; 

 No online testing facility and examination 

center e.g. CGFNS in Bangladesh. 

 Costly migration process. 

 Lack of publicity and information regarding 

working abroad, lack of market research for 

export, and lack of any database for migrant 

healthcare providers.  

 No bilateral agreement with countries to send 

healthcare providers abroad. 
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Opportunities:  

 Huge demand of healthcare workforce 

worldwide. 

 Higher employment benefits abroad- salary, 

increment, permanent residency opportunity, 

allowances, leave, etc. 

 Opportunities to earn more remittance for 

Bangladesh. 

 Opportunity to learn more about modern 

healthcare services from developed countries. 

Threats:  

 Strong competition from nurses, midwives 

and physiotherapists from India and the 

Philippines. 

 Bangladesh will no longer be entitled to 

utilise the LDC Services Waiver after 

graduation from the LDC status in 2024.  

 Adverse cultural, linguistic and technological 

complexities, especially for women workers. 
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Chapter 4: Export Potential of Services from Trade Arrangements 

Having assessed the capacity of the four selected services sectors in Chapter 3, this chapter 

(Chapter 4) makes an examination of the export potential of Bangladesh from the multilateral 

trade arrangement, namely the LDC Services Waiver available under the WTO, the regional 

trade agreements on services, namely the APTA Framework Agreement on Trade in Services 

(AFATIS) and the SAARC Agreement on Trade in Services (SATIS) where Bangladesh is a 

party, and the potential fallout for Bangladesh from services negotiations, such as the ASEAN 

Framework Agreement on Services (AFAS) and the Trade in Services Agreement (TISA) 

where Bangladesh is not a party. 

4.1 Export Potential of Services under the LDC Services Waiver:  

This section examines the LDC Services Waiver Decision under the WTO and critically 

assesses the opportunities, if any, offered by the Decision towards enhancing exports of 

services from Bangladesh. 

The WTO, by adopting the LDC Services Waiver, has introduced a mechanism to provide 

preferential market access for its LDC members to export services to both developed and 

developing countries. The LDC Services Waiver is the result of negotiations spanning about 

20 years.  

Article IV of the GATS calls on WTO Members to facilitate the increasing participation of 

developing countries in the services trade through negotiated specific commitments undertaken 

in successive rounds of negotiations. In implementing this provision sub-Article-3 of the same 

Article (i.e., Article-IV:3) recognised that ‘special priority’ shall be given to the LDCs, but did 

not specify any mechanism for providing such special priority. However, Article XIX:3 of the 

GATS requires establishing modalities in each round of negotiations for the special treatment 

for LDCs under the provisions of the Article IV:3. Therefore, in September 2003, WTO 

members established the modalities (popularly known as LDC Modalities) or blueprint for 

providing special treatment to LDCs in the negotiations on trade in services under the current 

Round. It was also agreed in the modalities that “Members shall work to develop appropriate 

mechanisms with a view to achieving full implementation of Article IV:3 of the GATS and 

facilitating effective access of LDCs' services and service suppliers to foreign markets”. The 

need to develop "appropriate mechanisms for according special priority" was also affirmed in 

Annex C of the Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration in 2005. Subsequently, the LDC Group 

submitted a proposal in 28th March 2006 seeking establishment of a mechanism that would 

enable WTO Members to grant, on a permanent basis, non-reciprocal special priority solely to 

LDCs in sectors and modes of supply of interest to them. 

The WTO Secretariat, on the basis of request made by the Council for Trade in Services Special 

Session, presented in 2008 possible options for implementing the special priority, from which 

members chose, after considering all the relevant factors, the waiver option. Finally, through 
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years-long negotiations, the LDCs Services Waiver Decision107 was adopted at the Eighth 

Ministerial Conference of the WTO held in 2011, with a view to providing preferential market 

access to LDCs in Trade in Services. This waiver decision has actually waived the preference 

providing countries from MFN obligation in providing preferential market access LDCs. In 

other words, it permitted members (developed and developing countries) to extend unilateral 

preferential treatments to services and services suppliers of LDCs without according the same 

to others. The LDC Services Waiver has two main features (ITC, 2015: Chapter 1), such as- 

(i) Market access preference: Preferential treatment notified to the WTO in favour of 

LDCs services and services suppliers in terms of the market access provisions under 

Article XVI of GATS will entail an automatic waiver. 

(ii) Non-market access preference: Any preference for measures beyond GATS Article 

XVI (market access) requires authorisation108 in the Council for Trade in Services 

(CTS). Although the waiver decision does not specify what measures are non-market 

access (or, are beyond GATS Article XVI), it generally includes measures relating to 

domestic regulatory measures, national treatment, and subsidies. 

Afterwards, the 9th Ministerial Conference of the WTO held in Bali in December 2013 adopted 

a decision on the “Operationalisation of the Waiver Concerning Preferential Treatment to 

Services and Service Suppliers of Least developed countries”. In accordance with the Bali 

decision, the LDC Group submitted a collective request on July 21st, 2014. The request-list 

identified the sectors and modes of supply of particular interest to LDCs. The thematic 

architecture of the collective request was in three main categories, which include- (a) market 

access (Article XVI of GATS), national treatment (Article XVII of GATS), and national 

treatment restrictions; (b) visa, work permit, and residence permit fees and measures; and (c) 

recognition of qualification of LDC professions, and accreditation of LDC institutions. 

Following the Nairobi decision, a high-level meeting was held in February 2015, after which 

countries begun to submit their preferential schemes under the LDC Services Waiver. Till date, 

24 WTO members submitted notifications of preferential treatment to LDC services and 

services suppliers. These include Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Chinese Taipei, the 

European Union, Hong Kong China, Iceland, India, Japan, Republic of Korea, Liechtenstein, 

Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Singapore, South Africa, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, 

Uruguay, the United States, and Panama.  

It is to be noted that the LDCs consider Mode 1 (cross-border trade), Mode 3 (commercial 

presence) and Mode 4 (presence or movement of natural persons) as more important for them 

than Mode 2 (consumption abroad). Therefore, their collective request mostly focuses on these 

three Modes. But the fact of the matter is that most of the 24 countries that submitted 

notifications on preferential schemes under the LDC Services Waiver have provided 

commitment in Mode 2. For many of them, Mode 2 commitments involve a major portion of 

the overall scheme. For instance, the mode 2 commitment consists more than 60 percent of the 

                                                           
107 Original decision was that the duration of the LDCs services waiver, which is an Enabling Clause-like 

arrangement in services, would be 15 years from its adoption. However, the 10th Ministerial of the WTO at 

Nairobi agreed to extend the services waiver till 2030. 
108 Such an authorization needs consensus not to oppose the preference notified. 
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preferences declared by India. For Thailand, the whole scheme (100 percent) consists of 

commitments in Mode 2, and there is nothing in Modes 1, 3 and 4. Understandably, Mode 2, 

which means consumption services abroad as tourists, patients, etc. is the easiest mode for 

countries to liberalise as it involves movement of services consumers into the territory of the 

supplying countries, and therefore has less relevance in terms of achieving preferential access 

for LDCs.   

An examination of the preferential treatments offered by the 24 countries that relates to the 

services sectors selected for this study reveals that some countries have provided commitments 

in sectors, such as human health services, computer and related services, tourism and travel 

related services, and transport services. Although the preferential treatment accorded under 

such commitment does not include all subsectors under the selected sectors, it covers many 

subsectors for LDCs.  

Examining the notifications by individual countries, it is found that in the case of Panama, the 

horizontal conditions remain the same as the general specific schedule of commitment under 

the GATS, and are not liberalized for LDCs. Total number of foreign nationals in Mode 4 and 

service providers under Mode 3 is limited to 10 percent of the total workforce. Again, though 

Panama has provided commitments in travel agencies and tour operators services (CPC 7471) 

and in tour guide services (CPC 7472) under Modes 1, 2 and 3, Mode 4 has been kept unbound 

in these areas.  Similar commitments are given for computer and related services, rail transport 

services (passenger transportation) (CPC 7111), freight transportation (CPC 7112), pushing 

and towing services (CPC 7113)), travel agencies and tour operators services, and tour guide 

services. 

The European Union (EU) countries together have provided a single but detailed preferential 

schedule of commitments, and have imposed country-specific conditions like residence 

requirements, nationality requirement, authorization, etc. for exporting services. The EU 

notification includes concrete description of services, eligibility criteria of services suppliers, 

and specific conditions for respective services. It notified preferential treatment to services 

provided by nurses, physiotherapists and paramedical personnel (CPC 93191), midwifery 

services (part of CPC 93191), and travel related services, but has not provided any commitment 

under computer and related services. There are also country-specific conditions, such as 

residency permit, nationality requirement and economic needs test. 

The Canadian scheme contains conditions at the sub-national level with commitments being 

province-specific. Many provinces require specific requirements of accreditation, residency 

requirement, especially for Mode 4. Canada has made commitments under Modes 1, 2 and 3 

in tourist guide services (excluding tourist services related to hunting, fishing, trapping, 

outfitter hunting, and wilderness tourism), and some maritime transport services. 

Turkey has provided commitments for hotels and restaurants services (CPC 641-643), where 

Modes 1, 2 and 3 are given commitments. However, for providing these services under Mode 

4, service providers need to obtain the permission from the Ministry of Tourism, and a limit of 

20 percent has been set for foreign nationals as workers in hotels and restaurants.  
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South Africa has provided full preferences in hotels and restaurants (including catering) (CPC 

641), and tourist guide services in Modes 1, 2 and 3. But for Mode 4 it requires necessary 

qualifications which is subject to recognition of degrees, where appropriate. 

Brazil has not provided any commitment under Modes 1, 2 and 4 for computer and related 

services (CPC 84, except for 843 and 849), and has only opened up Mode 3 (commercial 

presence) for this sector. It has provided similar commitments under travel agencies and tour 

operators services, tour guide services, and road freight transportation services (CPC 71231, 

CPC 71233, CPC 71234). 

Countries, such as Japan, Korea and Norway, have provided preferences in services like travel 

agencies and tour operator services, hotels and other lodging services (CPC Ex. 641), hotels 

and restaurants services, etc. under Modes 1, 2 and 3, but have not given any commitment 

under Mode 4. Japan has set a horizontal requirement where some specific certifications are 

required to provide services under Mode 4. In the area of nursing and midwifery services, and 

tourist guides services, Japan has made no commitments under Modes 1, 3 and 4, and has only 

given commitment under Mode 2. In the area of nurses and midwifery services, Norway and 

Chile have provided commitment under Modes 1, 2 and 3, but have kept Mode 4 as unbound.  

Iceland has provided commitment under Modes 1 and 2 in the area of hotels and restaurants 

(including catering) services. But for Modes 3 and 4 in this area, residency requirements will 

have to be met. In the area of travel agencies and tour operators services, conditions are attached 

for Mode 3, but Mode 4 is kept unbound. For tourist guide services, Mode 4 is kept outside the 

scope of preferences. In the area of computer and related services, Iceland has given 

commitment under Modes 1, 2 and 3, but, similar to the tourism sector, has kept Mode 4 

unbound. 

Mexico has given preferences in all 4 modes in the area of computer and related services, 

including consultancy services related to the installation of computer hardware (CPC 841), 

software implementation services (CPC 842), systems analysis and data-processing services 

(CPC 843), database services (CPC 844), and other (CPC 845 and CPC 849), but attached some 

horizontal commitments like minimum degree requirements. In the areas of hotel services 

(CPC 6411) and restaurant services (CPC 642), permissions are required from relevant 

authorities at the state, federal or municipal level for providing services under Modes 1,2 and 

3, but Mode 4 is kept open for LDCs. 

India requires local commercial presence in the computer and related services sector through a 

local company. Similar conditions are attached for hotels and other lodging services, and travel 

agencies and tour operators services, etc. In these areas, India has not given any commitments 

under Mode 4, but no condition is attached with Modes 1 and 2. 

Among other countries, New Zealand has only given commitments under Modes 1, 2 and 3 for 

cargo and baggage handling services in relation to air transport services (CPC 741). Taiwan 

has given commitment under Modes 1, 3 and 4 for road transport services in freight 

transportation (CPC7123). Switzerland provided commitments in data-processing services, 

database services, hotels and restaurants (including catering), travel agencies and tour operators 
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services under Modes 1, 2 and 3. The United States has not directly mentioned modes in its 

schedule of commitments. However, it has given preferences in Modes 3 and 4 for road 

transport services and railway transport services. 

It is to be noted that during the Uruguay Round, the countries submitted schedules of their 

commitments towards liberalisation of trade in services. Those schedules are known as the 

GATS Schedule of Commitments. Subsequently, the countries have liberalised more sectors 

and, in some cases, revised their commitments under the WTO. However, evidences suggest 

that the actual situation in almost all countries is much more liberalized through liberalizing 

various sectors and modes of services autonomously without including in the GATS Schedule 

of Commitments. This actual situation is termed as applied regime while schedule of 

commitments as scheduled regime, and it is a well-known fact that a wide gap exists in each 

country between the scheduled and applied regimes.  

Given this context, any preference declared by any country needs to be better offer not only in 

terms of the scheduled regime but also in terms of the existing applied regime to make it a real 

preference. Otherwise, declared preferences will not be commercially meaningful to the 

exporters.   

In order to identify whether there are any preferences in the declared schemes, the study tried 

to compare the documented preferences with both corresponding scheduled and applied 

regimes.  

For ready reference, some of the GATS commitments of the countries, which submitted 

preferential schemes under the LDC Services Waiver for the selected four sectors, have been 

presented in the following table (Table 4.1). The table only shows the basic commitments, and 

does not detailed-out the conditions attached to the commitments, as those are quite complex 

and beyond the scope of the study.  

Table 4.1: Commitments made under GATS for the Selected Sectors 

  Nurses, Midwives & 

Physiotherapeutic Services  

Computer 

and Related 

Services 

Tourism and 

Travel-

Related 

Services  

Transport-Related 

Services 

Chile Not Included Not 

Included  

1: Unbound* 

2 & 3: None  

4: Unbound 

Not Included 

Norway 1, 2 & 3: None; 4: Unbound, 

Language requirements, 

certain national exams in 

different areas. Foreign 

exams giving equivalent 

1, 2, & 3: 

None 4: 

Unbound 

1, 2 & 3: None  

4: Unbound 

1: Unbound, 2: None, 3: 

Establishment, ENT; 4: 

Unbound 
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competence may be 

recognised. 

Japan 1,2,4: Unbound; 3: Limited 

license   

1, 2 & 3: 

None ;4: 

Unbound 

1, 2 & 3: None 

4: Unbound 

1: Unbound*, 2: None, 3: 

Emergency safeguard, 4: 

unbound 

Panama  Not Included  1, 2 & 3: 

None  

4: Unbound 

1, 2 & 3: None 

4: Unbound 

Not Included  

EU 1: Unbound, 2: none, 3, 4: 

Country-specific 

requirements  

1, 2 & 3: 

None  

4: Unbound 

1, 2, None, 4: 

Unbound 

F:Cafés and  

bars: 

condition of 

nationality. 

1,3,4: Unbound 

2: None 

Mexico Not Included 1,2: None; 

4: Unbound 

1: Unbound* 

2: None  

3: Limitations, 

4: Unbound 

 Not Included  

 

However, while the scheduled regimes are easily accessible, access to information regarding 

the applied regimes of various countries is very limited. In addition, assessing an applied 

regime is very difficult due to involvement of various rules and regulations imposed by 

multiple regulators on a particular services sector. Given this constraints, the study tried to 

compare the declared preferences under the LDC Services Waiver with the DDA offers in 

relevant cases.  It is pertinent to mention here that after the Uruguay Round, a new round of 

negotiation on trade in services was started in 2000, which later became part of the Doha 

Development Round in 2001. According to the negotiating mandate, countries were sought to 

liberalise services trade through request and offer approach and in the negotiating process many 

countries submitted requests and offers. Regarding the submitted offers, various documents 

and records suggest that the offers are almost equal to the applied regimes of the respective 

countries. While analyzing the notifications made under the LDC Services Waiver, it was also 

found that the preferences made for many sectors are more or less equal to the submitted offers 

for the Doha Negotiations. In such cases, there are real preferences for LDCs.  

Table 4.2 to Table 4.5 below compare the preferences declared by the countries under the LDC 

Services Waiver with their DDA offers relating to the four subsectors of services selected for 

this study. The comparison shows that there are not much differences between the DDA offers 
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and preferences declared under the LDC Services Waiver. Especially, the commitments under 

Mode 4 and the horizontal commitments are similar in both the schedules. Looking at the 

GATS regime also shows that in terms of Mode 4, the preferential notifications do not offer 

much as in both cases Mode 4 has been kept unbound. However, countries have made Modes 

1, 2 more open and waived some of the Mode 3 conditions under the Services Waiver for the 

selected four services.  

 



 

 

 

Table 4.2: Comparing DDA Offers and Services Waiver Commitments (in Nursing, Physiotherapeutic and Childbirth- Related Services) 

 

Country 

DDA Offers Services Waiver 

Commitments Limitations Commitments Limitations/Horizontal Commitments 

Chile Not Included  Modes 1, 2 & 3: None  

Mode 4: Unbound  

• Conformity with Chile's domestic legislation  

• Necessary qualifications, expertise and proven 

work experience 

Norway  Same as Preferential 

Commitment 

 None in Modes 1, 2 & 3. 

Unbound in Mode 4  

• Must speak Norwegian  

• Residence permit for individual professionals 

• The competence of the natural person must be 

deemed necessary for the service 

• No permission if a permit has been issued for the 

same service during the last six months 

Japan Not Included  Mode 2: None  

Mode 3 & 4: Unbound  

 

EU Modes 1 & 4: Unbound 

Mode 2: None 

Similar to 

Preferential 

Notification 

Mode 1: Unbound  

Mode 2: None  

• Economic Needs Test 

• Authorisation 

• Nationality Requirement  
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Table 4.3: Comparing DDA Offers and Services Waiver Commitments (in Computer and Related Services) 

 

Country  

DDA Offers Services Waiver 

Commitments Limitations Commitments Limitations/Horizontal Commitments 

Norway  Same as 

Preferential 

Commitment 

 Modes 1, 2 & 3 :Nones  

Mode 4: Unbound   

 

 

 

• Residence permit for individual professionals 

• The competence of the natural person must be 

deemed necessary for the service 

• No permission if a permit has been issued for the 

same service during the last six months 

Chile Mode 1, 2, 3: 

None 

 4: Unbound 

For mode 3 and 4: Chile may 

grant preferential subsidies to 

Chilean nationals. 

Modes 1, 2, & 3: None  

Mode 4: Unbound  

• Conformity with Chile's domestic legislation  

• Necessary qualifications, expertise and proven 

work experience 

Brazil Unbound  Modes 1, 2 & 4: Unbound  

Mode 3: None  

 

Mexico Modes 1 & 2: 

None 

Mode 4: 

Unbound 

For Mode 3: Limit on % of  

foreign investment 

Modes 1, 2 & 3: None  

Mode 4: Unbound  

 

Panama Same as 

Preferential 

notification 

 Modes 1, 2 & 3: None  

Mode 4: Unbound 

 

Iceland  Same as 

Preferential 

notification  

 None in Modes 1, 2 & 3. 

Unbound in Mode 4  

• Temporary residence 
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India    Modes 1 & 2 : None 

Mode 3: establishment would be only 

through a company incorporated in 

India  

Mode 4: Unbound  

• Registration with appropriate professional body  

EU Modes 1,2 & 3: 

None 

Mode 4: 

Unbound 

 Modes 1, 2 & 3: None  • Economic Needs Test 

• Residency Requirement  
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Table 4.4: Comparing DDA offers and Services Waiver Commitments (in Travel and Tourism Related Services) 

 

Country 

DDA Offers Services Waiver 

Commitments Limitations Commitments Limitations/Horizontal Commitments 

Chile Mode 1: Unbound* 

Modes 2 & 3: None 

Mode 4: Unbound 

 Modes 1, 2 & 3: None  

Mode 4: Unbound  

• Conformity with Chile's domestic legislation  

• Necessary qualifications, expertise and proven 

work experience 

Norway  Same as Preferential 

Commitment 

 None in Modes 1, 2 & 3. 

Unbound in Mode 4  

• Residence permit for individual professionals 

• The competence of the natural person must be 

deemed necessary for the service 

• No permission if a permit has been issued for the 

same service during the last six months 

Brazil  Modes 1, 2 & 3: 

Unbound 

Incentives limited to companies 

where majority of capital held by 

Brazilian citizens or legal entities 

Modes 1, 2 & 4: Unbound  

Mode 3: None  

 

Panama  Same as Preferential 

Commitment 

 None in Modes 1, 2 & 3.  

Unbound in Mode 4 

 

Japan  Mode 1: Unbound*; 

Mode 2,3: None; 

Mode:4 Unbound 

 None in Modes 1, 2 & 3.  

Unbound in Mode 4 

 

Canada Modes 1, 2, 3: None 

Mode 4: Unbound 

For 3, and 4: Some Province-

Specific regulations  

None in Modes 1, 2 & 3.  

Unbound in Mode 4  

 

South 

Africa 

Modes 2 & 3: None 

Modes 1 & 4: 

Unbound 

 None in Modes 1, 2 & 3.  

Unbound in Mode 4 
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Iceland  Same as preferential For Mode 3, 4: Condition of 

licenses is one year previous 

residency  

None in Modes 1, 2 & 3. 

Unbound in Mode 4  

• Temporary Residence 

Turkey  Same as Preferential 

Commitment 

 Modes 2 & 3: None  • Mode 4: After receiving the permission of the 

Ministry of Interior and Ministry of Tourism, the 

hotels and restaurants may employ foreign 

personnel up to 20% of the total personnel.  

India  Modes 1, 2 & 4: 

Unbound 

For mode 3: Only through 

incorporation with a foreign equity 

ceiling of 51 per cent 

Modes 1 & 2 : None 

Mode 3: establishment 

would be only through a 

company incorporated in 

India  

Mode 4: Unbound  

• Registration with appropriate professional body  

Mexico  Modes 1 & 4: 

Unbound 

For Mode 3: Foreign investment up 

to 100% of the registered capital of 

enterprises. It is necessary to hold a 

licence issued by the Ministry of 

Tourism. 

Permit from federal, state or 

municipal is required 

Modes 1, 2, 3 & 4: None  • Permit from federal, state or municipal is 

required 
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Table 4.5: Comparing DDA Offers and Services Waiver Commitments (in Transport and Related Services) 

 

Country 

DDA Offers Services Waiver 

 Commitments Limitations Commitments Limitations/Horizontal 

Commitments 

Iceland  Same as preferential 

commitment 

 Mode 1, 2, 3: None   

Mode 4: Unbound  

 

Chile Not included  Mode 1, 2 & 3: None, except as provided in the International 

Land Transport Agreement signed by Chile, Argentina, Bolivia, 

Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.  

Mode 4: Unbound  

• Conformity with Chile's domestic 

legislation  

• Necessary qualifications, expertise 

and proven work experience 

United 

States  

Mode 1, 2: None 

Mode 4: Unbound 

 No limitation for Road freight and Cargo handling   

Norway  Same as Preferential 

Notification  

 2, 3: None; 1, 4: Unbound  

 

 



 

 

It is observed from the comparisons in the above tables, in most cases preferences declared 

under the LDC Services Waiver are almost the same as the DDA offers of the relevant 

countries.  

The study also found that many of the preferences declared for the LDCs are taken from the 

preferences provided to other trading partners under various bi-lateral or regional services trade 

agreements of the preference giving countries. Therefore, this kind of preferences cannot be 

considered as LDC-exclusive-preferences and LDCs cannot derive much benefits from those 

preference. 

So, it has become evident from the analysis and comparison made in the study that the 

preferential schemes so far declared by the 24 countries under the LDC Services do not offer 

much preferences for the LDCs in general and for Bangladesh in particular in the four sectors 

selected for the study due to absence of real and exclusive preferences, stringent conditions 

attached to the offers, and restrictive horizontal limitations.  

However, the study has identified, by objective analysis, some areas under various schemes, 

where some preferences exist, which has been shown in the table below (Table 4.6):   

Table: 4.6: Some preferences for the LDCs identified in the declared schemes  

Country  Preference/ Opportunity  

India  Additional three-months contract for LDCs (for independent 

professionals);  

 Waived limitations on Foreign Investment ceiling; and 

 Waived fees for Business and Employment Visa 

 Preferential Quota for Tour Guide Operators  

Canada  Conditions of Economic Needs test Waived (for ICT); 

 Province-specific investment limitations waived.  

Chile  Limitation of 15% Foreign Nationals waived (for Tourism-related 

services); 

 Software implementation services – offered in the preferential 

notification, not present in GATS schedule. 

Turkey Provided Electronic Visa (e-Visa) facilitation for tourism and business 

purposes 

 

In addition to the areas above, preferences may be identified in more areas. However, 

identification of the actual preferences and ways & means of utilising those preferences require 

further scrutiny by the relevant stakeholders from their business point of view. So, the relevant 

stakeholders of both public and private sectors may analyse the preferential schemes declared 

so far under the LDC Services Waiver further and make use of the preferences, including those 

identified by the study in the above table, if they find those commercially meaningful. It is also 

necessary to bear in mind that this opportunity may be short-lived considering the fact that 

Bangladesh is going to graduate from the LDC status in 2024 and then Bangladesh will no 

longer remain eligible to utilize the preferential market access under the LDC Services Waiver.  
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4.2 Export Potential of Services from Bangladesh under Regional Trade Agreements:  

This section explores different initiatives on international trade in services under the regional 

umbrellas to which Bangladesh is a party, such as the AFATIS and the SATIS, and examines 

the potential fallout for Bangladesh from plurialteral and regional initiatives on services, such 

as the TISA and the AFAS, where Bangladesh is not a party.  

4.2.1 Regional Services Agreement to which Bangladesh is a Party: 

Bangladesh has so far become a party to two regional agreements, namely the AFATIS and the 

SATIS, which cover international trade in services among the member countries. 

The SAARC Agreement on Trade in Services (SATIS) was signed in April 2010. The SATIS 

has been following the GATS-plus 'positive list' approach for trade in services liberalization. 

An examination of the offer lists submitted so far by member countries show that the SATIS 

submissions by some of them have fallen short of GATS-plus where certain services offered 

under GATS have not been offered under SATIS to other members (Kelegama, 2014). In the 

case of India, its submission is GATS-plus but falls far short of its GATS-plus submissions 

under its bilateral FTA submissions with Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Japan, etc. 

Again, even though member countries have shared their offer lists, but no meaningful progress 

in their implementation has been achieved. Though services trade accounts for more than half 

of the GDP in most South Asian countries and the region is emerging as a major exporter of 

commercial services worldwide, progress in SATIS in terms of services liberalization to open 

up trade among themselves is dismal. This is mainly due to the adoption by member countries 

of a very cautious approach to trade in services liberalisation within the SAARC (South Asian 

Association for Regional Cooperation) region. As stressed by Kelegama (2014), this is because 

of a number of misconceptions. For example, there is perception among them that the 

regulatory and other institutional frameworks should first be in place before embarking on 

services liberalization, which is wrongly founded, liberalisation most often triggers reforms on 

the regulatory and institutional side. Secondly, there is a view that Mode 4 liberalisation will 

flood the market with foreign professionals and outplace local jobs, which is also not based on 

solid reasoning. 

Achieving progress in the implementation of the SATIS is a key to enhancing services trade in 

the SAARC region.  Due to the high degree of complementarities in the services sector in the 

region, expediting the SATIS would make it a more economically integrated region with higher 

growth (Kelegama, 2014). Moreover, services liberalization will work as an incentive for 

attracting FDI in services in the region. 

The APTA Framework Agreement on the Promotion and Liberalization of Trade in Services, 

named also as the APTA Framework Agreement on Trade in Services (AFATIS) was signed 

in August 2011 by the APTA member countries, such as Bangladesh, China, India, Lao PDR, 

South Korea and Sri Lanka. The main objective of the AFATIS was to liberalise trade in 

services among members by expanding the depth and scope of liberalization beyond those 

under the GATS.  
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Like the SATIS, the SAFTA will also be important for Bangladesh to enhance its services 

exports base. But the AFATIS has remained dormant, as it has so far failed to kick start the 

process of services liberalization among the members. Progress in the AFATIS is therefore 

much slower than that achieved in the SATIS. 

4.2.2 Plurilateral/ Regional Initiatives to which Bangladesh is not a Party, and their 

Potential Fallout for Bangladesh: 

While there have been a plethora of regional and/ or plurilateral agreements throughout the 

world in recent years, which have either been concluded already or are still being negotiated, 

in order to generalise our findings we will consider only two such agreements, namely TISA 

(a plurilateral agreement) and AFAS (a regional agreement) where Bangladesh is not a party. 

The on-going plurilateral negotiations109 for the Trade in Services Agreement (TISA) was 

launched in January 2012 by a group of industrialised and advanced developing countries with 

the declared goal of ‘liberalisation of trade in services’. Currently 23 countries (considering 27 

European Union countries as 1) are negotiating the agreement, which include – Australia, 

Canada, Chile, Chinese Taipei, Colombia, Costa Rica, the EU, Hong Kong China, Iceland, 

Israel, Japan, Korea, Liechtenstein, Mauritius, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, 

Panama, Peru, Switzerland, Turkey and the United States. Together, the participating countries 

account for 70 percent of world trade in services. Although China has expressed its desire to 

join the negotiation, its request is yet to be accepted by others. 21 negotiation rounds have taken 

place until December 2016 and the architecture of the TISA has already been prepared, but the 

actual negotiations on the text is still ongoing. The TISA aims at opening up markets and 

improving rules in areas, such as licensing, financial services, telecom, e-commerce, maritime 

transport, and professionals moving abroad temporarily to provide services.  

The ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services (AFAS) was signed on December 15th, 1995 

by the ASEAN member countries. It aims to work towards free flow of trade in services within 

the region by substantially eliminating restrictions to trade in services among ASEAN 

countries. Under the agreement, ASEAN countries strive to progressively improve market 

access and ensure equal national treatment for services suppliers among member countries. 

Following the signing of the AFAS, ASEAN countries have so far concluded 8 packages of 

commitments spanning various services sectors and subsectors110. Among the sectors covered 

by these packages are business and professional services, construction, distribution, 

telecommunications, tourism, maritime transport and air transport services, and financial 

services. 

A critical analysis of these two agreements raises a cause of concern for Bangladesh. For 

example, being a plurilateral initiative, the TISA could either be inclusive or exclusive. 

However, considering the way it is being negotiated, chances of it’s being an inclusive 

                                                           
109 A plurilateral agreement requires support from two-thirds of WTO members to remain inside the WTO 

framework. Otherwise it will remain an outside agreement. 

110 For more details on these commitment schedules, see http://www.aseansme.org/zfta_afas. 

http://www.aseansme.org/zfta_afas
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plurilateral and thereby opening the benefits of the agreements to all WTO members are very 

slim. Again, if the signatories of the future TISA make specific commitments on services in 

areas that are excluded from the reach of GATS, it will be a WTO-X111 type of agreement. This 

means that the signatories will not be obligated to open up the benefits on an MFN (Most 

Favoured Nation) basis. Therefore, Bangladesh being an outsider will not be benefitted from 

the TISA’s coming into force.  

Again, in the case of AFAS, being a regional trade agreement implies that its benefits will 

surely be limited to its members only. Bangladesh being an outsider to the ASEAN region will 

thus lose out in terms of the access of its services exports to this large potential market 

(especially in Malaysia and Singapore).  

Again, it is evident from the list of countries submitting their preferential treatment 

notifications under the WTO Services Waiver for LDCs that many of them are also members 

of the TISA and the AFAS. Therefore, if the TISA and the AFAS are concluded and come into 

force, they will cause some form of preference erosion with respect to benefits it is supposed 

to receive from the LDCs Services Waiver. This is true as well in the case of four selected 

services sectors chosen for this Study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
111 WTO-X agreements are those that deal with issues/ subjects that are not yet under the WTO parlance. 
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Chapter 5: Potential Sectors & Sub-sectors of Services for Further Study 

According to the sectoral classification of the WTO (W/120), there are 12 sectors and around 

160 sub-sectors of services, which involve many regulatory & promotional agencies and other 

stakeholders. Besides, in addition to its special nature, trade in services is also of a special kind 

with four modes or ways of supply. Due to such a wide range of sectors & stakeholders, 

complex nature of services & services trade, it is practically impossible to cover all the sectors 

in a single study. 

This study considered four of the most potential sub-sectors under LDC Services Waiver. There 

are, however, many other potential services sectors & sub-sectors in Bangladesh. Among those, 

human-resource-dependent services sectors are more potential for Bangladesh as the country 

has a huge pool of human resources. 

Given this context, the following services sectors may be considered for study in future. 

Though the exact facts and figures are not readily available, various analyses and global trend 

suggests that these sectors have much potential for exports from Bangladesh.         

5.1 Study on export of human resources, particularly of the less-skilled & semi-skilled 

variety, under mode 4 

Overseas employment and remittances sent by the Bangladeshi expatriates have immense 

contribution to the economic development of the country in many significant ways such as 

poverty alleviation and increasing foreign exchange reserves, which in turn contributes to 

various economic areas. A sizeable portion of Bangladeshi workforce is employed in the 

Middle-East and many other countries of the world. The manpower export has witnessed 

increasing trend of rise in volumes in the recent years. Various estimates put it around 10 

million Bangladeshis residing abroad, most of whom went there temporarily just for doing 

some jobs there.  About 0.9 million workers went out in FY2016-17, a 32.12 percent rise over 

that of the previous fiscal year. Bangladesh earned remittances of US$ 12.8 billion in FY2016-

17, while it was US$14.9 billion in FY2015-16. According to a World Bank Report, 

Bangladesh ranks 8th among the top 10 remittance-earning countries in the world.   

According to the Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training (BMET), it is observed that 

category-wise, migration of workforce from Bangladesh in 2016 was:  skilled: 42.1%, semi-

skilled: 15.8%, professional: 1.4%, less skilled: 40.1 %. The current scenario remains more or 

less similar. 

So, it is evident that export of human resources from Bangladesh plays a very important role 

in socio-economic development of the country, and the demand for various categories of 

human resources is increasing globally. Given this context, it will be very useful to study the 

entire regime of human resources exports from Bangladesh with particular focus on: (i) the 

existing system of human sources exports, i.e. under what arrangements exports are taking 

place, (ii) whether or not the existing arrangements are under the GATS; (iii) the constraints 

and challenges of the existing arrangements; and (iv) recommending ways forward for 

increasing and facilitating exports of this sector more smoothly and efficiently.     
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5.2 Construction services: 

Construction services cover the creation, renovation, repair, or extension of fixed assets in the 

form of buildings, land improvements of an engineering nature, and other similar engineering 

constructions such as roads, bridges, dams, and so forth. It also includes related installation and 

assembly works, site preparation, specialised services such as painting, plumbing, and 

demolition, and management of construction projects. It also covers the acquisition of goods 

and services by the enterprises undertaking construction work from the point of view of 

economy of location of the work itself.  

According to the export promotion Bureau, Bangladesh exported construction services of about 

US$ 83.92 Mn. in the FY 2015-16.  The value increased to US$ 135.62 Mn. in the year of 

2016-17.  In the fiscal year, 2017-18, (July – March), the figure stood at US$ 89.32 Mn. 

According to the ITC Trade Map, in 2017, top ten importing countries for construction services 

were China, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Russian Federation, Malaysia, Denmark, France, 

Belgium, Azerbaizan etc. On the other hand, top ten exporting countries were: China, Japan, 

Korea, France, Russian Federation, Denmark, Netherlands, Belgium, United Arab Emirates 

etc. 

As the construction services cover a wide range of services involving service suppliers of 

various levels of expertise starting from less-skilled & semi-skilled to highly expert 

professional like engineers, architects, Bangladesh has a great potential to provide services in 

many areas of the sector. A detailed study may be useful in identifying the exact areas as well 

as locations of the construction sector where Bangladesh can export her services. 

5.3 Accounting, auditing, bookkeeping, and tax consulting services: 

According to services sectoral classification list of the WTO (W/120)  “accounting, auditing 

and bookkeeping services are part of subsector "A." of "1. Business Services" The 

corresponding classification number under the United Nations' "Provisional Central Product 

Classification"(CPC) is 862.  

Under the Provisional CPC, the category of "Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services" 

is further sub-divided, as: 

 Accounting and auditing services (CPC 8621) which covers : Financial auditing 

services (CPC 86211), Accounting review services (CPC 86212) , Compilation of 

financial statements services (CPC 86213) , Other accounting services (CPC 86219)  

 Bookkeeping services, except tax returns (CPC 86220)  

It may be mentioned that all professional services, including accounting, auditing, 

bookkeeping, and tax consulting services, may be provided through the following ways: 

 Independent Professionals; 

 Contractual Service Suppliers; and 

 Business Visitors. 

5.3.1 Independent Professionals 
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According to the definition mentioned in various WTO documents, Independent 

Professionals are those natural persons who enter the territory of another WTO Member 

temporarily in order to perform a service pursuant to a contract(s) between them and any 

services consumer(s) located in the territory of the other Member having the following broad 

characteristics: 

(a) The natural person supplies the service as a self-employed person; 

(b) The natural person has obtained a service contract in the territory of the Member 

where the service is to be provided; 

(c) Appropriate educational and professional qualifications relevant to the service 

to be provided; and/or 

(d) The remuneration for the contract is to be paid solely to the natural person. 

5.3.2 Contractual Service Suppliers 

Contractual Service Suppliers are foreign natural persons supplying the service in the 

territory of the Member concerned on the basis of a contract that provides the primary 

justification for granting access.  These are natural persons either self-employed or employees 

of a foreign based company/partnership/firm who enter the territory of another WTO Member 

temporarily pursuant to a contract(s) between themselves or their employers and a service 

consumer(s) in the territory of the other Member having the following broad characteristics:  

(a) Restricted to self-employed persons or employees of foreign-based enterprises 

with no commercial presence in the territory of another Member; 

(b) The self-employed person or employees of foreign-based enterprise that has 

obtained a service contract for a service to be provided in the territory of another 

WTO Member; 

(c) The natural persons receive their remuneration directly from the consumer (s) 

or from their employer while abroad; 

(d) The natural persons do not engage in other employment in the territory of the 

Member where the service is to be provided; 

(e) The natural persons have appropriate educational and other qualifications and 

demonstrated experience relevant to the service to be provided; and 

(f) The natural persons can provide this service contract on a seasonal basis. 
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5.3.3Business Visitors 

Business Visitors are individual service suppliers or representatives of a foreign-based services 

supplier who enter the territory of another WTO Member temporarily for the marketing of 

services, to negotiate or conclude agreements for the sale of a service or for the purpose of 

setting up a commercial presence of that juridical person in the territory of another Member.  

This could include either of three sub-categories of (i) Service sellers, (ii) Persons responsible 

for setting up a commercial presence or (iii) a combination of (i) and (ii) sub-categories into 

one. 

According to the ITC Trade Map, in 2016, top ten importing countries for this service in the 

world were United States of America, Netherlands, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, 

Luxembourg, Sweden, Denmark, Finland etc. On the other hand, top ten exporting countries 

for this services were: Netherlands, United States of America, Germany, France, Belgium, 

Hungary, Luxembourg, Czech Republic, Italy, and Sweden. 

In case of Bangladesh, export data on accounting, auditing, bookkeeping, and tax consulting 

services are not available. However, as various literatures and analyses indicate that global 

demand for these services is huge and Bangladesh has the capability or has the potential to 

develop professionals in this sector if export opportunities can be identified precisely. So, a 

study may be undertaken in this sector to identify the opportunities and indicate a way forward 

for Bangladesh.  

5.4 Architectural, engineering services:  

In the services sectoral classification list (W/120), architectural and engineering services are 

listed as subsectors of professional services under four headings. 

5.4.1 Architectural services (CPC 8671):  

This item covers all types of architectural services, except urban planning and landscape 

architectural services, which are: (i) advisory and pre-design architectural services (86711), (ii) 

architectural design services (86712), (iii) contract administration services (86713), 

(iv)combined architectural design and contract administration services (86714), and (v) other 

architectural services (86719). 

5.4.2 Engineering services (CPC 8672) 

This item covers all engineering activities, except integrated engineering services, which are: 

(i) advisory and consultative engineering services (86721), (ii) engineering design services for 

the construction of foundations and building structures (86722), (iii) engineering design services 

for mechanical and electrical installations for buildings (86723), (iv) engineering design services 

for the construction of civil engineering works (86724), (v) engineering design services for 

industrial processes and production (86725), (vi) engineering design services n.e.c. (86726), (vii) 

other engineering services during the construction and installation phase (86727), and (viii) other 

engineering services (86729) 
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Like many other professional services, as mentioned in case of accounting services, 

architectural and engineering services can also be provided by Independent Professionals, 

Contractual Service Suppliers and Business Visitors. 

According to the ITC Trade Map, in 2016, top ten importing countries for this services were: 

France, Germany, Netherlands, Russian Federation, Canada, United States of America, United 

Kingdom, Belgium, Italy and Austria. On the other hand, top ten exporting countries were: 

France, United Kingdom, Germany, United States of America, Netherlands, Canada, Belgium, 

Austria, Italy and Russian Federation. 

The global trade of these services is increasing day by day. Again, since these services are 

human resource-dependent ones, Bangladesh has the capacity to take advantage of the global 

demand if proper ways and means are identified through a study analysing all the relevant 

factors. 
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Chapter 6: Recommendations and a Road Map 

Based on the analysis made in the earlier chapters, this chapter (Chapter 5) provides some 

concrete recommendations to enable, facilitate and increase the export of the selected services 

from Bangladesh. Afterwards, the chapter also provides a roadmap for the Government and for 

other stakeholders to help them identify the areas needing immediate or long-term attention in 

achieving the targeted growth in services export 

6.1 Recommendations: 

6.1.1 Tourism and Travel Related Services 

As discussed earlier, Bangladesh has immense potentials for the development of tourism. In 

spite of having quite a good number of highly potential tourist-destinations, including Cox’s 

Bazar as our tourist capital, tourism industry has been growing b at a very slow pace. We are 

not still in good position in comparison with our neighbouring countries in attracting both 

inbound and local tourists. The study makes the following recommendations in order to 

develop tourism sector and increase potentials for tourism exports:  

 

I. Infrastructural Development: 

The study finds that inadequate infrastructure, such as poor roads, air or railway connectivity, 

poor quality of roads and highways, insufficient end-point connectivity etc. act as impediments 

to motels, Rest Houses in the development of tourism. Equal importance must be given to 

facilities like hotels, restaurants, entertainment options or other activities. Certain other 

services like security, healthcare, educating tour guides with fluency in English and a good 

knowledge of history and operators, banking and insurance facilities etc. In a nutshell, the 

tourism infrastructure works in a chain comprising many complementing and supplementing 

factors with dimensions of transport, social, and environmental infrastructure. 

Development of infrastructure for promoting tourism and for attracting tourists would require 

attention on each point of the value chain. In order to develop tourism infrastructure, the 

following activities need to be implemented: 

Major emphasis should be given on Infrastructure development to promote this sector.  

 Sufficient and quality roads and highways need to be built. Narrow roads should 

be widened ensuring security of tourists. End-point connectivity should be given 

utmost importance. A strong co-ordination among the concerned ministries, 

departments and divisions is important in order to minimise digging of roads at 

different time periods by different agencies.  

 Exclusive tourist zones, especially for international tourists, have to be built in 

major tourist destinations like Cox’s Bazar, Kuakata, Saint Martin etc. The zones 

must be equipped with international quality facilities and recreational services.  

 Identify tourism products and offer proper tourism products to proper 

tourists/tourism destinations. For instance, there is no meaning of offering The 

Sundarbans to the people of Brazil, which boasts of Amazon. Similarly, Cox’s 

Bazar, as a tourism product, may not be attractive to Europeans as they do not want 

to enter or bath in ‘murky water’ as water in Cox’s Bazar sea beach is not clear.  

Moreover, sunbath is not possible in Cox’s bazar due to social attitude and social 

mores. But  Cox’s Bazar will be attractive to seven sister people of North-Eastern 
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India (they need to travel 24 hours to see a sea beach- also to Nepalese highlanders, 

who cannot see sea beaches easily. In these cases, Cox’s Bazar becomes an 

international tourism product). 

 Government must take necessary initiatives to ensure tourist-friendly transport 

facilities. There should also be comfortable luxurious tourist coaches in tourists’ 

spots too. 

 The problem of delay of domestic flights and insufficient number of flights and 

facilities must be resolved. Biman Bangladesh Airlines should be restructured, 

renovated and equipped with better facilities. Rescheduling has to be done for 

ensuring timely operation of flights. Government must emphasise on the issue of 

shortage of Domestic Aircrafts. 

 STOL (Short Take-Off and Landing) airports should be built so tourists may move 

faster through planes. We have to develop the spots more and modernise it. 

 Private Airlines should introduce special sightseeing service for tourists in small 

aircrafts. There can be a helicopter service from Cox’s Bazar to St. Martin’s for 

the ease of travel for tourists. 

 The hotels at the tourist destinations must be equipped with adequate recreational 

facilities, special recommendations being bar facilities. 

 Number and quality of hotels must be monitored. Along with 3-5 star hotels with 

legitimate pricing, quality budget hotels for backpacker tourists must be 

established. The concept of hostels for back packers can also be made popular like 

in other countries. 

 

II. Destination Development:  
Bangladesh needs to develop its tourism spots to make Bangladesh a popular tourist 

destination. There are not enough recreation facilities in the destinations. Development of 

destinations also include development of surrounding facilities and infrastructure. Nearby areas 

of the popular destinations must also be developed in a planned manner ensuring sustainability 

of the destination.  

 MICE tourism is a potential tourism dimension and Bangladesh must work to take 

advantage of that. MICE (meetings, incentives, conventions and exhibitions) 

tourism with facilities has to be developed more for international tourists and 

businessmen. Bangladesh can attract both domestic and international MICE 

tourism. For this, private sector investment on recreational resorts, convention 

centres, meeting venues, exhibition halls etc. is needed.  

 More entertainment and recreational facilities like surfing, boating, Para-sailing, 

Bungee jumping and bar facilities must be ensured. Availability of bears in hotels 

is necessary to attract foreign tourists. Casinos and other carnivals should be 

included. Night life and cultural programmes should be arranged more in the 

tourist areas like the ones provided in Bangkok, Pataya, Bali, Singapore etc.  

 Along with developing recreational activities, safety and security of those facilities 

must be ensured and regularly monitored to avoid any accident.  

 Investment in modernisation of the tourist spots are necessary. Strategies are 

necessary to develop sustainable tourism, eco-tourism, adventure tourism etc. The 

hill areas of Rangamati, Bandarban, Khagrachori etc. should be developed as 

adventure tourism destinations. However, proper safety and security mechanisms 

along with other facilities should be ensured for attracting tourists in adventure 
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tourism. Safety must be ensured in basic necessities like safe drinking water, 

quality of food, proper sanitation facilities etc.  

 Government must patronise the development of local heritage and culture. Tourist 

destinations should market and promote authentic and local products. Exhibition 

centres and shops in each area are necessary. They may display and sell local 

products. Branding of area-specialised products like mango of Rajshahi and yogurt 

of Bogra, sari of Tangail must be done and tourists should be given adequate 

opportunities to explore those. 

 Different tourism regions may be segmented in different categories so that tourists 

can be attracted to visit different places.   

 Religious tourism, Textile tourism and Halal tourism need to be promoted. There 

is immense potential to attract inbound tourists for these sectors. 

 To attract tourists from both home and abroad, different tour packages for 3-4 days, 

covering a few nearby destinations, may be arranged. For example, tourists may 

visit sites, including Inani Beach, Saint Martin’s Island, Sonadia Island, 

Maheshkhali, Teknaf etc. Stop/discourage uneducated tourism (in domestic 

market) e.g. tourists should not be allowed to visit Sundarbans wearing suit, tie, 

high-heeled shoes (instead of flat sandals); they should not be allowed to feed deer 

and monkey; should not be allowed to use microphone there. 

 Take measures to stop over-exploitation of tourist spots and tourism products.  

 

III. Initiatives for Research, Strategic Planning and Development 

Development of the tourism industry would require strategic planning. It is also evident that 

there is no actual information on the number of visitors in each destination. Lack of data in this 

sector does not allow the government to strategise properly and does not allow the private 

sector to estimate demands and invest accordingly.  

 A mechanism for storing data on tourists’ arrival and visits to different places must 

be developed. A dedicated agency is necessary in this regard. Proper data would 

ensure strategic planning and forecasting of number of tourists. It would enable the 

government and private sector to invest accordingly.   

 To develop this sector, creation of research opportunities is necessary for making 

strategies as well. Destination-specific studies to analyse why tourists are not 

attracted, what they want and why Bangladesh is lagging behind could be 

undertaken to understand the actual scenario from the tourists’ perspective.  

 Bangladesh is yet to understand different types of tourism in which it has potentials 

like shopping tourism, religious tourism, eco-tourism, adventure tourism etc. 

Studies to explore all these areas are also necessary.  

 Strong co-ordination among the govt., private sectors and policy makers is a must 

to monitor these issues and ensure their timely implementation.   

 

IV. Tax Incentives and Easy licensing procedure: 

 

Easy licensing and tax holiday facilities can increase the efficiency of the tour operators, hotel 

owners and travel agents, which will ultimately develop this sector. The Government, through 

NBR, can play a vital role to develop this sector. 

 Customs duty exemption for building hotels.  

 Tax reduction or giving tax-holiday incentives to the investors who invests in 

tourism will promote tourism a lot.  Government should remove customs duty for 

the investors until they are in break-even condition while there are 3-8% customs 
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duty to build hotel with imported items. Government must reduce the high import 

duties i.e.  238% duty on mineral water, 600% duty on chocolates for the tourists 

as tourists’ find it expensive to travel Bangladesh due to high hotel charge fee. 

Exemption of duties on alcohols and other luxury imports which is needed in 

tourism should be done. 

 Appropriate incentives like tax-rebate, tax holidays and awards for excellence 

should be provided so that more investors get interest to invest in tourism. If tax 

holidays will be given to investors in Tourism sector for a few years, this sector will 

develop a lot. BEZA has set a plan to offer 100% tax exemption for the first 10 

years, followed by 70% and 30% tax exemptions in the 11th and 12th year, 

respectively for investing in the Eco Tourism parks near Cox’s Bazar. Similar offers 

should be rendered to promote investment in this sector.  

 Government can make the licensing process of the tour operators and travel 

agencies easier.  One stop licensing service can be a solution in this regard. 

Government can form a tourism transport pool and give tax-rebate facilities on 

importing tourist friendly vehicles to promote tourism even more. 

 Government already has various incentive plans for the investors in tourism sector. 

Despite this, tourism sector is not flourishing. Government should analyse the 

reasons for not being able to attract tourists adequately. Government should look 

into the matter in detail and reconstruct policies accordingly, if necessary. 

 BEZA should implement its plan of 100% tax exemption for 10 years in the three 

proposed tourism parks in Cox’s Bazar. 

 

 

V. Branding Bangladesh Tourism: 

Bangladesh should take necessary initiatives in branding Bangladesh Tourism even more and 

should develop an effective brand name for tourism.  

 Bangladesh has to increase arranging international events. Government should 

ensure positive image of Bangladesh in different Tourism fares, Conferences, 

seminars and Summits so that the foreigners often visit the country and get a 

positive image about it.   

 Foreign tourists mainly suffer from lack of confidence while making a decision 

about making a trip to Bangladesh. Government must address this issue to create an 

image of Bangladesh’s tourism friendliness. 

 It is required to make guidelines for promotional campaigns and the marketing of 

Bangladesh tourism abroad, and provide the guidelines to the foreign missions of 

Bangladesh so that they can encourage foreign tourists to visit Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh Embassies and High Commissions abroad may arrange programmes to 

show the achievements of Bangladesh in different aspects and share other tourists’ 

experiences in Bangladesh through some sort of Audio Visuals (AVs).  Local media 

and internet should play a better role in promoting Bangladesh Tourism. 

Networking and destination publicity in the international media must be done.  A 

positive image in international media is badly necessary to develop tourism of 

Bangladesh.  

 We have to find out ways to overcome this lack of efficient marketing in tourism. 

Proper marketing initiatives for tourism products of the country. We need to 

diversify our tourism products to attract tourists. Product development in the tourist 

areas and local community involvement are also necessary to develop tourism in 

Bangladesh. Efficient product marketing is needed.  
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VI. Effective Information Centre and Help Desks: 

As figured out from the study, one of the major impediments for developing the tourism 

industry of Bangladesh is the lack of availability of tourism-related information to international 

tourists. Information centre and help desks should be more effective, equipped and developed 

more with necessary equipment and efficient human resource in airports.  

 An integrated online portal with descriptions of all the tourist destination must be 

developed. Tour packages for the destinations must be highlighted on the portal. 

The portal should also have options for online booking system of hotels and 

activities. For this, the payment and transaction mechanism must be made secure. 

 Information desks with all necessary facilities such as  money exchange, transport 

facilities, ticket booking system, brochures with details of various destinations, 

souvenir items, online service providers etc. should be established at hotels and 

tourism spots/tourism destinations112.   Proper mark for the location of the 

information centres also be made easily visible to the tourists. Information centres 

must have English-speaking persons.  

 There are counters of hotels in the airport. They should ensure proper transport 

facilities for the tourists from airport to the hotel. 

 Information centres and help desk should be present at the airports as well, and have 

money exchange, transport and hotel booking system. The help desk should make 

the tourist know about different scenic beauties and archaeological heritage of 

Bangladesh.  

 Sometimes tourists face language problem in immigration/Customs at airports and 

beyond.  Interpreters in foreign languages should be made available for tourists. 

These facilities needs to be revised and developed by the Government. Government 

can assign a proper authority and equip them with adequate resources to solve this 

problem. 

 Revisit and revise ‘Beautiful Bangladesh’ slogan as this slogan is a generic one 

and mot much differentiating and most ministries/agencies do not use this in their 

day-to-day activities.  

 

VII. Easing Visa Processing System: 

Government should simplify visa and immigration formalities even more to attract tourists. 

Though we have on-arrival visa system for 73 countries, even then Bangladesh Government 

should be careful so that airport hassles are removed.  

 Currently, many countries enjoy on-arrival visa in Bangladesh, but we can also 

make the immigration process simpler by ‘one stop service’.  

 Government should make sure that the foreign tourists are not harassed in the airport 

clearance. They should not be asked irrelevant questions like how much money they 

are bringing in to spend. 

 

VIII. Initiatives to set up more Tourism Training Institutes: 

Development of infrastructure in terms of quality hotels, restaurants and other recreational 

options would not bring any result if the services provided in those are not of good quality. 

Hotel management is a technical skill with various dimensions and requires special education. 

                                                           
112 For example, Ticketshala.com offers 5% discount for tourists (for interested packaged tours and hotel 

booking and plane tickets on online booking and payment) to make travel easier and affordable (source: The 

Daily Star, Dhaka,  12 Feb 2018) 
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Hotel management education worldwide is given importance and is considered as a specialised 

sector. Unfortunately, education in this sector has not been given that much of importance in 

Bangladesh. It is high time that Bangladesh focus on investing and developing proper education 

system in hotel management and related services, considering the growing need and potential 

of the sector.   

 More international quality institutes need to be set up. Students’ intake quality must 

also be considered for the institutes so that quality students join the sector. With 

theoretical and technical knowledge on tourism, the institutes must also focus on 

language, communication and knowledge on history and culture.  

 The number of tourism professionals must be increased through developing short- , 

long  - and - medium - term strategies. The leading universities like the University of 

Dhaka must come forward and have partnerships with hotels and other related 

organisations.  

 Tour guides need to be given proper training and they should be given scope to 

participate in foreign trainings. They have to participate more in tourism fares abroad 

in order to promote Bangladesh Tourism. 

 The guides should have more knowledge about the history, culture, tradition and the 

archaeological aspects of the country. Private sector must come forward, too, along 

with government initiatives.  

 

IX. Increase of Annual Budget Allocation: 

Budget allocation in the tourism sector must be increased and spent efficiently in order to 

develop this sector. Major efforts should be made for sufficient budgetary allocation in Tourism 

sector. Spending the budget amount with proper planning and strategies on the priority areas is 

also the key here.  

X. Effective Implementation of the Tourism Policy: 

The Government has declared tourism as an industry, framed a number of policies related to 

tourism and is planning to bring about a sustainable tourism, community based tourism, eco-

tourism and adventure tourism. But the declared official policies are not yet much 

implemented. Strong co-ordination amongst the concerned departments (e.g. tourism 

ministry/BPC, ministry of home affairs, NBR and ministry of road transport etc.)  is required 

for implementation of the policies in a coordinated way. Both the government and the private 

sectors must work together for its efficient implementation.  

XI. Local Community Engagement: 

Community engagement and awareness should be promoted in order to make Bangladesh a 

popular tourist destination. Community people have to be educated to help them realise ‘how 

they can become a tourism product’. They will also need to be aware of ‘why a tourist should 

come to them’. Indigenous people need to be made aware of tourism and tourism product. 

Usually, inbound tourists pay the community to stay with them for a day or number of hours, 

see their life styles and have a new experience.  

XII. Safety and Security:  

Utmost priority should be given on the safety and security of the tourists considering current 

situation regarding Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh. Necessary actions and major emphasis 

should be given on managing and controlling the movement of Rohingya refugees properly. 

Establishing a provision for tourist police and regular patrolling in the tourist destinations can 

be an option. It should also be ensured that tourist police have the required language and other 

skills to help the tourists. In this process local people, including ethnic people of Rangamati or 
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Bandarban at tourist sites, should be engaged as they would find benefits from different tourist 

activities in their own areas and safeguard the tourists as well as tourist attractions.  

If tourism sector is taken care of properly, this industry can flourish and play a pragmatic role 

in boosting the country’s economy. 

 

6.1.2 Freight Transportation Services 

6.1.2.1 Freight Transportation by Air 

Freight transportation by Air in Bangladesh has been increasing over the years and has the 

potential to expand even more. The sector is struggling with a large number of challenges 

making it difficult for the sector to grow. The challenges come in the form of inefficiency, 

policy bottleneck, management problem, security etc. Solving these would require developing 

appropriate measures and strategies. The recommendations for this sector can be divided into 

two categories; 

1. Operational perspective 

 

I. Operating efficiency  

Biman Bangladesh Airlines, has serious scarcity of cargo loading-unloading equipment 

(pallets, containers, and trolleys, forklifts etc). It is the sole authority of ground handling. In 

this case, Biman is showing monopoly characteristic though it  is not efficient. Other private 

players should be given opportunity for ground handling for improving situation. The 

inefficiency and corruption in handling cargo by Biman is now very widespread. Theft, bribery, 

missing cargo, misdeclaration, clearance without Custom inspection are said to be very 

widespread. The Trade unions appear to be so powerful that no successive administration has 

so far been able to stop this festering sore.  

 

Manpower is another problem for effective operation of Biman. The authority should 

immediately solve these problems in order to improve its service quality and reduce luggage 

collection time 

 

 

II. Efficient management of cargo village: 

Theft, corruption and space are some of the major problems in the cargo village. HSIA must 

maintain   necessary security to avoid such annoying situation. On the other hand, space 

problem can be solved by constructing required sheds.  BGMEA has constructed a new shed 

for garments items measuring about 8000sqft. But this is not enough. Investment from both 

private and public sector is required to reduce this limitation.   

 

III. Ensuring Security of cargo handling: 

 

Many developed countries like Australia, UK, Germany, USA had imposed ban on direct cargo 

flights on security issue. The main reasons behind the ban (as stated by the ban imposing 

countries) were insufficient number of X-ray machines, Explosive Trace Detector (ETD), lack 

of supervision and non-implementation of Corrective Action Plan (CAP). HSIA should 
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maintain the security level as par with the international standard to withdraw the imposition. A 

note of relief in this regard is that the UK authority has shown satisfaction after examining the 

security position at the HSIA and have lifted the ban by now. Others will, hopefully follow 

suit. 

 

2. Policy level modification of Biman 

 

The governance system of Biman is now in the hours of a dilemma. It should be settled down 

through bringing in necessary changes in the ordinance. The whole edifice of the administration 

of Biman should be restructured. It should operate without much interference from the 

Ministry. 

Experts in commercial airline and aviation industry should be included as members in the 

Board of Directors. Biman should abide by the current business methodologies as are used in 

world-class airlines to make it successful and profitable. Biman’s existing procurement rules 

should be appropriately amended so it can take its own business decisions. 

 

 

I. Bringing Other Players in the Market: 

Other private sector local or international airlines should also be given preferences in order to 

increase competitiveness in the industry, which would ultimately lead to efficiency. Some 

international businesses like Çelebi Delhi Cargo Terminal Management India Pvt. Ltd. 

(CDCTMIPL) have shown interest in starting cargo operation from Dhaka to Delhi. Other 

initiatives in this regard are also necessary.  

 

6.1.2.2 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight 

Bangladesh’s geo-strategic location gives her the opportunity to establish and use its ports as a 

hub between south and Southeast Asia. Utilising the opportunities requires government to 

government initiatives, long-term plans from the government of Bangladesh and analysing the 

strategic position to use the comparative geographic advantage.   

I. Organisational and operational efficiency: 

In order to strengthen and improve Chittagong Port Authority’s (CPA) organisation and 

increase operational efficiency, the port authority should be made a fully autonomous body to 

make independent decisions regarding the following issues without waiting for the approval of 

the Government. 

 Recruitment of  necessary manpower; 

 The existing General cargo handling equipment such as  crane, Forklift Truck, 

Industrial Tractor, Heavy and light Trailer, jetties etc. are not adequate to meet the 

growing demands of imports and export for both the portd (Chittagong & Mongla).  The 

port authority should solve this problem immediately by procurement of necessary 

equipment;  

 Construction of new jetties to improve the longly waiting time for ships to get berth; 

and 

 Authority to establish principles for licensing of port employees or agents. 
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II. Automation in the customs clearing procedures: 

 The Chittagong Customs House and the Chittagong Port Authority, together, must 

immediately go for complete automation in the Customs clearing procedures.  Clearance is the 

main hindrance here. We cannot aim at higher exports and imports unless we have efficient 

clearing systems at the ports. There is a perennial container jam at the Chittagong port and 

ships cannot load due to this problems. So trade is hampered a lot due to this inefficient port 

management. 

III. Different Departmental development of the Chittagong port Authority: 

 Planning department is one of the vital departments of the CPA. The department should 

be strengthened with employees with multi- disciplined skills with the knowledge of 

Engineering, Operations, Economics and Statistics;  

 The manpower of the Traffic Department should increase because of heavy workload; 

and 

 The Training Institute should be strengthened and upgraded in respect of management, 

budget and infrastructural facilities. 

 

IV. Irregularities and corruption: 

 Arrangements should be made for exemplary punishment of the corrupt officers and 

employees in the port and Customs.  

 Taking into consideration the importance of the port in the national economy and 

incidence of corruption in the sector, the Anti-Corruption Commission can form a 

monitoring cell at Chittagong & Mongla port. But care must be taken to monitor their 

activities lest they join the fray which has often been the case in the past. 

 

V.  Port  infrastructural development: 

 Chittagong port needs to expand its berthing space and renovate port infrastructure in 

order to ensure docking of international modern vessels.  

 Chittagong port authority should develop modern port facilities like nearby Kolkata 

port.    Kolkata port is equipped with the modern dry-dock, most modern vessel traffic 

system and good communication and information system. This development will 

enhance the competitive advantage of the Chittagong Port compared to Kolkata port. 

 

VI. Harmonisation among Agencies and their Policies: 

A handful of policies are related with the service of Coastal and transoceanic water transport. 

Harmonisation is a critical challenge in having co-ordination in policies and the agencies 

involved in port management, infrastructure, handling of goods and vessels etc.  

VII. Reduction of Duty:  

Government may reduce Customs duty on importing   ocean going Bulk / container ships. This 

will increase Bangladeshi flag carrier ships in this industry and will also increase freight charge 

revenue. We understand, it has already been done. That is a welcome step. 
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6.1.2.3 Freight Transportation by Rail 

Geographical location of Bangladesh brings opportunities to become a “Transport Hub” for its 

neighboring countries, such as Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar and North East region of India. 

Transport connectivity through rail network with Nepal and Bhutan, two land-locked 

neighboring countries, will definitely create the opportunity for Bangladesh to export its 

railway freight transportation services in those countries. Once the transit and transshipment 

agreement becomes fully operational, Bangladesh Railway can carry their export items to the 

sea ports of Bangladesh and also transfer the imported goods from the seaports to the 

destination country and earn huge foreign currencies. Bangladesh Railway also has the 

potential to export its freight transport services through carrying the freights into the landlocked 

North East region of India and earn foreign currency.      

Although Bangladesh has a huge potential to export freight services through rail (a cost-

effective one), the present capacity of Bangladesh Railway seems inadequate to cater to the 

increased potential demand in the upcoming days. To make Bangladesh railways a profitable 

institution and to make it well-prepared for catering the future demands, the following 

measures should be taken by the Govt. to address the challenges (stated in chapter 3) 

Bangladesh Railway has been facing.     

I. Construction of a New Inland Container Depot (ICD)  

The economic activities of Bangladesh, specifically in the areas of export-import, are increasing 

day by day. To cope up with the future demands, current capacity of Kamalapur ICD is not 

adequate. Due to land scarcity in Dhaka city, it would be very difficult to further expand Kamalapur 

ICD. Furthermore, time restriction for trucks and trailers to enter the Dhaka city also increases the 

lead time of freight transportation. In this context, construction of some new ICDs is very much 

essential to cater to the future needs. The Railway Master Plan has proposed feasibility study to 

build some new ICDs in the Dhaka region, specifically in the Gazipur area as well as in the western 

region. Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs approved the project on 14th August, 2013, to 

construct a new ICD at Dhirasram Railway Station in Gazipur district, and this project was 

supposed to be completed by December, 2017. It however still remains in Project Preparation 

Stage. 

The government has also a plan to construct a new Inland Container Depot (ICD) at Ishwardi in 

Pabna. This ICD may be constructed with the help of India. In June 25, 2015, Bangladesh has sent 

a letter to the High Commission of India, with a request to include this project in the second Indian 

Line of Credict (LoC) of US$2 billion. 

Construction of the new ICDs will increase container movements by rail, particularly in the key 

Dhaka-Chittagong transport corridor, with regionally competitive transport costs and more reliable 

movement of import and export cargo. Moreover, the services provided by the railway is more 

environmental-friendly than those provided by road transports. Therefore, the government should 

take effective measures for accelerating construction of the new ICDs in Bangladesh. 

II. Increase the Average Operating Speed for Container Trains 

At present, about 47 percent of the rail-line network in Bangladesh has speed restrictions of 

less than 50kph, this speed is far below than the world average recommended speed of 60 km 

to 100 km/hour. The govt. should take prompt initiatives for faster implementation of projects 

for rehabilitation of railways and construction of ‘Dual Gauge Double Rail Line and 
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Conversion of Existing Rail Line into Dual Gauge between Akhaura and Laksam'. Completion 

of those projects on time will definitely increase the average operational speed of the container 

trains and hence the lower lead time of exports and imports.    

III. Reduce the Import Dependence of Railway Locomotives and Wagons 

Bangladesh, at present, has to import all the locomotives, coaches and wagons for both 

passenger and container trains to meet the demand. Most of the locomotives and wagons of the 

Bangladesh Railway are old and facing operational inefficiency. These need to be replaced 

soon. However, sourcing of locomotives and wagons need substantial amount of money and 

time. In some cases, delay in sourcing of those materials cause delay in the implementation of 

projects and increase the cost of the project. To complete reforms and modernisation of   the 

railways, Bangladesh should consider setting up new railway workshop for the construction of 

new locomotive and repair as well as rehabilitation of old locomotives and wagons.         

IV. International Connectivity: 

A good railway transport network among neighboring countries like Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar 

and North-east region of India can increase Bangladesh’s export income from transport 

services through carrying of goods. Transport connectivity along with trade facilitation 

measures may spur regional trade and commerce by reducing cost of transportation and 

logistics. In this respect, it is to be noted that the prospect of exporting transport services is, 

indeed, much more than what it stands at the moment given the present low levels of 

development in Northeastern ‘Seven sisters’ of India and the potential of immense growth  of 

trade and investment there.  

It is high time for Bangladesh to develop a strategic long-term plan to develop and intensify 

the international railway transport networks with its neighbouring countries like India, Nepal, 

Bhutan and Myanmar. This will help earn foreign currencies through railway transportation of 

freight in these counties and regions to capture this opportunity and earn foreign currencies 

through railway transportation of freight in these counties and regions, modernisation and 

expansion of railways in a must.  

V. Establish India-Bangladesh Railway Connectivity 

Government should take prompt initiatives for faster implementation of the ongoing projects 

like construction of Akhaura -Agartala railways between Bangladesh and India, which will 

facilitate trade between Bangladesh and the landlocked Indian north-east states of Arunachal 

Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, and Tripura. Bangladesh should 

closely work with the Central and state-govt. of India for faster implementation of this railway 

connectivity.  

VI. Connectivity with Bhutan and Nepal:  

Initiatives should be taken to expand the railways linkages with Nepal and Bhutan. India has 

agreed to facilitate overland traffic between Bangladesh and Nepal using the territory of India. 

This widens the opportunity of export of freight by rail to Nepal and Bhutan. The govt. should 

take prompt initiative to negotiate with different development agencies and the partner 

countries to construct the regional railway linkages on a priority basis.  

VII. Connectivity with Myanmar: 

The Government of Bangladesh should take prompt initiatives for faster implementation of the 

railway project that involves construction of 129 km railway between Bangladesh and 
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Myanmar from Dohazari to Gundum via Cox’s Bazar. But this projected rail connectivity, 

important not only to Bangladesh but also to Myanmar and other regional countries is now 

hitting snags as Myanmar does not seem interested, at least for now, for this. But on 

implementation, this line would connect Bangladesh with Myanmar. This rail track will also 

connect with the Trans-Asian railways and open up the railway connectivity between 

Bangladesh and China. Construction of this rail line would facilitate massive cross border trade 

between the country with Myanmar and China.  

Along with the above-mentioned measures, the following measures may also be taken up in 

order to expand the market share of Bangladesh railway freight transportation services.  

 Increase the number of container trains for freight transportation, which is inadequate 

at present to meet the demand;  

 Increase the number of locomotives as well as the stock of reserved engines, 

specifically for container trains, to ensure the faster services in railways freight 

transportation.  

 Expand the Freight transportation capacity of Bangladesh Railways to increase the 

market share of freight transportation over road transport for export. Prompt initiatives 

are required to reduce transit time, making cargo handling timely and cost-effective 

and ensure a high quality of services.  

 Bangladesh Railways need to take proper initiatives and appropriate measures such as 

strong monitoring and evaluation of the ongoing projects to reduce the financial losses 

occurring every year due to mismanagement, overstaffing, underinvestment, poor 

maintenance etc., giving rise to free loading.  

 At present, the railway services are generally provided by the state-owned ministry. 

The govt. need to rethink about the partial privatisation of railway services to infuse a 

mindset of competition with a view to improving its efficiency and services quality and 

thus make Bangladesh Railway a profitable organisation. Bangladesh can learn lessons 

from India, where partial privatisation brought fruitful results for Indian railway. 

Bangladesh railways can adopt similar partial privatisation measures such as 

outsourcing stations management, rail hospitals, allowing companies to run their own 

container trains, letting suburban trains run as separate companies. The approved 

project for improving operational performance and increasing line capacity should be 

completed in time. For this the projects must be prioritised according to their 

importance.  

 Railtracks, signaling system, old bridges should be improved to increase track capacity. 

Especially aged rolling stocks, locomotives should be replaced for energy, fuel and 

speed efficiency.  

 

 Recommendations to enhance the export of Freight by Bangladesh Railway under 

GATS Modes:   

It would be very difficult to categorise the export potential of railway transportation of freight 

under all four modes of GATS.  

Mode 1: 

Under GATS Mode 1, Bangladesh has the potential to export its railway freight transport 

services in the neighboring countries like Nepal, Bhutan and North-East region of India. Once 
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the railway connectivity with those countries are established, Bangladesh railway can carry 

imported goods of those counties from Chittagong or Mongla port of Bangladesh to the 

destination countries. It will widen the opportunity for Bangladesh Railway to earn huge 

foreign currencies through freight transportation. The govt. of Bangladesh should take prompt 

initiatives to build the railway connectivity with the above-mentioned countries and initiate 

negotiation with different development partners for faster implementation of these projects. 

The Ministry of Railways need to be well-equipped and prepare themselves to capture the 

potential opportunity.  

 

Mode 2: 

Bangladesh can use its expertise of maintenance and repair of rail wagon under GATS Mode 

2. Once the railway connectivity between Bangladesh and its neighboring countries have taken 

place, this will allow foreign container trains to enter into the territory of Bangladesh with their 

goods for exports through sea ports of Bangladesh. Bangladesh can provide maintenance and 

repair services, when necessary for those trains and earn foreign currencies for the economy. 

This will also require cargo handling, loading and unloading services in ports for shipment of 

goods, creating demand for skilled labour. So the govt. should take proper initiatives to 

modernize its railway workshops and equip them with latest technologies to perform the job. 

The Govt. should work with the private sector more closely to build some internationally 

accepted training centers to increase the skill of workers involved with cargo handling. But it 

is still a far-fetched possibility where realisation may take a very long time.  

Mode 3: 

For Mode 3, more foreign investment needs to be attracted, which may be achieved by 

providing pro-private sector investment policies, incentives, assurances and support similar to 

transport infrastructure.  

Mode 4: 

For Mode 4, emphasis should be given to upgrading the training institutions such as the 

institutions run by Bangladesh Railways by making them centres of excellence whereby 

knowledge and trained/ skilled labour can easily be exported across the globe. But this still 

appears to be a theoretical exercise, which may not come free in the foreseeable future.  

 

6.1.2.4 Road Transportation of Freight 

The geographic location of Bangladesh puts it in an advantageous position for exporting 

transport services to the region. Regional connectivity is a long-discussed topic and Bangladesh 

has ample scopes and opportunities to take advantage and make contributions to the regional 

connectivity. Transport services, being the largest contributor to service export earnings and 

due to its nature of association with export of goods, have already been given priority by the 

government for overall trade facilitation. Some further initiatives can make the sector grow at 

a much faster rate.  
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I. Allow Transport service operations by Foreign Companies:  

Bangladesh allows and encourages private sector participation for development, management 

and operation of roads and bridges both to the domestic and foreign companies. However, as 

roads, bridges and highways are the national assets, the private sector ownership is prohibited. 

In case of infrastructural development by the private firms, long-term lease of the roads, 

highways and bridges are permitted to recover their investment. Foreign companies are allowed 

to work in the construction of roads and highways in Bangladesh. Foreign companies are not 

allowed to own and operate freight transport services in Bangladesh. Only the domestic truck 

and lorry companies are allowed to carry the freight for export purpose that create non-

competitive market for the freight transportation and higher cost of transportation. Permitting 

the foreign companies to operate freight transportation services will create enabling 

environment and reduce the lead time as well as the cost of transportation which will ultimately 

enhance the export of Bangladesh. This will also start with full operationalisation of BBIN-

MVA, even if Bhutan remains outside for some time.  

 Recommendation to enhance the Freight transportation by Roads under the 4 GATS 

modes of Supply: 

Mode 1: 

In terms of freight transportation through roads, Bangladesh has a huge potential to enhance its 

export earnings. Geographically, Bangladesh is situated in a prime location in South Asia 

having access to sea, the easiest and most popular means of freight transportation. 

Neighbouring landlocked countries like Bhutan, Nepal and some landlocked states of India are 

very much keen to use the seaports (Chittagong and Mongla) of Bangladesh for their exports 

and imports. Different bilateral and regional agreements such as, SATIS, BBIN motor vehicle 

agreements, transit and transshipment protocol agreement among Bangladesh, India, Nepal and 

Bhutan have already been agreed upon creating an opportunity for Bangladesh to enhance its 

export earnings through freight transportation using roads. To transform this potential into a 

reality, emphasis should be given to expanding the national freight transportation fleet, 

reducing transit time, making cargo-handling cost-and time-effective and ensuring high-quality 

of services. This may be achieved by taking concrete steps to increase the domestic capacity of 

road transport services for freight, which at present are not in a position to handle the demand. 

Incentives should be provided such as easy and simplified access to finance, simplified 

regulations and procedures, better enforcement of regulations and decreasing import duty on 

transport vehicles.  

Mode 2:  

The BBIN Motor Vehicle Agreement, Transit and Transshipment agreement between 

Bangladesh and its neighbouring countries allow foreign trucks and cargoes to enter 

Bangladesh with freights to export and carry back their imported goods from seaports of 

Bangladesh. The contracting countries also allow to carry their goods in their landlocked states 

using Bangladesh’s land ports. This will widen the opportunity to earn foreign currencies under 

GATS mode II, as the services to load and unload the trucks and cargos will be provided by 

Bangladeshi nationals or companies through paying service charges. In case of repair or 

maintenance of foreign transports, service would be provided by Bangladeshi maintenance and 

servicing firms. This will also enhance the service export earnings of Bangladesh. The govt. 

should provide support to the private firms to get this opportunity, both in terms of incentives 
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and policy to set up more modern workshops with latest technologies. The govt. should take 

initiatives to procure and install modern loading and unloading equipment in both land and sea 

ports to reduce the lead time and increase the efficiency of the ports. Both public and private 

sector initiatives are necessary to increase the skill of the workers engaged in loading and 

unloading of goods.  

Mode 3: 

There are possibilities to enhance the export of Bangladesh’s transport services to India, Bhutan 

and Nepal under GATS mode-III. The Article XII of the BBIN Motor Vehicle Agreement 

allows Bangladesh Transport companies to open their branch offices or appoint their agents in 

India, Nepal and Bhutan. In order to capture the opportunities, the govt. should take necessary 

actions to support and encourage the private sector firms to expand their businesses in those 

countries. These initiatives will bring more foreign exchange earnings to Bangladesh.  

 

Mode 4: 

To capture the opportunities under GATS Mode 4, Bangladesh should consider to establish 

new institutions and upgrade its existing training institutions such as, the driver training 

institutions, training institutions for skills enhancement of the workers, in line with 

international standards and make these institutions as centres of excellence. These institutions 

will work as the supply chain of trained driver and skilled manpower, which may be exported 

globally. Bangladesh can also use the benefit of LDC service waivers and other bilateral and 

regional service agreements to export skilled drivers both for passenger and freight transports 

to developed and developing countries and earn a considerable amount of foreign currencies.       

In all cases, the government should provide export enhancing subsidies to suppliers of services 

such as preferential tax treatment for income generated by export of services. There is also a 

need for Bangladesh to take a pro-active stance in WTO Service Waiver negotiation and seek 

assistance for implementation of the Trade Facilitation Agreement. Bangladesh also has to 

become more active in other regional agreements negotiations to ensure some preferences as 

an LDC to increase its trained driver and manpower export in the partner countries and seek 

cooperation for transport sector enhancement in Bangladesh.  

 

6.1.3 Computer and Related Services 

The IT/ITES industry of Bangladesh is receiving significant amount of attention from the 

government due to the government’s mandate of making Bangladesh Digital by 2021. Various 

initiatives have already been taken and some are also in progress to make the sector grow at a 

desired rate. The sector has a competitive advantage in terms of the pool of young professionals 

and the IT interest of the professionals. The growth of the sector, however, has not reached 

where it should have. Some areas are still grey, which needs attention in strategies, action and 

policies if the country wants to achieve the target of USD 5 billion export by 2021.  
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I. Development of Infrastructure: 

Uninterrupted and needed level of electricity supplies, lower cost of internet bandwidth, 

accessibility and penetration rate of internet etc. are important factors for ensuring quality 

infrastructure for ICT. A secure transaction and online payment mechanism is also quite vital. 

The government has a key role to play in this regard. 

 It should be ensured that the lower priced internet reaches the end consumers. A 

harmonised internet pricing policy must also be developed to remove discrepancies. 

 Speed of internet is still a problem in Bangladesh. Ensuring high-speed internet 

connectivity is required to remain competitive in the world market  

 Ensuring internet access to the rural areas is also important. Bangladesh is still lagging 

behind in terms of its internet penetration.  

 A secure and easy transaction mechanism, especially online transaction, has to be 

developed. A separate eTransaction guideline may be thought of.  

 Secured payment gateways are important for the ICT sector.  

 Due to high rate of electricity load shedding, IT firms use alternative power sources 

like IPS and UPS, resulting in higher costs. Ensuring uninterrupted power supply would 

highly facilitate the sector.  

II. Making Education System more Demand-Based: 

A large proportion of the IT graduates each year remain unemployed due to the gap between 

the quality of graduates and skills required by Industry. The IT education system is undergoing 

reforms and the curriculums are being modified. There are, however, further scopes for 

improvement.  

 Demand-based education system needs to be introduced. Steps should be taken to train 

up the graduates so that they can meet the world demand and deliver the right kind of 

output through their services.  

 Co-ordination between the education and the requirement of the IT industry should be 

ensured. This can be done by arranging different training programmes at university 

levels. 

 National curriculum should be updated in accordance with the changing technology 

worldwide. Curriculum recognised by international institutes would bring about added 

advantage.  

 Language should be given preference to attract the call centre industries.  

 Long–term investment for establishing international-quality IT institutes should be 

made.  

 

III. Policy Consideration for Service Providers: 

The service providers, along with ICT-based software and other services, also play a significant 

role in the development of the ITES industry. They are included in the definition of ITES 

services in most of the developed and developing countries. But in Bangladesh, the definition 

of ITES is not clear and does not include service providers. 
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 A large number of bi-product services may be offered by the service providers, which have 

ample opportunities of earning foreign currencies. A separate guideline or policy should be 

thought of to facilitate services of the internet service providers. 

 

IV. Easy Financing Options: 

Despite a huge prospect in the ITES exports from Bangladesh, the aspiring firms find it difficult 

to get loans on easy terms and enter the industry. The following actions should be considered 

to support ICT firms in exporting ITES services;  

 Banks and other non-bank financial institutions needs to come forward to finance 

industries in this rapidly booming sector. 

 Matching grant (Govt. and ICT firms may share 50:50) is necessary to fund the 

marketing of ICT firms.  The firms may be selected based on their export performances. 

 Support may be provided to renowned firms (in the form of flexible foreign exchange 

rules for outward investment) in acquiring globally renowned ICT service providers.  

This will help bring more ICT works into Bangladesh113.  

 Venture capital should be made popular to develop the IT/ITES sector. 

 The process of obtaining Equity Entrepreneurship Fund (EEF) of the government is 

quite cumbersome. As a result entrepreneurs find it easier to obtain funds through 

mortgages or with high collateral. Government must make obtaining of funds easier so 

the new entrepreneurs may get encouraged. 

 The increase in paid up capital has restricted entry into business. Rules regarding paid-

up capital should be simplified to make market entry easier.  

 

V. Making the Hi-Tech Parks Operational: 

The government has adopted strategies to develop high-tech parks and attract foreign 

investments in this sector. Proper socio-economic infrastructure should be ensured in the Hi-

tech Park. Proper incentives and support for socio-economic environment is required around 

such parks so that experts may lead sound and quality livelihood around the park. The proposed 

high-tech parks are yet to be fully operational and require a huge investment both from 

domestic and international sources.  

 Attracting FDI in this sector through promotion of the opportunities present is crucial 

here. Government has to play a lead role here. 

 Apart from separate economic zones, unused buildings can also be provided to small 

businesses in this sector such as call centres, software firms etc. as these firms do not 

require a huge structure to operate in. 

 

                                                           
113 Recenly Kazi IT has acquired Happy Homes LLC, an American BPO company. They are looking for 

investors to join them in their mission of acquiring companies worth more than $50 million. (The Daily Star, 

12th Feb, 2018, p. BYTES) 
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VI. Creation of Positive Country Image: 

The ICT export of Bangladesh is lagging behind as the international buyers do not have 

confidence in Bangladeshi software development firms. The issue of real-time service is a 

major concern as buyers are doubtful of whether Bangladeshi service providers would be able 

to provide the real-time services or not. In order to attract clients from the developed world, 

this image needs to be improved. For this, as mentioned in chapter 3, footsteps of countries that 

have undertaken active nation-branding programmes may be taken as inspiration. Malaysia, 

India, Singapore, Dubai, Egypt, Costa Rica, New Zealand, South Africa as mentioned earlier 

may be taken as examples. Foreign missions have to play key roles here to promote and market 

the ICT industry and its potentials.  

 

VII. Creation of Proper Banking Channels: 

The actual earning through software export or freelancing is not known in Bangladesh as all 

the transactions are not made through proper banking channels. The earnings are not recorded 

by the central bank. Due to operational difficulties in bringing export earnings through 

Bangladesh Bank’s proper banking channel, some freelancers, software exporters and other 

ITES exporters feel encouraged to use illegal transaction channels.  

 Bangladesh Bank should ease the process of online transaction. However, proper 

securities in money transfer should also be ensured.  

 Bangladesh Bank and other regulatory authorities must monitor the illegal transaction 

channels in operation.  

 Many IT/ITES firms maintain bank accounts in several countries to conduct 

international transactions. These need close surveillance by the regulatory authorities.  

 Remittances of earnings like these are lawfully not taxable; but they may be encouraged 

to repatriate money through lawful channels by providing ‘incentives’ like some other 

exports to encourage them to slow the earnings. 

 

VIII. Simplification of the VAT and tax systems: 

VAT and Tax laws should be simplified to encourage export in this sector. Moreover, import 

duty on ICT products also needs revision. Both finished products and their spare parts need to 

be made duty-free. For software services, both download and importing the software through 

CD should have similar duty consideration.  

IX. Priorities to Domestic Professionals: 

The government must strategise and develop a policy for procurement of IT/ITES instead of 

procuring services from foreign countries. Bangladeshi firms are now designing electronic 

systems for governments of countries like Bhutan. A long-term plan should be developed by 

the government to give priority to domestic professionals when sourcing IT/ITES services.  

The new promising domestic IT firms capable of providing quality services and products 

should be given opportunities.  
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The private sector of Bangladesh also requires different customised software. They also should 

prioritise local software developers.  

Awareness must be created of the capacity of domestic ICT firms among the domestic clients. 

Several awareness building seminars or promotional activities may be undertaken for this.  

 

X. Diversifying IT/ITES Export: 

Bangladesh at present is focusing only on a few IT/ITES products. There are other areas where 

the industry can penetrate in terms of export, and that requires policy support.  

 The ban on triple-play service (voice, video and data by single network connection) 

should be lifted for private companies.  

 A plan should be designed to develop the Content Delivery Network (CDN) for the 

country. Bangladesh at present has been using 100% foreign contents. If a local CDN 

is developed, not only can this be substituted but also other countries of the region might 

use the CDN of Bangladesh, allowing the country to earn foreign currency. CDN would 

also bring the opportunity of bringing giants like Whatsapp, Google in the country.  

 There is a huge demand for Bangladeshi entertainment contents in the ethnic 

international market. Opportunities for providing OTT and IPTV services should be 

allowed so that contents from Bangladeshi television channels may be accessed 

internationally. Local service providers are capable of exporting the services but are not 

being able to utilise the capacity due to policy bottlenecks.  

 

XI. Domain Registration: 

The service of local domain registration may be regarded as an import-substituting factor. At 

present, only BTCL is providing .bd domain registration. Domain registration from other 

players should be promoted and encouraged. Government’s initiatives should be ensured and 

policies should be framed to ensure that Web designing or hosting services may be provided 

both locally and globally. 

XII. Attracting Offshore Development Centres (ODCs): 

Offshore Development Centres are a popular model in the ICT sector. Giant IT firms generally 

establish ODCs in countries where there are potential growth of the sector. The idea of offshore 

development centres is to outsource works, reducing costs of salaries and infrastructure and 

better management.  Bangladesh has the potential to attract foreign investment or joint venture 

to explore this sector, generate employment and enhance export earnings. This would require 

investment facilitation from the government to provide securities to foreign investors. Ensuring 

adequate capacity of the pool of labour is also vital here.  

XIII. Short term Co-operation agreement with Sourcing Countries:  

In all the sectors of our economy including ICT, there is a shortage of mid-level managers. Co-

operation agreement may be signed with Sri Lanka and few other countries for short-term 
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supply of mid-level managers. Our entry-level positions appear good enough, but many ICT 

professionals leave the country before they reach the mid-level.  

 

XIV. Decentralising the IT Firms: 

Most of the IT/ITES firms are located in Dhaka. As a result, professionals and other interested 

parties ones living in elsewhere are left out and not being able to contribute to the industry 

despite having required skills. Freelancing has come to the rescue in this regard. However, 

establishment of software firms outside Dhaka would significantly expand the contribution of 

the sector. The firms at present operating outside Dhaka are not aware of many aspects of the 

sector and of the trend of the international market. This should also be taken care of by bringing 

them on board with support from the associations. Initiatives are also necessary to establish 

services like Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) in rural or semi-urban areas where there are 

scopes for the sector to grow. However, this would require investment in training and capacity- 

building where government has to play the lead role.  

 

XV. Re-visiting Policies:  

 Incentives provided for this sector are mostly obtainable by large firms. As most of the 

firms in this sector are small or medium, this issue should be adequately addressed to 

make the incentives utilisable. 

 VAT exemption on utilities for firms in this sector are also not being used as most of 

the firms operate in rented houses. There should be a separate mechanism for those 

firms. 

 Preferences must be rendered outside of the Hi-Tech parks as the major share of the 

industry is operated in a small scale. They should be provided with special support 

mechanism in order to facilitate their operations. The strategies for developing SME in 

this sector require different approach. The government has announced 10% cash 

incentives for the sector. The utilisation of the preference must be closely monitored. 

 

XVI. Role of BASIS and other Associations: 

Bangladesh Association of Software and Information Services (BASIS) can play a vital role in 

promoting the IT/ITES industry. BASIS can take direct initiatives to give membership to the 

small and medium IT firms in and outside Dhaka and integrate them with the larger market. It 

may undertake to organise awareness-building seminars or promotional activities to create 

awareness about the capacity of domestic ICT firms among the domestic and international 

clients. BASIS may more rigorously be involved in providing training opportunities for the IT 

professionals across the country so that they can be more competent to provide services 

worldwide. Given the international association of BASIS, it may also take initiatives for 

branding the local IT/ITES industry, globally. Other associations relating to different sub-

sectors of the industry must also come forward to take similar initiatives. BASIS and other 
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associations like ISPAB, BACCO etc. should work in a co-ordinated manner to bring the best 

out of the industry, both in terms of local and international market entrance.  

XVII. Role of PPP in Investment Financing: 

Development of the infrastructure such as educational system, electricity, etc. requires huge 

amount of investment. The government itself cannot provide this huge investment or manage 

finances from the foreign sources with high interest rates. In this scenario, public-private 

partnership (PPP) can be regarded as a solution for large projects. Though there are significant 

challenges in PPP financing, this can play the role of a vital instrument to meet the country’s 

increasing demand for development funds in the ICT sector.  

XVIII. Sensitivity towards Intellectual Property Rights: 

One of the major negative brandings that Bangladesh has in case of her industries is that the 

country is quite insensitive towards the provisions of recognition of intellectual properties. 

Infringement of such law is very common in Bangladesh due to lack of proper implementation 

of property rights laws. Because of this, the international community is hesitant to work with 

Bangladesh in many cases, creating threats to the growth of the sector. This should be seriously 

addressed. Laws regarding IPRs must be vigorously implemented. Government has to play a 

strong role here. This is even more vital for Bangladesh at this moment as the country is 

foreseeing to graduate from the LDC status to a developing one, and  it would lead her to lose 

waiver under IPR and face consequences for not complying with the international laws and 

regulations.   

 

XIX. Scopes for Further Research: 

The world market of IT/ITES is dynamic and is changing its pattern regularly. To keep pace 

with the transforming technologies and demand, research and analysis on the sector has no 

alternative. Research on both local and international markets should be kept properly tuned to 

the latest trends based on which the government should revise its strategies and action plans. 

Businesses would also get information to develop newer business models to meet the growing 

world demand.  

XX. Encouraging Export of Contractual Service Providers: 

It is observed for a very long time that Bangladeshi young and talented professionals go abroad 

for availing themselves of better opportunities in jobs never to come back. This issue of brain 

drain has been true for the IT sector for a very long time. It goes without saying that the 

international IT firms operating in developed countries offer very lucrative packages to such 

skilled professionals and the social safety and security in those countries are better than in 

Bangladesh. Migration of the professionals therefore result in limited growth of the local 

Bangladeshi industry. Moreover, long-term migration does not fall under export of service 

provisions. This should be lessened. More focus should be given to exporting professionals 

under Mode 4 of GATS, which is temporary movement of natural persons. Policies are 

necessary to bring them back and make them usable for the local industry. For this, the 

compensation or remuneration packages for local practitioners must be increased and the 
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domestic IT job market of Bangladesh should be made attractive as well. Only then would the 

professionals be encouraged to work abroad under temporary contracts and, then, would have 

the interest to come back, making their earnings count for the services export of Bangladesh. 

Government may also announce incentive packages for these kinds of service providers to 

encourage the professionals. Preferences under the LDC services waiver may be utilised in this 

regard.   

 

 

6.1.4 Human Health Services 

The role of healthcare professionals like nurses, midwives and physiotherapists is critical in 

ensuring a sound healthcare system. Bangladesh, with its demographic dividend, is in a position 

to explore the sector and increase the export of these professionals in the world market. The 

gap between world demand and supply of these professionals are increasing day by day, and 

Bangladesh can take the advantage to penetrate its professionals in international markets. 

Initiatives are necessary to make the sector competent.  

I. Improvement of the education system: 

Updating the curriculum and making the educational system at par with the global standards 

and global demands should be the main strategy to increase the export of healthcare 

professionals viz., nurses, physiotherapists and midwives. Once the practitioners are made 

competent with quality education and skills, their demand in the world healthcare market would 

automatically improve. However, this would require long-term commitment of the 

government, and the government has to set a vision of development of this service sector. It 

has been observed that the education of the professionals are not given similar importance that 

is given to education system for doctors. But it should be kept in mind that healthcare 

professionals are as important as, and in no way less important than, the physicians/doctors.  

 The number of institutes are quite limited in this sector. There are some government 

colleges and only a handful of private institutes that provide degrees in nursing and 

midwifery. More colleges and institutes should be established without much delay. 

Those who would like to go abroad should be given equal opportunity to communicate 

properly in English. 

 Education system must include practical and learning from real life experience. Only a 

few institutes are adjunct to hospitals, providing scopes to the students to have hands-

on trainings. Low standard hospitals limit their scopes of learning. Moreover, the 

technology in healthcare business is changing rapidly and newer machines and 

instruments for treatment are being introduced. Professionals from Bangladesh lag the 

capability of using those sophisticated instruments. For providing them training to help 

them use modern instruments/equipment, institutes need to have the instruments. This 

would require investment and intention to modernise the sector.  

 There should also be options for higher education in this sector. Specialised Masters 

and PhD programme can also be thought of. 

 Most of the institutes that have courses for nursing and midwifery are lagging in terms 

of intake of quality students. The services of these healthcare professionals are quite 
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technical and require special skills. Therefore, the entrance criteria should be made 

higher so that higher-quality students join and provide quality service.  

 Proper structure of the education system for nurses, physiotherapists and midwives 

should be given priority, similar to the medicine education. Introducing a full BSc. in 

Midwifery is important as global demand requires a proper degree for practicing 

midwifery services.  

 

 The delivery mechanism needs to be strengthened as well. Communication, problem-

solving, critical thinking, bedsides manners etc. should also be given emphasis. 

Behavioural training for understanding the mental conditions of patients and behaving 

sensitively should be made mandatory. Computers skills should also be given 

importance.  

 A continued demand for more qualified healthcare providers in specialised fields is 

expanding. Nurse Educator, Cardiac nurse, Nurse Anasthetist, Psychiatric Nurse, 

Neonatal Nurse Patient Services Administrators, Nurse Midwives, occupational 

Therapist, Speech Language Therapist, nursing staff and prosthetics and orthotics etc. 

have high demand worldwide. Motivations must be infused in the professionals so that 

they may attain specialisation. Institutes must also build their own capacity to provide 

specialised trainings. International experts may be used in the local institutes to build 

capacity of both teachers and students.  

 Language is another barrier for healthcare professionals in Bangladesh. Though the 

medium of instruction in the institutes is English, the communicative skill of the 

students is still far below the special trainings in language skills must also be made 

compulsory.  

 Proper steps are necessary without any delay for international recognition of 

Bangladeshi diplomas and skills in healthcare. If Bangladeshi institutes have 

affiliations with renowned international institutions, the scope of getting jobs abroad 

increases and getting these becomes easier for the professionals.  

 Institutes should understand the global demands pattern and produce professionals 

keeping in mind the target market and provide them with the special skills required by 

the market.  

 The government and the private sector institutes may organise international training 

programmes and make the students participate in those for providing them with the 

exposure.  

 Foundation trainings, including language, behaviour and communicative skills before 

sending healthcare providers abroad should be arranged so that they can perform better 

while abroad, and create opportunities for ore professionals.  

 The cost of studying at different private educational institutes should be made uniform. 

Government has a role to play here. 

 Permanent placement of institutions for physiotherapeutic studies is needed for the 

advancement of this profession. In Bangladesh we have only one physiotherapeutic 

institution in Dhaka and none outside it. To disseminate this vocation, at least one 

physiotherapeutic institution is needed in every civil division.  
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II. Setting up online testing facility and examination centre in Bangladesh:  

The importing countries considering the nature of the profession, follow a certain criteria before 

recruiting healthcare professionals like nurses, midwives and physiotherapists. These criteria 

include not only the necessary educational qualifications or proven work experiences, but also 

the passing of certain examinations or tests to assess quality. For example, Nurses have to pass 

Commission on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools (CGFNS) examination for working in 

USA. To work in Canada as a Physiotherapist, one has to pass the physiotherapy Competency 

Examination (PCE). These examinations are conducted under recognised test centres. Absence 

of such centres in Bangladesh imposes a great difficulty for interested professionals to apply 

for jobs abroad. The nearest exam centres are located in India and Thailand and only travelling 

to those countries involves huge additional costs. It also increases the time and hassles. Many 

of the interested professionals, therefore, are not able to apply for the jobs they are capable of 

getting.  

 The government, along with the private sector, must take necessary initiative to 

establish such exam centres in Bangladesh in a joint collaboration with affiliated 

international ones. This would not only be helpful for local professionals, but also 

professionals from nearby countries would be able to use the test centres.  

 Another aspect of the recruitment criteria is the high processing fees. The nurses, 

midwives or physiotherapists, in most of the cases, do not have enough money to apply 

for the jobs, towards the examination or processing fees. Government should come 

forward in this regard to subsidise the processing fees to make it easier for the 

professionals to apply. The private sector may also play a role by providing financial 

support to the competent ones.  

 

 

III. Investment in the Sector: 

Like any other sector, developing the Nursing, Midwifery and Physiotherapists sector would 

require long-term, planned and a considerable amount of investment. Investment must come 

from the government, from the private sector and from foreign sources. The first and the 

foremost area for investment both by the government and the private sector is educational 

institutes. Quality institutes would require a hefty amount of investment as those institutes 

would not only need capable teachers, they would also need the availability of sophisticated 

instruments and world-class laboratory for practical learning. Foreign investments should also 

be attracted for this sector for having joint ventures with international institutes for having 

affiliation and mutual recognition. Incentives should be given to both local and foreign 

investors in this sector.  

 

IV. Improvement in Policies: 

Development of any sector requires continuous and special policy support from the 

government. The sector of healthcare professionals is no exception. In fact, as this is a service 

sector and is much more complex than any goods sector, policies in this case must be more 

supportive.  

A number of policies and Acts including National Education Policy 2010, Overseas 

Employment and Migrants Act 2013, National Health Policy 2011, Export Policy 2015-18, 
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National Skills Development Policies etc. cover some aspects about nurses, midwives and 

physiotherapists or discuss it under a broad section. These need specificity in providing specific 

incentives or in terms of taking initiatives. Proper guidelines and strategies should be 

mentioned in policies regarding education, employment both local and overseas, etc. for a 

better progress of this sector. 

Related ministries- Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MOHFW) and Ministry of 

Expatriates' Welfare and Overseas Employment can maintain good coordination and work in 

unison to develop the education system, promotion, specialisation, infrastructure, and 

competence to facilitate sending the healthcare providers’ abroad. Establishing a committee 

with related stakeholders may give new dimension to the whole process. Separate wing for 

healthcare providers in the Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and Overseas Employment may be 

established. 

Policies should also have harmonisation. For instance, if the export policy selects it as a priority 

sector, import of instruments or machines required for providing quality education in this sector 

must be made duty-free. Investment policies also should provide special packages for 

businesses investing in this sector.  

Policies may also have a say on importing nurses for hospitals in Bangladesh. The government 

may think to limit the number of nurses allowed to be imported in order to ensure placement 

of jobs for local professionals.  

Export facilitation of nurses, midwives and physiotherapists should also focus on a proper 

migration and rehabilitation policy so the migrated professionals have some sort of security. 

Foreign missions should be made more active for assisting migrated professionals as per rules 

and regulations.  

 

Beyond Barriers  

Ms. Niru Shamsunnahar, who hails from a conservative middle-class family, is one of the leading and 

dynamic nurses in Bangladesh. She has been working as the Principal at Grameen Caledonian Nursing 

College, Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

Ms. Shamsunnahar completed her four years’ Diploma in Nursing in 1980 from Dhaka Nursing 

College against her family’s will. The direct Involvement of the nurses with the patients and their 

caring nature inspired her to take nursing as a profession. After completing the diploma, she joined 

Government service in 1984. She did her B.Sc in Nursing in 1989 from Dhaka Medical College on 

deputation, where she earned 1st place. In 1992, she was awarded a scholarship by British Council and 

the Government of Bangladesh for doing Diploma in Nursing and M.Sc in International Health from 

Queen Margarett University, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK. In 2000, she went to Saudi Arabia for working 

as a senior staff nurse through government lien. In 2003, she applied to the Nursing and Midwifery 

Council (NMC) Register. Her strong educational background and dedication to nursing profession 

helped her get a work permit there. Later on, she started working at Western General Hospital, 

Edinburgh, and worked there for four years. After giving services abroad for years, she came back to 

Bangladesh and joined Grameen Caledonian Nursing College as its Vice-Principal in 2010. According 

to her, more emphasis should be given to improve communications and behavioural skills for 

providing nursing services abroad. 
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It has been observed that the policies lack attention to midwifery sector. Considering the 

growing demand of midwives worldwide and looking at the potential of Bangladesh in this 

sector, policies must also include midwifery, along with nursing. Establishment of a service 

promotion council with a dedicated section for healthcare professionals can be useful for 

facilitating the sector.  

The policies should be framed considering the global trend, demand and requirements. 

Consultations and experience sharing of how policies of other countries have worked to 

facilitate the sector can be of use to frame effective policies.  

 

 

V. Promotion of the Service:  

Lack of promotion and branding of healthcare providers in Bangladesh is another reason 

hindering the entrance of the professionals in the international market. The existence of 

demographic dividend of Bangladesh is known, but what is not known is that how Bangladesh 

is utilising it through creation of professionals, including healthcare ones. The ones who show 

interest in importing nurses, midwives or physiotherapists from Bangladesh also do not have 

the information on how to place request or how to source. They also do not have information 

on the actual number or quality of professionals present in Bangladesh, who may be migrated. 

Sometimes they do not receive any support from the government or related stakeholders. 

 Government-to-Government Agreements or MoUs for having easy and preferential 

access while exporting nurses, midwives or physiotherapists is important. Many 

countries are exporting these professionals through co-operation or partnership 

agreements. It is high time that Bangladesh signs treaties for expanding the export of 

professionals, including nurses, midwives and physiotherapists. This can also be 

included in regional or bi-lateral trade agreements. Initiatives for proposing inclusion 

of service export to other regional agreements may be taken.Forming an integrated 

policy framework through responsible authority (BPA, BNMC and BMS) for working 

with different importing countries may smoothen the progress of exportation. 

 

 A comprehensive database on the number of healthcare professionals, their recruitment 

positions in international destinations etc. should be made to have a clear picture of the 

sector.  

 The government must take publicity programmes both at local and international level 

to promote the sector. Changing the social outlook on nursing and midwifery 

professions is also important.  

 A dedicated authority should be developed to handle the overseas recruitment for this 

sector, which would also work as a facilitator for the sector.  

 Foreign missions of Bangladesh in different countries must be pro-active for promoting 

the sector worldwide.  

 Research and development is vital for analysisng the global market demand and supply 

and for designing possible strategies for development of export of professionals from 

this sector.  
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VI. Information on international opportunities: 

Most of the healthcare professionals, especially the selected three, are ignorant of, or lack 

information on, the vast opportunities present for them. They also are unaware of the attractive 

salary packages and other benefits present in international market for healthcare professionals. 

If they are made aware, more professionals would be interested to apply for jobs abroad.   

Government or different educational institutions may arrange to hold seminars about career 

placement and opportunities of healthcare personnel at home and abroad. Initiatives may also 

be taken by both government and concerned private sector to disseminate information about 

job openings, placement techniques. They may also support and provide knowledge and 

technical support for clearing the placement tests as well.  

 

VII. Other Strategies: 

 

 Improvement of co-ordination among all concerned stakeholders, including 

government agencies, foreign missions, educational institutes, private sector, hospitals 

etc. must be brought about. A combined and co-ordinated effort will ensure a better 

working environment for nurses, midwives and physiotherapist within the country and 

increase competitiveness in the global market. 

 Despite the importance of healthcare professionals like nurses, midwives and 

physiotherapists, their social recognition or status is not motivating. The social outlook 

towards nurses, midwives and physiotherapists have, although improved somewhat 

over the years, is yet to be at a desired level.  Social respect of these professions must 

be increased like the one that exist in developed countries, so that more people are 

interested for bright prospect to join the profession.  

 In Bangladesh, students with average or below-average quality are entering the nursing, 

midwifery and physiotherapists’ professions. Students having better calibre are not 

willing to take this profession as their first choice. Most of them want to be physicians 

in the first place. More Scholarships and incentives should be given to attract bright 

students in these professions. 

 A national accreditation standard can be established to strengthen and ensure the quality 

of education provided by the institutes and to monitor whether they meet the 

international demands.  

 More healthcare providers in remote areas around the globe such as naturally disastrous 

areas, conflict zones etc. may be sent from Bangladesh under a joint collaboration of 

Bangladesh, United Nations and International Committee of the Red Cross and Red 

Crescent Societies.



 

 

6.2 Road Map 

6.2.1 Tourism and Travel Related Services 

SL 

NO 

Goal Activity Expected Results Implementing Agencies 

1. Destination 

Development 

Developing the facilities and infrastructure of 

the tourist spots  

Increased tourist inflow Ministry of Civil Aviation & Tourism (MOCAT), 

Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC), 

Bangladesh Tourism Board (BTB), Private 

stakeholders 

Developing and encouraging MICE tourism  Increased MICE tourism for both 

domestic and international tourists 

MOCAT, BPC, BTB, PATA Bangladesh Chapter  

Increasing private sector investment  Private Stakeholders, Association of Travel Agent 

of Bangladesh (ATAB), Tour Operators 

Association of Bangladesh (TOAB) 

Branding area specific products 

 

Product development BPC, BTB, TOAB, ATJFB 

Segmenting tourist spots  Increased inflow of different 

spectrum of tourists  

MOCAT, BPC, BTB, Private Stakeholders 

Modernisation of tourist spots with concepts of 

sustainable tourism, eco-tourism and adventure 

tourism etc. 

BPC, BTB, TOAB, Other Private Stakeholders 

Creating more entertainment facilities like 

surfing, boating, Para-sailing, Bungee jumping. 

Increased number of tourist 

attractions 

BTB, TOAB, Other Private Stakeholders 

Ensuring availability of pubs and bars in hotels 

and arranging more carnivals and cultural 

programmes 

BPC, TOAB, BTB, Other Private Stakeholders, 

Bangladesh International Hotel Association 

(BIHA) 

Monitoring and preserving the heritage sites MOCAT, BPC, BTB, Bangladesh Tourist Police, 

Department of Archeology and Heritage Patronising exhibition centers in the heritage 

spots 

2.  Infrastructural 

Development 

 

Construction of sufficient and quality roads 

and railway and  widening the existing narrow 

roads 

Improved connectivity Roads and Highways Department (RHD), Local 

Government Engineering Department (LGED), 

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Bangladesh Railway 
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Constructing tourist friendly roads from the 

main city to the tourist spots 

Improved security of tourists  LGED, RHD 

Establishing exclusive tourist zones in major 

tourist destinations 

Developed tourism industry Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority (BEZA), 

MOCAT 

Timely completion of Naf Tourism Park, 

Sabrang Tourism Park and Sonadia Eco 

Tourism Park 

Created scope for additional foreign 

and local investment 

BEZA 

Introducing luxury tourist coach services 

 

Proper and sufficient transportation 

system for tourists 

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA) 

Ensuring tourist friendly services in the end 

points 

BRTA 

Managing the shortage of domestic aircrafts 

and ensuring the strict maintenance of the time 

schedule of the domestic aircrafts 

Ensured timely operation of flights Bangladesh Biman, Civil Aviation Authority, 

Bangladesh (CAAB),  

MOCAT 

Proper implementation of the plan to  establish 

Cox’s Bazar International Airport 

Ensured easy movement of the 

tourist to various tourist destinations. 

Bangladesh Biman, CAAB, MOCAT 

Establishing STOL airports at the major tourist 

destinations 

MOCAT 

Popularising Private Airlines and Helicopter 

Services 

CAAB 

 

Ensuring quality hotel services at competitive 

prices 

Improved hotel standards and 

availability  

BIHA, BPC 

Establishing budget hotels for backpackers 

tourists 

MOCAT, BPC, BTB 

3. Carrying out 

Research, Strategic 

Planning and 

Development 

Developing a proper database to store 

necessary tourist information 

Improved data management for 

strategy formulation  

BPC, BTB 

Analysing the opportunities and constraints of 

various segments of the sector   

Improved and efficient strategy 

making 

BTB, Universities, Private Stakeholders, BPC 

Finding out the types of potential tourism by 

specific destination studies 

Tapped and explored potentials 

4. Encouraging 

Investments  

Reducing tax, providing tax-holiday incentives 

to the investors 

Increased efficiency of the tour 

operators, hotel owners and travel 

GoB, Ministry of Finance,  NBR 
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Removing custom’s duty on imports of hotel 

building equipment 

agents, ultimately developed this 

sector 

Reducing import duties on items used in hotel 

services 

Exempting of duties on alcohols and other 

luxury imports needed  

Improved competitiveness  

Rebating tax and giving award of excellence 

for tourism investors 

Encouraged and increased 

investment  

GoB, Ministry of Finance, NBR,  MOCAT 

 

Creating a tourism transport pool and giving 

rebates to the vechicles imported to be used in 

tourism 

Promoted tourism even more GoB, Ministry of Finance, NBR, MOCAT 

Easing the licensing procedure for tour 

operators, hotel owners and tour guides  

Ensured more employment in 

tourism sector 

GoB, MOCAT 

Creating a one stop licensing service  

 

licensing process of the tour 

operators and travel agencies made 

easier 

MOCAT, TOAB, PATA, ATAB 

5. Branding 

Bangladesh 

Tourism 

Hosting more international events  Promoted a positive image of 

Bangladesh Tourism; Effective 

brand name for tourism 

TOAB, PATA, ATAB, MOCAT 

Issuing official statement from the Government 

stating the tourism friendliness of the country 

 

Increased confidence among foreign 

tourists 

GoB, MOCAT 

Providing guidelines and making Audio 

Visuals to the foreign Missions of Bangladesh 

abroad  

Improved branding  MOCAT, BTB, BPC 

Marketing tourism products efficiently  

 

Diversified Tourism sector  BTB, BPC, TOAB, ATAB, Other Private 

Stakeholder 

Engaging local community more  Improved local hospitality  TOAB, Private Stakeholder, BTB, BPC 

Making local media and internet  play an active 

role in promoting Bangladesh Tourism 

Improved publicity in international 

media  

BTB, BPC, TOAB, Aviation and Tourism 

Journalist Forum of Bangladesh (ATJFB) 
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6. 

 

Providing easy 

access to 

information to 

tourists  

 

Setting up an integrated online portal 

comprising all the necessary information 

related to tourism  

Facilitated and increased tourism  BTB, BPC 

Establishing a one stop Help Desk at the 

airport containing all the necessary facilities 

(money exchange, air ticket, tourist map, 

transport service, hotel booking etc.) for 

tourists. 

Improved availability of information   BTB, CAAB 

Equipping proper authority with adequate 

resource and manpower to take responsibility 

of the help desk 

Improved efficiency  MOCAT, GoB, Ministry of Finance, Department 

of Immigration and Passports 

7. Easing Visa 

Processing 

Procedure 

Simplifying visa procedure for tourists Reduced hassles of tourists  CAAB, Department of Immigration and Passports 

Providing on arrival Visa, removing 

unnecessary harrasment of the tourists 

 

8. Development of 

Training 

Institutes/affiliated 

institutes for 

Capacity Building 

Setting up international quality training  

institutes/affiliated institutes 

Increased number of skilled tour 

operators and guides 

GoB, Private Stakeholders 

Providing the trainees with different language 

trainings 

NHTTI, BPC, Universities 

Providing the tour guides with more 

knowledge of history, culture, civilisation and 

archeology 

Arranging foreign trainings for better 

knowledge of the tour guides and ensuring 

their participation in different tourism fares 

abroad 

NHTTI, BPC, Universities 

9. Increasing Annual 

Budget Allocation 

Giving major efforts on sufficient budgetary 

allocation 

Developed sector  GoB, Ministry of Finance, 

NBR 

Spending the budget efficiently on the priority 

areas 

Bangladesh Investment Development Authority 

(BIDA) 

10. Maintaining synchronisation among the 

policies   

Effective implementation specific 

vision 

GoB, BTB, BPC, Civil Aviation Authority, 

Ministry of Finance, NBR, Private stakeholders, 
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Policy Coherence 

and its 

Implementation 

Emphasising strong coordination amongst the 

concerned departments, Govt, ministries and 

private sectors 

 

 

11. Ensuring Safety 

and Security in the 

tourist spots 

 

Prioritising security and  controlling the current 

Rohingya crisis 

Ensured Safe and secured tourists 

spots; reduced negative terrorism 

image  

Bangladesh Army, Bangladesh Navy, Tourist 

Police,  Local Government, BGB 

Monitoring and regular patrolling of tourist 

police in the tourist areas and ensuring security 

in the hill tracks 
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6.2.2.1 Freight Transportation by Air 

SL 

NO. 

Goal Activity Expected Results Implementing Agencies 

1 Development of cargo 

village  at Hazrat 

Shahjalal International 

Airport (HSIA) 

Expanding the existing cargo village at HSIA Improved cargo handling 

System 

Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh 

(CAAB); Bangladesh Biman; Ministry of 

civil aviation and Tourism; Development 

partners 

 

Constructing another Cargo village (Phase-II) at 

HSIA 

Establishing parking Bay and Hanger for 

National Airline and Private Airlines at HSIA 

Constructing the 3rd Terminal Building and other 

infrastructure  

Ensuring necessary cargo handling equipment. 

 

2. Development of  cargo  

handling  efficiency of  

Shah Amanat 

International airport 

(SAIA) 

Improvement of Cargo aircraft parking facilities 

(SAIA). 

Efficient cargo handling 

system at SAIA. 

Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh 

(CAAB); Ministry of civil aviation and 

Tourism 

Development partners 

 

Construction of Cargo Apron in front of Cargo 

Terminal Building SAIA 

3. Ensuring Security  for 

airport  cargo handling  

Installing modern Multi-Mode Surveillance 

System (Radar, ADSB, Wide Area 

Multilateration-WAM along with ATC and 

Communication system at HSIA and Shah 

Amanat International airport SAIA. 

Improved Airport Safety 

and Security System  

Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh 

(CAAB); Ministry of civil aviation and 

Tourism 

Ensuring security measures like availability of X-

ray machines, Explosive Trace Detector (ETD), 

increase of supervision and implementation of 

Corrective Action Plan (CAP). 
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4. Development of Cox’s 

Bazar Airport into 

international airport 

for wide operation. 

Development of Cox’s bazar airport(Phase-I) 

 

Increased amount of both 

passenger and cargo 

handling from Cox’s Bazar 

airport 

Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh 

(CAAB); Ministry of civil aviation and 

Tourism; Development partners 

Construction of Terminal Building, Cargo 

Village, Apron and allied Infrastructure  

 Increased Tourism  

5. Modification of 

governance system  of 

Biman 

 

Modifying the Ordinance Efficient operation of 

Biman Bangladesh  

Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh 

(CAAB); Bangladesh Biman; Ministry of 

civil aviation and Tourism 

 

Restructuring the administration system  

Developing strategies for profitable and 

successful business. 

6. Development of  new 

airports  

Establishing the Barisal and Khanjahan Ali 

Airport 

Improved air network and 

connectivity  

Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh 

(CAAB); Bangladesh Biman; Ministry of 

civil aviation and Tourism Conducting Feasibility Study for BSMIA 

 

7. Increase 

competitiveness in 

ground handling 

Giving opportunities to both local and 

international private sector airlines for ground 

handling. 

Enhanced efficiency Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh 

(CAAB); Bangladesh Biman; Ministry of 

civil aviation and Tourism 
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6.2.2.2 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight 

SL 

NO. 

Goal Activity Expected Results Implementing Agencies  

1. Development of ports’ 

infrastructure  

Expanding the berthing space of  Chittagong port Increased international trade 

through the ports. 

Chittagong port Authority; Mongla 

port Authority; Ministry of shipping 

Developing the ports as “ climate resilient” against 

sea level rise ( SLR) 

Improving the navigability of the channel through 

regular maintenance and dredging. 

Ensuring necessary  cargo handling equipment 

Construction of modern dry-dock, new jetties, most 

modern vessel traffic system and good 

communication and information systems. 

 

2. Increasing  

operational efficiency 

of ports 

Recruiting  necessary qualified manpower Improved operational 

efficiency of port  

Chittagong port Authority; Mongla 

port Authority; Ministry of shipping Increasing container handling capacity through 

expansion of terminal/yard facilities 

Purchasing of modern container handling 

equipment and procurement of harbour crafts and 

vessels for improved operating system. 

3. Eradicating 

Irregularities and 

corruption 

Automating the customs clearing procedures Ensured good governance in  

port activities 

Chittagong port Authority; Mongla 

port Authority Ensuring punishment for  corrupt officers and 

employees in the port and customs 

Forming Anti-Corruption Commission monitoring 

cell at the ports. 
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4. Construction of Deep 

seaports  as schedule 

Developing the master plan and design of the 

Payra deep-sea port Patuakhali 

Increased volume of trade; 

Reduced port handling costs  

Payra port Authority; Ministry of 

shipping 

Timely establishing Deep-sea port at Matarbari in 

Maheshkhali, Coxs’ Bazar 

5. Improving 

departmental 

efficiency and 

coordination 

Equipping the planning department with multi- 

disciplined skills of Engineering, Operation, 

Economics and Statistics. 

 Improved Co-ordination 

ensuring improved 

efficiency  

Chittagong port Authority; Mongla 

port Authority; Ministry of shipping  

Increasing the manpower in the Traffic Department 

6. Improving 

institutional capability 

Strengthening and upgrading the training institutes 

with modern facilities 

Improve skill of the 

employees  

Chittagong port Authority; Mongla 

port Authority 

  

7. Increasing investment 

in Infrastructure  

 

Encouraging PPP for infrastructural Investment in 

Chittagong and Mongla port. 

Developed infrastructure Chittagong port Authority; Mongla 

port Authority; Ministry of shipping; 

Development partners 
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6.2.2.3 Freight Transportation by Rail 

SL 

NO. 

Goal Activity Expected Results Implementing Agencies  

1. Partial Privatisation of 

Railways  

Increasing private sector participation in stations 

management, operation of rail hospitals; 

Efficient Railway Sector Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Department of Inspections of Railways, 

Bangladesh Investment Development Authority 

Allowing operation of Private Container train   

2. Construction of New 

Inland Container Depot 

(ICD)  

 

 Construction of a new ICD in Dhirasram 

Railway Station at Gazipur; 

 Construction of new ICD at Ishwardi in 

Pabna 

Increased the number of container 

movements by rail; enhanced 

revenue income of railways;  

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc.  

Starting the project implementation process  

3. Establishment of New 

Workshop and 

Strengthen the 

Capacity of Existing 

Workshop  

Construction of new workshop to make railway 

locomotive/ power engine domestically; 

Reduced import dependency of 

locomotives; strengthen capacity 

for repair and rehabilitation of 

coaches and wagons; Cost and 

time effectiveness     

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc.  

Initiation of new technology into the existing 

Railway workshop situated in Saidpur    

4. 

 

International Railway 

Connectivity  

Construction of India-Bangladesh Railway 

Corridors: 

 Construction of Akhaura -Agartala 

railways; 

 Freight/container train in Dhaka- 

Kolkata route   

Increased freight transportation 

Between Bangladesh in North East 

region of India; huge export 

earnings in line with GATS modes 

through railway transportation of 

freights  

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance; Central and State Govt. of 

India, Donor agencies, Development Partners 

etc.  

Construction of Bangladesh-Nepal Railway 

corridors through Rohanpur  

Increased connectivity between 

Bangladesh-Nepal; Faster lead 

time for export- import; 

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance; Central and State Govt. of 
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opportunity to earn foreign 

currency in line with GATS modes 

through railway transportation of 

freights  

India; Govt. of Nepal, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc.  

Construction of Bangladesh- Bhutan Railway 

corridors through Chilahati/ Haldibari 

Faster means of freight 

transportation; huge opportunity to 

earn foreign currency in line with 

GATS modes through railway 

transportation of freights 

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance; Govt. of Bhutan, Donor 

agencies, Development Partners etc. 

Development of Railway Connectivity with 

Myanmar through Dohazari-Cox’s Bazar-

Gundum corridor  

Increased cross border trade with 

Myanmar and China; Connectivity 

with Trans-Asian railway; foreign 

currency earning possibility in line 

with GATS modes through railway 

transportation of freights 

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Govt. of Myanmar, Donor 

agencies, Development Partners etc.  

5. Separate Railway for 

Freight Transport  

Construction of a separate rail line for 

transportation of freight in Kamalapur ICD, 

Dhaka to Chittagong port   

Faster transportation of goods; 

reduced lead time for export and 

import    

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc. 

6. Ensuring adequate 

Container/Freight 

Trains   

Increase the number of Container /Freight Train   Increased market share of Freight 

transportation  

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc. 

7. Ensuring adequate 

Supply of 

Locomotives/Power 

Engine   

Increase the number of Locomotives/ Power 

engine dedicated for container train   

Faster transportation of Freight; 

Reduced Lead time   

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance etc. 

8.  Proper Maintenance 

and Rehabilitation of 

Tracks, Locomotives 

and Wagons   

Regular monitoring of the railway tracks  Increased average speed of freight 

trains   

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance etc. 

Regular maintenance of the tracks, the container 

wagons and locomotives to ensure the quality 

services    

9.  Reducing operational cost;  Reduced operation losses; 

Profitable institution    

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Private Sector Participation   Reducing over-staffing;  
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Make Bangladesh 

Railway as a profit-

oriented institution 

Ensuring monitoring mechanism through  joint 

collaboration between public and private sector;  

10. Gauge rationalization Convert current Meter Gauge (MG) and Broad 

Gauge (BG) lines into unified Dual Gauge (DG) 

Line  

Unified track line across the 

country in line with the 

neighboring countries  

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc.   

11. Construction of Padma 

Bridge Railway 

Linkage  

Construction of single Track Railway; Railway connectivity with Mongla 

Port; cost effective transportation 

of freight with lessened lead time; 

connectivity with trans-Asian 

railway   

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Ministry of Finance, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc.    

Construction of 172km railway line from Dhaka 

to Jessore  

12. Implementation of 

Railway Master Plan  

Phase-wise implementation of projects 

(construction of 9 Railway corridors) mentioned 

at Railway Master Plan   

Railway connectivity across the 

country; Easier and cheaper 

transportation of freights; 

Sustainable development of 

Railway sector.    

Ministry of Railway, Bangladesh Railway, 

Ministry of Finance, Donor agencies, 

Development Partners etc.  

Establishment of a National Monitoring and 

Evaluation Committee to monitor and evaluate 

the progress of development  
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6.2.2.4 Road Transportation of Freight 

SL 

NO. 

Goal Activity Expected Results Implementing Agencies  

1. Increasing Efficiency  Removing the cognation, Barriers, speed breakers in 

National Highways  

Efficient and Sustainable Road  

Transport System  

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways Division, 

Local Government Engineering 

Department   

Creating connectivity from SEZ, EPZ and other 

Industrial areas to the Highways; 

Establishing end point Connectivity with Sea Ports, 

Land Ports and  Air ports; 

Improving connectivity with Kamalapur ICD   

Connectivity of regional and sub-regional roads with 

national highways  

2. Enhancing the Public-

Private Partnership  

and Foreign Investment  

Allowing and encouraging private sector 

participation especially for development, 

management and operation of roads and bridges 

Competitive and Cost-effective 

Freight Transportation System 

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways  

Division, Bangladesh investment 

Development Authority  Opening-up freight transportation services sector for 

Foreign companies  

3.. 

 

Cross-border 

Infrastructural 

Development 

(Connectivity with 

India, China, Nepal 

and Bhutan ) 

Construction and Maintenance of road networks in 

Land ports like Banglabandha, Sona mosjid, 

Bhomra, Burimari, Akhaura, Belonia and other land 

ports for connecting Bangladesh with India and other 

neighboring countries; 

Spurred regional trade; Reduced 

Transportation and Logistic costs; 

Increased export earnings  

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways  

Division, Bangladesh Land Port Authority 

etc.  

Full operation of Transit and Transshipment 

Agreement Between Bangladesh and its neighboring 

countries 

Operationalising the BBIN Motor Vehicle 

Agreement  
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4. Developing an 

Integrated Transport 

Policy for Regional 

Connectivity 

Faster and coordinated implementation of different 

Transport Policies, such as, Multi-modal Transport 

Policy, National Land Transport Policy, Road 

Master Plan etc.    

Coordinated and integrated 

development of Road Transport 

Sector   

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways  

Division etc. 

5. Infrastructural 

Development  

Conversion of National Highways into 4- lanes;  Efficient transport system; Reduced 

lead time; reduced transportation 

cost   

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways Division 
Constructing separate lane for Freight transport 

vehicles  

Faster construction of 2nd Kachpur, Meghna and 

Meghna-Gumoti Bridges in Dhaka-Chittagong 

Highways   

Regular Repairing and Maintenance of Roads and 

bridges ;  

Expanding the width of sub-regional roads 

connected to Highways  

6.  Increase Efficiency in 

Sea ports  

Sea Ports(Chittagong, Mongla and Payra): 

 Increasing Number of Truck, Van for   

loading and unloading of Freights;  

 Increasing the number of Cranes; 

 Faster construction of Payra sea port and 

Payra deep sea port   

Increased efficiency of Sea Ports; 

Lower lead time for shipment of 

goods   

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways Division, 

Chittagong Port Authority, Mongla Port 

Authority, Payra Port Authority etc.  

7.  Efficiency in Airport  Improving the capacity and efficiency of ground 

handling section; 

Increased Ground handling capacity Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways Division, 

Civil Aviation Authority of Bangladesh, 

Bangladesh Biman etc.  

Increasing the warehouse facilities  Improved storage facilities    

Increasing the number of Truck and Vans for loading 

and unloading of goods  

Shorter lead-time 

Developing the skill of workers through proper 

training  

Improved airport cargo management 

system 

Increase the number of Scanners       Improved security resulting 

improved trust of buyers   

8.  Development of 

Capacity   

Arranging training for Workers involved in Loading 

and Unloading  

Increased supply of Skilled Labour 

and Drivers  

Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation, 

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority,  

Organising training for Drivers (Truck and Trailers) 
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9. Increasing the number 

of Freight Fleet  

Reduce the tariff for Freight Vehicles  Increased Competition in Transport 

Sector; Reduced Transportation and 

Logistic Costs  

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority, 

Bangladesh Customs  

10. Establishment of 

Transport Research and 

Training Institutions 

Establishment of Research and Training Institutions 

like Central Road Research Institute (CSIR), 

Institute of Road Traffic Education (IRTE) and 

Central Institute of Road Transport (CIRT) in India.  

 

Efficient Policy formulation Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority; 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways Division 

11. Development of 

Planning, Monitoring  

and Co-ordination 

Mechanism  

Establishment of a central committee for Planning, 

Monitoring the progress and Co-ordination of 

different ongoing projects of Road development and 

reconstruction for efficient Road Transport System  

Efficient Coordination and 

Monitoring system  

Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges, 

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority; 

Roads and Highways Department (RHD), 

Road Transport And Highways Division  
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6.2.3 Computer and Related Services 

Sl. Goal Activity Expected Result Implementing Agency 

1. Sufficient 

Infrastructure  

Harmonisation and monitoring of Internet 

Pricing 

Lower price reaches end-level consumer ICT Division, BTCL, Ministry of Information, 

Department of Information & Communication 

Technology 

Ensuring speed and penetration of bandwidth  Improved utilization of Internet  ICT Division, BTCL, BTRC, Ministry of 

Information, Department of Information & 

Communication Technology, Ministry of Science 

and Technology 

Developing easy and secured transaction 

mechanism  

Payment made easy  Bangladesh Bank, ICT Division 

Ensuring uninterrupted power supply  Improved efficiency  BPDB, DPDC 

2. Making Education 

Work  

Introducing demand-based education  Better opportunities worldwide  Ministry of Education, Technical Education Board, 

Department of Information & Communication 

Technology 

Updating national curriculum  International acceptability  Ministry of Education, Technical Education Board, 

Department of Information & Communication 

Technology 

Investment for development of international 

quality/ affiliated institutes  

Recognition of degree  Ministry of Education, Technical Education Board, 

Department of Information & Communication 

Technology 

Emphasising training on language and 

communication techniques   

Increased number of call centres  Ministry of Education, Technical Education Board, 

Department of Information & Communication 

Technology 

3. Enabling policy 

environment  

Development of separate guideline and 

facilities for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 

Improved ISP service ICT Division, Ministry of Information, Department 

of Information & Communication Technology 

Removing policy ban on OTT and IPTV Export of ISP service improved  ICT Division, Ministry of Information, Department 

of Information & Communication Technology 
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Effective implementation of IPR-related laws 

and regulations  

Complied with the WTO Agreement ICT Division, Department of Patents, Designs and 

Trademarks (DPDT) 

4. Easy Access to 

Finance and 

Improved 

investment   

Encouraging Banks/NBFIs to invest in IT/ITES Improved access to finance  Bangladesh Bank, ICT Division 

Easing and encouraging venture capital   Bangladesh Bank, ICT Division 

Facilitating easy access of EEF Higher utilisation of EEF Bangladesh Bank, ICT Division 

Simplifying rules on paid-up capital  Easy market entry  Bangladesh Bank, ICT Division 

Encouraging Public-Private partnership for 

developing institutes, firms   

Institutional Capacity-Building  BIDA 

5. Functioning High-

tech parks  

Attracting investment through promotion of 

potentials  

Increased FDI High Tech Park Authority  

6. Branding of the 

Industry  

Active role of foreign missions, leader of 

IT/ITES industry and associations  

Improved international branding  Foreign Missions, Ministry of Commerce  

Attracting Offshore Development Centres  Increased investment and services export  BIDA, Ministry of Commerce 

 Organising international seminars and 

participating in international fairs  

Promotion of the sector  BASIS, BCS, BACCO, ISPAB, ICT Division  

7. Easy transaction 

mechanism  

Developing secured and interoperable 

transaction mechanism  

Improved Transaction process  Bangladesh Bank  

Developing eTransaction Policy  Regulated transaction mechanism  Bangladesh Bank, Ministry of Commerce 

Easing the regulations of Bangladesh Bank  Increased formal transactions Bangladesh Bank 

Monitoring of illegal transaction channels  Reduced corruption and improved record 

of transaction  

Bangladesh Bank 

Ensuring proper functioning of international 

payment systems like PayPal  

Improved integration with international 

market  

Bangladesh Bank, BTRC 

8. Reduced VAT & 

Taxes  

Removing VAT from IT/ITES services  Increased competitiveness  NBR  

Harmonising tax system for all IT/ITES 

hardware, software and spare parts  

Facilitated services export  NBR 

9. Preferential 

Procurement 

Mechanisms for 

local developers  

Developing strategies for ensuring preferences 

for local developers over foreign firms  

Import Substitution ultimately leading to 

export 

ICT Division, Ministry of Information, Department 

of Information & Communication Technology, 

Ministry of Science and Technology 

10. Diversified IT/ITES 

products  

Development of local Content Delivery 

Network  

Increased use of local content  ICT Division, BTCL, BTRC 

Prioritising potential segments of the industry  Strategy based-diversification  ICT Division, BTCL, BTRC 
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Opening-up Domain Registration sector Increased competition ensuring 

efficiency  

ICT Division, BTCL, BTRC 

11 Planned growth  Creating awareness on international rules and 

regulations on Freelancing  

Increased earnings from export of 

freelance services  

BASIS, BACCO, ISPAB 

Establishing firms outside of Dhaka where 

there are potentials  

Increased performance  BASIS, BACCO, ISPAB 

Providing association memberships to rural 

firms  

Encouraged firms contributing to export  BASIS, BACCO, ISPAB, Ministry of Commerce 

Encouraging BPO services in rural and semi-

urban areas  

Increased volume of export of call centre 

service  

BASIS, BACCO, ISPAB, Ministry of Commerce 

Improving co-ordination among associations of 

all the sub-sectors and policy-makers  

Increased export of services  BASIS, BACCO, ISPAB, ICT Division, Ministry 

of Information, Department of Information & 

Communication Technology, Ministry of Science 

and Technology, BTCL, BTRC, Ministry of 

Commerce 

Financing research initiatives for analysing 

international opportunities in each sub-sector   

Developed sector  ICT Division, a2i  

Encouraging export of contractual service 

providers through incentives  

Increased export of services under mode 

4 

ICT Division, Ministry of Commerce 

Developing rules on migration, rehabilitation 

and bringing professionals back  

Reduced brain drain resulting in 

development of the sector  

Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas 

Employment 

Operationalisation of preferences under LDC 

services waiver  

Increased export of IT/ITES services  ICT Division, Ministry of Commerce 

 Increasing remuneration packages for local 

practitioners 

Encouraged professionals to work in 

domestic firms   

Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas 

Employment, Ministry of Commerce 

12. Developing SME 

Businesses 

Designing special incentives for SME firms  

Improved competitiveness  

SME Foundation, Min Com, Ministry of Finance, 

NBR 

Rendering facilities to firms outside of High-

tech parks  

ICT Division, High Tech Park 

Providing VAT exemption on utilities to firms 

on rented houses  

NBR 
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6.2.4 Human Health Services 

SL NO. Goal Activity Expected Results Implementing Agencies  

1.  Quality Education Increasing the number of seats  and entry level 

requirements for enrollment; 

 

Increased number of quality students Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Ministry of Education, 

Directorate General of Nursing and 

Midwifery, Bangladesh Medical and 

Dental Council, Bangladesh 

Accreditations Board  

 

 

Monitoring the quality of educational 

institutes; 

Advancement in education system 

Introducing specialised Masters and PhD 

programme; 

 

Increased  professional healthcare 

providers  

Setting up separate university (as BSMMU for 

physicians) for nurses and midwives; 

Increased global recognition 

Harmonisation of costs in different 

educational institutes; 

Uniformed costs; improved accessibility  

Opening up BSc in midwifery; Improved opportunities for midwives 

Accreditation from foreign healthcare 

organisations; 

Recognition of Bangladeshi institutes 

worldwide 

 

2.  Development of 

required skills  

Providing foundation training for the 

healthcare provider prior to work placement; 

 

Improved behavioral and communicative 

skill  

Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, Ministry of 

Health and Family Welfare 

 

 
Providing advanced training for the trainers; Upgraded clinical knowledge and skills 

of the trainees 

3.  Co-ordination among 

stakeholders 

Designated authorities for receiving and 

processing request from the foreign countries; 

 

Improved co-ordination among all 

stakeholders  

Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, 

Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Ministry of Commerce,  

Bangladesh Nursing and Midwifery 

Council, Bangladesh Midwifery 

Monitoring and evaluation of development 

works; 

 

 

Improved implementation 
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Collaboration and partnership among 

stakeholders 

Provision of strategic direction Samity, Bangladesh Physiotherapy 

Association 

4.  Facilitation in 

networking/ 

Connectivity 

Developing  and maintaining  a national 

database for overseas healthcare employers; 

Improved management of information Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, 

Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare 

 

Signing  bi-lateral agreements and MoUs with 

different countries and organisations; 

Expanded international networking  

5.  Enhancing image and 

status 

Publications and distributions of brochures, 

pamphlets; 

 

Enhanced social outlook and increased 

enrollment in healthcare profession 

 

Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, 

Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare 

 

 

Arranging advocacy programme, seminars, 

roundtables, workshops, arranging job fair, 

highlighting successes etc.; 

Increased opportunities for international 

placement  

6.  Making policies 

coherent   

Formulating  training and development 

strategies 

 

Improved training and development Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, Ministry of 

Health and Family Welfare, Ministry 

of Commerce, 

National Skills Development Council 
Monitoring and modification of supporting 

policies; 

Harmonised policies  

7.  Promotion of 

domestic healthcare 

service sector 

Establishing a service promotion council 

(including dedicated council for health care 

providers); 

 

Improved image of  Bangladeshi 

healthcare providers  

 

Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, 

Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Ministry of Commerce, 

Export Promotion Bureau, 

Bangladesh Investment Development 

Authority  

Strengthening the foreign missions; Promotion of  service sector export 

8.  Infrastructural 

development  

Setting- up online testing centres for 

placement of overseas work; 

Reduced in costs and time 

 

Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, Ministry of 

Health and Family Welfare Establishing educational institutes adjunct to 

hospitals; 

Acquisition of practical knowledge  

 

Furnishing the institutes with the modern 

equipment; 

Improved practical knowledge 

Establishing educational institute for 

physiotherapists outside of Dhaka; 

Increased number of students. 
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9.  Research and  

development 

Establishment of research cells; Improved capacity of the healthcare 

sector 

Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and 

Overseas Employment, 

Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Ministry of Commerce 

 

Analysing the global demand and supply; Identification of international 

opportunities 

10.  Planned Investment Attracting investment for healthcare 

professionals from public, private and public-

private partnerships 

Modernisation and expansion of 

healthcare service sector 

Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Bangladesh Investment 

Development Authority, Public 

Private Partnership Authority 

11.  LDC services waiver Operationalisation of preferences under LDC 

service waiver; 

Increased work placement opportunities  Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Ministry of Commerce 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 7: Conclusion  

The services sector of Bangladesh has been contributing a major share of the GDP and 

significantly providing for employment generation in the economy over the last decade or so. 

It is also gaining in importance in the areas trade. The export of services, though showing an 

increasing trend, is not gaining the desired momentum. Despite having ample opportunities for 

expansion and diversification by using its demographic dividend and by operationalising 

various international mechanisms, both the volume and the growth rate of services export still 

remains significantly low compared to the export of goods. The mandate of Government for 

expanding the services export through policy incentives is also visible and, for the first time, 

Tourism Industry and Architectural, Engineering and Contractual Services have been included 

in the Export Policy 2015-18, as Special Development service sector. Moreover, the 

government has also set a target of exporting services worth USD 3.5 billion for the Fiscal Year 

2017-18. These initiatives do not appear enough considering the existing complexities, and it 

requires further actions to reach even somewhere near the target. It is high time that Bangladesh 

focuses more sharply on services export as the world is now going through a transition towards 

trade in services. This study seeks to provide a guideline to the government and other 

stakeholders by analysing selected services sectors, by exploring the potential strengths of ITS 

exports from Bangladesh and by highlighting the associated challenges and constraints the 

sectors are facing in order to be competitive in the international market.  

The sectors selected by the study, namely Tourism and Travel related services, Nursing, 

midwifery and physiotherapeutic services, IT/ITES services and transport services are just a 

few of the most promising service sectors for Bangladesh. Natural and cultural diversity, 

geographic location and connectivity prospects, mandates for improving healthcare sector, 

various government initiatives for making Bangladesh digital and, most importantly, a large 

pool of labour force with almost equal proportion of male and female etc. make these sectors 

promising for export. However, increasing the volume of export through these services would 

require special consideration to reduce the obstacles seemingly impeding their growth. The 

challenges identified by the study come in the form of infrastructural deficiencies, lack of 

required international-level professional skills, adequate policy support and limited 

understanding of the international demand. These issues, if properly taken care of, can expedite 

the process of export growth of these services from Bangladesh. The transport related services, 

predominant in the services exports, both directly and indirectly, have remained out of the 

required focus. This study is most likely the first of its kind to provide an in depth analysis and 

recommendations for expansion of export of transport-related services.  

The importance of increasing services export from Bangladesh and diversifying the export 

basket through inclusion of more services cannot be ignored, and requires timely initiatives. 

This attains even more significance as Bangladesh is soon starting the process of graduating 

out of the LDC status to a developing country group, where the dimensions of the economy 

and trade would be changed and many of the preferential arrangements would be eroded. 

Coping with this transition would also require special focus on the service sector as only goods-

oriented export basket might make the economy more vulnerable to external shocks. Expanding 

policy-options, improving the supply-side capacity, developing strategies targeting demands 
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of different markets and creating enabling environment for the services sectors and the services 

providers can facilitate the growth of services export. The analysis made and the road map 

designed in the study may be taken as the starting point for the government and other 

stakeholders for prioritising the required measures and for taking the necessary initiatives 

required for an improved Internationally-Traded Services (ITS) sector of Bangladesh. 

 

…………………O ……………….. 
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Annex-1 

 

Selected Sectors, Sub-sectors and Explanatory Notes  

Selected Sectors Sub-Sectors and CPC Explanatory Notes  

Business Services –

Professional 

Services  

 

1. Services provided by midwives, 

nurses, physiotherapists and para-

medical personnel (93191)        

Deliveries and related services, nursing 

services, physiotherapeutic and 

paramedical services  

This subclass includes: -  

- services such as supervision during 

pregnancy and childbirth  

-supervision of the mother after birth 

services in a field of nursing care (without 

admission), advice and prevention for 

patients at home, the provision of 

maternity care, children's hygiene, etc.  

-services provided by physiotherapists and 

other paramedical persons (incl. 

homeopathological and similar services)  

- physiotherapy and paramedical services 

are services in the field of physiotherapy, 

ergotherapy, occupational therapy, speech 

therapy, homeopathy, acupuncture, 

nutrition, etc. These services are provided 

by authorized persons, other than medical 

doctors 

Transport Services 

–Maritime, Rail, 

Road, Air 

1. Freight Transportation by Air (662) 

2. Railway transport services of Freight 

(6422) 

3. Road transport services of Freight 

(6433)  

4. Inland water transport services of 

freight (6522) 

5. Coastal and transoceanic water 

transport services of freight (6512) 

 

 

Tourism and 

Travel Related 

Services 

1. Hotels and restaurants (incl. catering) 

(631-633) 

Lodging services 

Food serving services 
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2. Travel agencies and tour operators 

services (6781) 

3. Tourist guides services (6782) 

Beverage serving services for 

consumption on the premises 

Travel agency services  

This subclass includes: 

- sales of travel tickets, lodging and package 

tours on a fee or contract basis 

Tour operator services 

This subclass includes: 

- Services of organizing and arranging 

package tours (all-inclusive tours). Such a 

package usually includes passenger and 

baggage transportation, accommodation, 

Sightseeing arrangements and similar 

services provided during a package tour. 

 

Tourist guide services 

Tourist guide services 

This subclass includes: 

- 

This subclass does not include: 

- 

tourist guide services by tourist guide 

agencies and own-account tourist guides 

services of interpreters, cf. 83910 

- services by own-account hunting guides, 

cf. 96620 

 

Business Services- 

Computer and 

Related Services 

1. Software Consultancy Services (CPC 

83142) 

2. Data Processing Services (CPC 

85960),  

3. Data base Services (CPC 843)  

Software consultancy services 

This subclass includes: 

-development (analysis, design and 

programming) of software 
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adaptation of existing software 

provision of advice and assistance on 

matters related to computer software: 

• conducting feasibility studies on the 

implementation of a system 

• providing specifications for a database 

design 

• providing guidance and assistance during 

the start-up phase of a new system 

• providing specifications to secure a 

database, etc. 

• providing advice on proprietary software 

This subclass does not include: 

-retail sales of packaged software, cf. 

62184, 62284, 62384, 62484 and 62584 

consultancy services in connection with 

retail sales, cf. 62184, 62284, 62384, 62484 

and 62584 

 

Data processing services  

This subclass includes: - - -  

- processing of data supplied by the 

customer, tabulation, computation, etc., 

without any design of specific software 

leasing or rental services of machine time 

(CPU-time) on the data processing system 

to third party, in time shared with other 

users capture of data (supplied by the 

customer) on tape, diskette or other medium 

or directly into a data processing system 

provision of data processing services not 

elsewhere classified  

- provision of tape diskette conversion and 

rectification services, input preparation 
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services and optical character recognition 

services 

 

Online information provision services 
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Annex-2 

Structured Questionnaire 

Computer and Related Services (Service Exporters) 

Part A: General Profile 

Name: 

Organisation: 

Address: 

Contact: 

Membership in Association: 

Year of Establishment:  

 

Part B: Organisation/ Sector Specific  

1. In which sector(s) of the ICT industry does your company operate? 

2. How many full time employees (FTE) does your company have?  

3. Do you have any foreign investment involved in your organisation? If yes, from where? 

4. Do you have collaboration with any international organisations? If yes, with who? 

5. Does your organisation have any international certification or recognition? If yes, from 

where? 

6. Are you a member of any association? 

7. Is it mandatory to be a member of an association in order to export? 

8. What is the domestic demand of your services? 

9. What was your total export volume last year? 

10. What percentage of your revenue you get from export? 

11. How do you get order? 

12. Do you find any difficulties in taking orders? 

13. Please describe the registration process of your organisation as a service provider and 

exporter. 

14. Do you face any difficulty in the process? 

15. Where/ to whom do you mainly export your services? 

16. Do you face any difficulties from the buyer’s end? 

17. Do you have difficulties in complying with buyer’s requirements? 

18. Do you face any country-specific challenge? 

19. In your view, what could be the potential export destinations/markets for software and 

other ICT based services export from Bangladesh?  

20. Do you need to buy any software/application internationally? 

21. If yes, how do you pay for them? 

22. Do you face any difficulty in paying for those? If yes, what are those? 

23. Is there any regulation of Bangladesh Bank for sending money abroad for these 

purposes?  

24.  How do you get your payment after exporting? 

25. Do you maintain a proper legal transaction channel? 

26. Please describe your transaction channel. 

27. Do you think the payment methods are reliable? 
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28. Do you face any difficulties in terms of receiving payments? 

29. Do the importers delay payment?  

30. Do you think your employees have updated technical knowledge that are required for 

export of ICT based/ITES services? 

31.  Do you suggest any capacity building programmes that the government might take in 

order to promote this sector? 

32. Do you think your organisation has proper marketing strategies to promote ICT based 

products in the international market? 

33. Are you aware about Intellectual Property Rights? 

34. Does your organisation have any patent? 

35. Does your organisation have opportunities for research and development? 

 

 

Part C:  

36. How do you think government can promote education related to ICT export? 

37. What are the major challenges that you face in exporting your services? 

38. What infrastructural difficulties do you face in exporting ICT based services? 

39. Do you think the internet service you get in Bangladesh is enough for growth and 

sustainability of this sector? 

40. Do you get any support/incentive from the government for your export of services? If 

yes, what are those? 

41. Do you suggest any reform in the legal framework/ government policies in order to 

expand this sector? 

42. Do you think banking channels and facilities are adequate for exporting ICT based 

services? 

43. Do you think the target of government exporting US$ 5 billion by 2021 is feasible? 

44. In which areas do you think government should invest in order to achieve this target? 

45. According to you, what could be the roles of association in development of the sector? 
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Computer and Related Services (Association) 

Part A: General Profile 

Name: 

Organisation: 

Address: 

Contact: 

Number of Members: 

Year of Establishment: 

 

Part B:   

1. Does your association have any international collaboration? 

2. Does your association get any support from the government? 

3. Does your association organise any training/ skill development programmes? 

4. How do you support your members in exporting ICT based services? 

5. What programmes have your association taken in order to promote this industry locally 

and internationally? 

6. According to you, how associations could actively take part in development of this 

sector? 

7. Is it mandatory to get membership from the association in order to export? 

8. What is the procedure of electing the executive member of the association?  

9. Do you think the capacities of Bangladeshi IT professionals are adequate to meet the 

global demand? If no, what are the gaps? 

10. How does your association promote research and development? 

11. Do you think the members are being able to grab all the opportunities and preferences 

provided by the importing countries?  

12. Do you think your members are being able to properly utilise the incentives provided 

by the government?  

13. Do you think the incentives provided by the government for this sector are adequate? 

If no, what more could be given?  

14.  According to you, what are the major challenges faced by this sector? 

15. What infrastructural development should be done for the growth of this sector? 

16. Do you suggest any reform in the legal framework/ government policies in order to 

expand this sector? 

17. Please indicate the regulations of Bangladesh bank related to export of ICT based 

services. 

18. Do you think banking channels and facilities are adequate for exporting ICT based 

services? If no, please suggest reforms.  

19. Do you think the target of government exporting US$ 5 billion by 2021 is feasible? 

20. In which areas do you think government should invest in order to achieve this target? 

21. Please suggest any change in the ICT Policy in order to achieve the target.  

22. Please indicate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of this sector.  
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Computer and Related Services (Policy Makers) 

Part A: General Profile 

Name: 

Organisation: 

Address: 

Contact: 

 

Part B: 

1. What strategies/ opportunities do the Government policies provide to the exporter of 

ICT based services? (Vision 2021, 7th-Five-Year Plan, NSDS) 

2. What incentives are provided to the exporter of ICT services/ITES by the government? 

3. Do you think the exporters are being able to fully utililse the incentives/support 

provided by the government?  

4. What trainings/skill development programmes is the government providing for 

professionals of this sector? 

5. Do you think the supports are adequate? 

6. Does the government invest in R&D in this sector? 

7. Do you think regional integration is important for development of this sector? If yes 

how? 

8. Does the government have any plan to do so? 

9. What action plan has the government taken to achieve the US$ 5 billion export target? 

10. Does the government have any plan to reform the ICT policy in order to promote the 

development of this sector? If yes, what are those?  

11. Please describe the major strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of this sector.  
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Human Health Services 

General Questionnaire 

 Name of the respondent : 

 Organisation: 

 Activities: 

 Address: 

 Mobile Phone: 

 Year of Establishment: 

 Number of members: 

 Membership in international association : 

For Policymakers: 

Bangladesh Nursing and Midwifery Council (BNMC), Directorate of Nursing and 

Midwifery, Bangladesh Midwifery Samity 

 

1. The highest level of qualification of the nurses and midwives of Bangladesh 

2. Current demand of nurses and midwives in Bangladesh in numbers 

………………………… 

3. What kind of services are provided by the nurses and midwives: 

4. Recruitment Process in Bangladesh: 

5. What barriers does the government face to promote education in nursing and 

midwifery sector? 

6. Export destinations of the Nurses and Midwives: 

7. Current demand in numbers and categories of nurses and midwives abroad: 

8. Country-wise requirements:  

9. Type of employment:   Contractual Basis………..            Permanent………………  

                                          Part time…………..                       Full Time 

………………… 

10. Employment tenure:   

11. How many nurses and midwives are currently working aboard? 

12. What are the recruitment policies of the importing countries: 

13. What are the challenges faced by the government to send nurses and midwives 

abroad? 

14. How does the government ensure the welfare of the appointed nurses and midwives 

abroad? 

15. How does the government promote the export of nurses and midwives? 

16. What are the determinants of the export of the nurses and midwives? 

17. Is there any legal channel to get remittances? 

18. Why do they remit money through informal channel? 

19. What are the facilities given to the nurses and midwives for overseas employment? 

20. How, in your opinion, can more nurses and midwives be sent abroad? 

21. What should be done to increase the number? 
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22. Does the government have any bilateral agreements with any countries for 

preferential treatment in supplying nurses and midwives? If not is there any plan to do 

so? 

23. What is the role of foreign missions to promote the export of nurses and midwives? 

24. What are the government policies related to the export of nurses and midwives 

abroad? 

 

For institutes: 

Nursing and midwifery training Institutes: 

1. The year of Establishment: 

2. Accreditation:  

3. Do you need any registration? 

4. Number of Students: 

       Currently enrolled ……….                   Completed…………… 

5.  Students (Gender) :    Number (Male)          Number (Female) 

6. Medium of Education: 

7. Courses: (Specialisation); if there is any  

8. Subjects:  

9. Duration of the course: 

10. Qualification of the trainers: …………………………… 

11. Pre-requisites for admission:  

12. Cost: Per month ……………        Per year………..  For the entire course 

……………… 

13. The highest level of qualification of the nurses and midwives of Bangladesh: 

14. Is there any government rules for establishing nursing and midwifery institute? 

15. Do you provide scholarships? 

16. Does the government provide the full cost? (Applicable for the Public Institutes) 

17. Do you use modern equipment for teaching? 

18. Do you provide any communication or behavioral professional training? 

19. Do the standard of the course comply the requirements abroad? 

20. Does the nurses and midwives need to complete any professional course 

21. How do you promote nursing and midwifery education? 

22. Do you ensure employment after completion of the course? 

23. Do you have any collaboration with any nursing and midwifery institute abroad? If 

yes what kind ………… 

24. What do you think are the gaps between the existing national curricula and 

international ones? 

25. What are the motivating factors for nurses and midwives for overseas employment? 

26. What are the major institutional and strategic limitations that the nursing training 

facilities 

in Bangladesh face in order to produce high standard human resources in nursing, 

keeping in view both national and potential international demand?  

 

For Stakeholders:  
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Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training (BMET), Bangladesh Association of 

International Recruiting Agencies (BAIRA), Bangladesh Overseas Employment and 

Services Limited (BOESL) and Probashi Kallyan Bank 

1. Do you provide any informal, formal and special training course to the nurses and 

midwives? 

2. Do you have any help desk in abroad? 

3. Do you maintain any database for nurses and midwives working abroad? 

4. Do you provide any financial aid/loan? 

5. Approximate cost of sending nurses and midwives: 

6. Selection procedure of nurses and midwives to send abroad:  

7. Current demand in numbers and categories of nurses and midwives abroad: 

8. Export destinations of the Nurses and Midwives: 

9. Country-wise requirements: 

10. Type of employment:   Contractual Basis………..            

Permanent………………  

       Part time…………..                       Full Time 

………………… 

11. Employment tenure:   

12. What are the challenges faced by the organisations to send nurses and midwives 

abroad? 

13. What are the determinants of the export of the nurses and midwives? 

14. What are the motivating factors for nurses and midwives for overseas 

employment? 

15. Do you provide any legal assistance to the appointed nurses and midwives 

abroad? 

16. What are the opportunities and challenges in this sector? 
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Tourism and Travel Related Service  

Policy Makers 

Part A: General Profile 

Name of respondent: 

Name of the research institution/organisation: 

Membership in Association: 

Establishment year: 

Activities: 

No. of employees: 

Address: 

Contact: 

Part B: 

 Total number of foreign tourist arrivals/visitors in a year- 

 From how many countries tourists visit here- 

 Total international tourism revenues in a year- 

/Total Revenues from international tourists in a year- 

/Annual Profit Earning from Tourism Sector- 

  Where do most of the tourists come from?  

 The total contribution of travel and tourism represents in GDP- 

Part C: 

 Tourism Development: 

1) What are the potentialities in tourism sector?  

2) What kind of development work do you consider necessary to do for making popular 

tourism destinations? 

3) Could you please explain how to develop this sector? 

4) Is there available information in internet or local media about the tourism spots? 

5) Could you please explain the facilities are available to attract foreign tourists? 

6) What kind of development needed for getting more tourists? 

7) What kind of facilities should be increased? 

8) What are the main bottlenecks of developing the tourism industry in Bangladesh? 

9) Does your organisation have opportunities for research and development? 

10) Do you think our Infrastructure facilities, accommodation system are enough and 

transportation facilities are good? 

11) Do you think tourism training institutes are adequate? 

12) Do you suggest what kind of infrastructural development is needed? 

 Government Assistance: 

1. Is there any GoB initiatives /policy supports as well as long-term plan to develop and 

modernise tourism industry in Bangladesh? 

2. If yes, what are those initiatives? 

3. What incentives are provided to this sector by the government? 

4. What strategies do the Government policies provide for developing tourism industry? 

(Vision 2021) 
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5. Is there any protective tourist zone and exclusive tourist zone to increase the attractiveness 

of tourism in Bangladesh? 

6. What kind of development steps the government should take? 

7. How long will it take to achieve a significant goal in Bangladesh tourism sector? 

 Other issues: 

1. In addition to the GoB, what are the roles of other travel agencies and Tour 

Operators Association of Bangladesh (TOAB)? 

2. Do you think our travel agencies/tourism organisations and other responsible authorities 

are doing a good job to get the international tourists? 

3. How can they help to develop this sector? 

4. What kind of facilities do they need from the government? 

5. In your view, what may the major policy initiatives required to be undertaken to develop 

this sector? 

6. Do you suggest any measure, reforms to overcome the challenges? 

 

Tourism and Travel Related Service  

Association/Service Providers 

Part A: General Profile 

Name of respondent: 

Name of the organisation: 

Membership in Association: 

Establishment year: 

Activities: 

No. of employees: 

Address: 

Contact: 

Part B: 

 Does your association organise any training/ skill development programmes? 

 Do you have collaboration with any international organisations? 

 Do you have difficulties in complying with tourist’s requirements? 

 Do you find any difficulties to attract foreign tourists? 

 What infrastructural difficulties do you face to attract foreign tourists? 

 Do you think the number of tourism experts in most of the hotels & motels is adequate? 

 Do you think training institutes for the tourism experts are adequate? 

 According to you, is the weather forecasting system developed, the information of weather 

sufficient about natural calamity arises in the sea any time? 

 Do you think modern recreation facilities like boating and others playing etc. for the tourists 

are adequate? 

 Does the organisation have security department? 

 If yes, does the organisation have well trained security personnel to protect the guest? 

 According to you, is the security system for the tourists adequate?  

 According to you, are the travel agents available in the hotels & motels of the tourist spots? 
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 Does your organisation provide package tours toward different tourist spots in Bangladesh? 

 According to you, do the Bangladeshi tour operators get the opportunity to participate in 

foreign tourism exhibitions? 

 Does the organisation have license to do tourism business? 

Part C: 

Transportation:  
1. What types of transportation facilities are available?  

2. Are they good enough?  

3. Do you think transportation cost is fair enough?  

4. What route do you recommend?  

Accommodation:  
1. What kinds of accommodations are available?  

2. Does your organisation have enough accommodation for the visitors?  

3. What is the quality of accommodation services?  

4. Is there available information in internet about the accommodation facilities?  

5. Does the organisation maintain 24 hours emergency mobile phone facility? 

6. Does the organisation maintain First Aid kit? 

Restaurant facilities:  
1. Is there available restaurant?  

2. Do they maintain hygiene?  

3. What kinds of food are popular?  

4. What is quality level of foods?  

5. Is the price reasonable comparing the quality and standard of the food provided by the 

hotels and restaurants? 

 Recommendations:  
1. What kind of development needed for getting more tourists?  

2. What kind of facilities should be increased?  
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Freight Transportation by Air (662); Railway Transport Services of Freight (6422); Road 

Transport Services of Freight (6433); Inland Water Transport Services of Freight (6522); 

Coastal and Transoceanic Water Transport Services of Freight (6512) 

 

Questionnaire for Road transport services of Freight (6433) 

(For Regulatory Body) 

Part A: General Information 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

 

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

 

Q3: Address: 

 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

Q5: Parent Ministry/Dept.: 

 

 

Part B: Technical Information 

 

Q: Total area of roads and highways in Bangladesh…………………….. 

 National Highway: 

 Regional Highway: 

 Subway:  

Q. How many ports (Land port, River port & Sea port) are involved in the export process from 

Bangladesh? 

 

Q:Total Number of Ferry boats operating under RHD……………. 

Q: Number of Ferry Ghat………. 

Q:  Tell us about our present trucking industry/covered trucks/covered vans? 

Q: Please discuss the regulatory regime of Bangladesh government for effective, efficient and safe 

trucking services? 

 

Q: Are the existing infrastructure facilities specifically the condition of Roads and Highways are able 

to take the load of extra transports under the transit/transshipment agreement? (Please explain your 

opinion) 

Q: Total Number of Trucks crossed Bangladesh under the transit agreement with India? 

Q:  Is Bangladesh fully equipped to provide the transit facilities under BBIN Motor Vehicle agreement? 

(Explain you answer) 

Q: Is Bangladesh fully equipped to join on Asian Express Highway? 
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Q: Please explain the major challenges/ constrains to provide the transit and transshipment facilities in 

Bangladesh, 

 

 

Q. What policy reforms are needed to facilitate the transit and transshipment facilities with neighboring 

countries? 
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2. Freight Transportation by Air (662): Policy makers 

 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Technical Part: 

Q: Tell us about our present airlines industry? 

Q:  How many airlines have cargo handling services (local and international)? 

Q: Please discuss the regulatory regime of Bangladesh government for effective, efficient and safe air 

services? 

Q: Do you think Bangladeshi Airlines are capable to provide quality services for carrying goods? 

Q: Please mention some points why Bangladeshi Airlines could not meet the quality service 

requirements? 

Q: Please mention some points how airlines can provide better services for cargo handling? 

Q. Do you think govt. policies are favorable for doing business in Bangladesh? 

Q. Do you think, Govt. policy is well equipped to foster the growth of freight transportation in 

Bangladesh? 

Q. Does the legal & institutional framework for the transport service sector have impact on reducing 

the transportation cost? (Please explain your answer) 

Q. Does the institutional framework for the Multimodal transportation system in Bangladesh is well 

coordinated? (Please explain the answer) 

Q. Does the institutional setup are capable to ensure the road safety in Bangladesh? How govt. can 

address this issues? 

Q. Does the private sector engagement are satisfactory is transport sector of Bangladesh?(If no, how 

could we improve this condition, Please explain)  

Q. Are the productivity of sea ports (Chittagong seaport, Mongla seaport)  satisfactory? 

Q. Are the productivity of Container loading-unloading, shipment of goods  satisfactory? 

Q. Are the technical knowledge of the worker in ports  satisfactory? 
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Q. What type of initiatives (Both physical and technical) are required to increase the skill of the 

worker? 

Q. Please mention some of the challenges of freight transportation in Bangladesh. 

 

Q. What type of policy support is necessary to enhance the productivity and efficiency of the freight 

transportation sector in Bangladesh? 
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Questionnaire for Freight Transportation by Air (662): Service Providers 

 

Part A: General Information 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Part B: Technical Part 

Q1: Do you operate flight outside of the country? 

Q2: How many flights operated outside of the country by your organization? 

Q3: Mention the major destination of the flight: 

Q4: Do your company have any branches/agents/subsidiary company in foreign destinations to book 

tickets both for passenger and cargo carrier? (If yes, please mention name of the country)  

Q5: Does your company have any cargo carrier facilities? Aircraft/cargo airbus? 

Q7: Please mention the average amount of cargo carried by your airline per year. 

Q8: Please mention the average amount of revenue received through cargo carrier. 

Q9: What types of export goods are carried by your aircraft? (Please mention the percentage (%) share) 

Products  Percentage share  

a. Vegetables & Agro based products  

b. RMG products  

c. Fish & fisheries products  

d. Leather and Leather goods  

e. Other goods   

 

 

Q10: Would you please mention the major  hindrances in exporting your export goods via air?(Please 

rate the into 1-5 range) 

Challenges  Level of affect*  
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a. poor performance in the handling and 

clearance processes (Need to clear 

whose performance you are asking 

for?) 

 

b. lack of space for cargo on passenger 

aircrafts 

 

c. Lack of adequate cargo aircrafts  

d. Stealing and pilferage of imported 

goods/export items 

 

e. Inadequate capacity and space, 

including the inadequacy of scanners 

able to handle airfreight 

 

f. Congestion at the air cargo terminal.  

*1 = not a problem; 2= Less problem; 3= Moderate Problem; 4= Serious Problem;  5 = very 

serious problem 

Q. What types of policy support are necessary to enhance the freight transport through Air from 

Bangladesh? (Mention major five) 

 

S.I No. Major Policy needed  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  
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Railway Transport Services of Freight (6422):  Policy Makers  

 

Part A: General Information 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Part B: Technical Part 

 

Q1: Total area of rail lines in Bangladesh……………………..  

Broad gage: 

Meter gage:  

Q2:  Tell us about our present rail way freight services? 

Q3: Please discuss the regulatory regime of Bangladesh government for effective, efficient and safe 

railway services? 

Q4: Do you think container services are enough for goods shipment in train? Are the existing 

infrastructure facilities specifically the condition of railways are able to take the load of extra carry the 

goods for transit/transshipment agreement?  

Q5: What are the main  rail stations involved to cargo handling services? 

Q5: How much it costs for railway freight services? {per MT/bale of jute? Pl make it meaningful?) 

Q6:  (I think this question is not needed because its answer is fairly easy to guess)06. Is information 

system available for freight transportation?  

Q7: Do you think rail way is suffering of skilled people for loading and unloading of goods exported or 

imported? 

Q8: Please explain the major challenges/ constrains to provide the transit and transshipment facilities 

in Bangladesh, 

Q9. What policy reform are needed to facilitate the transit and transshipment facilities with neighboring 

countries? 
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Railway Transport Services of Freight (6422): Service Provider 

 

Part A: General Information 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

 

Part B: Technical Part 

 

Q1. What are the principal activities/ types of services you are providing? 

Q2. Period of providing service? 

Q3: Do you think container services are enough for goods shipment in train?  

What are the main bottlenecks in carrying goods by rail?114 

Q4: Do you think Railway freight services are costly? 

Q5: Can you give some cost estimation for carrying goods through Rail? 

Q6. Do you/your members have any experience of providing transit/transshipment services through 

rail (transportation of foreign goods under transit agreement)?  

Q7: What infrastructural difficulties/constraints do you face in transportation of transit goods/or 

goods? 

Is Parbatipur-Biral line converted to dual gauge (DG)? 

Q8:? 

Q9: Please mention some of the challenges of this sector.  

Q10: what is the Present condition of the freight services of railway? 

Q11: What type of policy support is necessary to develop this sector? 

 

 

                                                           
114 All the major rail-heads, namely Darsana, Benapole, and Rohanpur are having physical barriers, in terms of 

inadequate loop lengths and yard holding lines. (If it is still true? Then it will be a barrier) 
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4.Questionnaire for Inland Water Transport Services of Freight (6522):  Policy Makers  

 

Part A: General Information 

 

Name of the Respondent:  

Name of the Organisation: 

Address: 

Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Part B: Technical Part 

 

1. What are the main inland waterways? (Please mention the routes) 

 

2. Do you think allocated resources are limited for the development of this sector (IWT, Inland 

Water Transport)?  

 

3. What percentage share of Freights are transported through Inland Water ways in Bangladesh? 

(Please mention the share) 

 

 

4. Do you think inland waterway system is used to its full potential? If not, what are the reasons? 

(Please rate the into 1-5 range) 

Challenges Level of 

affect*  

Inadequate dredging and shortage of berthing facilities  

Lack of resources  

Quality of sector management and services provided by the operators  

Inadequate budget allocations  

Poor sector governance structure  

Capacity to enforce vessel regulation  

Lack of financial and management information system  

Infrastructure problems  

Shortage of Vessels   

Shortage of workers   

Skill gap of the workers   

Lack of modern technologies for loading-unloading of containers  

Security issues   

*1 = not a problem; 2= Less problem; 3= Moderate Problem; 4= Serious Problem;  5 = very 

serious problem 

 

5. What are the major roles of Bangladesh Inland Water Transport Authority?  

5.1.   

5.2.   
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5.3.   

5.4.   

5.5.   

 

6. Do you think the role of the private sector in managing, owning, and financing waterway services 

and infrastructure is significant? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

6.1.  If no, how could we enhance private sector participation in the transportation of freight on Inland 

water transport services in Bangladesh  

6.1.1.   

6.1.2.   

6.1.3.   

6.1.4.   

6.1.5.   

 

7. What policy reform are needed to facilitate and enhance the share of freight transport through Inland 

water transport services in Bangladesh? 
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Questionnaire for Inland Water Transport Services of Freight (6522): Service Providers  

 

Part A: General Information 

 

Name of the Respondent:  

Name of the Organisation: 

Address: 

 

Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Part B: Technical Part 

 

1. What are the principal activities/ types of services you are providing? 

2. Period of providing service? 

3. What is the Present condition of the freight services of inland water transport?  Any bottlenecks in 

carrying goods on time? 

4.  

5. Can you give some cost estimation for carrying goods? (Per ton? ) 

6. What infrastructural difficulties/constraints do you face in transportation of transit goods/or 

goods? 

7. Do you think Bangladesh inland water transport authority is capable to provide quality services 

for carrying goods? 

8. Do you think inland waterway system is used to its full potential? If not, what are the reasons? 

(Please rate the into 1-5 range) 

Challenges Level of 

affect*  

Inadequate dredging and shortage of berthing facilities  

Lack of resources  

Quality of sector management and services provided by the operators  

Inadequate budget allocations  

Poor sector governance structure  

Capacity to enforce vessel regulation  

Lack of financial and management information system  

Infrastructure problems  

Shortage of Vessels   

Shortage of workers   

Skill gap of the workers   

Lack of modern technologies for loading-unloading of containers  

Security issues   

Others (Please specify)  

*1 = not a problem; 2= Less problem; 3= Moderate Problem; 4= Serious Problem; 5 = very 

serious problem 
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9. What type of policy support is necessary to develop this sector? 
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Questionnaire for Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight (6512): Port 

Authority 

 

Part A: General Information 

1. Name of the respondent:  

2. Name of the Organisation: 

3. Address: 

 

4. Contact Number & Email ID: 

5. Parent Ministry/Dept.: 

 

 

Part B: Technical Information 

 

Q: Total area of costal and transoceanic water transport facilities in Bangladesh? 

Q. How many ports (Sea port) are involved in the export process from Bangladesh? 

 

Q. Please mention the level of services providing in this port in the shipment of exportable goods from 

Bangladesh 

 

Q: Please mention the total number of Ships departure from this port annually? 

 Year- 2010: 

 Year – 2011: 

 Year – 2012: 

 Year – 2013: 

 Year – 2014: 

 Year – 2015:  

Q. Please mention the number of depot/Jetty in your  port that are providing the facilities of loading-

unloading of exportable goods. 

Q. Please indicate the number of operators are providing loading-unloading of exportable goods from 

Bangladesh. 

Q. Please mention the number of Freight Forwarders are engaged in the shipment of goods from this 

port. 

Q. Please mention the number of container operators are engaged in the container cargo services in this 

port.  

Q. Are there any foreign firms operating  in this port in the process of export-import services? (If yes. 

Please mention the number) 
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Q:  Tell us about our present trucking industry/covered trucks/covered vans operated in the shipment 

of goods in this port? 

Q: Please discuss the regulatory regime of Bangladesh government for effective, efficient port facilities 

of export-import services? 

Q: Are the existing infrastructure facilities specifically the efficiency of this port is able to take the load 

of extra transports under the transit/transshipment agreement? (Please explain your opinion) 

Q: Total Number of consignments arrived in this port under the transit agreement with India? 

Q:  Is the portsare fully equipped to provide the transit facilities under Transit and Transshipment 

agreement? (Explain you answer) 

Q: Please explain the major challenges/ constrains to provide the transit and transshipment facilities in 

Bangladesh (Associated with Port Handling) 

 

Q. What policy reform are needed to enhance the efficiency of this port to facilitate the export of 

Bangladesh? 

 

 

Questionnaire for Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight (6512): Service 

Provider 

 

Part A: General Information 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Part B: Technical Part 

 

Q. What kinds of transportation services does your company provide? 

Q. How many companies are providing Coastal and transoceanic water transport services for Freight 

in Bangladesh? 

Q. Does your company operate fleet for Coastal and transoceanic water transport services? 

Q. How many fleets are operated under your company? 
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Q. Which are the most frequent route for the Coastal and transoceanic water transport services? 

(Mention major five destination) 

Q. How many counties your fleet are operated? 

Q. How frequently you operate  your fleet for freight transportation? 

Q. Where are the major bottlenecks, safety problems and other impediments on the Coastal and 

transoceanic water transport services that cause delay, accidents, or missed connections? 

a) …………… 

b) …………… 

c) ……………. 

d) ……………. 

e) …………… 

f) Lack of classification society115 

g) No Inland Shipping Office116 

 

Survey Questionnaire for Freight Transport (Trucking company?) : (Company/Association) 

 

A. General Information  

Q. Name of the respondent:  

Q. Name of the Organisation: 

Q: Address: 

Q: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

 

 

 

B. Technical Information 

 

Q. What kinds of transportation services does your company provide? Please 

indicate the percentage of truckloads in each category. 

 Truckload 

 Less-Than-Truckload 

 Air Freight Specialist 

                                                           
115 There are six acknowledged International Classification Societies (According to the number of vessels and 

call in vessels under the Merchant Shipping). At least, one local Classification Society should be in BGD to 

ensure the inland and coastal ship safety. (so far I know, there is no classification society in BGD) Govt. alone 

cannot ensure inland and coastal ship safety without private participation. 
116 There should be inland shipping service in the country for ship’s masters, drivers and the crews of the inland 

(domestic) shipping. Lack of this organization, accountability of the master, driver and the crews cannot be 

maintained properly. 
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 Freight Forward 

 Railway freight 

 Inland water freight 

 Maritime shipment freight  

Q. How many employees are employed in total by your organisation ? 

Q. How many of these are employed as driver? 

Q. Does the company operate a private fleet? 

 No 

 Yes 

 

Q. If yes, how many of each of the following do you operate? 

 

Type  Number  Type  Number 

Light Duty Truck (4 

tire)  
 Power units  

2 axle, 6 tire Truck   Trailers  

3 axle straight truck 

(single unit)  
 Vans  

4+ axle straight truck 

(single unit)  
 Specialized (specify)  

 

Q. How many shipments arrive by truck on an average weekday?  

Q. During what month of the year is your shipping by truck greatest? 

 

Q. What is the ratio of truck shipments during the peak month to an average month? 

 

Q. List the routes most often used in the region for transportation of your freight. These 

routes can include primary roads, highways, and interstates. 

 Dhaka – Chittagong port:  

 Dhaka – Mongla port:  

 Dhaka – Benapole land port:  

 Dhaka – Tamabil Landport: 

 Dhaka – Akhaura: 

 

Q. Mention the name of major destination ports you operate fleet..(Please mention how much time is 

needed to reach in different destination ports) [This table needs recast. Dear Tapas, Pl discuss with me 

] 

Destination Ports Distance  Required Time  

Chittagong Port to ???   

Mongla Port    

Pangaon Port    

Ashugonj River port     

Shahjalal International Airport    

Benapole Port   

Burimari Land Port, Lalmonirhat    

Akhaura Land Port    
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Hili Land Port, Hakimpur, 

Dinajpur  

  

Banglabandha Land Port, Tetulia, 

Panchagarh 

  

Teknaf Land Port, to say 

Chittagong, or Dhaka  

  

Tamabil Land Port,    

 

Q. What percentage of your company’s outbound truck trips are to destinations 

 Less than 50 miles away ___________________________ 

  50 to 250 miles away ___________________________ 

  More than 250 miles away ___________________________ 

 

Q. Does your company ship goods by modes other than truck? 

 No 

 Yes If yes, what percent of your company’s total shipments by weight (inbound 

and outbound) use the following modes: 

 

 

Percent(%) of Shipments by Weight 

 

 Rail _______________ 

 Air _______________ 

 Ship _______________ 

 Other (specify) _______________ 

 

Q. Where are the major bottlenecks, congestion points, safety problems and other 

impediments on the region’s transportation system that cause delay, accidents, or missed 

connections? Please list and identify when these problems occur - which seasons, which 

 

Q. Do you have any access problems in or out of specific manufacturing plants, industrial 

parks or intermodal transfer yards? If yes, please describe. Please list and identify when 

these problems occur - which seasons, which days of the week, which hours of the day? 

 

Q. Do any of the following conditions present problems for freight shipments to or from 

your company and/or facility? 

Challenges  Level of affect* 

Please describe the 

location and nature of the 

problem. 

1. Highway congestion    

2. Merge lanes    

3. At-grade railroad crossings    

4. Highway interferences with 

rail lines (i.e., grade crossings) 
  

5. Turning at traffic lights    

6. Inadequate local streets 

capacity 
  

7. Roadway turning radius    
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8. Insufficient lane width for wide 

loads 
  

9.Lack access from railyards to 

Interstate highway system 
  

10.Lack of trailer drop-off/pickup 

facilities for trucks 
  

11.Delays caused by lift bridges    

12.Poor truck access to shipping 

terminals 
  

13.Poor truck access to 

intermodal facilities 
  

14.Poor truck access to airports 

for air cargo purposes 
  

15.Poor reliability due to 

accidents and incidents 
  

16. Poor reliability due to weather 

conditions 
  

17. Narrow roads    

18. Lack of roadway connectivity    

19. Other (specify)    

*1 = not a problem; 2= Less problem; 3= Moderate Problem; 4= Serious Problem;  5 = very 

serious problem 

 

Q.What does your company do to compensate for the impediments or problems identified above? 

Q. To what degree are you able to compensate for the problems? 

Q. What effect do the transportation impediments you identified have on the safety, profitability or 

logistical efficiency of your company?  

Q. Does your company undertake any training for driver/fleet management? 

 No. 

 Yes 

If yes, please mention the name of the training progamme  

Q. What improvement in the transportation system would the respondent like to see?(check where 

applicable) 

1. Highway ramps? 

2. Highway/route connectors? 

3. Highway/route lane capacity? 

4. Rest Areas? 

5. Truck parking areas? 

6. Industrial zones for facility/terminal locations? _______ 

7. Other infrastructure? (specify) _______ 

 

Q. For the types of infrastructure needs you indicated above, please list the locations(s) where you 

think these are needed 
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Q. Do you/your members have any experience of providing transit/transshipment services 

(transportation of foreign goods under transit agreement) ?  

 

Q. Do you think you/your members are capable to provide quality services for the transit/transshipment 

transportation facilities for foreign goods? 

 

Q. Do you think the current Roads and Highway facilities are adequate to provide transit/transshipment 

facilities for neighboring countries? 

 

Q. Do you think, different Govt. policies are favorable for transportation of transit goods? (If no, please 

mention) 

 

 

Q. Do you suggest any reform in the legal framework/govt. policies in order to promote the 

transportation of transit goods? 
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Freight Transport Survey Questionnaire: (Driver) 

 

Part A: General Information 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID:   

Q5: Date of Commencement of Business activity: 

 

Part B: Technical Information 

 

Q. Where are the major bottlenecks, congestion points, safety problems and other 

impediments on the region’s transportation system that cause delay, accidents, or missed 

connections? Please list and identify when these problems occur - which seasons, which 

days of the week, which hours of the day? 

 

Q. Do you have any access problems in or out of specific manufacturing plants, industrial 

parks or intermodal transfer yards? If yes, please describe. Please list and identify when 

these problems occur - which seasons, which days of the week, which hours of the day? 

 

Q. Do any of the following conditions present problems for freight shipments to or from 

your company and/or facility? 

Condition  
Level of 

affect*  

Please describe the location and 

nature of the problem. 

1. Highway congestion    

2. Merge lanes    

3. At-grade railroad crossings    

4. Highway interferences with 

rail lines (i.e., grade crossings) 
  

5. Turning at traffic lights    

 

6. Presence of other small vehicles (such as 

Nochimon, Korimon,  easy bikes) 

 
[Slow moving vehicles should either be removed 
from the main roads, or, forced to maintain their 
separate lanes. ] 
  

  

7. Roadway turning radius    

8. Insufficient lane width for wide 

loads 
  

9.Lack  of access from railyards to 

Interstate highway system 
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10.Lack of trailer drop-off/pickup 

facilities for trucks 
  

11.Delays caused by lift bridges    

12.Poor truck access to shipping 

terminals 
  

13.Poor truck access to 

intermodal facilities 
  

14.Poor truck access to airports 

for air cargo purposes 
  

15.Delay  due to 

accidents and incidents 
  

16. Poor reliability due to weather 

conditions 
  

17. Narrow roads    

18. Lack of roadway connectivity    

19. Other (specify) Existence of open 

markets along the road side creating traffic 

jams.  

 

 

  

*1 = not a problem; 2= Less problem; 3= Moderate Problem; 4= Serious Problem;  5 = very serious 

problem 

Q. Is there anything you would like to add about problems and opportunities regarding freight 

movement in the region? Do you have other ideas or solutions that we should consider or investigate 

further? 

 

Q. What does your company (or client) do to compensate for the impediments identified above? 

 

Q. What do you do as a driver to compensate for these problems? 

 

Q. To what degree are you able to compensate for the problems? 

 

Q. What improvement in the transportation system would the respondent like to see?(check 

where applicable) 

 

1. Highway ramps? _______ 

2. Highway/route connectors? _______ 

3. Highway/route lane capacity? _______ 

4. Rest Areas? _______ 

5. Truck parking areas? _______ 

6. Other infrastructure? (specify) _______ 

Q. For the types of infrastructure needs you indicated above, please list the locations 

where you think these are needed. (Type Location)  

 

Q. How would you characterize the company for which you work? (Check as many as 

apply.) 
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 I am a self-employed driver 

 Transportation (Please specify type below) 

 Common Carrier – Offer transportation service to the general public overregular and irregular 

routes 

 Contract Carrier – Offer transportation service to certain shippers under 

specific contract 

Q. Do you consistently drive a regular route or pattern of routes each week? 

 Yes 

 No 

Q. Please describe the route or routes you most frequently drive. 

 Dhaka – Chittagong port:  

 Dhaka – Mongla port:  

 Dhaka – Benapole land port:  

 Dhaka – Tamabil Landport: 

 Dhaka – Akhaura: 

 

Q. In driving the route(s) listed above, is your choice of roads a result of any impediments 

on roads that would otherwise represent a better routing? 

 No 

 Yes;  

If yes, what is the location and nature of the impediment(s)? 

________________________________________________ 

Freight Transport Questionnaire :( freight forwarder)   

 

Part A: General Information   

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID:   

Q5: Date of Commencement of Business activity: 

 

Part B: Technical Part 

Q1: How long have you been working in this industry? 

 Less Than one year 

 More than one year 

 More than three year 

 More than five year 
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Q2: What are the main business areas of your company? 

 Freight Forwarder as agent 

 Freight forwarder as principal 

 Road carrier ( Own/ Sub contract) 

 Rail Carrier ( Own / Sub contract) 

 Air Carrier ( Own / Sub Contract) 

 Warehouse keeper (Own/ Sub Contract) 

 Others ( Specify) 

 

Q4: Could you please estimate how many companies are performing business in this industry? 

 

Q6: Could you please mention the Annualfreight transportation (in Metric Tons) by your company 

(Forwarding only) 

 Metric Tons 2016 2015 2014 

Export Nonfood items    

 Food items    

     

Import Nonfood items    

 Food items    

 

Q8: Is your company licensed to carry out customs and port clearances of Cargo?  

        Yes/ No 

 

If NO, please state name and relationship of company that performs these functions on these behalf?  

 

Q9: Do you/your company have any Warehouse facilities? 

 Yes/No (if yes please mention) 

Address Covered area in sq.ft Owned or rented For your exclusive use 

or common facility 

    

    

    

 

Q10: Do you have legal liability Insurance?   YES/ NO 

( If YES please give details of coverage)  

Q11: Do you have cargo insurance for goods stored in your warehouse/s? YES/NO 

(If YES please give details of coverage) 

Q. How many Shipping lines are operating business in freight transportation in Bangladesh? 

Q. Please mention some of the major export destination of freight from Bangladesh? 
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Q. Please mention some of the major factors that  adversely  affect the freight transportation in 

Bangladesh (Please mention top five) 

 

Q. What are the major challenges of freight transportation in Bangladesh? (Please rate them in 1-5) 

Challenges Level of affect*  

a. Poor adequate capacity of ports   

b. Lack of warehouse facilities on ports  

c. Lack of cold stores facilities on port for perishable 

products 

 

d. Lack of skilled man power on container handling  

e. Lack of efficiency in port management   

f. Lack of skilled labour for loading- unloading of goods   

g. Lack of co-ordination between port authority and 

customs  

 

h. Lack of efficiency of C&F agents  

i. Cumbersome administrative  procedures   

j. lack of transport facilities (e.g. trucks, vans, pickups 

etc) 

 

k. Strike, Blockade   

l. Lobour unit  

m. high port charge   

n. high cost of freight   

*1 = not a problem; 2= Less problem; 3= Moderate Problem; 4= Serious Problem;  

 5 = very serious problem 

 

Q12: What are the major challenges of these sectors (any other than above)? 

Q13: Please mention some points how Freight forwarders can provide better services? 

Q14. Do you think govt. policies are favorable for doing business? Please provide some policy 

suggestions in favor for the freight forwarding services? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   
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Questionnaire for Transport Sector (Roads and Highway Department) 

 

Part A: General Information 

 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

Q5: Parent Ministry/Dept.: 

 

Technical Information  

Q: Total area of roads and highways in Bangladesh…………………….. 

 National Highway: 

 Regional Highway: 

 Subway:  

Q: Total Number of Ferry boats operating under RHD……………. 

Q: Number of Ferry Ghat………. 

 

Q: Are the existing infrastructure facilities specifically the condition of Roads and High ways 

are able to take the load of extra transports under the transit/transshipment agreement? 

(Please explain your opinion) 

Q: Total Number of Trucks crossed Bangladesh under the transit agreement with India? 

Q. Are Bangladesh fully equipped to provide the transit facilities under BBIN Motor Vehicle 

agreement? (Explain you answer) 

Q. Are Bangladesh fully equipped to join on Asian Express Highway? 

 Q: Please explain the major challenges/ constrains to provide the transit and transshipment 

facilities in Bangladesh, 

Q. What policy reform are needed to facilitate the transit and transshipment facilities with 

neighboring countries? 
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Biman Bangladesh and Private Airlines 

 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Technical Part:  

Q. Do you operate flight outside of the country? 

Q. How many flight operated outside of the country by your organization? 

Q. Mention the major destination of the flight: 

Q. Do your company have any branches/agents/subsidiary company in foreign destinations to 

book tickets both for passenger and cargo carrier? (If yes, please mention name of the 

country)  

 

Passenger Transport: 

Q. Do your company have carried foreign passenger? 

Q. Please mentioned the average number of foreign passenger carried by your Airlines 

annually. 

Q. Please mentioned the average earning through foreign passenger  

 

Cargo Transport: 

Q. Do your company have any cargo carrier facilities? 

Q. Do your company have any cargo airbus? 

Q. Please mention the average amount of cargo carried by your airline per year. 

Q. Please mention the average amount of revenue received through cargo carrier. 

  

Q. Do you think Bangladeshi Airlines are capable to provide quality services for the foreign 

passenger? 

Q. Please mention some points why Bangladeshi Airlines could not meet the quality service 

requirements. 

Q. Do you get any govt. assistance both fiscal and monetary term? 
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Q. Do you think govt. policies are favorable for doing business? 

Q. Please mention some of the challenges of this sector. 

Q. What type of policy support is necessary for the sector to attract more foreign passenger 

visit and cargo carrier supply through Bangladesh Airlines? 
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Questionnaire for Transport Sector (Association/Individual) 

 

Q1. Name of the respondent:  

Q2. Name of the Organisation: 

Q3: Address: 

Q4: Contact Number & Email ID: 

 

Technical Information 

Q1. What are the principal activities/ types of services you are providing? 

Q2. Period of providing service? 

Q. Do you/your members have any experience of providing transit/transshipment services 

(transportation of foreign goods under transit agreement) ?  

Q. Do you think you/your members are capable to provide quality services for the foreign 

passenger? 

Q. Do you think you/your members are capable to provide quality services for the 

transit/transshipment transportation facilities for foreign goods? 

Q. What infrastructural difficulties/constraints do you face in transportation of transit goods? 

Q. Do you think the current Roads and Highway facilities are adequate to provide 

transit/transshipment facilities for neighboring countries? 

 

Q. Please mention some of the challenges of this sector. 

 

Q. What infrastructure development should be done by the Govt. to promote/enhance 

transportation of transit goods? 

 

Q. Do you think, different Govt. policies are favorable for transportation of transit goods? (If 

no, please mention) 

 

Q. Do you suggest any reform in the legal framework/govt. policies in order to promote the 

transportation of transit goods? 

 

 

 


